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ABSTRACT
Program failures have plagued the defense and aerospace industry for decades, as unanticipated
cost and schedule overruns have rendered the development of systems ineffective in terms of time
and cost considerations. This raises the need to holistically include performance, cost and
schedule considerations during the early-phase design of systems to perform valuable tradeoffs
that derive more feasible and affordable solutions. This paradigm is the design for affordability.
This design for affordability conundrum is targeted at defense and aerospace systems, which have
complex mission requirements and stakeholder involvement that are susceptible to changes and
perturbations over time. Without a systematic framework, the design for affordability process can
potentially become cognitively challenging to system architects and lead to unsatisfactory results.
To resolve affordability, it can first be defined as the property of becoming or remaining feasible
relative to resource needs and resource constraints over time. Affordability can then be treated as
an ility that drives the design of more affordable yet technically sound architectures.
Tradespace-based methods are introduced to drive affordability and incorporate these holistic
considerations into the design process. They facilitate the systematic and disciplined search for
affordable solutions to the system, program and portfolio of interest. Multi-Attribute Tradespace
Exploration (MATE), Epoch-Era Analysis (EEA) and the Multi-Attribute Expense (MAE)
function were modified for affordability analysis. Their feasibility was demonstrated through
application to two design case studies. Results from both case studies demonstrated the dynamic
tradeoffs among performance, cost and schedule parameters. Tradespace-based methods can thus
be applied to the progressive design of systems, programs and portfolios using either a bottom-up
or top-down approach to deliver affordable solutions in these cases.
Affordability is not only an engineering problem; it is also a policy and management problem.
Therefore, affordability can be approached through perspectives beyond engineering design. New
policies and refined management practices can be used alongside tradespace-based methods for
affordability analysis to ensure the continued delivery of affordable systems for the future.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Motivation: The Ariane VI Conundrum

In July 2013, the European Space Agency (ESA) announced that it had selected a basic design for
a new launch vehicle, the Ariane VI, which will be powered by two solid-fuelled lower stages and
incorporate the liquid-fuelled upper-stage currently being developed as an upgrade for the
existing Ariane V vehicle (BBC, 2013). The basic design was chosen after conducting a series of
trade studies for six months and feasibility work approved by ESA member states.
However, despite being the newest member of the Ariane family, the Ariane VI will have less
lifting capacity than the Ariane V and it will only be able to carry a payload of 3 - 6.5 tons to the
high orbits occupied by telecoms satellites. The latest variant of the Ariane V, however, will
actually be able to carry up to 11.5 tons after its upgrade. Furthermore, the Ariane VI will only be
able to launch just one spacecraft at a time, not the two that are routinely lifted by the Ariane V.
The Ariane VI seems to have several performance limitations, which may deeply impact the
nature of future ESA space missions. Such a development will appear confounding at first sight,
as it seems that the latest class of launch vehicles is taking a step backwards in terms of
performance. Designing and launching the Ariane VI already consumes substantial time and
monetary resources from ESA and such expenditures would typically be justified under
traditional standards only if there were a significant improvement in performance levels.
However, this was not observed in the Ariane VI. This poses several questions as to how and why
this might have happened, and whether it was accidental or intentional.

Figure 1-1: Comparison of the Ariane V (left) and Ariane VI (right) (ESA, 2013)
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ESA representatives offered their explanations for this new twist in design and they stated that the
primary driver for the new configuration is the quest to reduce costs of manufacture and
operation. The Ariane V, despite being highly reliable and successful, is priced above its
competition and will probably not be sustainable for future space missions. As a result, ESA
representatives feared that global demand for Ariane launch vehicles would decrease over time
unless a cheaper approach is adopted (BBC, 2013). Therefore, ESA has set a target to try to
produce and launch the Ariane VI for no more than about 70m euros (£60m/$90m). This is much
cheaper than the current launch cost of the Ariane V, which is estimated to be around 145m euros
(£60m /$200m) in 2013 (Parabolic Arc, 2013).
However, reducing costs is not a straightforward task. Producing a new launch vehicle would
involve the collaboration of many ESA member states and there is much to be done during earlyphase design to ensure that the Ariane VI can operate reliably. Alain Charmeau, the CEO of
Astrium Space Transportation, which leads the Ariane industrial consortium, expressed his
concern regarding the challenge of adopting a cheaper approach and reducing costs:
"Astrium now has to capture the ball that has been sent to us today by the agency.”
“We will have to make Ariane 6 a very competitive launcher. It's really a complete change in
Europe. It's the first time ever that we will try to develop a rocket thinking about production price
and not just performance."
Through producing the Ariane VI, ESA hopes to achieve more economic returns by reducing the
scale of the production consortium spread across the European continent, and by including fewer,
less complex components in the build itself. ESA also envisions that once the Ariane VI enters
service and proves its reliable performance, it can replace both the more expensive Ariane V and
the Russian medium-class Soyuz launcher. If development is approved by 2014, the Ariane VI
could make its first flight by 2021-22. Eventually, operating just the Ariane VI alone can help
ESA fulfill a wide range of customer needs and provide substantial profits in the future.
Therefore, the Ariane VI may pale in comparison in terms of performance, but it is projected to
make space transportation more affordable in the future.
The Ariane VI conundrum serves to highlight several important issues. It appears that
performance has no longer become the top priority during the design process. It is clear that the
definition of “better” is no longer confined to performance levels of the system. In order to
remain competitive in today’s defense and aerospace industry, cheaper approaches must be
explored and there has to be more emphasis on price or cost in addition to performance.
Apart from cost, there is also the notion of adhering to the development schedule, as every year
delayed equates to another year of operating the more expensive Ariane V. There is now a need to
place more priority on cost and schedule throughout the design process and determine which
aspects would allow new designs to remain attractive and competitive. Antonio Fabrizi, Director
of ESA launchers, offered his opinion of how this could be done:
“We don't reduce the costs via technologies; there are no breakthrough technologies that help us
to make revolutionary launchers that can provide performance at low cost”
It appears to suggest that other ways must be devised and deployed to allow the conduct of
tradeoffs between performance, cost and schedule during the design process.
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1.2

Prevalence of Cost and Schedule Overruns

The approach taken by ESA in designing the Ariane VI is motivated by the need to reduce the
cost and time spent developing the system. It is just one of the many design cases where cost and
schedule are explicitly taken into consideration during design at the expense of performance
levels. Previously, emphasis was placed mostly on maximizing performance and less attention
was given to managing cost and schedule attributes. As a result, many cost and schedule overruns
are experienced during system and program development. This predicament has been observed to
be prevalent throughout the US defense and aerospace industry for decades.
In 2012, nearly half of the US Department of Defense’s (DoD) 96 largest acquisition programs
(GAO, 2012) have failed to meet the cost growth and schedule standards that were established to
identify troubled defense programs (Schwartz, 2010, 2013). In fact, Figure 1-2 shows that the
number of programs that met these criteria have been decreasing in recent years. This is an
alarming trend as it indicates a reduced buying power for the military.

Figure 1-2: Percentage of Programs Meeting Total Acquisition Cost Growth Targets (GAO, 2013)

It was further reported that the total acquisition cost of DoD’s Fiscal Year 2011 portfolio of 96
major defense acquisition programs grew by more than $74.4 billion, or 5%, in the past year.
About $31.1 billion of that amount can be attributed to factors such as inefficiencies in
production, $29.6 billion to quantity changes, and $13.7 billion to research and development cost
growth (GAO, 2013). DOD’s largest weapon system acquisition program – the Joint Strike
Fighter program – accounted for most of the cost growth (GAO, 2013). However, it is just one of
the many programs to experience management and execution problems as a result of cost and
schedule overruns. Despite active reductions in weapon unit quantities and reduced performance
expectations, the cost overruns on such Major Defense Acquisition Programs (MDAPs) have
grown to more than $300 billion over original program estimates. These overruns have led to
delays in program developments and even cancellations.
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Other notable defense programs that experienced cost and schedule overruns were the Army’s
Comanche armed reconnaissance helicopter, the Navy’s DDG-1000 next-generation surface
combatant, and the Air Force’s Transformational Satellite Communications System (TSAT)
(Cancian, 2010). The Comanche program commenced in 1982, but increasing unit costs resulted
in a 10-year delay in schedule and its eventual cancellation in 2004. The $6.9 billion initially
allocated for the procurement of 120 Comanche helicopters over 5 years could have been directed
towards upgrading 350 AH-64 attack helicopters to deliver greater warfighter capability, but was
instead used to purchase 800 other helicopters (Cancian, 2010).
Similarly, the DDG-1000 program was cancelled in 2009 due to high costs and mission
limitations, and funds were instead used to procure additional units of the older DDG-51 model.
Unnecessary expenditures and schedule delays could be averted if the Navy initially decided to
purchase 13 units of the DDG-51 class for its $23 billion investment in only 3 DDG-1000 units.
TSAT was also cancelled in 2009 due to rising costs and schedule slips. The Air Force might
have used the $3.5 billion initial investment in TSAT to purchase 7 units of the existing
Advanced Extremely High Frequency (AEHF) satellites to avoid gaps in coverage (Cancian,
2010).
The failure to deliver these defense systems as a result of cost and schedule overruns can
seriously compromise the US military’s warfighting capabilities. These high-profile failures have
therefore accentuated the need to reduce cost overruns and schedule delays.

Figure 1-3:The Army’s Comanche armed reconnaissance helicopter (left), the Navy’s DDG-1000 nextgeneration surface combatant (middle), and the Air Force’s TSAT (right).

These failures are also abundant in the aerospace industry, with the most notable being the James
Webb Space Telescope (JWST). Referred to as the “Next Generation Space Telescope” and a top
priority in the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) science decadal survey,
JWST is a large deployable, infrared-optimized space telescope that has been designed to succeed
the Hubble Space Telescope. JWST is to conduct a 5-year mission to find the first stars and trace
the evolution of galaxies from their beginning to their current formation. However, like the
defense programs described, the development of JWST also experienced significant increases to
project costs and schedule delays (GAO, 2013).
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Figure 1-4: James Webb Space Telescope (GAO, 2013 - JWST)

Prior to being approved for development, cost estimates of the JWST project ranged from $1
billion to $3.5 billion with expected launch dates ranging from 2007 to 2011. In March 2005,
NASA increased the JWST’s lifecycle cost estimate to $4.5 billion and slipped the launch date to
2013. It was found that the cost growth was due to a 1-year schedule slippage, which was caused
by a delay in the decision to use the Ariane V launch vehicle. Further schedule slippages followed
due to budget profile limitations in later fiscal years. Further cost growth was later incurred as a
result of changes to requirements and architectural decisions. Most recently, NASA announced
that the project has been re-baselined at $8.835 billion - a 78% increase to the project’s lifecycle
cost from the initial baseline - and would be launched in October 2018 - a delay of 52 months.
(GAO, 2013 – JWST)
Cost growth and schedule growth in other NASA Earth and Space Science missions conducted
were also significant. Shown in Figure 1-5, a number of missions have experienced at least a 40%
increase in both percent cost growth and percent schedule growth (NRC, 2010). The percent cost
growths for some missions were also broken down across the phases during which they were
incurred. These phases are “Start to PDR”, “PDR to CDR” and “CDR to Launch”. At NASA, the
Preliminary Design Review (PDR) is typically conducted to demonstrate that the preliminary
design meets all system requirements with acceptable risk and within the cost and schedule
constraints. The Critical Design Review (CDR) occurs later and it serves to demonstrate that the
design has matured sufficiently to support proceeding with full-scale fabrication, assembly,
integration, and test. From Figure 1-5, it appears that majority of the cost growths occurred from
“CDR to Launch”. This trend is important as it highlights that most cost growths occur later in
development and it may suggest that little is done during the earlier phases to prevent the
occurrence of these growths. Therefore, it is imperative to consider cost and schedule parameters
on top of performance levels right at the very beginning of design. Holistic considerations of
these elements at program inception can potentially reduce the overruns of overruns in future.
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Figure 1-5: Percent cost growth and percent schedule growth plot for various Earth and Space Science
missions conducted by NASA. The cost overruns for some missions are breakdown into the 3 phases
during which they were committed. (NRC, 2010)

1.3

Considering Performance, Cost and Schedule for Affordability

Across all cases of program management failures observed in the defense and aerospace industry,
unanticipated cost and schedule overruns have rendered systems and programs unaffordable.
Project developments are thus becoming more expensive and longer than initial estimates as a
result of both cost and schedule growths over time. The failure to adequately consider cost and
schedule at the beginning of design as well as the ineffectual management of tradeoffs among the
three key elements have collectively contributed to the current circumstances.
The rudimentary tradeoffs among the three elements are shown in Figure 1-6, which shows how
performance, cost and schedule are closely interconnected. When a system costs more or is under
performing, system architects are immediately prompted to implement a greater cost margin and
spend more to make up for these shortfalls. A similar action is taken if the system costs more or is
behind schedule. When a system is now behind schedule or underperforming, system architects
will apply a schedule margin and extend the development schedule. With more states that the
system being developed can exist in, many margins are implemented and their cumulative effects
will eventually result in cost and schedule overruns. Therefore, there is a need to perform these
trades better to prevent such overruns and be able to design systems that remain affordable over
time. This is the principle of affordability.
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Figure 1-6: Problems in trading off performance, cost and schedule (Adapted from Alleman, 2010)

In response to the prevalence of cost and schedule overruns, the US government issued a new
initiative - “Mandate affordability as a requirement” (DAU, 2013). Dr. Ashton Carter, then
Under Secretary of Defense for the United States, outlined this affordability initiative to improve
efficiency in spending to ensure that the country will be able to afford the systems it acquires. Dr.
Carter defined affordability as an approach “to manage programs for weapons or information
systems without exceeding our available resources”. If programs were not designed with the
notion of affordability, more time, effort and money would be wasted on cancelled programs. In
the face of budgetary and mission uncertainties, affordability is needed more than ever to achieve
the optimal balance of performance, cost and schedule elements. Therefore, affordability has now
become a design requirement. It now remains to find out the most preferred and suitable approach
to implementing affordability.

1.4

Finding the Best Approach to Affordability

To find the best approaches to affordability, the problem has to be tackled at its roots. Over the
years, many investigations were conducted to identify the major causes of cost and schedule
growth in defense and aerospace programs. A 2009 report by the Institute for Defense Analyses
(IDA) narrowed the causes to two main categories: weaknesses in management visibility,
direction and oversight; and weaknesses in initial program definition and costing (IDA, 2009).
The first broad category covers a general lack of discipline in management, and this may imply
lax or inappropriate implementation of policies, excessive reliance on unproven management
theories and acquisition strategies, and poor contractor selection processes. The second broad
category encompasses failures in systems design and early-phase planning, as well as unrealistic
cost estimates. Specific causes within this category may include failure in eliciting or anticipating
stakeholder requirements, usage of immature technologies, shortfalls in systems engineering
methods, as well as inefficiencies resulting from schedule compression and concurrency.
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IDA further reviewed a number of programs and discovered their cost growths can be attributed
to an overlap of several weaknesses from both categories. The weaknesses underlying the cost
growths for 11 selected programs are shown in Table 1-1. Tabulating the frequency of occurrence
for each weakness reveals that the lack of appropriate systems engineering methods is a common
underlying factor of cost growth in major acquisition programs. Other dominant factors include
failures in the requirements process, as well as schedule compression and concurrency. As such,
these results indicate that much can be done to enhance the overall systems engineering
framework used for designing and managing a program. Therefore, systems engineering can be
the main platform upon which affordability can potentially be implemented and designed for.
Applying more advanced systems engineering methods thus constitute the best approach to
affordability.
Table 1-1: Areas of weakness causing cost growth in programs. Adapted from (IDA, 2009).
Weaknesses in top management activities
Defense
Program

Lax or
inappropriate
policies

Unproven
theories and
strategies

Poor
contractor
selection

Failures in
requirement
s process

Immature
technology

Lack of
good SE
methods

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ARH
EFV

X

FCS

X

Global
Hawk
JASSM

X

Weaknesses in initial program definition and costing

JSF
JTRS

X

X

LCS

X

X

LPD-17

X

X

X

X

SBIRS

X

WIN-T

X

1.5

X

X

X

X

Schedule
compression
concurrency

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Affordability through Better Systems Engineering

Affordability can be implemented in the defense and aerospace industry through better systems
engineering methods. Systems engineering is a discipline that has been cultivated from the very
same industry and it has evolved as systems become increasingly complex. Nowadays, defense
and aerospace systems are composed of a myriad of interacting subsystems that independently
and collectively must satisfy a complex set of performance requirements. These requirements can
change over the system development cycle and can even evolve during system operation to
satisfy new challenges and mission requirements. Therefore, the design, development and
operation of such systems can be an arduous task.
Systems engineering emerged from these needs to manage complexities and it provides system
designers and engineers the capability to ensure that the design process proceeds smoothly and
that the system can fulfill most or if not all requirements within budgetary constraints. Therefore,
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systems engineering is a methodical, disciplined approach for the design, realization, technical
management, operations, and retirement of a system (NASA, 2012). It is a way of looking at the
“big picture” when making technical decisions and achieving stakeholder functional, physical,
and operational performance requirements in the intended use environment over the planned life
of the systems (NASA, 2012).
To address affordability issues using systems engineering methods, it is first important to note
that large commitments of technology applications, system configuration and system performance
characteristics, obligation of resources, and potential lifecycle cost all occur at the early stages of
a program. The system design conducted during these early stages is known as early-phase
design. Referring to Figure 1-7, it is at early-phase design when decisions on conceptual and
preliminary design are made and they will have a great impact on the cost of activities later on.
However, system-specific knowledge is often limited during early-phase design, but decisions
will still have to be made to further development progress. The defense and aerospace industry
has been applying a variety of systems engineering methods over the years and they have seen
many success, most notably the Apollo program. However, the industry has also been riddled
with many program failures and this could indicate the need for novel solutions today to resolve
this problem. Therefore, better systems engineering methods may be required for affordability.

Figure 1-7: Commitment, system-specific knowledge, and cost over system lifecycle
(Blanchard and Fabrycky, 2006)

Therefore, this paves the way for advanced systems engineering methods to be used. Advanced
Systems Engineering is “a branch of engineering that concentrates on design and application of
the whole as distinct from the parts... looking at the problem in its entirety, taking into account all
the facets and variables and relating the social to the technical aspects” (Booton and Ramo,
1984). Therefore, a more holistic approach can be taken to tackle the affordability problem,
which has its roots in all facets of performance, cost and schedule considerations. Also, it is clear
that defense and aerospace systems are not simply physical products. They are sociotechnical
systems that warrant attention to its social, technical, political and economic aspects through their
design and development.
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It is through this justification that methods from the Systems Engineering Advancement Research
Initiative (SEAri) at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) can be operationalized for
affordability purposes. SEAri is a MIT research lab that is affiliated with both the Engineering
Systems Division (ESD) and the Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics. It aims to
“advance the theories, methods, and effective practice of systems engineering applied to complex
socio-technical systems through collaborative research”. Therefore, SEAri is uniquely positioned
for interdisciplinary research in advancing systems engineering to meet contemporary challenges
of complex socio-technical systems (Ross and Rhodes, 2008a).
Through integrating SEAri constructs and applying SEAri methods, advanced systems
engineering techniques has the potential for being effective in ensuring affordability in defense
and aerospace systems. The underlying goal for systems engineering may be reduced simply to
maximizing experienced, and therefore perceived, system success by stakeholders. Part of the
success of the system can be defined narrowly, in terms of minimizing costs, improving
scheduling efficiencies, or meeting performance requirements, or it can be defined more broadly
by maximizing the net benefit experienced by stakeholders through interactions with the system,
while meeting or exceeding expectations (Ross and Rhodes, 2008a). Through these advanced
systems engineering methods, design and leveraging decisions made early in development can
then be improved in terms of efficiency and reliability.
MIT SEAri has developed a research agenda that spans over various important aspects of systems
engineering. First and foremost, it aims to develop methods for value robustness through concept
exploration, architecting and design using a dynamic perspective for the purpose of realizing
systems, products, and services that deliver sustained value to stakeholders in a changing world
(Ross and Rhodes, 2008a; Ross, Rhodes and Hastings, 2008; Ross, Rhodes and Hastings, 2009).
Next, it seeks to enhance sociotechnical decision making through developing multi-disciplinary
representations and analysis techniques, and adopts an economics-based view of systems
engineering to achieve measurable and predictable outcomes while delivering value to
stakeholders (Ross and Hastings, 2005; Richards, Viscito, Ross and Hastings, 2008). In addition,
it also aims to achieve more effective systems engineering practice in the context of the system
and the characteristics of the associated enterprise (Rhodes, Ross and Nightingale, 2009;
Mikaelian et al., 2011). Finally, it focuses on developing prescriptive strategic guidance to inform
the development of policies and procedures for systems engineering practice (Broniatowski and
Weigel, 2008; Szajnfarber and Weigel, 2009). This makes MIT SEAri well positioned to
approach affordability through a systems engineering perspective.
Therefore, it is in this motivation that the author of this thesis attempts to address the
affordability problem encountered in the defense and aerospace industry through constructs and
methods developed by MIT SEAri.
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1.6

Research Questions

The aim of this thesis is to analyze current concepts and practices associated with the design of
affordable systems, and attempt to address the affordability problem in engineering design
through advanced systems engineering methods. Research for this thesis was guided by four
principle questions outlined below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is affordability in the context of defense and aerospace systems?
How can affordability be incorporated in early-phase design?
What are the issues associated with considering affordability in early-phase design?
How can affordability concepts be propagated through the defense and aerospace
industry?

The first question seeks to direct the initial thrust of the research towards finding out what
affordability means with respect to the design and operation of engineering systems. Given the
problems currently faced by the defense and aerospace engineering communities, it will be of
interest to find out how affordability issues relate specifically to the engineering design of
complex systems in the industry. It is also of interest to find out what has been done and what has
yet to be done to consider affordability in design.
The second question then builds upon the work done in the first research thrust and it will form
the biggest research thrust in this thesis. It aims to determine how affordability can be
qualitatively and quantitatively incorporated into the engineering design process. Affordability
warrants the increased consideration of cost and schedule parameters into the design process. It is
then important to find out which design solutions are affordable or unaffordable.
To ensure balanced tradeoffs among performance, cost and schedule, there exist many solutions
for system design. However, not all of them are equal in terms of benefits, risks and cost.
Therefore, the second research thrust also seeks to introduce and apply advanced systems
engineering methods for affordability purposes. In addition, it is also of interest to find out what
methodologies or heuristics can be applied in the search for affordable design solutions.
There are a wide variety of engineering design problems and some sociotechnical systems are
greater in scale than others. Given the inherent complexity of these systems, there is potential for
confusion to occur in the use of systems engineering methods as well as the people applying
them. Therefore, it is also of interest in this research thrust to determine if the advanced systems
engineering methods introduced can be conducted in a progressive and disciplined manner. The
manner in which these methods are applied may also vary according to the size and complexity of
the system being designed.
The third question then seeks to determine the potential benefits and problems with the methods
introduced to address the affordability problem. Methods are never perfect and it is important to
know how to apply them in ways that maximize their strengths and mitigate their weaknesses.
The fourth question directs the final research thrust and it seeks to determine ways beyond the
technical approaches of systems engineering to ensure the design of affordable systems.
Affordability is not only an engineering technical problem but also a management problem.
Therefore, it is of interest to find ways in which policies, frameworks and management practices
can be refined in order to realize affordability throughout the defense and aerospace industry.
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1.7

Research Methodology and Thesis Outline

In this research, a literature review was first conducted to collate and analyze different takes on
affordability by various academic, industrial and government institutions. This was done to
determine what has already been done in affordability research and what the knowledge gaps that
may exist are. A new definition of affordability was then proposed for the purposes of this
research. Methods and constructs developed in MIT SEAri were then modified and introduced as
potential solutions to address the knowledge gaps and limitations in considering affordability
during early-phase design. These methods were applied to a Space Tug system and program case
study to demonstrate the feasibility of these methods.
The author of this thesis was also a member of the Strategic Innovation Research Group (SIRG),
a space systems engineering research consortium comprising student and faculty members from
MIT and the Skoltech Institute of Science and Technology. As part of SIRG’s research agenda,
additional research was conducted in the design and development of a new space systems
concept: Federated Satellite Systems (FSS). The FSS was used as the primary case study in this
thesis, where conceptual and computerized models were formulated to facilitate its early-phase
design process. The methods introduced were applied to derive affordable solutions for a single
satellite, a satellite constellation, and a portfolio of satellite constellations. After the application of
the methods to these case studies, the methods were then analyzed in terms of their benefits, risks
and cost. This allows potential users of these methods to remain aware of these issues and apply
them appropriately to obtain best results.
In order to determine how considerations of affordability can be propagated throughout industry,
prominent acquisition frameworks were analyzed to assess areas in which the systems
engineering methods introduced can be applied for maximal effect. Finally, other strategies for
implementing affordability were also discussed so that they can potentially be used concurrently
with systems engineering methods to design affordable systems in future.
The chapters in this thesis are organized according to the key research activities described:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Introduction
Literature Review of Affordability
Tradespace-based Methods for Affordability Analysis
Federated Satellite Systems – System Analysis
Federated Satellite Systems – Program Analysis
Federated Satellite Systems – Portfolio Analysis
Integrating Tradespace-based Methods with Industry Practices and Policies for
Affordability
Conclusions and Future Work

Affordability is an emergent concept whose importance has grown considerably within the
defense and aerospace industry as a result of persistent cost and schedule overruns. To bridge the
knowledge gaps identified in the current state of affordability studies, the research in this thesis
thus aims to enhance affordability considerations in early-phase design so that more feasible and
affordable systems can be delivered within the defense and aerospace industry.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW OF AFFORDABILITY
2.1 Motivation
This chapter aims to provide a comprehensive review of current affordability research and
practices in both academia and industry. A repertoire of journal articles, conference papers,
industry reports, government documents, theses and books were reviewed in order to obtain a
holistic understanding of the approaches taken to integrate the emerging concept of affordability
into existing system engineering frameworks and acquisition practices. The chapter begins with a
lexicographic analysis of the term affordability and the tracking of its increasing relevance and
usage in daily applications to the engineering of complex sociotechnical systems. In coherence
with the overall theme of this thesis, the scope of affordability usage and application will be
narrowed down to the defense and aerospace industry, where its significance in the design of
complex systems will be explained in further detail. The evolution of affordability concepts in the
defense and aerospace industry will then be described, beginning with the motivating factors that
lead to its necessity and the corresponding paradigms for understanding affordability. The chapter
ends with evaluating the limitations of current research and practice, which establishes the
motivation for newer and more advanced methods that can bridge the identified gaps in
affordability studies.

2.2 The Meaning of Affordability
In this section, a lexicographic analysis of affordability will be performed. Its common usage and
application as well as its relevance to the defense and aerospace industry will be assessed.

2.2.1 Lexicographic Analysis
Affordability, a portmanteau of the words ‘afford’ and ‘ability’, has been colloquially defined as
‘the ability to afford’ by all who engage in the universal transactions of time and/or monetary
resources in return for desired products and/or services. According to Merriam-Webster (2014),
the word ‘afford’ can take on two generalized meanings: to manage to bear without serious
detriment and to be able to bear the cost of; or to make available, give forth, or to provide
naturally or inevitably. The word ‘ability’ also has two broad definitions: the quality or state or
being able to perform or execute; or the natural aptitude or acquired proficiency. The general
concept of affordability can thus be easily understood through combining any pair of
lexicographic definitions for these words. In this lexicographic analysis, affordability will be
defined through the examination of its root words.
Central to these early conceptions of affordability is the notion of 'ability', which can be
interpreted as an enabling characteristic or feature inherent to a product or a service that appeals
to either the buyer or seller side of the transaction. This 'ability' may be imbued into the product
or service in ways such that customers can ‘afford to buy’ and suppliers can ‘afford to sell’,
thereby establishing the potential to initiate more successful transactions in the future. More often
than not, this ‘ability’ can reduce the amount of time and/or monetary resources that are usually
incurred in such a transaction. While it is most desirable when this ‘ability’ is naturally occurring
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or emergent over time, it is more common that this ‘ability’ has to be engineered or designed into
the product and/or service. It is thus of both economic and academic interest to be able to design
for this ‘ability’ in the product and/or service.
Over the course of history, the words ‘afford to’ have been used by numerous individuals, groups,
businesses and governments under various circumstances. Most common extensions of these
words include ‘afford to buy’, ‘afford to sell’, ‘afford to wait’ and ‘afford to lose’. These notions
of affordability can range from the relatively simple to the relatively complex, depending on the
perspectives of those experiencing these circumstances. A simple everyday scenario can include a
group of students choosing between two campus restaurants selling similar cuisines at different
prices, of which the cheaper restaurant has a shorter queue.
Individuals within the student group may be debating between what they can ‘afford to buy’ with
their individual budgets and whether each of them can ‘afford to wait’ in the queue for the
cheaper food. Restaurant owners will also be concerned by this dilemma. The owner selling the
more expensive dishes will begin to think about whether he can ‘afford to sell’ at lower prices to
attract more customers, while the other owner will be pondering over whether he can ‘afford to
lose’ more customers because of the waiting time. To remedy this situation, the former can
possibly look into procuring cheaper ingredients in order to sell his dishes at more competitive
prices, while the latter can explore how he can reduce the preparation time of his dishes without
compromising much on the quality. In this fictional scenario, the key elements of being able to
‘afford to’ are exemplified in both the customer and supplier sides.
This simple scenario can be extrapolated to more complex government projects such as the design
of a new reusable launch vehicle that has the potential to lower the cost of space transportation.
The government may submit a request for tender and allow several aerospace companies to
propose their design and estimated cost. After gathering all the proposals, the government may
evaluate them based on what they can ‘afford to buy’ with their current budget, how long they
can ‘afford to wait’ depending on their future mission needs and the estimated production times
for the launch vehicles. Different divisions within the government may have varying preferences
for launch vehicles, as each division may desire to use them for different payloads and scientific
purposes. The companies, being the sellers, have different interests and they are possibly
interested in how many vehicles and at what price they can ‘afford to sell’ in order to generate
substantial profit. Concurrently, the companies are also concerned about how much they can
‘afford to lose’ in terms of long-term profits should they not win the tender or should their
proposed design not meet actual mission requirements.
Parallels can be drawn from both scenarios, where the students and the government divisions
form the customer base while the restaurant owners and the aerospace companies form the
supplier base. The elements that allow the customer and supplier bases to converge in their
respective transactions are the products – the food and the new launch vehicle. In the first case,
the quality and preparation method of the food will have to be adjusted in order to increase its
appeal to the greater student community, while in the second case, the lifting capacity, number of
launches, cost and the production time per launch vehicle can be traded off in order to satisfy the
requirements of all the government divisions.
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The actions taken to perform these adjustments thus provide the newly modified product and/or
service with the critical ‘ability’ such that customers can now ‘afford to buy’ and ‘afford to wait’.
As such, the success of any simple or complex transactional scenario is pivoted on the
engineering and design of the product and/or service in a manner such that time and monetary
resources can be reduced while meeting desired requirements and maintaining sustainability of
the customer base. There is thus greater responsibility on the supplier base to assess the customer
base and fully cater the design of a product and/or service towards their time and monetary needs
while maintaining their own set of interests. Given the pervasion of economic principles in every
industry, it is no wonder that the notions of the innate ‘ability’ and being able to ‘afford to’, and
ultimately the concept of affordability, can be found and applied across multiple scenarios.

2.2.2 Common Usage and Application
Affordability is a widespread concept that has been found in virtually every industry and facet of
life. As illustrated in the previous section, affordability concepts can exist in the simplest of social
settings and everyday scenarios. Rational individuals and small businesses looking to purchase a
product or acquire a service they need are considering their cost and time budgets concurrently in
order to pick the most feasible of options made available to them. At an enterprise level, these
concepts are incorporated into business and economic models of firms and corporations.
These industrial players may be seeking to explore new ventures or establish mergers, which all
necessitate the integration of cost and time related elements into their decision-making processes.
At multinational levels, governments and global organizations are always looking to implement
strategies and policies that achieve maximum results within the shortest time frame and at the
lowest cost possible. Be it defense, transportation, healthcare or finance, affordability concepts
are omnipresent, thereby motivating the customer and supplier base to interact continuously and
design a product and/or service that can become increasingly suitable for their requirements.
To determine the extent of affordability applications, Bankole (2011) conducted an in-depth
review of affordability-related articles appearing in academia, government and industry. A
surprising result of the study was that while the words ‘affordability’ or ‘affordable’ appeared
extensively in many articles, most of them did not explore affordability as a concept. This is due
to the fact that common definitions for affordability were not provided and existing definitions
tend to be industry-specific.
For example, in construction, affordability is “a measure of whether housing can be afforded by
certain groups of households” (Semple, 2007) while in the public utility sector, it can be “the
ability of customers to pay for utility service billed to them” (Smyth, 2005). The scope of the
definition increases within the defense and aerospace industry, where affordability can be defined
as “the ability to procure a system as the need arises, within a budget, operate at a required
performance level; maintain and support it within an allocated life-cycle budget” (Kroshl and
Pandolfini, 2000) or “the degree to which the life cycle cost of an acquisition program is in
consonance with the long-range investment and force structure plans of national defense
administrations” (North Atlantic Treaty Organization, 2007).
While these definitions are vastly different, they all suggest that affordability is concerned with
the comparison of some monetary measure to known levels of customer income, investment or
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budget. For example, the definitions provided within the construction and utility sectors focus on
consumer goods and they generally compare the cost of providing housing or utility services to
individual customers with the household income while taking account of all basic necessities.
Another notable aspect of these definitions is also the consideration of different customer groups
with varying budget preferences. This was exemplified through phrases like “certain groups of
households” and “national defense administrations” that demonstrate categorization of customers.
Another important aspect in these definitions is the concept of time, which may be monthly for
individual consumers and annually for business and government customers. Owing to the nature
of agreement for the product and/or service provision between supplier and customer, fees for
housing and utilities are generally shorter. On the other hand, product and/or service provision for
business and government customers, especially in the defense and aerospace industry, take the
form of contracts, which have long durations and are often subjected to higher degrees of
uncertainty.
In addition to concerns about the expenditure relative to their budgets, customers are also
concerned about the availability of the product and/or service when they need it, its capability to
provide the required functionality, and overall cost and time effectiveness for its expected life
cycle. Hence, customer affordability, be it individual, business or government, focuses on the
customer’s ability to pay for the product or service provided by the supplier. This is usually
affected by the customer’s perception of value and the worth of the product offering. In the
literature review conducted by Bankole (2011), ‘customer affordability’ is often referred to as
‘affordability’, which is why most of the articles reviewed were focused on affordability because
the subject is usually explored from the customer’s perspective. Customer affordability is thus a
major perspective of affordability and should become the main focus of affordability studies.
Bankole (2011) then classified the articles according to their industry of origin and the viewpoints
expressed by the authors. The results were first classified according to sectors surveyed by the
authors in each of the papers. Eight sectors were identified, namely: Aerospace (Defense and
Civil), Construction, Energy, Water, Financial, Telephone and Shipping. The results were shown
in a pie chart in Figure 2-1, which illustrates a good majority or 52% of the materials reviewed
were within the aerospace sector. Affordability is a new research concept within the defense and
aerospace sector and it is in the process of establishing measurement techniques and improvement
guidelines. Evidenced by such a strong industrial and academic focus on affordability concepts in
the defense and aerospace industry, it is thus of interest to find out why and how these concepts
are important to the survival and development of this industry.
Affordability article based on sector
Telephone
10%
Water
5%

Shipping
2%

Aerospace
52%
Aerospace

Energy
7%

Construction
Financial
Energy
Water
Telephone

Financial
5%

Shipping
Construction
19%

Figure 2-2: Classification of affordability articles based on sector

Figure 2-1: Classification of affordability articles based on sector (Bankole, 2011)
Aerospace Sector (Civil and Defence)
Two major factors affecting affordability within the civil and defence sectors from the
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three perspectives are WLCC and customer budget or Customer Available to Spend
(CATS). Apart from these two major factors which are quantitative, Nogal (2006) identified
other qualitative factors affecting customer affordability, as shown in Table (2-2) within the
civil aerospace sector which were economic criteria, impact of regulations, technology
innovation, level of performance, supplier value chain, impact of requirement change,

2.2.3 Significance in the Defense and Aerospace Industry
The defense and aerospace industry has traditionally been characterized by large-scale, complex
engineering systems such as commercial aircraft fleets, missile defense systems, satellite systems
and space exploration vehicles. These systems are designed to fulfill broad mission statements
and are often subjected to changes and disturbances across their lifecycles. Each of these systems
further constitutes multiple subsystems and multiple stages of development that have numerous
stakeholders partaking in the formulation of cost, schedule and performance requirements. The
architectural development of these systems is also multidisciplinary in nature, where hundreds or
even thousands of people and businesses with diverse backgrounds are involved. Defense and
aerospace platforms thus comprise a myriad of interacting subsystems that must independently
and collectively satisfy a complex set of performance requirements.
2.2.3.1 System vs. Program vs. Portfolio
The defense and aerospace sector is a multi-billion dollar industry that is sustained by the
continuous development and evolution of these systems, where the natures of these transactions
are often of high costs, high risks and high stakes. The design requirements for these systems can
change and evolve throughout their lengthy development cycles to satisfy new challenges and
performance needs. These cycles may last 5-10 years for small systems or even stretch over 30-50
years for more complex ones. Depending on the scale and duration, development projects can be
classified as a system, program or portfolio. Given the scalability of the work in this industry, the
pillars of cost, schedule and performance can vary greatly. As such, considerations for
affordability are performed more in the defense and aerospace industry than anywhere else and it
is the complex nature of this industry that begets the need for such considerations to be executed
in an integrated and systematic manner.
A project, in generally, can be defined as the enveloping process that encompasses the
socioeconomic and technical considerations in delivering a system or a program or a portfolio
(KLR, 2008). Therefore, a system is defined to be a combination of interacting elements
organized to achieve one or more stated purposes (INCOSE, 2012) while a program can be
defined as a group of related and interdependent projects managed together to obtain specific
benefits and controls that would likely not occur if these projects were managed individually
(KLR, 2008). A portfolio can be defined as a collection of projects or programs grouped together
to facilitate the effective management of efforts to meet strategic business objectives (KLR,
2008). Both programs and portfolios can be regarded as System of Systems (SoS).
Program- and portfolio- level affordability can be achieved through either a top-down or bottomup approach. A top-down approach entails the application of affordability considerations at the
program level such that its effects potentially cascade down to its constituent systems. A bottomup approach conversely demands the aggregation of system-level affordability for each
constituent system in order to establish program-level affordability. Application of either
approach may yield different results. Portfolio-level affordability analysis may involve applying
affordability considerations across multiple projects, programs, and possibly even portfolios. A
portfolio-level affordability study can potentially provide overarching guidance to architecting
entire defense capabilities within realistic bounds of cost and time. Similarly, top-down and
bottom-up approaches can also be taken to achieve portfolio-level affordability. Therefore,
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affordability considerations in the defense and aerospace have to be applied at the levels of
system, program and portfolio and this can become a very complex process in program
management.
2.2.3.2 The Better Buying Power Initiative
The study of affordability has been growing of importance in recent years. After experiencing
multiple high-profile failures in program development, the defense industry in particular has
sought to undergo several transformations in the next few decades as the DoD seeks to implement
numerous initiatives to strengthen their fighting power as well as enhance their business and
engineering practices. One of those is the “Better Buying Power” (BBP) initiative, which requires
the DoD to “do more without more” by reducing low-priority overheads during periods of
budgetary decline and use those funds for modernizing warfighting capabilities (DAU, 2010;
DoD, 2012).
This initiative has had considerable impact on the defense industry in recent years. Dr. Ashton
Carter, then Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics, issued the
memorandum “Better Buying Power: Guidance for Obtaining Greater Efficiency and
Productivity in Defense Spending” in 2010 to target affordability and control cost growth. Later
in 2012, current Under Secretary of Defense Frank Kendall launched the "Better Buying Power
2.0" initiative, an update to the original BBP effort. As such, affordability has emerged as a new
concept that must be explicitly considered during the system design and architecting phases.
“Mandate affordability as a requirement” is the first specific initiative in the first area of the
BBP initiatives to “target affordability and control cost growth”. Within the context of this
initiative, mandating affordability means to manage programs for weapons or information
systems without exceeding available resources such as funding, schedule, and manpower. Failure
to do so will result in wastage of time, effort and money on cancelled defense programs, which
will cascade over the years to result in more budgetary uncertainty and unwanted compromise on
warfighting capabilities (DAU, 2010). In order to ensure that defense systems, programs and
portfolios are delivered on schedule and within budgetary requirements, affordability
considerations will play deeply significant roles in the design and architecting of defense systems.
2.2.3.3 Unaffordable System Constructs
The close relationship between the military sector, aerospace sector and the federal government
means that the aerospace industry is also experiencing the same cost and schedule problems in
their programs and will be subjected to the same policies, initiatives and regulatory frameworks.
NASA, who is a major player in the US space industry, has been experiencing cost and schedule
inflations in its space exploration programs, where lack of historical data and improper cost
estimation techniques have often been cited as the main reasons for incompetence in program
management.
In recent years, military and civil space acquisitions have received much criticism for their failure
to sufficiently incorporate cost and schedule considerations into their program design and their
inability to produce realistic cost and schedule estimates. Complex space systems like the Space
Based Infrared System (SBIRS) High and the National Polar-Orbiting Operational Environmental
Satellite System (NPOESS) have experienced excessive cost growths, leading to the perception
that the space acquisition process is “broken,” ultimately eroding the credibility of the space
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acquisition community (Allard, 2005; Gourley, 2004; Lee, 2004). In an era where space systems
have become increasingly critical to the conduct of military and civil operations in the US, the
combination of this dependence and recent difficulties in space systems acquisition has become a
major concern for future space program developments.
Evidenced by multiple program delays and cancellations, it can be seen that the root of all these
failures in the defense and aerospace industry is the unaffordable nature of the initial program
construct. The current ways of setting requirements and acquiring large and complex systems
produce programs that are extremely expensive and unrealizable due to high technology
requirements. These old ways are not effective, and the space community needs to find
fundamentally different ways of doing business. As such, it is the culmination of recent
programmatic failures and acknowledgement of obsolete practices that are driving both the
defense and aerospace sectors to place more emphasis on cost and time cutting measures, more
specifically taking affordability considerations into their systems architecting process.
2.2.3.4 Acquisition vs. Procurement
In the practice of affordability concepts in the defense and aerospace industry, the key words that
require attention are “acquisition” and “procurement”. The Defense Acquisition University
(DAU) defines acquisition as the process that “includes design, engineering, test and evaluation,
production, and operations and support of defense systems” (DAU, 2010). The term “defense
acquisition” is thus industry specific and generally applies only to weapon systems and related
infrastructure such as software, operation procedures, labor services, maintenance etc.
The word procurement is defined as “the act of buying goods and services for the government”
(DAG, 2010). However, procurement is often mistaken for acquisition and vice versa.
Procurement is instead, only one of the many functions performed as part of the acquisition
process. For example, much infrastructure required by the US DoD, such as passenger vehicles,
office supplies, and waste removal, are regarded as “acts of procurement”. However, they are not
subjected to the full range of regulatory oversight inherent in the acquisition process for weapons,
information technology systems, and supporting services. Affordability considerations are thus
most critical during defense acquisition, as major cost committals are often decided during the
early phases of program development and it is easiest to reduce cost and time expenditures at this
stage.
As changes to system requirements occur often, the defense and aerospace industry has adopted
the notion of evolutionary acquisition, which is a strategy to develop and deliver warfighting
capabilities in successive increments in order to meet overall requirements. The process of
acquisition by itself consists of different phases, each of which are already occurring in
succession and incur a different amount of cost and time. As there is potential for overlapping to
occur between constituent acquisition costs and schedule, it becomes very important to
distinguish between overall system affordability and the affordability of the individual program
increments. This can be extended to portfolio level management, which can consist of multiple
programs each of which is composed of multiple systems or increments. This will be explained
later in the thesis. Managing acquisition and procurement processes efficiently is thus the ultimate
goal of the BBP initiative.
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2.2.3.5 Longstanding Problems in the Industry
While mandating affordability as a requirement during acquisition is a relatively new initiative,
the need to reduce cost and schedule overruns in defense and aerospace programs has been a
longstanding problem within the industry. This has warranted various measures to be taken over
the years. Many defense acquisition management and cost analysis groups have been established
to identify current problems in business practice as well as propose new methods and frameworks
in a bid to reduce cost and schedule overruns in current defense programs. In particular, the DAU
identified major problems in the DoD’s ability to acquire military capabilities in a timely and
affordable manner and they include technology requirements creep, overly optimistic cost and
schedule estimates, and knowledge gap throughout the defense organization (DAU, 2010).
Technology requirements creep occurs when requirements for new systems too often reflect the
far limits of current technology and it is difficult to predict how and when an advanced
technology can become successful for application in a proposed program. Furthermore, such
unrealistic technological requirements continue to increase throughout a program’s life cycle, and
failure to implement such technologies can potentially lead to the cancellation of the program.
Overly optimistic cost and schedule estimates are another contributor to this predicament, as the
acquisition process too often encourages overly optimistic estimates in order to ensure approval
of proposed programs. Underestimating cost is likely to result in situations where they are too
many programs chasing too few dollars, which eventually lead to cost threshold breaches that
necessitate program terminations and reporting to Congress (DAU, 2010). Likewise,
underestimating program schedules can lead to the planning of too many programs within the
same period, leaving little cost and time buffers for accommodating unanticipated delays. Finally,
there is a knowledge gap in the industry as the acquisition community still lacks trained personnel
in the areas of cost estimation, systems engineering and acquisition management. This may cause
problems in the conduct of effective cost and schedule oversight. Affordability practices can thus
possibly bridge this gap.
2.2.3.6 Emergence of Value in Engineering
In addition to the identification of major problems, the need for stronger affordability
considerations has also prompted numerous practices to be taken as the industry revamps its
acquisition and procurement practices. These practices are not simply concerned about cutting
overhead costs, but rather providing value improvement and enhancing the value delivery process.
Maximizing value has thus become the key objective of design and engineering within the defense
and aerospace communities. Some of the value-centered practices include Value Engineering
(VE) and Earned Value Management (EVM) (DAU, 2010).
Conducting VE entails the functional analysis of systems, equipment, facilities, services, and
supplies to ensure they achieve their essential functions at the lowest life cycle cost consistent
with required performance, reliability, quality, and safety. Apart from scientific techniques, VE
also incorporates available technologies as well as the principles of economics and business
management into its procedures. Historical data from the application of VE within the DoD has
so far demonstrated a positive return on investment from the VE process.
Building on the increasing emphasis on value delivery within the defense industry is the widely
embraced framework of EVM. The EVM concept is a more holistic management approach that
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provides all levels of management with early visibility into cost and schedule problems once
incorporated into program design. EVM is fully embraced by the DoD and NASA acquisition
workforce as an inherent part of the acquisition program management value chain and provides
accurate and timely insight into cost, schedule and performance of DoD weapons systems and
services programs.
As budget declines are expected, there will be increased competition amongst defense and
aerospace programs seeking maximal return on value for their committed expenses. It thus
becomes essential that government acquisition programs deliver as promised, not only because of
their value to their users, but also because every dollar and every time unit spent on one program
will mean one less available dollar and one less time unit to fund other programs. To get better
return on value for initial investments, defense and aerospace programs will need higher levels of
design knowledge that can provide more complete perspectives to address problems in
technology requirements creep, cost estimation and schedule estimation. Therefore, it is this
desire for more knowledge during early-phase design that motivates the conduct of affordability
studies within the defense and aerospace industry.

2.3 Affordability in the Context of Engineering Design
The earlier section mentioned the importance of applying affordability principles and
considerations in defense and aerospace acquisition. While acquisition comprises an entire
lifecycle of activities, affordability is most pertinent to the earliest phase of the process – design.
The type of design that is of principal concern is that of engineering design, where the end goal is
to create an artifact, product, system, or process that performs a function or functions to fulfill
customer need(s). Conceptualizing, defining, or understanding an artifact, product, or system, in
terms of function, is thus a fundamental aspect of engineering design (Pahl and Beitz, 1984;
Ullman, 1997; Ulrich and Eppinger, 1995; Hubka et al., 1988; Otto and Wood, 2001).
Building upon this foundation, this section begins by relating affordability with the goal of
engineering design. This is followed by an evaluation of the current context of defense and
aerospace programs, which is characterized by rising cost and schedule growths and shrinking
defense budgets. Another problem plaguing the industry is the difficulty in cost and schedule
estimation practices, which tend to be overly optimistic. The main participants in the defense and
aerospace acquisition process are the US DoD and NASA, who are both strongly interlinked in
the promulgation of system design needs and also subjected to heavy influences from the US
government. The culmination of these factors, together with the interests of participants in the
acquisition process, thus drives the need for affordability in engineering design. Finally, the
current state of practice is provided by a brief description of affordability measures and initiatives
taken within the defense and aerospace industry.

2.3.1 Affordability and the Goal of Design
From a broader perspective, affordability concepts are the crucial elements in driving towards the
goal of engineering and design of the product and/or service. Whether it is a simple food dish, a
technically complex reusable launch vehicle, a high-risk investment portfolio or a far-reaching
defense or healthcare policy at the national level, they all require significant considerations of
time and cost related parameters during the design process in addition to quality and performance
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specifications. Ross (2006) describes the goal of design is to “create a system that fulfills some
need while efficiently utilizing resources within some context”. In this definition, there are key
terms that require further explanation, as they will be used consistently throughout this thesis to
complement affordability studies.
As described by Ross (2006), the system is “the concept, process or object, that is the product of
the creative design process through which a need will be fulfilled”. The need is then the driving
value statement that led to the desire for a system in the first (or other) place. Some needs drive
the design process while others are derived from it. The word efficient implies that “expenditure
of time, money, labor, information, energy, and matter must be done with an eye to avoiding
waste in order to improve the chances the system will be realized”.

Figure 2-2: The goal of design (Ross, 2006).

The fundamental items and mediating supplies that are expended in the process of realizing the
system are collectively known as resources, and they typically include currency flows such as
money, energy, information, matter, and perhaps time and labor as well. The context comprises
the constraints and environment that exists at and beyond the system boundary. An important
aspect of the context is that it is imposed or out of the control of the designer and must be treated
as an exogenous variable in the design endeavor.
Figure 2-2, conceptualized by Ross (2006), shows a graphical depiction of the goal and the key
terms. The context encompasses the entire process, which illustrates the sphere of influences of
the main participants. Stakeholders have influence over the definition and evaluation of the needs
while funders have influence over and allocation of the resources. Decision makers act as the
gatekeeper of needs and resources and they are empowered to determine whether to pursue a
system development effort. Finally, designers command influence over the definition of the
system, while efficiently utilizing resources and fulfilling needs, as determined by decision
makers. As such, it is of great interest to determine how affordability concepts impact both the
engineering design process as way as their players.
In order to integrate affordability concepts with engineering design, it becomes necessary to
know what the current context is and what the current state of practice is. It is also important to
identify the system, needs, resources and what is needed to achieve the desired efficiency. Since
the context is the encompassing element in the goal of engineering design, the next section aims
to describe the context - the current operating climate for affordability practices in the defense
and aerospace industry. This can help determine how advanced engineering design methods can
be better positioned in order to achieve desired results.
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2.3.2 The Operating Climate for Affordability
This section addresses the current operating climate for designing affordable systems in the
defense and aerospace industry.
2.3.2.1 Rising Cost and Schedule Growths
The trend of rising cost growths has been well documented in both the defense and aerospace
sectors. However, due to the close relationship between both sectors, this trend will be described
from the perspective of the defense industry, where programmatic failures in cost and schedule
management have gained most prominence in recent decades.
Since the end of the Cold War, the US military has undergone numerous modernization phases to
enhance its warfighting capabilities and it currently boasts the strongest armed forces in the world
through extensive human and monetary investments. Despite numerous successes on the
warfront, historical records have shown that many of these transformation programs were plagued
by massive cost overruns, schedule delays, failure to anticipate future requirements and ultimately
unrealized capabilities (Cordesman and Frederiksen, 2006). These cost and schedule growths, if
uncontrolled, may threaten the economic feasibility of future acquisition programs and combat
readiness of the US military in the long run.
The recent GAO 2013 report titled “Assessment of Selected Weapons Programs” reported a
notable decrease in both size and cost of the defense portfolio, which appears to be buckling the
usual inclination towards spiraling costs. This may appear to downplay the severity of the cost
and schedule overruns. However, this is largely due to the cancellation of several programs, as
well as reduction in procurement quantities for existing programs (GAO, 2013). While this may
reduce costs and fulfill budgetary considerations, program cancellations and quantity reductions
will eventually lead to reduced buying power and weakened defense capabilities. Hence, it is
more ideal to revise engineering methods instead of cancelling programs, so that the US DoD
can maintain the same level of warfighting capability without the need to incur more time and
cost in doing so.

Figure 2-3: F-35 Joint Strike Fighter (left) and Ballistic Missile Defense System (right).

The current defense portfolio is dominated by a number of expensive programs, most notably the
F-35 Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) and Ballistic Missile Defense System (BMDS) programs, which
are currently troubled by frequent cost and schedule overruns. The F-35 JSF program, which aims
to develop a new class of fighter aircrafts with enhanced ground attack, reconnaissance and
stealth capabilities, was initially estimated to cost $219.9 billion at its point of inception and span
116 months for the production of 2866 aircrafts. However, its total cost has now grown to $336.1
billion and only 2457 aircrafts have been produced (GAO, 2013). With the inflated unit cost of an
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aircraft, stakeholders in the JSF program have significantly reduced buying power. Similarly, the
BMDS program is experiencing immense cost growths during its development of a complex
system of systems including land-, sea-, and space-based sensors, interceptors and battle
management systems (GAO, 2013). With more than $130 billion to be spent through 2017, more
is needed to curb potential cost growth for such critical programs and prevent their cancellations
or reduction in capabilities.
Large-scale defense programs like the F-35 JSF and BMDS are classified within a separate class
known as Major Defense Acquisition Programs (MDAPs). To control their cost growth and
ensure the scheduled delivery of capabilities, Congress and policymakers have implemented a
framework for consistently monitoring and assessing the economic feasibility of MDAPs. As
such, each MDAP is legally obliged to submit a Selected Acquisition Report (SAR) to Congress
annually and detail updated MDAP cost, schedule, and technical performance measures (DAG,
2013).
The cost growth of a program or any of its constituent systems can be calculated as the ratio of
its corresponding cost estimate in the current SAR to that of a prior SAR. Based on accumulated
SAR data, cost growth, along with other metrics, will be derived in an examination process
known as the “Nunn-McCurdy” process (DoD, 2013). This is performed to determine the
feasibility of a program for further development by assessing whether these metrics exceed lower
or higher thresholds, or meet other criteria specified by Congress.

Figure 2-4: Number of significant and critical Nunn-McCurdy breaches from 1997 -2012 (DoD, 2013)
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A program is economically unsound if it breaches the Nunn-McCurdy process. This breach can
be significant or critical (DAG, 2013). A “significant” breach is a breach of the lower threshold,
which can be a 30% cost growth from the original baseline or 15% from the current baseline
reported in the prior SAR. A “critical” breach signifies an even higher cost growth that demands
immediate cost control measures. This breach can be a result of either exceeding the upper
threshold of 50% cost growth from the original baseline or 25% from the current baseline. The
number of Nunn-McCurdy breaches since 1997 is illustrated in Figure 2-4, and it also includes
programs that have been breached multiple times significantly or critically over consecutive
years.
The large spike in 2005 to 13 significant and 4 critical breaches was due to more stringent
reporting requirements for the Nunn-McCurdy process. From 1997 to 2012, there have been a
total of 86 breaches, which constitute 31% of all MDAPs commencing from 1997 onwards that
have experience cost overruns (DoD, 2013). Despite a decrease in the number of breaches in
recent years, it is most likely due to the cancellation of programs and reduction capabilities, rather
than a marked improvement in acquisition management.
Aggregating data for the entire 2012 defense portfolio, the GAO 2013 report showed that
program costs for research and development, procurement and acquisition have escalated
significantly. For research and development, there has been a 49% increase in cost since its first
full estimate for the entire portfolio. Total procurement cost and total acquisition cost have also
increased by 35% and 38% respectively since then (DoD, 2013). In addition to cost growth,
schedule overruns were also rife. Majority of defense acquisition programs took far longer to
develop capabilities than initially forecasted. The average change in delivering capabilities has
been an increase in duration by 27 months, which is approximately a 37% increase over initial
schedule estimates (DoD, 2013). As such, a combination of cost and schedule overruns has been
responsible for the number of breaches in lower and upper thresholds in recent years and even
driven several MDAPs to the brink of cancellation.
2.3.2.2 Shrinking Budgets
In addition to cost and schedule growth of weapons systems, shrinking defense budgets over the
years may also render many acquisition programs unaffordable in future. Figure 2-5 illustrates the
historical changes in total budget authority allocated to the defense industry from 1948 to 2012,
as well as a forecast to beyond 2020. Owing to a series of caps on discretionary spending and
sequester cuts, a 31% decrease in budget from its highest peak in 2010 is expected in the near
future (DoD Comptroller, 2013). As the US military continues to operate under austere
sociopolitical conditions, shrinking defense budgets, coupled with growing costs in weapons
systems, cancelled programs and reduced production quantities, can severely degrade combat
readiness levels. This motivates the maximized usage of shrinking defense dollar to obtain the
most effective defense capabilities.
Recent annual budgets have shifted in scope and focus as they attempt to reduce acquisition costs,
make better usage of resources and achieve better buying power (DoD Comptroller, 2013). The
budgets of 2010 and 2011 were primarily the termination of weapons programs that experienced
high cost and schedule overruns, while the budgets of 2012 and 2013 have shifted to refining
defense business operations. These budgets aim to achieve more lean acquisition programs with
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reduced overhead and support costs. Most significant among these refinements is the
implementation of the BBP initiative (Carter, 2010a), which aims to restore affordability through
pursuing greater efficiencies and responsiveness in acquisition.

Figure 2-5: Historical changes in Total Defense Budget Authority from 1948-2012 and forecasted reduction
from 2012-2020 (Plummer – Washington Post, 2013).

The relevance of the BBP initiative to the defense industry was described earlier. In the face of
shrinking budgets, the BBP initiative offers guidance to the acquisition community for obtaining
greater efficiency and productivity in defense spending. Apart from recommending strategydriven changes in labor force structure and modernization, it emphasizes the more disciplined use
of resources. Central to the streamlining of business operations and adhering to budget guidelines
is the principle of targeting affordability and controlling cost growth in acquisition programs.
2.3.2.3 Difficulties in Cost and Schedule Estimation
Given how cost and schedule growths dominate the current context for developing defense and
aerospace systems, estimating cost and schedule to the best possible accuracy is critical in the
process of designing for affordability as they greatly determine the development status of defense
and aerospace programs. These estimates help support decisions such as allocating the annual
budget to various programs, commencing or terminating a particular program development,
evaluating resource requirements at key decision points, and developing performance
measurement baselines. Having a realistic estimate of projected costs and schedule during earlyphase engineering design facilitates effective resource allocation and it increases the probability
of a program’s success.
Cost and schedule estimation is closely related to the design for affordability. Whether a program
is affordable or not depends on the quality of its cost and schedule estimate. Affordability
analysis can hence validate whether a program’s acquisition strategy has an adequate budget for
its planned resources. In addition, decision makers should also consider affordability at each
decision point during a program lifecycle. It is important to know the program cost and schedule
at particular intervals during the acquisition process in order to ensure that adequate funding is
available to execute the program according to plan. As such, cost and schedule estimation are
critical activities to affordability analysis.
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However, developing reliable cost and schedule estimates is difficult. Recent failures in program
management highlight that programs cost more and run longer than expected and deliver results
that do not satisfy all requirements. One of the reasons for this predicament is the use of
unfounded assumptions about technologies during the cost and schedule estimation process. This
can be illustrated by an example in the military space sector, where the GAO reviewed six DoD
space system acquisition programs. In five of the six programs, officials and cost estimators
assumed critical technologies would be mature and available during cost and schedule estimation.
This assumption was made and program development commenced despite an incomplete
understanding of how long the programs would run or how much it would cost to ensure that the
technologies could work as intended.
After the programs began, and as their development continued, the technology issues ended up
being more complex than initially believed. This would eventually result in the cost and schedule
overruns currently experienced. An example is the National Polar-orbiting Operational Satellite
System (NPOESS), to which the DoD and the US Department of Commerce committed funds for
developing and producing satellites before the technology was mature. When the program ran
into financial difficulties, it was found that only 1 of its 14 critical technologies was mature at
program initiation (GAO, 2013). The availability of mature technology in the future is just one of
the many assumptions made during cost estimation. Many other assumptions are made during the
estimation process, and they are often poorly defined with no supporting documentation for
validation and verification.
Apart from unfounded assumptions about technology, another obstacle to cost estimation is the
lack of quality in historical databases to develop reliable cost and schedule estimating
relationship. Due to complexity of program development, it is often impossible to collect all the
data needed to develop quantitative relationships that can better predict future cost and schedule.
This problem is further compounded when the industry often relies on individuals without proper
cost analysis skills to perform estimates in order meet a pressing need. In addition, limited budget
and time during program formulation can constrain participation in the cost and schedule
estimation process, thereby reducing the accuracy at which trade-offs, sensitivity, and even
uncertainty analyses are performed.
Many cost estimating challenges can also be traced to over-optimism. Many defense and
aerospace programs have suffered immense difficulty because the organizations architecting these
programs have too often encouraged goals that are unattainable. This is mainly because
organizations have been overly fixated on the benefits and not managing the risks properly.
Through making more unfounded assumptions, they have unintentionally created more risks and
continue strengthening a myopic belief that their programs will proceed successfully. The best
way to combat such optimism is to build more risk into plans during early-phase design. This
ensures that the organizations involved are aware of possible changes in scope, schedule delays,
or other elements of risk. Another way that can be taken counter this optimism is to adopt the
“honest broker” approach, which requires external organizations to address and understand the
actual risks a program faces.
GAO (2009) also states that program stability presents another challenge to cost and schedule
estimation. If the contractor has knowledge of the program budget, the contractor is pressured
into presenting a cost estimate that fits the budget instead of providing a realistic estimate. Such
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budget decisions can drive program schedules and procurement quantities. If development
funding is reduced, the schedule can stretch and costs can increase. Also, a reduction in
production funding can decrease the number of quantities of the system to be produced. Applying
economic principles, unit procurement costs will increase as a result.

Figure 2-6: Challenges in cost and schedule estimation and ways to mitigate them (GAO, 2009).

According to GAO (2009), developing a good cost estimate requires stable program
requirements, access to detailed documentation and historical data, well-trained and experienced
cost analysts, a risk and uncertainty analysis, the identification of a range of confidence levels,
and adequate contingency and management reserves. Figure 2-6 summarizes all the challenges
described and some of the ways to mitigate them. Such is the uncertain nature of cost and
schedule estimation that it is almost impossible to get truly predictive values. However, the best
that can be possibly done during affordability analysis is to get reasonable estimates of program
cost and schedule.
In addition to more reliable cost and schedule estimates, GAO (2009) also recommends
conducting an affordability assessment to address program requirements and uncertainties
throughout its lifecycle. This can give parameter estimates that help decision makers understand
that not all programs require the same type of funding profile. Defense and aerospace programs
can differ in terms of component commodities that require various outlays of funding and are
affected by different cost drivers (GAO, 2009).
As such, some programs may cost less for research and development, but require a lot more
resources for operations, maintenance and support. GAO (2009) recommends the use of stacked
area charts or sand charts that plot program funding and expenditures together in order to give
decision makers a high-level analysis of the portfolio and the resources they will need in future.
This can be illustrated using Figure 2-7, which shows seven programs labeled A to G plotted
against time, with the corresponding amount of resources needed to support their goals.
In Figure 2-7, it can be seen that funding needs are relatively stable in fiscal years 1–12, but there
arises an increasing need for additional funding from fiscal year 12 to fiscal year 16. This is
referred to as a bow-wave, which signifies an impending spike in the requirement for additional
funds (GAO, 2009). Whether these funds will be available will determine which programs remain
within the portfolio. Using such a chart can facilitate the conduct of an affordability assessment at
the agency level and not at individual program level. This enables a more holistic assessment of
the entire portfolio and should become a critical component of affordability assessments.
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Figure 2-7: DoD-recommended affordability assessment method (GAO, 2009)

GAO (2009) also recommended a 12-step estimating process to ensure that decisions made are
based on credible cost estimates. This 12-step process addresses best practices, starting by
defining the program’s purpose, developing the estimating plan, defining the program’s
characteristics, determining the estimating approach, identifying ground rules and assumptions,
obtaining data, developing the point estimate, conducting sensitivity analysis, performing a risk
or uncertainty analysis, documenting the estimate, presenting it to management for approval, and
updating it to reflect actual costs and changes. The same process can be used for schedule
estimation. As such, following this process can potentially ensure that realistic cost and schedule
estimates are developed and help decision makers determine whether the program is affordable
within the portfolio plan.

Figure 2-8: Recommended Cost Estimating Process (GAO, 2009)
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Rising cost and schedule growths, shrinking budgets, and uncertainties in estimation and
mitigation techniques have characterized the context the defense and aerospace industry is
currently operating in. Cost and schedule overruns have contributed greatly to recent failures in
program management, necessitating the need to place more emphasis on affordability
considerations during the early phases of engineering design. It is within the very same context
that designing for affordability has to be conducted. While this may prove to be a very
challenging endeavor, industry players and the government have not turned a blind eye to the
ailing acquisition process. Many remedying frameworks apart from more holistic cost and
schedule estimating processes have been implemented to curb this unhealthy trend. More
methods for affordability assessment are necessary in order to obtain insights that help decision
makers determine whether a program remains affordable within a portfolio or not.

2.4 Current Ways of Understanding Affordability
Since affordability can be aligned to the goal of engineering design, the integration of
affordability studies and engineering design methods can be known as the paradigm of designing
for affordability. This has been growing of importance recently owing to rising acquisition costs
in the defense and aerospace industry and the need to “mandate affordability as a requirement”.
Over the years, the DoD, NASA and various engineering groups have attempted to integrate
affordability considerations of time and cost with systems design methods to reduce cost and
schedule overruns in their acquisition programs. This has galvanized the discipline of
affordability studies as an imperative element in systems architecting within the defense and
aerospace industry. Affordability studies have since been conducted under different tenets and
quantitative frameworks to varying degrees of effectiveness. Therefore, this section explores the
current depth of affordability studies through a collection of definitions as well as describing the
prominent frameworks that have been applied to better include cost and schedule considerations
during engineering design.

2.4.1 Working Definitions
Different people and organizations have studied affordability over the years, and many definitions
have been proposed to facilitate the understanding of cost, schedule and performance parameters
across all industries. Table 1 is an extensive collection of definitions found in a variety of books,
journals and publications. Some definitions are more general, while some are more industry
specific. Evidenced by these definitions, apart from the words “cost”, “schedule” and
“performance”, the common themes surrounding affordability include value, systems engineering,
attributes, constraints, mission needs, risks, lifecycle, budget and strategy. A comprehensive
affordability assessment is thus expected to encompass all these themes and facilitate decisionmaking based on cost, schedule and performance attributes.
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Source
(Year)

Definitions

Borky,
Bauhaus Jr
and Brown
(1998)

Affordability [is the] ability of an alternative to fit into an executable program within
reasonable budget projections.

Mavris and
DeLaurentis
(1998)

Affordability may be viewed as a measure of value balancing the product’s
effectiveness [including capability (performance), reliability, maintainability, safety,
and other such system attributes] against its associated [lifecycle] cost and risk, for a
given schedule.

Redman and
Stratton

Affordability is that characteristic of a product or service that enables a customer to

(2001)

• Procure it when they need it
• Use it to meet their performance requirements at a level of quality that they
demand
• Use it whenever they need it over the expected life span of the product or service
• Procure it for a reasonable cost that falls within their budget for all needed
products or services
• Components shall plan programs consistent with the DOD Strategic Plan, and
based on realistic projections of likely funding available in the future years.
From the contractor’s point of view, affordability is that characteristic of a product or
services that:
• Makes it available when the customer initially needs it
• Enables it to meet customers’ performance requirements at a level of quality they
demand
• Makes it available whenever customers need it during its expected life span (lifecycle)
• Allow customers to fit it into their budget for all competing products or service.

Bever and
Collofello
(2002)

The Office of Naval Research (OM) has further defined the definition of affordability
as a characteristic of a product or service which enables consumers to purchase a
product when needed, use the product to meet their performance and quality demands,
use anytime over the life span of the product, and at the same time, purchase a
product at a reasonable cost.

Emmons
(2010)

For NASA’s purpose, Program Affordability equates to developing a long-term
strategy that will meet critical objectives while remaining within NASA’s budget.

Mallory
(2011)

“...Affordability is a Systems Engineering process used during all phases of the
product life cycle where cost is balanced with performance and schedule to define and
deliver best value solutions to the customer.”

Carter (2010)

The 2010 Carter memorandum defines affordability as “conducting a program at a
cost constrained by the maximum resources the Department can allocate for that
capability”.
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Source
(Year)

Definitions

Defense
Acquisition
Guidebook

The Defense Acquisition Guidebook defines affordability as “the degree to which the
life-cycle cost of an acquisition program is in consonance with the long-range
modernization, force structure and manpower plans of the individual DoD
Components, as well as for the Department as a whole”

(2013)
Herald
(2011)

Affordability is not so much a single definition as: A trade space of domain-relevant
affordability attributes Stakeholder-relevant Value metrics for each attribute

INCOSE
Affordability
Working
Group (2011)

Affordability is the balance of system performance, cost and schedule constraints over
the system life while satisfying mission needs in concert with strategic investment and
organizational needs.

NDIA
Affordability
Working
Group (2011)

Affordability is the practice of ensuring program success through the balancing of
system performance (KPPs), total ownership cost, and schedule constraints while
satisfying mission needs in concert with long-range investment, and force structure
plans of the DOD

MITRE
(2012)

Affordability: Ability to fund desired investment. Solutions are affordable if they can
be deployed in sufficient quantity to meet mission needs within the (likely) available
budget.

Design for affordability is the systems engineering practice of balancing system
performance and risk with cost and schedule constraints over the system life
satisfying system operational needs in concert with strategic investment and evolving
stakeholder value.

Table 2-1: Collection of definitions of Affordability

2.4.2 The Affordability Triangle
Due to the variety of themes related to affordability, there are many different lenses through
which one can understand its relationship and impact on engineering design. One way of
understanding affordability is through the Affordability Triangle shown in Figure 2-9.
Conceptualized by Tuttle and Bobinis (2012), it depicts the relationship among Capabilities,
Performance, Schedule and Budget. The triangle shows capabilities10 form the baseline of any
acquisition process and it 4.isAffordability
important
to first establish the military need and identify how it fits
Specification Usage
within the existing defenseThe portfolio.
After
determining
required
relationship among Capabilities,
Performance,
Schedule and Budgetthe
can be depicted
as a triangle capability, the affordability
(see Figure 5). This is analogous to the Project Management Triangle where: Capabilities corresponds to
Scope; Performance
with Quality
(that is, the quality elements
of the capability is defined
its performance
decision criteria are then based
on the
secondary
of byPerformance,
Budget and Schedule.
requirement); Cost with Budget; and of course, Schedule with Schedule.

Figure 5 The Affordability Triangle
At the Portfolio
Area level one
of the questions to
be resolved isand
the mission
need for
Figure 2-9:
The Baseline/Mission
Affordability
Triangle
(Tuttle
Bobinis,
2012).
this new capability and how does it fit within the existing portfolio and what is the required minimum
performance of this capability to complement the other systems. Having fixed the required capability,
the affordability decision criteria become Performance, Budget and Schedule. Any decision must also
include Risk as a consideration. This leads to the usual trade study criteria. Consequently, affordability
can be accounted for within the normal trade study framework. What is required to make a standard
trade study a system affordability trade study is to extend the time horizon, include all cost elements
and in the case of a system, include all program increments. Hence, cost is computed using Equations
(1.1) and (1.2) or the generalization (1.3).
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5. Examples
The affordability components  can  be  defined  and  used  in  a  variety  of  ways  from  “most  bang  for  the
budget”  to  “low  cost  wins”.   Following are three generalized examples where affordability impacts the
decision making process. Note that the case studies have been greatly simplified to only represent

These elements form the main components of affordability and establishing a framework based
on them ensures its compliance with common definitions listed in Section 2.4.1. The balance of
performance, budget and schedule considerations thus constitutes a standard engineering trade
study. To transform this process to a system affordability trade study, Tuttle and Bobinis (2012)
recommends the extension of the system’s time horizon, as well as the inclusion of all cost
elements and program increments. This is a clear indication that time is a critical component to a
complete affordability assessment. Based on current definitions of affordability and the elements
contained within the triangle, they proposed the extraction of the following affordability
components:
1) Required Capabilities
a) This is the first step of the affordability trade study and it begins with the identification of
the required capabilities and the time phasing for inclusion of the capabilities. Time
phasing means determining when to include certain capabilities and when to retire them
during the life cycle.
2) Required Performance
a) The next step is to identify and specify the required Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs)
for each of the capabilities. These MOEs are measurement attributes commonly used to
provide quantifiable benchmarks against which the system concept and implementation
can be compared.
b) Define the time phasing for achieving the MOEs.
c) After the MOEs, identify and specify Measures of Supportability (MOSs), which are
measurement attributes used to determine the require amount of resource support to
sustain system operations.
d) Define time phasing for achieving the MOSs.
3) Budget
a) Identify the budget elements to include in the affordability evaluation.
b) Determine the Time-phased budget for each of the budget elements or as the total budget
This approach can be viable for affordability practice and its strengths lie in the elicitation of
requirements, capabilities and performance, their quantification through measurement attributes,
and the use of time phasing for both the budgets as well as capabilities.
Tuttle and Bobinis (2012) then illustrated the purpose of these affordability components through
an example depicted in Figure 2-10. To begin, one or more of the affordability elements of
capabilities, performance, schedule or budget is designated as the decision criteria that will be
used to perform engineering trade studies or decision-making. The remaining affordability
elements that are not designated as decision criteria will become specified constraints.
In this notional example, capabilities and schedule have been fixed as constants. This results in a
relatively straightforward tradeoff between cost and performance, as either can become the
decision criteria while the other becomes the constraint. The maximum budget and the minimum
performance thresholds are identified and they are reflected as horizontal and vertical lines on the
cost and performance axes respectively. Design solutions below the maximum budget line are
considered affordable within the context of the definition provided by the 2010 Carter
memorandum. Solutions to the right of the minimum performance line will at least satisfy all
stakeholder requirements and they are considered as technically compliant solutions.
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The green rectangle on the graph is formed by the two threshold lines and thus represents the
region containing the affordable solutions that meet the minimum performance requirements and
within the maximum budget.

Figure 2-10: Determining affordable solution by trading off cost and performance after fixing capabilities
and schedule as decision criteria (Tuttle and Bobinis, 2012).

The blue curve on the graph is another notional construct that connects all solutions that have the
“best value”. These solutions are considered Pareto optimal, as they provide the best possible
performance achievable given the minimum cost. If cost is set as the decision criteria, the “Low
Cost Wins” solution will be selected since it requires the lowest cost expenditure for meeting the
minimum performance requirements. However, if the decision criterion is performance, the
“Most Bang for the Budget” solution will be selected. The tradeoff for high performance is that
the entire budget would be expended. As such, affordable and Pareto Optimal solutions in this
notional example lie along the blue line in the green rectangle.
Through this example, Tuttle and Bobinis (2012) demonstrated that designating the main
affordability elements as either decision criteria or constraints could facilitate the identification
of affordable solutions for a system or a program. They also suggested that system or program
affordability trade studies could be performed more accurately if the budget is time-phased. While
the maximum budget in Figure 2-10 is shown as a single number, the budget can actually be
divided and illustrated as an annual budget for a sequence of fiscal years (Tuttle and Bobinis,
2012). With a time-phased budget, it will be easier for system architects and stakeholders to
identify the years during which the program is affordable or unaffordable. Similarly, capabilities
and performance can also be time phased, and their requirements for a particular time frame may
not be met in the context of insufficient budget.
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To enable the conduct of system or program affordability trade studies, Tuttle and Bobinis (2012)
also analyzed the lifecycle cost (LCC) of a typical program and broke it down into different
categories, namely Research Development Testing and Evaluation (RDT&E) cost, Procurement
cost, military construction (MILCON) cost, Operations and Maintenance cost, and finally military
personnel (MILPERS) cost. Breaking down acquisition cost in this manner is equivalent to
defining the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS), which is a common practice within the defense
and aerospace industry. This composition is shown in Figure 2-11 and such a distinction made
6
between different types of cost gives rise to the notion of ‘different colors of money’ (Wiggins,
2009) since these categories have their unique purpose and usage.
Personnel) and Disposal (Operations and Maintenance).

Figure 2-11: Lifecycle cost composition of a typical defense acquisition program (Tuttle and Bobinis,
Figure 3 Life2012).
Cycle Cost Composition [7]

With the integration of time phases, the cost of system can be calculated as the sum of all colors
Then all
for an
increment
or a singleThe
program
the costfor
is the system cost can be written as such:
of money across
time
increments.
equation
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 =    ∑

𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚  𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡  𝐵! =

𝐵

𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒:

where

𝐵 = 𝑅𝐷𝑇&𝐸  𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡

𝐵!,! = 𝑅𝐷𝑇&𝐸  𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡  𝑜𝑓  𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡  𝑗

𝐵 = 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡  𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡

!
!!!

𝐵!,!

𝐵 = 𝑀𝑖𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑛  𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝐵!,! = 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡  𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡  𝑜𝑓  𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡  𝑗

𝐵!,! = 𝑀𝑖𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑛  𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡  𝑜𝑓  𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡  𝑗

𝐵 = 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠  &  𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒  𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡

𝐵 = 𝑀𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑦  𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙
𝐵!,! = 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠  &  𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒  𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡  𝑜𝑓  𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡  𝑗

𝐵!,! = 𝑀𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑦  𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙  𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡  𝑜𝑓  𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡  𝑗
𝑖 = 1  𝑜𝑟  5 for a single budget element or the total budget respectively
𝑁 = number of program increments, depending on the number of time phases
Copyright 2012 Lockheed Martin Corporation
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(1.1)

This is similar to the approach formulated by consultancy firm Booz Allen Hamilton and
illustrated in Figure 2-12, which aims to drive affordability considerations by breaking down total
ownership costs (TOC) into their constituent costs (Booz Allen Hamilton, 2011). This is followed
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Figure 2-12: Breakdown of TOC into subsystem costs and identifying areas for improvement (Booz Allen
Hamilton, 2011).
6
6
An understanding of the cost breakdown also helps the system architect to identify areas in which
overhead and support costs can be reduced in order to mitigate overall program cost growth. This
principle is reinforced by the Carter memorandum, which states, “the ability to understand and
control future costs from a program’s inception is critical to achieving affordability requirements”
(Carter, 2010a). As such, breaking down acquisition costs into its constituents can help decision
makers identify key areas that drive cost and design systems with the lowest overall cost possible.

2.4.3 Should-Cost Review and Statistical Methods
The DoD has also attempted to achieve major cost savings in acquisition through their own
measures, which is the Should-Cost/Will-Cost framework that was implemented in accordance to
the Carter Memorandum. It is also sometimes known as the Should-Cost Review (SCR).
SCR is a tool targeted at program managers to control all costs throughout the lifecycle, and
consistently aims to lower cost wherever and whenever possible. Setting a goal of “how much a
program should cost” helps to set a target cost at program inception and reiterate the need to keep
cost below the target. Through prudent cost control, SCR can constraint stakeholder requirements
to more realistic boundaries and ensure that the program unit cost and sustainment cost of the
final product are within budget.
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Cost estimates from SCR have leverage on lowering the costs of contracts and incentives when
the DoD collaborates with the defense industry. Based on Figure 2-13, Should-Cost motivates
program managers to have a detailed understanding of cost drivers across the value chain,
establish cost elements from the subsystem, monitor expenditures for audit readiness, and
encourages the conduct of lean business operations (AT Kearney, 2011). As such, SCR drives the
DoD to find all ways possible in the management process to lower cost figures below traditional
metrics such as independent Will-Cost estimates, which are often based historical data and
inflated due to uncertainty and changing requirements. Avenues for lowering costs usually
include the reduction of program overhead and unproductive organizational processes. Since cost
reductions are performed from a management perspective, it does not compromise the rigorous
design process and systems engineering practice typically demanded of defense systems or
programs.

Figure 2-13: The difference between should-cost and traditional cost estimating methods (AT Kearney,
2011).

Apart from SCR, the DoD has also applied a multitude of quantitative methods to several
affordability case studies to complement their decision-making process. Some of these methods
include interval cost estimation and system lifecycle analysis, which were used to perform
affordability analysis on a number of programs owned by the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) (Kroshl and Pandolfini, 2000). Traditionally, cost estimates have been
obtained by extrapolating historical data according to parameters such as technical complexity or
concept maturity. However, as discussed earlier in the chapter, the quality of historical data is
often questionable. Such estimates are often flawed and far from actual figures because they fail
to capture uncertainty. Therefore, interval cost estimation can circumvent this problem by
deriving cost estimates with associated probabilities. This is illustrated in Figure 2-14, which
shows a distribution of average unit flyaway price (AUFP) for a hypersonic cruise missile, as well
as its probability of meeting or exceeding a price.
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This analysis is conducted by first breaking down the total cost into their constituent costs or
“different colors of money” (Wiggins, 2009), followed by developing optimistic, pessimistic and
most likely cost estimates based on expert opinion or other relevant parameters. Each cost
element is then associated with a probability distribution, which may be modified to reflect
uncertainty in cost estimates. Finally, all constituent cost with their assigned probability
distributions are aggregated to obtain summary statistics and probability distribution for the total
cost. As such, interval cost estimation helps to build up a stochastic cost model that captures
uncertainty in a systematic and traceable manner. Results from this process include a probability
curve that illustrates the probability of a cost metric meeting or exceeding a price established in
the affordability requirement, as well as a distribution of probabilistic cost estimates bounded by
pessimistic and optimistic thresholds. This helps system architects and stakeholders to derive
realistic cost estimates and determine if the program of interest remains within the affordability
requirement.

Figure 2-14: Interval cost estimation process (Blue indicates main path, Orange indicates optional elements,
Green indicates data sources) and its generated results (Kroshl and Pandolfini, 2000).

System lifecycle analysis is much like the process described by Tuttle and Bobinis (2012), where
cost or performance can be set as the decision criteria while the other is left as the constraint.
However, system lifecycle analysis uses additional metrics used drawn from engineering
economics and financial analysis, and they include net present value (NPV), internal rate of
interest (IRR) and learning curve functions. The calculation of these metrics can provide decision
makers with useful information during early-phase design to determine the lifecycle cost of a
program through different perspectives. These metrics also account for the time value of money,
which allows decision makers to consider cost depreciation with each fiscal year and also be able
to account for economic inflation.
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2.4.4 Sand Chart Tool
The defense sector is not alone in conducting affordability analysis through engineering methods
and quantitative methods, as big players in the aerospace sector have come up with their own
techniques for cost and schedule accountability in their design process. For example, The
Aerospace Corporation has developed its own affordability methodology and NASA uses the
Sand Chart Tool (SCT) to support their economic assessments of programs and portfolios
(Emmons, 2010). The SCT, by Emmons (2010), leverages on the method employed by The
Aerospace Corporation that is shown in Figure 2-15.

Figure 2-15: Affordability methodology used by the Aerospace Corporation (Emmons, 2010)

Figure 6 – Overview of cost and affordability methodology implemented in Review of HSF Committee support [8]
9
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In The Aerospace Corporation affordability methodology, the process begins with developing
point estimates and cost-risk curves for each project element, followed by a profiling of their
corresponding budgets available. The project elements are then assembled into a program and
phased in time so that schedule interdependencies are maintained. Affordability analysis can then
commence through the use of Sand Charts, which demonstrate how programs can be realized
based on program cost, schedule, historical risk using S-curves and budget considerations
(Emmons, 2010). Incorporating probabilistic estimates, the sand chart shown in Figure 2-16
presents the change in total cost for constituent systems and ‘different colors of money’ over two
decades for a notional NASA development portfolio. A probabilistic analysis of program cost and
schedule can help determine the robustness of a program plan after accounting for cost-growth
risks, schedule linkages and other factors. Apart from providing an investment strategy to stay
within budget at a specified confidence level, it also provides recommendations as to when
systems should commence development or be retired. Two budget lines colored in black and red
are also shown and they represent the FY2010 budget and a theoretical “Less Constrained”
budget respectively.
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resources are not available to match established goals, new
goals need to be adopted. Simply extending existing
ambitious programs ‘to fit the money’ is seldom a solution
to the resource dilemma. The impact of fixed costs and

7. SUMMARY
In the past several years, Aerospace has developed and
implemented a consistent approach to objectively assessing
the cost and affordability of large space programs. This
process employs key tenets in cost and schedule analysis,
and is combined with an affordability assessment process
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Figure 2-17: “Penalties” are applied to fit costs to budget in the Aerospace Corporation methodology and
Figure 5 – Penalties used to fit costs to budget, based on historical experience
Sand Chart Tool (Emmons, 2010).
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CAIV has been successfully applied in the corporate sector for decades and its transference to
defense applications was much anticipated. CAIV emphasizes that lower cost designs did not
necessarily equate to lower quality designs and allows cost reduction at a program level without
significant depreciation of the system’s value. In fact, it has been reported in the commercial
world that lower cost designs are usually simpler and easier to produce. They also provide better
performance and reliability since designers are forced to propose creative designs with the
greatest capability for a given cost (Higgins, 1997).
The other competing paradigm is Time As an Independent Variable (TAIV) and it sets time or
schedule as the constant
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would be single-step to full capability. Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) technology provides
a solution with little or no need for integration or development time and would aid in putting a
capability in the field in the least amount of time. The concept of using time to drive the level
of technology that defines a capability can be used to assess the appropriate capability and
performance trades.
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Portfolio
Management
capability at a target delivery time.

One of the most recent analytical frameworks for enabling better-informed decisions in
affordability analysis is the use of robust portfolio optimization and a multi-period portfolio
management^Åèìáëáíáçå=oÉëÉ~êÅÜ=mêçÖê~ãW=
approach. This framework, established by Davendralingam and DeLaurentis (2013),
`êÉ~íáåÖ=póåÉêÖó=Ñçê=fåÑçêãÉÇ=ÅÜ~åÖÉ=
- 27 is= built upon principles from financial engineering and operations research. A robust multi-period
portfolio management approach to decision-making can ensure the balance of performance of a
“portfolio” of systems against potential risks. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, an instance of
such a “portfolio” can be a SoS.
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Taking a multi-period portfolio approach means that time is taken into design consideration,
where a SoS can potentially evolve after each period to achieve a different level of required
capability. At each period, a capability and risk analysis for the SoS is conducted, thereby
providing decision makers valuable information required to develop, implement and integrate the
SoS portfolio in order to evolve to the next level. This translates to identifying actions that
balance potential gains in SoS capabilities against risks such as cost and schedule growth over a
specified time horizon. Figure 2-20 is an abstraction of the evolution of a “portfolio of systems”
that constitutes a SoS, as part of the wave model (Dahmann et al., 2011).

Figure 2-20: Wave Model Relation to Portfolio Evaluation (Davendralingam and DeLaurentis, 2013)

According to Davendralingam and DeLaurentis (2013), the wave model is an extension of DoD
guidelines on systems engineering for a SoS that translates SoS systems engineering core
elements, interrelationships, and decision-making artifacts to a time-sequenced model
representation (Dahmann et al., 2011). This method is thus aligned to specifications within the
defense industry. Based on the results from analyzing risk and capability levels, decision makers
can then explore the tradespace for all possible design options across multiple time periods and
determine the modifications and assets required to evolve the SoS forward across successive
periods. To identify optimal “portfolios” of systems to be acquired in pursuit of desired SoS
capabilities for each period, robust optimization methods are used to support these SoS-level
acquisition decisions. This ensures that rigorous quantitative analysis is conducted to determine
the sequential acquisitions needed to propagate required capabilities while minimizing
operational and developmental risks.
Decisions taken in designing the evolution of a SoS can be the sequential acquisition (and
removal). As such, decisions made at each time period affect the decision options of future time
periods, thus affecting long term performance and risks of the SoS. Davendralingam and
DeLaurentis (2013) state that the translation of these sequential decisions to the context of a
multi-period investment model requires an adequate description of node (system) attributes.
Optimization methods are then applied to each period, and the analysis now aims to maximize
node (system) attributes while subjected to possible constraints such as cost and schedule.
Aggregating performance attributes as the overall objective function and assigning cost and
schedule risks as constraints can thus ensure the selection of feasible portfolios that satisfy nodal
requirements and minimize cascading risks.
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Figure 2-21: Archetypal Node (System) Behaviors (Davendralingam and DeLaurentis, 2013)

Knowing the optimal portfolios for each period can then facilitate SoS Modeling. After trading off
performance attributes against risks in one time period, decision makers can then find the optimal
solution to evolve to in the next time period. Figure 2-21 can illustrate the SoS evolution, where
each node represents an independent system, a dashed line represents a possible connection by
means of acquisition, and a bold line represents an existing connection by means of acquisition.
Across the time periods (decision epochs), modifications are made to the SoS, as new systems are
added across successive time periods to produce the new SoS construct. As such, a combination
of robust optimization methods and multi-period approach can produce a long-term strategy for
evolving a system/program/portfolio to meet affordability objectives. This can potentially provide
a future framework for affordability analysis as it captures the essence of time through the use of
multiple periods, the exploration of tradespaces for all possible design options in each period by
trading performance attributes against cost/schedule constraints, and the sequential execution of
system acquisition or removal for evolving a SoS.

2.5 Limitations of Existing Affordability Methods
A number of frameworks for understanding and analyzing affordability were described in the
earlier sections, where their different perspectives on affordability and associated benefits were
also identified. A review of these methods was necessary as it reflected the current state of
affordability practice in the defense and aerospace industry. Through the documentation of their
pros and cons, future spirals of affordability analysis frameworks can not only become an
aggregation of the important benefits of their predecessors, but also an enhancement to their
weaknesses in approach. Therefore, drawbacks in these approaches have to be identified so that
future methods can take them into consideration. The major drawbacks identified were the lack of
time centricity, failure to recognize complexities of scale, lack of cost breakdown structures,
treating affordability as a constraint rather than a requirement, and finally a lack of a valuecentric perspective.

2.5.1 Lack of Time Centricity
The lack of time centricity not only refers to the lack of consideration that systems can evolve or
subjected to change over their lifecycles, but also the lack of time elements such as schedule
during the formulation of early-phase design requirements. For example, the methods proposed
by Tuttle and Bobinis (2012) Should-Cost Review and the statistical methods by Kroshl and
Pandolfini (2000) have very strong elements of cost consideration, but there is little on how costs
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may change and impact the system over time. Other methods such as the Sand Chart Tool,
CAIV/TAIV and multi-period portfolio management fare better in accounting for time-related
factors, as they do track the evolution of the system over time through the use of multiple time
periods and evaluate changes at different points throughout its lifecycle. However, in all the
methods reviewed, there has been little emphasis on having program development schedule or
any other time-related activities to be taken into consideration during initial engineering design.
Schedule or other time-related parameters should be explicitly taken into account in the design
process.

2.5.2 Failure to Recognize Complexities of Scale
Development projects in the defense and aerospace industry can be a system, a program, a
portfolio, or any general forms of a SoS. Each of these projects has different degrees of
complexity involved and the difficulties in managing them cannot be estimated through
extrapolation. While most engineers have experience in system design and management,
programs and portfolios pose a totally different level of complexity as many sociotechnical
factors, which were initially non-obvious at the system level, can become significant to the
success of a bigger project. Building upon the principle of time centricity, both programs and
portfolios require the consideration of project schedule development, which is the time required
to complete every constituent element of the project. However, most traditional methods are more
suitable for system-level applications and they are often applied to programs and portfolios
without recognizing the change in scale and complexity. Schedules for individual systems may
overlap and this affects the overall schedule of the larger program or portfolio. Only methods
such as the Aerospace Corporation methodology, Sand Chart Tool and multi-period portfolio
management do take into account certain degrees of this complexity as they aggregate results
from constituent elements in the project in order to make an informed decision about the SoS.
However, they still do not consider schedule or any other time-related parameters into the
engineering design process.

2.5.3 Lack of Cost Breakdown Structures
Following the failure to recognize complexities of scale in systems to portfolios is the lack of cost
breakdown structures. While it is always simpler to work with just one cost metric, it prevents
decision makers from recognizing that there are many different elements of cost during the
acquisition process. Acquisition by itself comprises many different activities that may have
different funding profiles and some decision makers may be interested in certain cost elements
over others. The success of a development project is not dependent on a single cost element, but
all of them in entirety. As such, aggregating all these considerations into a single dollar value may
over-simplify the design process and masks other cost elements that may become an impediment
in the acquisition process. This is where cost breakdown structures, or the notion of “colors of
money”, are necessary. By acknowledging at the beginning of program/portfolio inception that
acquisition contains many different cost elements that require different ways of treatment, the
design process can harbor more valuable information that will better facilitate decision-making
across the project lifecycle. The affordability method by Tuttle and Bobinis (2012), Should-Cost
Review and the Aerospace Corporation methodology are the main frameworks that explicitly
consider cost breakdowns in the analysis.
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2.5.4 Treating Affordability as a Constraint
Designing for affordability is concerned with the explicit consideration of cost and schedule
elements in the design process. However, all the methods reviewed only considered time in the
form of system evolution over its lifecycle, but not as an active trade in the design process.
Instead, many methods treat affordability as a constraint and do not incorporate fully into their
‘design’ process, thereby restricting the design space available to designers before conceptual
design has even begun. While specifying affordability as a constraint may work, there is a great
risk that many more valuable system designs are overlooked as no affordability tradeoffs are
performed. In fulfilling the goal of engineering design, there is a need for upfront consideration of
affordability prior to design formulation and an active trade among cost, schedule and
performance related parameters.

2.5.5 Lack of Value-Centric Perspective
The fifth limitation of existing affordability analysis methods is the lack of a value-centric
perspective. However, the defense industry is beginning to emphasize the notion of value through
their Value Engineering (VE) and Earned Value Management (EVM) initiatives. As such,
affordability analysis should also be aligned to the goals of value-driven design. Ross et al.
(2010) defined the creation of value as “the balancing and increasing the net level of (1)
satisfaction, with (2) available resources, while addressing (3) its degree of importance”.
Therefore, the design of systems in a dynamic operating environment with explicit affordability
considerations requires a reformulation of how systems, programs or portfolios can provide value
to stakeholders over time. As complex projects have multiple attributes related to cost, schedule
and performance, utilizing value as a unifying metric can enable the evaluation of multiple paths
for system evolution in order to achieve the same value delivery (Ross, 2006). None of the
methods reviewed explicitly considered the notion of value in design. As such, the process of
designing for affordability in defense and aerospace systems should also be value-driven.

2.6 Summary
A comprehensive review of the current state of affordability research and practice in industry was
conducted in this chapter, beginning with a lexicographic analysis and the charting of its usage in
daily applications to the engineering of complex sociotechnical systems. The scope of
affordability usage and application was then narrowed down to the defense and aerospace
industry, where the construction of complex systems, programs and portfolios is immensely
challenging and they necessitate the consideration of cost and time elements in the design and
acquisition process.
Current definitions for affordability within the industry were also collected to determine the
important themes that overlap. Apart from the pillars of cost, schedule and performance, major
themes include value, systems engineering, attributes, constraints, mission needs, risks, lifecycle,
budget and strategy. Existing frameworks for understanding affordability and conducting
affordability analysis were also described and reviewed in order to identify their advantages and
disadvantages. The main drawbacks of the methods reviewed include the lack of time centricity,
failure to recognize complexities of scale, lack of cost breakdown structures, treating affordability
as a constraint rather than a requirement, and a lack of a value-centric perspective.
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Aggregating the state of current practice and these drawbacks only imply that systems are
currently not designed with explicit affordability considerations. In order to improve
sustainability within the defense and aerospace industry, affordability analysis must build upon
the strengths of existing frameworks and reduce the extent of their weaknesses. This can be done
by including all the major themes in affordability and employing new methods that can remedy
the drawbacks in current practice.
In this chapter, there was a brief mention of how possible designs for a system can be explored
using tradespaces across multiple time periods in order to determine a desired system, program or
portfolio evolution strategy that can enhance value delivery over its lifecycle. It is in this
motivation that the concepts of tradespaces, multiple time periods and value delivery over time
are introduced to enhance the state of affordability practice in the defense and aerospace industry.
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3 TRADESPACE-BASED METHODS FOR
AFFORDABILITY ANALYSIS
3.1

Motivation

Conceptual design formulation and system development are often subjected to multiple revisions
that lead to unanticipated delays and changes in technical specifications. As discussed in Chapter
2, the accumulation of these outcomes often leads to rising costs and schedule slippages, which
can eventually compromise the success of the system or program in development. With highprofile failures in system, program and portfolio delivery in the last decade, there has been a
paradigm shift in approaches to systems architecting and acquisition. Performance is no longer
regarded as sine qua non, and simulation of complexity in systems to portfolios often require
considerations and analysis beyond a single cost attribute. This has necessitated the need to
additionally account for multiple cost and schedule parameters elicited from stakeholders during
early-phase design. This emerging paradigm in systems engineering is the design for
affordability, where systems, programs and portfolios are architected to satisfy multiple
performance, cost and schedule needs of stakeholders.
Many attempts have been made to propose frameworks for affordability analysis, and integrate
them with existing systems engineering methods to generate affordable design solutions. As
described in Chapter 2, various quantitative methods have been used alongside numerous
visualization tools to quantify affordability during the systems architecting process. However,
these processes have their drawbacks and they have been limited to static tradeoffs of systems
between performance and costs in current operating environments, or in single point futures.
More fundamentally, there is also a lack of a consensual definition and a common set of guiding
principles for affordability within the systems engineering community. This gap in knowledge
about the meaning and implications of pursuing affordability has resulted in the variety of
approaches currently in existence, with few being able to explicitly capture the dynamic elements
of the system, program or portfolio and its operating environment over its lifecycle.
To bridge these gaps, a common definition and a common set of principles for affordability can
integrate approaches taken by the government, industry and academia into a concerted effort for
reducing overall system or program costs and schedule slippages. However, it is beyond the scope
of this thesis to achieve this common consensus on the definition of affordability. Instead, a
consistent definition can be used in this thesis in order to establish a foundation for future
affordability studies that can apply the same definition.
Given that systems and programs exist in a dynamic and uncertain world, designing for
affordability not only necessitates new methods capable of evaluating them across many possible
alternative futures, but also a new philosophy for treating the affordability paradigm. As such, it is
in the interest of this chapter and the overall goal of this thesis to introduce tradespace
exploration as the fundamental method for exploring affordability tradeoffs in a dynamic manner.
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This chapter begins by describing what tradespace exploration is and how it can be used for
affordability analysis. Next, a new metric is introduced to the tradespace exploration paradigm to
help aggregate cost, schedule and other non-monetary expenditures into a single numeric value
and replace the dollar value of a system commonly used in early-phase design. To account for
value delivery and sustainment over the lifecycle, a modified framework based on an existing
version is then proposed to perform affordability tradeoffs over time and facilitate the search for
affordable solutions. Finally, the viability of the tradespace exploration method is demonstrated
through an application case study.

3.2

The Tradespace Exploration Paradigm

Tradespace exploration is the model-based investigation of many design alternatives in order to
find better design solutions, while avoiding premature fixation on point designs and narrow
requirements (Ross and Hastings, 2005). Based on the concepts of trade studies, tradespace
exploration leverages computer-based models and simulations to help stakeholders evaluate many
potential designs in an efficient manner. As such, tradespace exploration allows a holistic
consideration of a broad array of system capabilities and mission utility during early-phase
design, instead of being locked too early into requirements and key performance parameters.
By enumerating and evaluating a large number of potential designs, tradespace exploration is
most relevant to the design of complex engineering systems with multiple dimensions of benefits
and expenses. The design process is often difficult to optimize and key design concepts may not
appear intuitive to the designer. Applying tradespace exploration to the design process can
circumvent these difficulties, prevent fixation on a single design or a local point solution trade,
and explore the broader relationships between potential design concepts and stakeholder
preferences. The use of tradespaces instead of simple tradeoffs of several point designs can thus
evaluate the costs, benefits, and risks of systems concepts during early-phase design, thereby
leading to better lifecycle results.
The tradespace for a system is the space spanned by all possible design alternatives for the
system, which are obtained through the complete enumeration of all design variables for the
system. Therefore, given a set of design variables, the tradespace is the space of points
representing all possible design options, and expanding the tradespace will require either the
generation of either new design variables or reconfigurations of existing combinations of
variables to produce new points (Ross and Hastings, 2005).
The points on the tradespace can either be dominated or non-dominated. Non-dominated
solutions typically have better tradeoffs between design variables as compared to dominated
solutions. They can be identified along the frontier of the tradespace, and the solutions in this set
are known as frontier set solutions. Further tracing these solutions along the frontier produces the
Pareto Front, which connects the set of points that are the best for a given metric with all other
metrics held constant (Ross and Hastings, 2005). The Pareto Front is thus the tradeoff curve
between all system metrics and dominated solutions are those that are not on it.
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Benefit
Figure 3-1: Four classes of trades: (1) Local point solutions (2) Frontier subset solutions (3) Frontier
solution sets (4) Full tradespace exploration (Based on Ross and Hastings, 2005).

The process of tradespace exploration requires the reduction of the full tradespace containing all
possible design alternatives to a smaller set of potential solutions based on the metrics of interest,
from which stakeholders may eventually pick the one design most valuable to them. Typically,
this smaller set of solutions is along the Pareto Front. However, exploring the tradespace fully
can prevent premature fixation on a single design and increases the potential value created and
delivered to the customers, especially if the metrics for benefits and costs change. Four classes of
trades are possible and they are introduced in Figure 3-1 to depict the spectrum of tradespace
considerations: (1) Local point solutions, (2) Frontier subset solutions, (3) Frontier solution sets,
and (4) full tradespace exploration. It is important to understanding all types of trades when
exploring all of the concept options (Ross and Hastings, 2005).
Choosing a local point solution is the minimalistic approach to a trade study since stakeholders
simply choose a point and do not consider others on the tradespace. However, as mentioned
previously, fixation on single designs can result in incomplete knowledge of the bigger design
problem and stakeholders lose the opportunity to gain knowledge of better value solutions.
Instead of finding local point solutions, the Pareto Frontier subset solutions can be found and key
value tradeoffs among the design points within the subset can be identified. This subset of designs
cannot increase utility without increasing costs, and are therefore efficient designs. Exploring
designs that are not Pareto optimal can also reveal more information about design concepts and
this allows stakeholders to recognize the key value tradeoffs that exist in the tradespace.
Going a step further in the exploration process will entail finding the complete Pareto Frontier,
which explicitly identifies the key benefit-cost trade-off among design options. Establishing the
Pareto Frontier enables the immediate assessment of new design options in terms of their distance
from the “optimal” trade-off curve. Finally, performing a complete tradespace exploration will
require the analysis of dominated solutions as well as the Pareto Frontier set solutions. Including
dominated solutions in the analysis can help capture value metrics that are initially non-obvious
and this allows for a more detailed and dynamic analysis of the structure of the tradespace itself
(Ross and Hastings, 2005).
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Figure 3-2: Sample Tradespace (Ross and Hastings, 2005).

A sample tradespace is shown in Figure 3-2 for a low altitude space science mission, where each
point represents a unique design choice (Ross and Hastings, 2005). The design points on the
tradespace were evaluated using a set of models and simulations in terms of lifecycle cost and
utility to a science user. Each design point is then a pointer to an array of information regarding
that design option, such as the values for the design variables, intermediate variables, system
attributes and cost. A tradespace can hence be parameterized by any metrics of interest to the
stakeholder. In the case of Figure 3-2, the metrics of utility and cost facilitate the evaluation of
design points and highlight critical decision metrics. As such, tradespace exploration can enable a
holistic understanding of system design concepts through performing trades on single points,
multiple points, or along the Pareto Frontier.
In recent years, tradespace exploration has progressed substantially with a broadening of
application areas, development of new metrics, as well as new representations and constructs for
considering time and change. There is also the maturation of the process of exploration itself
through an effort to codify the tacit knowledge of tradespace exploration researchers (Ross et al.,
2010a). The overall outcome of this effort is structured guidance for systematically exploring
tradespaces to extract answers to practical questions and to generate other forms of useful
knowledge from the data in a tradespace dataset. This structured exploration guidance is a key
enabler to the successful use and broad applicability of the tradespace exploration paradigm (Ross
et al., 2010b).

3.3

Capturing Value through Tradespace Exploration

Section 2.2.3 discussed the emergence of value in engineering, and how the affordability problem
in defense and aerospace systems can potentially be resolved by adopting a value-centric
approach towards design. Value-driven design is not simply concerned about cutting overhead
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costs and making enterprise operations lean, but about providing value improvement and
enhancing the value delivery process in system design and engineering. However, like
affordability, there is a lack of consensual definition for the term ‘value’, which has often been
ambiguous. As (Ross, O’Neill, Hastings and Rhodes, 2010) defined the creation of value as “the
balancing and increasing the net level of (1) satisfaction, with (2) available resources, while
addressing (3) its degree of importance”, this definition of value will be used throughout the rest
of this thesis to espouse the importance of value centricity in affordability analysis. Therefore, it
is the aim of this section to describe how tradespace exploration and related tradespace-based
methods can be used to capture this aforementioned value in the design of affordable systems.

3.3.1

Value Creation

In addition to frameworks such as Value Engineering and Earned Value Management, various
value-centric design methodologies (VCDMs) have been proposed to integrate value-driven
design and traditional engineering system design. VCDMs adopt a technical approach to problem
solving and they combine scientific principles and cost-based system models with a valuation
model. Having a valuation model that outputs derived system value to stakeholders can then
facilitate the promulgation of system selection criteria. Therefore, VCDMs are highly relevant to
early-phase design and it can potentially guide stakeholders towards the selection of valuable
system designs from amongst a set of candidate system designs.
To explicitly consider “value” in order to drive design, (Ross, O’Neill, Hastings and Rhodes,
2010) discusses the need to align perspectives on “value” with the method used to quantify
“value”. Creating value to stakeholders is thus the ultimate goal for system design and
engineering across industries. Value creation can become very challenging as stakeholders have
different preferences and a system attribute deemed valuable by one may not appear as valuable
in the eyes of another. The process of value creation then requires the understanding and
capturing of customer or user needs, and developing systems that best meet their interpretations
and expectations. As nuances of the word “value” are in abundance, it is important to ensure that
value is understood in the manner proposed by Ross et al in order to better benefit system design
and engineering. One of the VCDMs reviewed by Ross et al is called Multi-Attribute Utility
Theory (MAUT), which has the potential to extract, create and deliver value to stakeholders in a
systematic manner.

3.3.2

Multi-Attribute Utility Theory for Value-Centric Design

MAUT is an extension of utility theory, which is a fundamental framework that can be used by
decision makers to help quantify the idea of value consistently in the goal of engineering design.
Utility theory is based on maximizing the value of a system with respect to a decision maker’s
objectives. Each decision maker may have multiple objectives that can be broken into a set of
attributes. As described earlier in the goal of design, attributes are metrics that measure how well
an objective for a system is met. Each attribute will have a definition, units, and range of accepted
values, and requires careful consideration between both the designer and decision maker up front
(Ross, 2003). Through careful elicitation of stakeholder preferences for an attribute, its range of
accepted values are translated to a utility metric ranging from 0 to 1, such that the least acceptable
range equates to 0 and the most preferred being 1. Capturing utility values across a range of factor
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levels for an attribute then produces a single attribute utility (SAU) curve for that particular
attribute from one particular stakeholder.
In the design of complex systems, multiple attributes are often of interest to stakeholders and it
becomes difficult to select a preferred design by comparing and trading off among these attributes
one at a time. Hence, there is a need to aggregate them into a single utility metric that accounts
for their combined preferences on all attributes. This leads to multi-attribute utility (MAU), which
is a measure of aggregate benefit to stakeholders and it can be calculated using the multi-attribute
utility function introduced by Keeney and Raiffa (1993). This function is shown in Equation (1).
𝐾𝑈 𝑋 + 1 =   
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In this equation, 𝑈 𝑋 is the aggregate utility value for the multiple attributes and their respective
single attribute utilities, 𝑈! 𝑋! ; 𝑘! is the 𝑖th corner point which is a swing weighting factor for
the 𝑖th attribute 𝑋! ; 𝑛 is the total number of attributes; and 𝐾 is the normalization constant.
𝑈 𝑋   is quantified on a scale from 0 to 1, where a value of 0 and 1 is the least and most desirable
respectively. Therefore, the MAUT function provides a means to aggregate 𝑛 monetary and/or
non-monetary benefits produced by a system into a single metric that can then be used to
conveniently rank numerous systems aggregately across 𝑛 attributes.
Applying MAUT to the design of a system with multiple attributes and aggregating them
according to varying stakeholder preferences using the above equation produces a single multiple
attribute utility metric. By having utility instead of designer-specified metrics such as mass or
power as one of the parameters on the tradespace, a tradespace plot becomes value-centric.
Decision-makers can then compare MAU values between different designs to determine which
ones will be better able to fulfill the cost, schedule and performance requirements for early-phase
design. Utility is thus a direct reflection of value, rather than an inferred one. Therefore, value, as
interpreted, quantified, and represented by MAUT, is the aggregation of non-monetary benefits
relative to the monetary cost of obtaining those benefits (Ross et al, 2010).
MAUT is a more appropriate method for valuing engineering systems as it allows the ranking of
design alternatives based on multiple sources of non-monetary value under uncertainty (Ross et
al, 2010). Usage of the MAUT equation also assumes mutual utility independence, a weaker (less
restrictive) assumption than mutual additive (preferential) independence, which is often assumed
for discounted cash flow methods such as net present value and cost-benefit analysis (Ross et al,
2010). By using utility curves to measure stakeholder preferences for every attribute, MAUT
allows for the consideration of substitution and complement affects among multiple attributes
(Ross et al, 2010). MAUT can hence allow the design of systems to conform to the desired
behavior of stakeholder decision-making more accurately than methods with governing equations
that assume mutual additive (preferential) independence.
The motivation to use MAUT is further underscored by the inherent inability of stakeholders to
assign a monetary value to an outcome or set of outcomes in the first place. This is reinforced by
difficulties in cost estimating. As such, given these advantages of MAUT, its use for value-centric
design has been significantly motivated in academia as well as industry for valuation of space
systems. MAUT is a very versatile approach for decision making, as it allows for the quantitative
aggregation of both monetary and non-monetary stakeholder preferences for, and hence
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stakeholder perceived value of, a given system (Ross et al, 2010). This is why MAUT should be
used in tradespace exploration, and more specifically in the use of tradespaces for affordability
analysis, where there is now a stronger need to explicitly consider stakeholder preferences for
additional attributes such as different cost commitments under the cost breakdown structure and
development schedule in early-phase design. However, MAUT also has inherent limitations and
uninformed usage may compromise the decision making process. Hence, it should be applied in
prudent ways that maximize its strengths. More on its drawbacks will be discussed in Chapter 7.

3.4

Multi-Attribute Expense to replace ‘Cost’

Designing for affordability requires the additional consideration of both cost and schedule
parameters. However, traditional forms of tradespace exploration typically compares utility
against cost, which may render them less effective for more holistic considerations of different
cost elements across the system lifecycle. The term ‘cost’ is ambiguous and it can simply refer to
the development cost, maintenance cost, support cost, retirement cost, or even the total lifecycle
cost, depending on what the stakeholders are interested in evaluating for a particular set of
designs. However, in reality, stakeholders and decision-makers may place more emphasis on one
or more cost attributes over another due to changes in contexts. This paradigm is more commonly
referred to as ‘different colors of money’, where different cost elements are spent with differing
degrees of ease depending on the operating contexts and stakeholder preferences towards these
cost elements (Higgins, 1997).
For example, budget caps may be placed on individual cost elements in an actual system
development and exceeding any of these caps is likely to result in delays or even its cancellation.
Stakeholders are thus more wary of their cost commitments and they rationally want to place
more emphasis on the first cost element, followed by subsequent cost elements in order to allow
system development to progress along its intended timeline. However, summing these cost
elements into a single dollar value will remove stakeholder’s visibility of these individual budget
caps during early-phase design. Also, a single cost metric will also mask stakeholder preferences
on different cost attributes that may otherwise augment the tradespace to reveal better-value
designs. Using traditional tradespace exploration methods, there is then a chance that preferred
design alternatives have satisfactory total cost but contain a cost element that has exceeded its
budget cap. However, this breach in cost element budget cap will not be discovered until the
formal implementation of the system, by which it has become impediment to progress in system
development.
Also, temporal considerations like schedule and other non-monetary factors are often difficult to
represent in dollars and even more challenging to account for using traditional tradespace
exploration methods. Translating schedule or any other time-related attribute into a dollar value
incurs a high degree of subjectivity during stakeholder’s assessment of the monetary value of
time. This adds a lot of uncertainty during the evaluation of design points on the tradespace.
Adding this monetary value for schedule into ‘cost’ will further mask stakeholders’ awareness of
development schedule, which is more than often a critical attribute of a system, program or
portfolio. Given that schedule delays is becoming commonplace in the defense and aerospace
industry, it is necessary to consider schedule or other time-related elements during tradespace
exploration.
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By considering various expenditures across monetary resources and time, stakeholders can
perform dynamic tradeoffs among various cost and schedule attributes on top of performance
attributes. These cost and schedule attributes are collectively known as resource expense
attributes. Therefore, better-value designs can potentially be found if performance and resource
attributes are considered holistically. It is then of interest to replace the term ‘cost’ with a metric
that is representative of these aggregated cost and schedule contributes. This can be done through
applying MAUT to these attributes. Since all elements of cost and development schedule are
forms of expenditure incurred to realize the development of the system, they are called ‘expenses’
and the aggregated expenses under MAUT is called multi-attribute expense (MAE) (Diller,
2002; Nickel, 2010). By applying MAUT, mutual independence is assumed to exist among these
expense attributes such that stakeholder preferences for one expense attribute is independent of
preferences for another.
To determine the MAE for a system, the MAE function can be used and it is formulated similarly
to the MAU function proposed by Keeney and Raiffa (1993), with the utility function replaced by
an expense function 𝐸 𝑋 . 𝐸! 𝑋! represents the single attribute expense for different cost
elements and time-related attributes that are considered during early-phase design. Using the
MAE function thus allows the aggregation of these different types of dollar budgets.
𝐾𝐸 𝑋 + 1 =   
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The notion of expense is akin to the notion of negative utility. Quantified on a 0 to 1 scale, an
expense level of 1 denotes complete dissatisfaction and an expense level of 0 denotes minimal
dissatisfaction. A rational stakeholder will typically demand maximal utility and minimal expense
in an ideal design. Like MAU, an MAE function requires careful construction through
stakeholder interviews to elicit informed responses and aggregate preferences to capture
articulated value.
Since MAE is a dimensionless, non-ratio scale metric, an entity with twice the MAE number over
another does not imply that it is twice as expensive in terms of monetary value. Since temporal
elements have extensive leverage on the different ‘colors’ of money, the MAE can be extended to
affordability applications in system, program and portfolio design. Instead of simply comparing
monetary costs against utility, tradespace exploration can be modified to compare MAE against
MAU in order to perform affordability-driven analysis. This gives rise to the method of multiattribute tradespace exploration (MATE) for affordability analysis, which allows for the conduct
of dynamic tradeoffs among additionally considered attributes for cost and schedule in system
design.

3.5

Multi-Attribute Tradespace Exploration for Affordability Studies

Previous sections discusses the use of aggregating utilities for multiple performance, cost and
schedule attributes as well as the use of tradespace exploration to create value in system design
for stakeholders. The confluence of these important themes yields Multi-Attribute Tradespace
Exploration (MATE), which is a conceptual design methodology that unites multi-attribute
utility theory, tradespace exploration, and model-based design to provide a decision-making tool
for stakeholders (Ross and Hastings et al., 2004).
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MATE typically begins with the identification of needs, followed by the enumeration and finally
the evaluation of possible design alternatives. After eliciting the real mission needs and
stakeholder preferences, attributes and design variables for the system are then chosen in order to
evaluate all possible designs using some measure of costs and utilities. Different design points on
the tradespace are then compared against one another to determine the most preferred design that
has the best tradeoffs among its attributes relative to stakeholder needs. MATE has been applied
in numerous case studies, where tradespaces for new systems are typically parameterized by
MAU and a single cost metric. A 48-step description of the MATE process is given in (Ross,
2003) and it can be summarized visually in Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-3: Multi-Attribute Tradespace Exploration (Ross and Hastings, 2005).

MATE for affordability analysis, however, is different in terms of the parameterization of the
design space. Instead of ‘cost’, MATE for affordability uses the MAE and design points on the
tradespaces are hence compared against one another in terms of their MAE and MAU values. The
conduct of MATE is generally similar, but is now inclusive of different cost and schedule
considerations at the very beginning. MATE for affordability begins with the elicitation of
stakeholder needs that facilitate the establishment of design variables, which are factors within
the designer’s control that will drive the attributes.
There are also epoch variables, which are factors that parameterize uncertain potential operating
contexts. Design-to-value mapping of performance, as well as cost and schedule parameters, is
then conducted. Both design and epoch variables are combined under logical assumptions and
scientific principles to produce a tradespace model that will evaluate potential designs in different
epochs in terms of performance, cost and schedule attributes. Stakeholder preferences towards
individual attributes and swing weights for each attribute in every epoch are then elicited to
produce the corresponding SAU curves.
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Figure 3-4: Data flow for the Tradespace Exploration process in Affordability Analysis (adapted from Ross
and Hastings, 2005).
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Under MAUT, each attribute then delivers a unique independent utility and can be combined with
other attributes to produce an overall utility for a design. MATE uses the multi-attribute utility
(MAU) function to aggregate, which combines different single performance attribute utilities,
ranging from 0 to 1, with 0 defined as minimally acceptable and 1 as the point where no further
benefit is gained. The MAU function can be a linear weighted sum if the attributes are
independently contributing to the aggregate utility. Similarly, each expense attribute can be
defined and then combined in the same manner using the MAE function. Applying MAUT then
produces MAE and MAU values for all design alternatives across all considered epochs. The
flow of data in the steps taken to conduct MATE for affordability analysis is shown in Figure 3-4.
The systems engineering discipline has also been advanced through the use of non-traditional
design criteria called “ilities”, which are system properties that often manifest and determine
value after a system is put into initial use (de Weck, Ross and Rhodes, 2012). Incorporating ilities
into tradespace exploration may allow for better discrimination between different conceptual
designs (McManus et al., 2007). However, (Richards, 2009) stated that representing temporal
properties like ilities in a static construct may be inappropriate, and that system attributes need to
be perceived as independent, which is counteracting the definition that ilities are defined by
attribute performance over time.
To circumvent these challenges, MATE can also be performed dynamically by accounting for
changes in the tradespace due to changes in needs or contexts. This gives rise to dynamic
MATE. As such, dynamic MATE can guide decision-makers towards finding good value
designs, compare the strengths and weaknesses of selected designs, and determine the tradeoffs
required to make selected designs more feasible. Apart from its inherent focus on value-centric
design, dynamic MATE can also account for the importance of time in system evolution, the
possibility of change or perturbations to the system, and uncertainty across the system lifecycle.
Using dynamic MATE can thus address the limitations of current methods for affordability
analysis and enable the aggregate consideration of performance and resource attributes in the
selection of preferred designs on a tradespace. This allows decision makers to address multiple
attributes that may go into a decision on a single convenient platform.
The process of conceptual design is often plagued with many decisions or design choices for a
system to achieve mission requirements in different ways. Using other methods such as numerical
simulation or optimization to find the most preferred design can make it difficult for decision
makers to determine and choose between different design concepts. As such, tradespace
exploration can serve as a primary tool for decision makers to evaluate the utility of various
concepts before proceeding with a specific design. In particular, to fulfill the aim of value-centric
design, MATE can help quantify stakeholder perspectives of value towards multiple design
attributes and facilitate comparison of various design points using just two aggregated metrics.
MAE is one of the metrics and it is introduced to replace ‘cost’, which has been commonly used
in traditional trade studies to quantify investment into designing and developing a system. To
perform affordability analysis, additional cost and schedule attributes have to be considered
simultaneously and assumed to be mutually independent of one another in order to justify the
usage of MAE for the weighting and aggregation of all resource attributes. By parameterizing the
tradespace with aggregated utility and expense metrics, MATE can help decision makers explore
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the tradespace more meaningfully and compare design points against one another to determine
the most technically sound yet cost effective and schedule effective architectures.

3.6

Affordability as an Ility

Ilities concern wider impacts with respect to time and stakeholders and can better promote the
development of successful systems as compared to solely technical criteria. Commonly known
ilities such as survivability and evolvability have already been defined in many engineering fields
and their inclusion in the design process often leads to desirable outcomes. Affordability can be
treated as an ility that drives the design of more affordable yet technically sound
architectures. With affordability as an ility, advanced systems engineering methods like
tradespace exploration can be applied in the enumeration, evaluation, identification and selection
of affordable designs.

Affordability is defined as the property of becoming or remaining feasible relative to
resource needs and resource constraints over time.

This property can be applied to any entity, be it a system or a program or portfolio, with the
bigger entities warranting a higher degree of complexity and more attributes and resources for
consideration. A resource may be defined as the aggregation of cost, schedule and other nonmonetary factors necessary for architecting, development and operation. Resource needs are the
set of resource requirements elicited from stakeholders, and resource constraints are the
statements of restrictions on these requirements that limit the range of feasible solutions.
Some resource needs include monetary elements like development cost, operations cost,
maintenance cost etc. as well as the time investment required to perform research and
development. Realistically, rational stakeholders will always prefer zero resources to be expended
during the design process, but they also have preferences over increasing levels of resource
expenditure. These needs are a direct reflection of stakeholder preferences and they quantify the
expenditures required to design a system, program or portfolio that best fits the mission
requirements. The aggregate of these resources needs then quantifies the minimum amount of
resource expenditure required to achieve at least the desired amount of performance.
Resource constraints, however, are somewhat in countenance to the notion of stakeholder needs
as they are restrictions imposed upon the range of resources that could be made available to
stakeholders. These restrictions are independent of stakeholder preferences and are often imposed
by people or organizations with fixed agendas on reducing cost and schedule overruns, and has no
direct interest in the performance outcome of the entity being designed.
Examples of such restrictions include budget caps for every cost element in the design process
based on contractual agreements and time required to deliver a particular capability or an entire
system. As such, rational stakeholders will definitely prefer to have a greater range on their
spending capabilities in order to design the most desirable product, but resource constraints are
almost always limiting that range in order to keep solutions within time and monetary budgets.
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As these entities and their operating contexts may be dynamic, resource needs and resource
constraints may change over time. Consequently, architectural solutions for these entities become
feasible if they fulfill resource needs and function within the resource constraints for a fixed
context. Also, they also need to fulfill performance requirements and deliver a value greater than
the minimum required utility level for the same fixed context. As contexts change, these entities
may remain in, enter, or exit the feasible set of solutions. Affordable solutions are thus those that
remain in or enter the feasible set of solutions. Therefore, the general goal of affordability
analysis is to identify solutions that remain feasible throughout or for a large part of the system
lifecycle. Using this operationalization, an affordable solution will be one that is capable of
satisfying changing resource requirements and resource constraints, as well as satisfying
performance requirements and performance constraints over the system lifecycle. Designing for
affordability thus aids in the delivery of affordable solutions by trading off excess performance
levels for more cost and schedule margins.
Designing for an ility can provide extra value to the system. By applying tradespace-based
methods like dynamic MATE to the process of designing for affordability, both monetary and
non-monetary stakeholder preferences for as well as stakeholder perceived value of a given
system could be captured explicitly. Designs can then be compared against one another as using
MAUT helps quantify and ranks potential architectures according to their respective benefits and
stakeholder preferences uncertainty. When the preferences of a decision maker for a performance
or resource attribute change in the same manner as how mission requirements change, the
tradespace is altered accordingly to reflect the change and the impact on the tradespace can be
rapidly assessed. More importantly, changes to cost and schedule requirements occur ever more
frequently than that of performance requirements. Using tradespace-based methods can thus
facilitate the investigation of the impacts of such volatile changes more holistically and multidimensional tradeoffs among various performance and resource attributes. This can better deliver
value that is aligned to the ility being designed for in the system. In the design for affordability,
having awareness of and performing tradeoffs among performance, cost and schedule attributes
can help stakeholders and decision-makers arrive at design solutions that are both cost-effective
and time-effective.

3.7

Affordability in Systems of Systems

The previous chapter discusses the importance of designing for affordability in a system, program
and portfolio. A system, together with all its socioeconomic and technical considerations taken in
its development process, is known as a project. A program, is of a higher degree of complexity
than a project, and it is defined as a group of related and interdependent projects managed
together to obtain specific benefits and controls that would likely not occur if these projects were
managed individually (KLR, 2008).
Finally, a portfolio, which is of the highest complexity and scale, is defined as a collection of
projects, or programs or both grouped together to facilitate the effective management of efforts to
meet strategic business objectives (KLR, 2008). These projects or programs may or may not be
working in concert to achieve some overarching objective or deliver an emergent capability, but
their assigned proportions of the overall schedule and budget may affect their individual
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performances. As such, whether the elements are loosely or closely interacting, both programs
and portfolios can be generally regarded as System of Systems (SoS).
Although the design of SoS is gaining recognition and importance, the elements that constitute a
SoS is often unclear and ambiguous (Maier, 1998). DoD (2008) defines a SoS as “a set or
arrangement of systems that results when independent and useful systems are integrated into a
larger system that delivers unique capabilities. Both individual systems and SoS conform to the
accepted definition of a system in that each consists of parts, relationships, and a whole that is
greater than the sum of the parts; however, although an SoS is a system, not all systems are SoS.”
The concept of SoS is more than just simply applying the definition of “system” to another
system, but it has unique characteristics that come about when one combines interacting systems
in a way to achieve additional functionality. As such, performance, cost and schedule attributes
for a system and SoS are likely to be different, but the attributes of the latter may be a function of
the attributes and design variables of the former. Likewise, performance and resource attributes
for a system, program and portfolio are going to be different from one another. Program-level
attributes and portfolio-level attributes are likely to be functions of the attributes of its constituent
systems.
For example, depending on the nature of the SoS being designed, the overall capability of a
program may be the product of individual system capabilities; or the cost of developing a
program may simply be the sum of its parts; or the time taken to develop the program greatly
depends on whether its constituent systems are developed in series or parallel. Portfolio-level
attributes may not be derived in as straightforward a manner, as its constituent systems or SoS
may not be interacting with one another to produce an emergent capability. Hence, the
performance, cost and schedule attributes for a portfolio may be a function of just some or even
all of its parts. Given the increased degree of complexity of program and portfolios, careful
elicitation of stakeholder needs and preferences is necessary to best design the SoS. Based on the
definition of the SoS, there should thus be at least one performance attribute that is representative
of the emergent behavior of the program or portfolio.

3.8

From System to Program to Portfolio and Back

In the defense and aerospace industry, there are often many technical requirements for new
systems being designed, and the initial investments are high. For example, constructing a missile
defense system requires the design and construction of several missile launchers located in
several bases, where the launchers can have different target ranges and destructive capabilities in
order to counteract a variety of aerial threats. Similarly in the space industry, designing a new
Mars Exploration Rover requires the integration of many science modules, with each module
having its own capability and possibly interacting with other modules in order to perform a
variety of tasks in concert.
Meeting all these requirements by designing a single entity in an aggregated manner is almost
impossible due to exorbitant costs, high risks of failure, and overwhelming complexity to the
system designer. The most realistic manner of design is often to introduce certain degrees of
modularity or redundancy, which necessitates the breakdown of a single entity into multiple
smaller entities, or the inclusion of two or more elements that are performing the same or perhaps
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different functions in order to achieve greater mission objectives. The act of designing entities
that may interact with one another to produce capabilities greater than the sum of its parts is the
designing of a SoS, which can be equated to the design of a program or a portfolio of systems.
Given that entities designed to meet a set of mission requirements can exist as a system, program
or portfolio, the next question to be asked pertains to which a category it belongs. An entity can
initially exist as any of the three depending on where decision makers draw the system
boundaries. The initial entity should have its own independent performance and resource
attributes that are perceived independent of one another. At this juncture, a bottom-up or topdown approach can be taken in the design for affordability process.
In the bottom-up approach, the entity is first classified as a system characterized by its systemlevel performance and resource expense attributes. Should multiple systems be grouped to
produce an emergent capability, the design process has transitioned to a higher level of that for a
program. As mentioned earlier, the program will have different performance and resource
expense attributes but they are reflective of the new capability. Should multiple programs, either
the same or individually different, be grouped together in the design process, it will transition to
the next higher level of that for a portfolio. Similarly, portfolio attributes are unique but may or
may not be reflective of an emergent capability among multiple and similar/different programs.
The bottom-up approach is the most obvious in industry practice, as systems engineering
practitioners often design individual smaller systems first, then validating their cost, schedule and
performance attributes before integrating them together as a greater system or SoS. Experience
with and knowledge about individual systems are also likely to exist in greater quantities than that
at the program or portfolio level given the nature of work breakdown structures for projects in the
defense and aerospace industry. As such, the workforce in charge of developing all the smaller
entities is also very likely to be a lot bigger than the senior management team at the program or
portfolio level. Given such constraints in workforce structure and engineering practice that may
very well exist in real-world scenarios, it is thus fundamentally easier to begin the design process
at the system level and scale it up to a program and finally a portfolio level.
If the bottom-up approach is taken, decision makers have a greater degree of control and
confidence in the performance and resource attributes or requirements for every individual entity.
They will be more familiar with the early-phase design and actual construction of every system,
thus allowing their preferences and needs to be explicitly captured in the design process. They
will be able to know the full range of possible architectures that can exist in a system tradespace
and be able to perform single or multiple point trades as desired.
Arriving at a technically satisfactory and affordable solution for every system and then
aggregating these solutions at the higher levels is likely to produce affordable solutions for a
program or portfolio in design. Furthermore, resource uncertainties at the system level are often
lower than at the higher levels and taking the bottom-up approach provides an opportunity to
mitigate this uncertainty before it accumulates.
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However, results obtained at the portfolio level are highly dependent on the system or program
designs picked to establish the portfolio. If only a handful of designs were selected, this limits
what the possible portfolio designs that can be obtained at higher levels of aggregation. If
selection of designs was conducted in an over-conservative manner, the portfolio results may be
affordable but sub-optimal as compared to what is actually possible. However, this could be
mitigated using the top-down approach.
The top-down approach is conducted by breaking down one or two overarching objectives at the
program or portfolio level into many smaller unknowns. This helps decision makers to
decompose the problem into more manageable segments. However, commencing the design
process at the program or portfolio level incurs a much higher degree of risk and uncertainty, as
they often stretch for long periods of time and contain numerous entities with unique levels of
uncertainty that have yet to be accounted for.
Furthermore, it becomes difficult to derive results for the system level as little or no information
is provided with regards to the design variables or attributes for the smaller constituents. Even if
results were obtained, they are unlikely to be the same as the results obtained from a bottom-up
approach, where much more information is available for the design of individual systems. There
is thus a risk that better-value designs may be lost if system level results are derived from the
higher levels. It then appears that the top-down approach is less useful to performing the design
process.
However, this does not imply that there is no value in taking the top-down approach. It is actually
most vital to systems architecting and master planning activities at the senior management level.
Taking either a bottom-up or top-down approach is highly dependent on who the decision makers
are, the entity level at which the decision makers exist and have the highest degree of influence,
and ultimately the decisions made by them in order to determine the point of entry for initiating
the design for affordability process. Should decision makers be at the upper echelons of senior
management in the defense and aerospace industry or even the government, they are likely to
initiate the design process from the design level in which they have the most authority.
These decision makers are responsible for the directions of research and development in their
corporations. Decision makers at different levels can have different sets of preferences and needs.
A decision maker at the system level may be most concerned about the performance capability of
one system while a decision maker at the program or portfolio level may be interested in the one
or more emergent capabilities of several integrated system platforms.
Also, a decision maker at the system level is only concerned about the costs and development
time for one system, while a decision maker at a higher level will be concerned about how cost
and time elements for different systems may affect one another. Also, decision makers at the
program or portfolio level can do things that a system level decision cannot do. They can choose
to partition the time and monetary resources available and distribute them according to which
systems and programs mean most to them. Therefore, decision makers at different levels exhibit
different behaviors. They are incentivized differently and therefore value different criteria in their
decisions.
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Taking a two-pronged approach, where decision makers at the system level adopt the bottom-up
approach and decision makers at higher levels adopt the top-down approach, can possibly
produce even better results in the design for affordability process. Results from the two
approaches can be compared and adjustments can be made to system, program or portfolio level
needs, preferences and attributes if necessary. The design for affordability process through
tradespace exploration is ultimately an iterative process that requires communication and
collaboration among decision makers at all levels to produce affordable solutions to the system,
program or portfolio they are designing.
Should results from the two approaches be in conflict, decision makers at all levels should
participate in a multi-stakeholder negotiation to make the aforementioned adjustments in order to
obtain a consensual agreement. For example, decision makers at the program or portfolio level
may have set conservative estimates for the development cost of each system, thereby yielding
equally conservative estimate of each system’s performance levels. However, decision makers at
the system level, who have more information about design at the ground level, may wish to
highlight the existence of better value designs that cost slightly more or just as much as the earlier
conservative designs.
Decision makers at the program or portfolio level may then agree to pick the better value designs
or be less conservative about their cost and performance estimates in order to achieve higher
utility. Else decision makers at the system level will comply with the conservative choices made
and pick designs with the highest utility level possible. Therefore, having a two-pronged
approach at the system-program or program-portfolio level transitions can be helpful to the
collaborative search for more affordable solution at all levels.
The focus of affordability analysis in this thesis, however, will be the bottom-up approach, where
dynamic tradespace exploration is performed first at the system level, then at the program level,
and finally at the portfolio level. The tradespace exploration process was described earlier in this
chapter and the extrapolated process for designing from system to portfolio is shown in Figure 35. The top-down approach is also valuable to design making, but it is beyond the scope of this
thesis for further discussion and implementation.
There are three points of entry for affordability analysis using tradespace-based methods when
designing from a system to a portfolio. The analysis can hence begin at the system level, program
level or portfolio. Regardless of the point of entry, the steps taken to perform the analysis are
essentially the same. It typically begins with the identification of key decision makers and
depending on the point of entry, they may be engineers and project managers at the system level,
and senior management officials at the program or portfolio level. These decision makers are then
interviewed, where their mission needs are first carefully elicited. From the needs, the mission
concept for the entity of interest is then formulated and this represents the overarching design
objective for that level of entry. Based on the mission concept, key performance attributes for the
entity are then identified. Concurrently, resource expense attributes such as development cost,
operations cost, labor cost and development schedule are also identified.
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Figure 3-5: Flow chart for conducting the tradespace exploration process from system to portfolio.
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The decision makers are also interviewed on their choice of design variables and preferences for
each performance and resource expense attribute. This results in the establishment of SAU curves
for each of the attributes that reflect how decision makers’ perceived values change as the design
variables and attributes are varied. In addition, the spaces of all possible contexts or operating
environments of the entity are also obtained, thereby deriving the epoch variables that determine
the changes in these contexts. Enumerating all design variables and epoch variables then produces
all possible design points on a tradespace for each epoch, where each point represents a unique
design vector. Interactions also exist among all the design variables, and epoch variables may
determine if such interactions or even entire design vectors are feasible across different contexts.
Integrating all these variables and their interactions then produces the system, program or
portfolio model that eventually produces unique values for performance and resource expense
attributes for all possible designs.
Applying MAUT, the MAE and MAU values for each design in an epoch are then calculated and
plotted on a tradespace for that entity. Each design point on the tradespace can be compared
based on these aggregated metrics. Decision makers can then explore the tradespace to search for
preferred designs. One of these ways is identify the Pareto front of the tradespace and select one
or more preferred design points in the Pareto frontier set. If there are no preferred designs, a
random design can be picked or the tradespace model can be reformulated and re-evaluated.
Design variables and epoch variables can be changed or added while preferences and interactions
among the design variables can also be modified to augment the tradespace. These steps are
performed in an iterative manner until more confidence in the model, and at least a single
preferred solution, are obtained.
If the design process entails a transition from system to program or from program to portfolio, the
preferred designs found at the lower level will become design variables at the higher level since
they will be constituents of the larger entity. At the program or portfolio level, the design
variables and epoch variables will be combined with the preferred designs from the lower system
or program level to form the new design vector. Program or portfolio level performance and
resource expense attributes will hence be indirect functions of system or program level design
variables and attributes. The same steps are then applied until one or more preferred design
solutions are obtained. Again, if no solutions are obtained, then there is a need to re-evaluate the
model derived at the higher level. Therefore, the bottom-up approach to tradespace exploration
from system to program to portfolio can ensure that satisfactory utility and expense levels are
obtained for designs chosen at every level, thereby producing affordable solutions that are likely
to be cost-effective and time-effective across the lifecycle.

3.9

Constraint Levels for Utility and Expense

After establishing the tradespace bounded by MAE and MAU, external imposed restrictions on
cost, schedule or performances that are completely independent of stakeholder’s preferences can
be reflected as constraint levels. As a rational stakeholder’s true preferences, especially towards
expense, are often higher than any externally imposed restrictions such as maximum budget or
fixed deadlines, constraints and preferences have to be considered separately. For example, a
space systems engineer is only most satisfied when a satellite to be designed has a payload of
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30000kg in order to achieve a new scientific capability, but senior management may have set a
limit of 20000kg due to safety concerns or implementation of radical cost cutting measures.
This is limit is thus a constraint level on a performance attribute. As such, there may exist feasible
satellite designs with a payload capacity above 20000kg but will not be recognized as preferred
solutions because of the breach in capacity constraint. Similarly, an engineer will definitely prefer
to have an indefinite budget to spend on building the satellite in order to derive the maximum
possible capability, but senior management may again set a cap of $20 million for development
cost. With that constraint level on monetary expenditure for satellite development, the engineer
can only have a lower but still satisfactory level of utility than initially desired.
During the design process, there is a chance that the engineer may know of the preferences of
senior management to set caps on performance, cost or schedule attributes and he may adjust his
preference levels such that his maximum level of utility for a particular attribute is attained at the
value of that cap. However, it is important to elicit the decision maker’s true articulated
preferences for a certain attribute and distinguish them from any external constraints that may be
imposed upon him.
This is because setting a stakeholder’s minimum preference level at the constraint value without
the use of additional constraint levels will make it difficult to determine what designs have
become unaffordable due to changes in resource constraints since they will not be reflected in the
tradespace. If decision makers may not be aware of these constraints initially, they then establish
their own preferences without knowledge of the environment. It is also likely that even if they set
preference levels according to the external constraint, the latter may change due to volatility in
mission or budgetary requirements. Therefore, applying constraint level and making a distinction
between constraints and preferences enables a realistic depiction of the relationship between
stakeholders and their environment.
Shown in Fig 3-6, constraint levels for minimum utility and maximum expense can represent
the minimum required performance levels and maximum budget respectively that are imposed as
constraints by external sources. If no external constraints are available, the default value will be
an acceptable preference level specified by the stakeholders. These can be calculated by first
setting the constraints on individual performance and resource expense attributes. The minimum
constraint level for expense can then be obtained by the intersection between the minimum utility
constraint level and the design point with the minimum expense on the tradespace. The vertical
line through this design is referred to as the derived minimum expected expense constraint
level.
The affordable solution region is then the intersection of the possible solution space and the area
bounded by the planes representing the minimum utility, the derived minimum expected expense
and the maximum expense constraint levels. The two points at the corners of the affordable
solution region are actual evaluated design points in the solution space. An “affordable” solution
then will be any solution that falls within the affordable solution region.
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Figure 3-6: Narrowing the affordable solution space using external constraint levels for a fixed context.

3.10 Epoch-Era Analysis for Affordability
The lack of time-centricity was one of the limitations identified in current methods being used to
design for affordability. Systems can change over time due to uncertainties in their operating
contexts and mission requirements and this is often not accounted for in many forms of
affordability studies such as the one performed by Tuttle and Bobinis (2012). Tradespace
exploration, if performed simply using a single set of fixed needs and requirements, will yield
solutions that are only Pareto optimal under that specific set of conditions and are unlikely to
remain optimal when there are changes to either needs or requirements in the future. Such
changes are typical with the progression of time and the system to be designed can possibly be
operating within different contexts. As such, it is of high importance to be able to design systems
that remain Pareto optimal for all or at least a large number of possible operating contexts.
However, it is often a challenge to find such a system and a way to generate such a solution is for
a Pareto optimal design in one context to change to another solution in another context through
the path of lowest resource expenditure.
To do so, different tradespaces over time for a system can be generated and analyzed in the
process of dynamic MATE. In the design of engineering systems, the timespan of interest to
decision makers and stakeholders will be the system lifecycle. The system lifecycle is the core
construct that designers use to characterize the phases of a system during its lifespan, from initial
concept to end of life (NASA, 2012). System lifecycle processes facilitate the organization of
various activities required to design, develop, and operate a system. The system lifecycle is hence
comprised of phases that have defined start and end points in time, which are based on the
resources available to complete a set of phase activities. As useful it is a construct for framing all
system-related activities, the system lifecycle view is only an imposed artificiality for managing
system activities, and does not explicitly consider system context as a dynamic variable (Ross and
Rhodes, 2008b).
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This means that creating timelines during system design does not directly consider the impacts of
a diverse set of context changes. Furthermore, just using the system lifecycle alone during the
design process does not enable understanding of system value delivery across its lifespan. This is
especially more so in affordability analysis, where multiple performance, cost and schedule
attributes have to be considered simultaneously. Each of these attributes, as well as its underlying
variables, is likely to be affected by changes that occur during the system lifecycle. While
variances in performance can be better controlled using a variety of methods, uncertainties in cost
and time elements associated with each system lifecycle are much harder to predict and let alone
control. Therefore, there is a need for using other methods to consider the temporal view in
designing highly complex systems that will remain value robust in the face of changing mission
needs and uncertainty.
A way of doing so is Epoch-Era Analysis (EEA), which is an approach for conceptualizing
system timelines using natural value centric timescales, wherein the context and expectations
define the timescales (Ross and Rhodes, 2008b). EEA discretizes the lifecycle according to
impactful changes in the operating environment, stakeholders, or the system itself, through the
constructs epochs and eras, instead of traditional system milestones. The full lifespan of system is
referred to as the System Era, which can be decomposed into Epochs. An epoch is a period of
time for which the system has fixed context and fixed value expectations. Each epoch is
characterized by static constraints, available design concepts, available technology, and
articulated attributes. As changes trigger the start of a new epoch, the system may need to
transform in order to sustain value, or else it may fail to meet expectations as defined for this new
epoch. An era is thus simply an ordered sequence of epochs that describe a potential progression
of changing contexts over time.

Figure 3-7: Epoch-Era Analysis (Ross and Rhodes, 2008b).

EEA thus provides an intuitive base upon which to perform analysis of value delivery over time
for systems, programs and portfolios under the effects of changing contexts and mission
requirements. By considering all performance and resource expense attributes in different
tradespaces and their corresponding epochs, solutions that can remain technically sound and
affordable across all or many epochs can be found. This is especially important when evaluating
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large-scale engineering systems because they usually have long lifespans and are expected to
cope with a variety of missions. EEA can be used in conjunction with MATE during conceptual
system design, allowing for the evaluation and comparison of the value-over-time of many
different potential designs across different operating contexts. For affordability analysis, EEA can
be modified to assess the temporal progression of a system as resource needs and contexts change
so as to adopt a more resource-centric approach to evaluating system design concepts.

Figure 3-8: Modified EEA for affordability analysis using a resource-centric approach.

Figures 3-7 and 3-8 are the original EEA diagram and the modified version for affordability
analysis respectively. In both figures, the vertical columns represent the epochs that are timeordered to form an era, while different colors of these epochs represent changes in context.
Changes to the original EEA are reflected in Figure 3-8, where the vertical axis has been
modified to measure resource needs rather than performance needs, and the bounded regions now
represent affordable regions instead of expectation levels. The horizontal bands are the constraint
levels illustrated in Figure 3-6 and they represent the minimum resource needs and maximum
allowance resource needs levels for that epoch. Affordable regions can change independently of
one another as shown by the different horizontal bands.
The trajectory of the system over time in Figure 3-8 can be interpreted in the following manner:
as the system traverses through the first 3 epochs while staying within the affordable region
unique to each epoch, the system is remaining affordable. In the transition to Epoch 4, the system
has now exceeded the maximum constraint level of the affordable region, thus becoming
unaffordable by the end of the epoch. Finally, the system transits back to the affordable region in
Epoch 5 and is said to be becoming affordable. The system state transitions of remaining
affordable and becoming affordable are thus illustrated in the EEA diagram modified for
affordability analysis.
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Therefore, MATE, MAE and EEA can be combined to establish a tradespace-based method for
affordability analysis and facilitate the search for design solutions that can remain affordable
across a range of alternative futures. By explicitly accounting for cost, schedule and performance
requirements over time, the method is able to account for system changes due to shifts and
perturbations, manage lifecycle differences between subsystem components, evaluate feedback,
and be adaptive to evolving system behaviors. As affordability is a concept evaluated over time,
such a method can provide structured options for improvement to enable enhanced design for
affordability.

3.11 Demonstration of Tradespace-based Methods in the Affordability
Analysis for a Space Tug system and program
This section demonstrates the feasibility of tradespace-based methods in the design for
affordability process through application to a Space Tug design case study. Only system and
program level analysis were conducted.

3.11.1 Demonstration of System Level Analysis
To demonstrate how affordability analysis can be conducted using these methods, a simple case
study involving the design of a Space Tug system and a Space Tug program is now presented.
The Space Tug is a single general-purpose space transportation vehicle designed to transfer space
systems between orbits.

Figure 3-9: A Space Tug system.

Described by McManus and Schuman (2003), a single Space Tug system is parameterized by
three design variables: manipulator capability, propulsion type, and fuel mass. Manipulator
capability can be low, medium, high or extreme; propulsion type can be storable bipropellant,
cryogenic, electric or nuclear; and propellant mass can be 30, 100, 300, 600, 1200, 3000, 10000
or 30000kg. The design variables are summarized in Table 3-1. Enumerating all possible designs,
there are 128 possible designs for a Space Tug system.
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Table 3-1: Design Variables for a Space Tug System
Manipulator Capability

Propulsion Type

Propellant Mass

Low

Storable Bipropellant

30

Medium

Cryogenic

100

High

Electric

300

Extreme

Nuclear

600
1200
3000
10000
30000

Each Space Tug design will be assessed based on three performance attributes: mass capability,
transfer speed and delta-V. The mass capability is measured in kilograms and it increases as the
manipulator capability is increased from low to extreme. This is expected as the ability to drag
spacecraft out of their orbits depends very much on the technology as well as size of the
manipulator. However, having a larger manipulator also implies an increase in dry mass as more
infrastructures is required on the Space Tug main frame to support the additional capability. The
transfer speed is simply the speed of the Space Tug when moving from one orbit to another. The
transfer speed is only slow when electric propulsion is used, and fast for the remaining propulsion
technologies.
Finally, the maximum delta-V capability is calculated using the Tsiolkovsky rocket equation and
it is a function of the specific impulse, initial mass including propellant mass, and final mass after
transfer of orbit. The initial mass is simply the sum of the base mass, manipulator mass and
propellant mass, while the final mass is equal to the sum of the base mass and manipulator mass
only based on the assumption that all the fuel has been consumed to perform the orbital change.
The specific impulse is dependent on the propulsion technology used on the satellite, where
storable bipropellant gives the lowest value, followed by cryogenic, electric, and finally nuclear
with the highest value. The attributes, as well as a summary of the interactions among their
underlying variables, are shown in Table 3-2.
Table 3-2: Performance Attributes for a Space Tug System

Mass Capability

Transfer Speed

Delta-V

A function of manipulator capability

A function of propulsion type

A function of propulsion type which
affects ISP

Contributes to overall dry mass

Simply defined with only 2 levels:
“Slow” (Level 0) or “Fast” (Level 1)

A function of wet mass which is
determined by the amount of
propellant
A function of dry mass which
comprises the base mass and
manipulator mass
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To perform affordability analysis, the system cost is broken down into its cost elements and in the
case of the Space Tug, the elements are: development cost, launch cost and development
schedule. In this demonstration, the development cost is simply a function of the dry mass of the
Space Tug and it is calculated to be at $475/kg as recommended by (Wertz and Larsson 2011) in
the development cost estimation for small satellites. The baseline schedule of the Space Tug has
been determined to be 4, 8, 12, 18 months when built with low, medium, high and extreme
manipulator capabilities respectively. This baseline schedule is multiplied by a factor of 1.5, 2.0,
2.5, and 3.5 when the Space Tug is equipped with storable bipropellant, cryogenic, electric and
nuclear propulsion modules respectively.
The Space Tug has been designed to operate across 8 different missions as described by several
authors, each of which has different levels of preference on each attribute depending on the nature
of the mission (Fitzgerald 2012; McManus and Schuman, 2003; Fulcoly et al., 2012). Only one
epoch variable, technology level, was chosen for the Space Tug system, and it can either be
present or future. A technology level in the future can yield higher delta-V values, lower mass
and increased capabilities, giving the same set designs higher values on their attributes. Given 8
different missions that can be conducted using either present or future technology, a total of 16
epochs are possible for the Space Tug system. This means that there are 16 tradespaces to be
explored if one wishes to choose designs that remain on or close to the Pareto frontier for all 8
missions and do the same when technology levels transform to that of the future. In this
demonstration example, 16 tradespaces were generated and it was observed that all 128 designs
were scattered differently in each epoch due to changes in stakeholder preferences and epoch
variables. 4 out of the 16 epochs were chosen and shown in Figure 3-10 and they show that the
tradespaces do change over time as a result of different preferences on constraints. No further
investigation on individual system tradespaces was conducted and program level analysis was
demonstrated for this example.
Epoch 1 “Present”

Epoch 2 “Present”

Epoch 5 “Present”

Epoch 6 “Present”

Figure 3-10: Tradespaces for the Space Tug system with added expense considerations change across
different epochs as a result of changing preferences, mission needs and context.
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3.11.2 Demonstration of Program Level Analysis
Program-level analysis has a higher degree of complexity in order to reflect a broader set of
affordability considerations. The analysis serves as a preliminary demonstration of how the
additional inclusion of cost and schedule parameters influence the spatial distribution of design
points, and how tradespaces can become reflective of performance, cost and schedule
considerations of importance to the stakeholders of a complex engineering project.
A hypothetical scenario is first introduced in order to formulate the mission concept for the
program and it is described below:
“Due to satellite debris at various orbital altitudes and inclinations, many American satellites
have been misaligned from their original orbits and been slightly damaged. As a result of the
misalignment, more than 1 pair of satellites may collide into each other within the next 5 years
and can potentially produce more debris in orbit. It has been determined in study that a single
Space Tug will not be capable of realigning all satellites without incurring any risk of collisions.
NASA needs to find a quick, effective but affordable solution to realign these satellites in order to
prevent any collision and increase in orbital debris.”
Based on the mission concept, a possible solution is to design a Space Tug program consisting of
combined development and launch of two (possibly different) systems to achieve a more complex
mission. MATE was conducted for the Space Tug program, with the MAE function used to
calculate expenses of alternative programs. Epochs were then constructed for EEA.
For the purposes of EEA, 16 different epochs were constructed using 8 different preference sets
for the program and one context variable, which is the technology. The epochs are thus
constructed in the same way as that for a Space Tug system except that the needs are based on
preferences on aggregated or emergent attributes of the program instead of a single spacecraft. No
preferred designs were chosen at the system level, hence there are 128 possible designs for each
Space Tug in the program. Program level design variables, namely the paired-reliability levels
and paired-orbit locations and launch configuration, are also introduced and each variable can
have four levels. Therefore, there are a total of 128 x 128 x 4 x 4 = 262,144 possible designs for
the Space Tug program.
The Space Tug program has five performance attributes: program mass capability, program
delta-V, program transfer speed, probability of success, and mission time. A number of
simple interactions were introduced in order to produce attribute values that are reflective of
emergent but not necessarily aggregated behavior from the sum of its constituent systems. As
mass capability of a single vehicle is a function of vehicle manipulator capability, the program
mass capability is the lower of the two values for the two Space Tugs, so that the program is able
to fulfill at least the minimum requirement or better.
Delta V of a single vehicle is a function of the vehicle mass and specific impulse. Similar to mass
capability, the program delta V is also the lower of the two system values. Transfer speed is the
measure of how fast a vehicle can transfer between orbits and it can either be fast or slow as a
result of propulsion type. With two tugs, the program transfer speed can exist in four
combinations: Slow/Slow, Slow/Fast, Fast/Slow, Fast/Fast.
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Each tug can have different reliability levels and orbit locations, which are introduced as new
design variables to the Space Tug program model. The probability of success is calculated as the
product of probabilities for each tug based on paired-reliability level, which can be in Low/Low,
Low/High, High/Low, High/High configurations. The last performance attribute, mission time, is
the duration taken to perform the mission. It can be long or short, which is indirectly dependent
on orbit location.
Each vehicle can be orbiting in low earth orbit (LEO) or geostationary earth orbit (GEO). The
paired orbit locations for the two vehicles can be LEO/LEO, LEO/GEO, GEO/LEO or
GEO/GEO. For the launch configuration, if the two vehicles are in the same orbit, they can be
launched at the same time on the same launch vehicle and can perform the mission quickly. If
they have different orbits and different launch times, only one vehicle can be launched first and
this hampers the speed at which the mission can be conducted.
The three expense attributes are: program development cost (PDC), program launch cost
(PLC) and program development schedule (PDS). The PDC is simply the sum of development
costs for the two vehicles, which is the total cost required to develop the hardware of the Space
Tug and is calculated as a function of dry mass. The PLC can either be the sum of launch costs of
individual vehicles if they are launched to different orbits on separate launch vehicles, or twothirds of the sum if they are launched to the same orbit on a single launch vehicle.
The launch cost of a single vehicle is a function of the wet and dry masses of a vehicle. The PDS
will be the higher of the development schedules of the two vehicles if they are launched to the
same orbit on a single launch vehicle, or the lower of the two if they are launched to different
orbits on separate launch vehicles. The development schedule of a Space Tug increases with
manipulator capability and complexity of propulsion type.
With five program performance attributes (PA) and three resource expense attributes, the
tradespace model for the Space Tug program is a lot more complex than the system. A summary
of all the program level attributes is shown in Table 3-3.
Table 3-3: Performance and Resource Expense Attributes for a Space Tug Program
Attributes

Description

(EA-1) Program Development Cost

Sum of development cost of individual Space Tugs

(EA-2) Program Launch Cost

Sum of launch costs of individual Space Tugs if in
different orbits, else 2/3 of the value

(EA-3) Program Schedule

Maximum of the schedules of the two Space Tugs if
launched to the same orbits, else the minimum

(PA-1) Program Mass Capability

The lower of the 2 Space Tugs in order to guarantee
that the other one has higher delta-V

(PA-2) Program Delta-V

The lower of the 2 Space Tugs in order to guarantee
that the other one has higher delta-V

(PA-3) Program Transfer Speed

Sum of Speed levels - “Slow-Slow” (Level 0), “SlowFast”/”Fast-Slow” (Level 1), “Fast-Fast” (Level 2)

(PA-4) Probability of Success

Probability of 2 Space Tugs being able to perform their
missions at the same time

(PA-5) Mission Time

Duration taken to prevent the first predicted collision or
multiple collisions predicted to occur at the same time
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3.11.3 Single-Epoch Affordability Analysis for a Space Tug Program
A single-epoch affordability analysis was first conducted for the Space Tug program. The MAE
and MAU values of all designs in Epoch 1 were calculated and they form the tradespace of the
Space Tug program shown in Figure 3-10. To facilitate ease of analysis, six designs along the
Pareto front were selected, which are labeled A to F in the direction of increasing expense
alongside with their unique color and shape identifiers. Performance and resource attributes of the
Space Tug program for these six are shown in Table 3-4.
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Figure 3-11: Tradespace for a Space Tug program in Epoch 1. 6 designs along the Pareto front were chosen
and labeled A to F (Wu, Ross and Rhodes, 2014).

Commonalities among the designs include Fast/Fast program speed, short mission time, low mass
program payloads and relatively short development schedules. Not reflected in Table 1 are that all
designs are in LEO/LEO orbit and High/High reliability configurations. Large ranges of values
for program Delta-V, PDC and PLC are observed as the designs chosen were spaced apart.
Constraints for performance and resource attributes, which have values greater than minimum
preference levels of stakeholders were established for Epoch 1, yielding values for the constraint
levels on minimum utility and maximum expense, as well as the derived minimum expected
expense for this particular epoch.
As a first-pass analysis, constraint levels on performance attributes in Epoch 1 are set at values
slightly lower than the attributes of Design A (see Table 3-4). Constraint levels on resource
attributes are set at a multiplicative factor of 1.5 to 2 times of the values for Design A. The
resultant constraint level values for attributes are shown in Table 2. The constraint levels define
the affordable solution region for Epoch 1 and are shown in Figure 3-11. Designs A, B and C are
affordable solutions within this epoch, while D, E, and F are not (they violate maximum expense
constraint). Single-epoch analysis is straightforward after calculating the constraint levels and
establishing the affordable solution space.
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Table 3-4: Performance and Resource Attributes for Designs A to F in Epoch 1.
Performance Attributes

Resource Attributes

Design
(Number)

Program
Payload
(kg)

Program
Speed

Program
Delta-V
(ms-1)

Prob.
Success

Mission
Time

PDC
($mil)

PLC
($mil)

PDS
(mths)

Utility

Expense

A (26836)

300

Fast/Fast

6147

0.96

Short

940.5

376.8

8

0.715

0.131

B (28900)

300

Fast/Fast

8091

0.96

Short

1805

808

8

0.774

0.208

C (59860)

300

Fast/Fast

12645

0.92

Short

2090

764

14

0.800

0.254

D (125908)

1000

Fast/Fast

8910

0.88

Short

3420

1212

28

0.823

0.448

E (127972)

1000

Fast/Fast

16150

0.88

Short

4750

1800

28

0.840

0.517

F (194020)

3000

Fast/Fast

10984

0.86

Short

8550

3080

42

0.915

0.763

3.11.4 Multi-Epoch and Single-Era Analysis for a Space Tug program
As programs operate in dynamic environments over their lifecycle, it is important to find out how
the utility and expense of the program changes across multiple epochs. Multi-epoch analysis can
be performed to find out how many epochs during which designs remain affordable. Epochs 1, 5,
6, 13 and 14 were chosen for multi-epoch analysis, as the expense preferences were most distinct
from one another. Varying constraint levels for performance and resource attributes were chosen
for each epoch, giving rise to different utility and expense constraint levels that yield different
affordable solution regions. The constraint values and the resultant constraint levels are shown in
Table 3-5.
Table 3-5: Performance and Resource Constraints for a Set of Epochs (sequenced as an Era)
(Epochs 1,5,6,13,14)
Performance Constraints
Epoch

Resource Constraints

Constraint Levels

Program
Payload
(kg)

Program
Speed

Program
Delta-V
(ms-1)

Prob.
Success

Mission
Time

PDC
($mil)

PLC
($mil)

PDS
(mths)

Minimum
Utility

Derived
Minimum
Expense

Maximum
Expense

1

300

Fast/Fast

5500

0.95

Short

2000

500

12

0.605

0.087

0.294

5

300

Fast/Fast

7000

0.90

Short

3000

900

12

0.661

0.178

0.349

6

1000

Fast/Fast

4000

0.90

Short

4000

1000

12

0.576

0.293

0.389

13

300

Fast/Fast

6500

0.95

Short

5000

1200

24

0.643

0.079

0.583

14

1000

Fast/Fast

7000

0.90

Short

3000

1600

24

0.681

0.175

0.527

In a simple demonstration of multi-epoch analysis, the expenses of all designs across all epochs
are studied. Figure 3-12(a) shows that Designs A, B and C are affordable in most epochs, but only
Design C is affordable in all 5 epochs. From Figure 3-12(b), all designs except for A are always
above the minimum performance constraints across all epochs.
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Figure 3-12: (a) Number of epochs in affordable solution region for every design; (b) Number of epochs
above minimum utility level for every design (Wu, Ross and Rhodes, 2014).

Multi-epoch analysis becomes single-era analysis when the epochs are viewed as an ordered
sequence that fits the program lifecycle. Era analysis requires the tracing of both expense and
utility trajectories of designs over the defined era. Tracing the trajectories of the design utilities
over the era in Figure 3-13 shows that Designs B to F always remain above the minimum utility
constraint levels throughout the era and are thus possible candidates for the final design.
However, the value of considering resources in addition to performance comes in tracing the
expense trajectories for these designs. Figure 3-12 shows that Designs A and B become
unaffordable in the transition to Epoch 8, but becomes affordable again later in Epochs 13 and 14,
while Designs D and E have only one instance of being affordable in Epoch 13. Design F is the
most expensive and remains unaffordable throughout the era. As such, only Design C remains
within the affordable solution regions across all ordered epochs and it is the most affordable
solution in this constructed era.
Combining the results from tracing both utility and expense trajectories, it can be seen that
Design C (see Table 3-4) has the best tradeoffs among performance, cost and schedule attributes
over time. Given its midrange values for all performance and expense attributes, Design C is
indeed the most affordable solution that is always above the minimum utility constraint levels as
seen in Figure 3-13. Both Space Tugs have ‘Low’ mass capability, use ‘Nuclear’ propulsion,
propellant mass of 3000kg, in LEO-LEO orbit configuration, high reliability, and are carried on
the same launch vehicle. The PDC is $2.09 billion, PLC is $0.764 billion, and development
schedule is at least 14 months. It remains feasible relative to the resource needs and resource
constraints over the era. Through program-level analysis, the stakeholders can know which
combination of design variables to use to design the Space Tug program that will exhibit
acceptable levels for performance, cost and schedule attributes. A portfolio level analysis will
not be conducted for this example, but it will entail taking similar procedures and determining
new performance and expense attributes for the portfolio. Conducting affordability analysis using
tradespace-based methods in the form of MATE and EEA thus facilitates a resource-centric
approach in the down-selection and identification of affordable designs.
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Figure 3-13: EEA with expense considerations in a single era (Wu, Ross and Rhodes, 2014).

Figure 3-14: EEA with utility considerations in a single era (Wu, Ross and Rhodes, 2014).
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3.12 Summary
Affordability is defined as the property of becoming or remaining feasible relative to
resource needs and resource constraints over time. Affordability can be treated as an ility
that drives the design of more affordable yet technically sound architectures.
To conduct affordability analysis and perform affordability tradeoffs during conceptual design,
methods for systems engineering tradeoff analysis are required to demonstrate changes in
resource expenses as major decision parameters and times to completion are varied. The
minimization of resource expenses, while maintaining or increasing performance specifications
across changing contexts over time, motivates the construction of tradespaces with considerations
of temporality. Leveraging the increased availability of computation power, affordability analysis
can be conducted through tradespace exploration, which is the model-based investigation of
many design alternatives in order to find better design solutions, while avoiding premature
fixation on point designs and narrow requirements.
Tradespace exploration allows a holistic consideration of capabilities and mission utility during
early-phase design, instead of being locked too early into requirements and key performance
parameters. As tradespace exploration entails the enumeration and evaluation of a large number
of potential designs, this method is most relevant to the design of complex engineering systems
with multiple dimensions of benefits and expenses, which are often difficult to optimize and
rarely intuitive. The use of tradespaces instead of simple tradeoffs of several point designs can
thus lead to better lifecycle results for the system or program of interest.
As tradespace exploration enables the promulgation of affordability as an ility, tradespace-based
methods are introduced for designing for affordability in systems or programs. With complex
engineering systems as the target application, Multi-Attribute Tradespace Exploration (MATE)
can be used in the value-driven search for affordable designs by aggregating multiple dimensions
of benefits into a single utility metric. Tradespaces have been traditionally viewed as twodimensional plots bounded by the parameters of utility and costs, representing the high level
tradeoff of “what you put in” (i.e. cost) and “what you get out” (i.e. utility). Since the design
process considers more than just cost, “cost” can be replaced with an aggregate measure for
resource expenses to enable affordability analysis.
The Multi-Attribute Expense (MAE) function can hence be used to aggregate cost, schedule and
other non-monetary factors into a single expense metric. Design points on a tradespace can then
be compared using their unique MAE and MAU metrics, which are representative of all
performance and resource expense attributes, as well as their corresponding stakeholder
preferences. Constraint levels for each attribute are also determined and aggregated to form MAE
and MAU constraint levels for the tradespace in each epoch. The area bounded by the maximum
MAE, minimum MAU, and derived expected minimum MAE is then the affordable solution
region, in which the most affordable solutions are most likely to be located. By searching in the
narrowed affordable solution regions in every tradespace space for every epoch, affordable
solutions for systems, programs and portfolios can be found.
Finally, to account for how the performance, cost and schedule attributes of a system or program
evolve over time across dynamic operating environments, Epoch-Era Analysis (EEA) will be
used. EEA is a design approach used to clarify the impacts of time and context on the value of the
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system or a program, and can be modified and applied to enable affordability analysis over
multiple epochs (periods of fixed contexts) and multiple eras (ordered sequences of epochs).
Trajectories that track the changes in utility and expense of a system, program or portfolio can be
plotted to determine which solutions are fully affordable or partially affordable across a period of
time.
The methods introduced were then applied to a simple Space Tug case study, which has few
design variables and attributes to consider. Interactions between the design variables, epoch
variables and attributes were relatively straightforward, and the program level analysis was
conducted simply by putting two Space Tug designs together and determining which combination
was the most technically superior and affordable at most times. A preferred program design could
be found using these methods, and it has been assessed to be technically adequate and affordable
at all times. However, a portfolio level analysis was not conducted in this demonstration example.
Expectedly, a program level analysis became more complex with more design variables,
performance attributes and expense attributes. This complexity can only increase when the design
for affordability process cascades down to the portfolio level in the bottom-up approach.
Systems, programs and portfolios in the real world are much more complex, and there are so
many considerations to be taken into account during the design process. As such, a more
convenient way to proceed forward from system to portfolio will be to down-select a handful of
preferred designs at the end of each level, which will become design variables at the next level of
analysis. This narrows down the number of possible designs for systems, programs and
portfolios, enabling a more focused and easy path for tradespace exploration. The lessons learnt
from this demonstration example and the methods introduced in this chapter will be applied to a
case study with a greater degree of complexity.
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4 FEDERATED SATELLITE SYSTEMS
SYSTEM ANALYSIS
The tradespace-based methods used in the design for affordability process are applied to the
design and implementation of Federated Satellite Systems (FSS) (Golkar, 2013). The FSS is a
new spacecraft operation paradigm and it comprises many heterogeneous satellite constellations
or monolithic satellites in Low-Earth Orbit (LEO) working together to function as a supplier base
for in-orbit data storage and processing capacity. The FSS is catered to customer spacecraft in
other orbits that do not have direct access to ground stations during critical periods of time in
operation and choose to transfer data via inter-satellite links (ISL) to supplier spacecraft for
temporary storage or processing in-situ. Such an operation is analogous to having Cloud
Computing in space. This can potentially revolutionize the design and operation of future
spacecraft, as they can leverage the communications and data handling capabilities of existing
spacecraft and operate without dedicated subsystems for these capabilities. This implies the
establishment of a new space communications network, reduced overall dry mass, and greater
capacity for science payloads that can greatly support human endeavors in space and beyond.
Based on a high-level assessment of its design and mission requirements, the FSS can be seen as
a SoS that requires multiple phases of development and launching different satellites in order to
achieve its desired capability. Designing for satisfactory performance in such a large system is
already a challenge in itself. However, in an age of decreasing budgets and little margin for cost
and schedule overruns, it is an even greater challenge to design the FSS for affordability given the
multitude of cost and schedule attributes to be considered for every satellite and every
constellation. Should one satellite or one constellation experience breaches in cost and schedule
budgets, it may impede the overall development of the entire FSS. Performing multi-dimensional
tradeoffs among various attributes for the FSS can thus be challenging.
Searching for a technically feasible yet affordable solution during early-phase design may be
cognitively demanding on decision makers tasked with operationalizing single monolithic
satellites, satellite constellations, or multiple satellite constellations. Decision makers at different
levels of FSS development may also be interested in different performance and resource expense
attributes, and have different preference levels on each of them depending on the operating
context of their entity. Also, the development of new space systems often overlaps with matters
related to national security, national budgets and congressional decisions, which are usually
considered external to the design process but can impact the selection of preferred designs.
The complexity and scale of this design problem as well as the need to include both internal and
external design considerations would benefit from the use of tradespace-based methods in the
design for affordability of the FSS. The development of the FSS can be considered as the
development of a portfolio of various satellite constellation programs. With the application of
these methods, the mission needs, stakeholder preferences, design variables and epoch variables
for every entity in the FSS can be designed with holistic considerations of performance, cost and
schedule. Taking a bottom-up approach in this case study can thus ensure that preferred designs
for the FSS remain affordable at the system, program and portfolio level over time.
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4.1

The Federated Satellite Systems Paradigm

The FSS is an advanced instance of distributed satellite systems (DSS), which have been defined
as missions whereby multiple satellites collaborate to fulfill a mission. A federated approach to
space systems architecting and spacecraft design can potentially revolutionize the design of future
spacecraft missions and infrastructure. Spacecraft participating in the FSS can conduct the
opportunistic sharing of in-space resources such as computing capacity, communication links,
and storage capacity with other spacecraft. The FSS can function based on different exchange
mechanisms such as free sharing and market-based trading mechanisms. While the FSS may also
appear to be a form of fractionated satellite systems (Brown and Eremenko, 2006) due to the
distribution of subsystem capabilities across multiple spacecraft, federated and fractionated
concepts are very different in nature. Spacecraft in a FSS are not designed to work as
collaborative units from the outset. They share resources on an opportunistic basis, and form
temporary networks enabled by integrated hardware or hosted payloads acting as middleware
(Golkar, 2013).
If implemented in the near future, it can substantially improve the sustainability of new missions
by enabling the use of different satellites for multiple Earth Observation and interplanetary
exploration missions that would not be feasible without the support of FSS infrastructure (Golkar,
2013). It will also make space missions more reliable, as the FSS is inherently redundant given
the number of participating satellites that all provide the same capability. It will also make space
missions more cost effective, as space assets in the form of data storage and processing capacity
will be maximally utilized at all times. Lastly, it will provide significant mitigation of demand
uncertainty, as it will allow them to rely on federated services to accommodate increased market
demand in satellite services (Golkar, 2013). Therefore, the FSS can potentially provide a whole
new level of sustainability, reliability, efficiency and confidence to space operations and space
systems architecting.
However, the FSS concept has not been thoroughly explored due to the lack of maturity in critical
technologies for operation. Much of the FSS potential relies on the ability of satellites in LEO to
communicate and eventually exchange data via inter-satellite links (ISL). While much research
and development of ISL has been conducted in recent decades, there is still a major gap in
knowledge and technology required to realize an in-space “networks of networks” for the
opportunistic sharing of resources (Golkar, 2013). Furthermore, the FSS cannot be implemented
using existing LEO satellites, as they were designed to perform heterogeneous missions and do
not have interfaces required for efficient ISL operation.
Most of these existing satellites contain a significant amount of untapped and unused resources in
orbit when they are not performing their missions or not within downlink range of ground
stations. (Lluch and Golkar, 2014) define “resources” as any commodity or service that could be
potentially traded or shared between spacecraft. However, to avoid confusion with the same term
defined specifically in the design for affordability using tradespace-based methods, this in-orbit
commodity or service on a participating spacecraft will be herein referred to as “data assets”. The
underutilization of data assets is thus a lost opportunity in enhanced performance and reliability
of space systems, as well as a lost opportunity for creating in-orbit markets of space commodities
(Golkar, 2013). Should the usage of these excess data assets be maximized, this can potentially
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yield a profitable market for the exchange of such assets and change the way spacecraft are
designed and how space missions are conducted in the future. It is this gap in market opportunity
and knowledge that the implementation of the FSS seeks to bridge.

4.2

FSS Architectural Assumptions

The conduct of early-phase design is always necessary in order to determine key concepts that
will facilitate the successful development of a complex system. The FSS is one such complex
system that has to be designed over many years and managed by many people and institutions in
the defense and aerospace industry in order to achieve its envisioned capability. This is a large
sociotechnical system that potentially has many mission requirements as well as designed to
operate in evolving contexts. The introduction of this chapter described how tradespace-based
methods can be applied to explicitly capture various elements of this complexity and allow
decision makers to make better informed choices of potential FSS designs based on more holistic
considerations of performance, cost and schedule attributes.
As the FSS has not been implemented in the real-world and there are few precedents for
reference, a storyline for the development and implementation of the FSS has to be proposed
in order to create the decision makers, mission concepts, design variables, epoch variables,
stakeholder preferences that enable the use of tradespace-based methods in system lifecycle
design. In addition, a number of architectural assumptions will also have to be made to focus
the design process on decisions that directly enable the FSS capability. In this case study,
satellites participating in the FSS are not designed on the outset to be solely supporting FSS
purposes. The assumptions made will also have significant impacts on how the FSS development
time is formulated.

Figure 4-1: FSS Earth Observation Support Infrastructure Example in STK© Visual Representation
(Golkar, 2013)
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This section now aims to describe the major assumptions made to enable the application of
tradespace-based methods for affordability analysis. These assumptions are important as they
help focus the design process and narrow down the design variables required for developing the
FSS. After making these assumptions, a hypothetical development time for the FSS will be
proposed and described in order to facilitate epoch and era construction. Finally, the design
methodology and approach taken for affordability analysis will be described in detail.

Assumption 1: New static satellites are needed for the FSS.
The first assumption to be made in this case study is that the construction and launching of new
satellites is the only way to achieve the envisioned FSS capability. It was mentioned earlier that
existing satellites in orbit do not have the communication interfaces necessary for ISL operation.
Given that it is economically unsound and technically challenging to send robots or astronauts to
adapt these satellites with FSS-enabling communication devices, the most logical way to establish
the FSS will be to launch new satellite constellations. The new satellites will have FSS-enabling
communication devices that allow them to communicate with one another via efficient ISL.
Assuming that satellites are constructed and launched from Earth also facilitates validation and
verification, as there are numerous cost models and design methods available for use, such as
those recommended by Wertz and Larson (2011). These satellites are also assumed to be static,
meaning that its functionality and attributes are not changed if it is already in operation. Hence, a
satellite constructed using present day technology will still maintain present day performance
levels, even if a new technology emerges in the future. Only a few satellites constructed in that
future time period will be imbued with that future technology and exhibit enhanced performance
levels. Therefore, if the FSS initiative is conceptualized in present day, new static satellites will
then be designed based on scientific principles derived from present day technology and realistic
operating contexts. These satellites will not change over time once they are in operation.

Assumption 2: In this case study, only large satellites are considered and they are
always part of a constellation.
In this case study, it is assumed that a participating satellite in the FSS is a large satellite and
always part of a greater constellation containing other satellites, such that there is no single
satellite with a standalone design and mission agenda that is totally different with respect to other
participating satellites. In reality, small satellites can also participate in the FSS, but they are not
considered in this case study. By assuming that satellites are large, they can function as major
data nodes in the FSS network and this facilitates ease of tradespace analysis as the total number
of participating satellites in the FSS becomes manageable. Having a standalone satellite in the
FSS is also technically possible. A possible spacecraft is the International Space Station (ISS),
which is visited by astronauts from different nations multiple times a year and is continuously
resupplied. Relative to other spacecraft that do not enjoy such infrastructural and logistical
support, the ISS can potentially be modified to have FSS-enabling communication interfaces and
even function as a major node within the FSS network.
The concept of using the ISS for FSS purposes has also been studied by (Golkar, 2013) and it has
been shown to be a technically feasible option. The ISS can even be a major node in the FSS
network. However, for the purposes of managing the design complexity inherent in this case
study, it is assumed that participating satellites in the FSS are large but not on any scale or
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versatility comparable to the level of large spacecraft like the ISS. Since the aim of developing
the FSS through launching new satellites is to provide an adequate supplier base of data assets, it
is more logical to construct multiple units of the same satellite that may be carried by a single
launch vehicle or may collaborate together to deliver an emergent capability. Constellations,
rather than single standalone units, are thus assumed to be logical base unit for developing the
FSS in a quickly, timely and affordable manner.

Assumption 3: The new satellites are homogeneous within their own constellations, but
heterogeneous between different constellations.
The designs of these new satellites will be homogeneous within their own constellations, but
designs between constellations will be different. For each constellation, it is thus assumed that all
satellites are similar in design, and they are developed, launched, operated or retired in the same
manner at any point in time. Therefore, a performance attribute for a constellation may simply be
the sum of its parts across its constituent homogeneous satellites. If the constellation is designed
to be equipped with an emergent capability, then the value of the performance attribute may then
be greater than the sum of its parts.
Different satellite constellations will have their unique payload capacity so that they can carry
different science payloads. As such, each satellite constellation will have different contributions
to scientific value, depending on how it is measured. This assumption is made in order to align
the case study to that of the envisioned FSS concept, where heterogeneous satellites participate in
a network to provide a supplier base for sharing in-space data assets on an opportunistic basis.
Having different satellite constellations will also result in having different attribute values for
each constellation, and this makes program and portfolio level affordability analysis more
meaningful than just simply having the sum of similar parts. Since a constellation is the base unit
for the FSS, creating multiple constellations with each containing a handful of satellites rather
than one large constellation containing many dozen satellites like Iridium or the GPS can deliver
a more diverse portfolio of capabilities and scientific value. Having different constellations also
implies a disaggregated approach to constructing the FSS, which is believed to be cheaper and
more reliable than an aggregated one.

Assumption 4: ISL technology is existent and all FSS satellites are equipped with an
additional communication interface for ISL capabilities that is compatible with other
subsystems.
All new satellites launched to fulfill the FSS objectives will be equipped with additional
communication interfaces designed to facilitate efficient ISL. This in turn is based on the
assumption that ISL technology is mature to an extent such that data exchange between satellites
can occur within a reasonable slant range, at adequately high levels of network efficiency with
few dropped data packets, with low handover time, and adequately high access time for the
required data handling tasks. Adding this interface means that there will be an increase in the dry
mass of every satellite, as it is an extension to the communications subsystem that is required of
every satellite and designed to complement any existing Earth-pointing or omni-directional
antennas. Therefore, the new satellites will be able to communicate in the same manner as any
existing satellite, but will have the additional capability to establish efficient ISL. This additional
interface is also assumed to be radiation-hardened and been tested for compliance and
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compatibility with other existing subsystems. Critical subsystems such as power, thermal,
structures etc. have been assumed to be compatible with this new interface such that design
concepts and information as recommended by (Wertz and Larson 2011) can be used in the case
study model.

Assumption 5: Laser Technology is in its nascent stages and has immense potential to
develop and mature in the near future.
Apart from radio frequency based communications systems or interfaces, laser technology is
assumed to be a feasible means of communication and data transmission. It is assumed that at
present day, laser technology exists and but its TRL is low. It is still costly, unreliable, and unable
to deliver the high-speed communication channels it promises. However, it is also assumed that
research and development in space laser communications will advance rapidly in coming years
such that it will become mature within a decade or two. When mature, TRL is high and laser
technology will be cheaper than usual, more reliable, and be able to deliver communications
capabilities beyond that of any existing medium. Using laser technology can hence produce an
unprecedented level of capability for communications and data exchange, which is greatly
beneficial to the operation of the FSS.

Assumption 6: Current launch vehicles are available for launching constellations, but
Reusable Launch Vehicles may become a realistic option in the near future.
The new satellite constellations require a launch vehicle (LV) to reach the orbit required for
operation. Although there are a number of LVs available worldwide for selection, only 4
established LVs were chosen for this case study. They are the Falcon 9, Falcon 9 Heavy, Ariane
V, and Atlas V. These LVs have different launch costs and payload capacities, and depending on
the size of the constellation, some LVs may be more suitable for certain constellations. The
launch costs will hence be directly or indirectly a function of the total mass of the satellite
constellation to be launched. While it may still be a distant reality, it is majorly assumed that
Reusable Launch Vehicles (RLVs) are a possibility and can be greatly beneficial to the
development of the FSS. With RLV, the launch costs for a constellation can potentially be halved
and this implies cost savings for FSS development. This is not an impossible scenario in the near
future, as the commercial space corporation SpaceX is already in the process of designing such a
RLV. The launch costs and the payload capacities for the 4 LVs being considered in this study are
shown in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1: Launch cost and payload capacity for selected current launch vehicles.
Launch Vehicle

Launch Cost ($ million)

Payload Capacity (kg)

Falcon 9

56.5

13,500

Falcon 9 Heavy

135

53,000

Ariane V

167.7

16,000

Atlas V

395.6

30,000
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Assumption 7: The new satellites are to be launched from the same location to the
same orbit inclination angle and altitude, and operated at LEO (Low Earth Orbit).
They are all in near circular orbits, have the same constellation configuration, and will
have the capability to distribute themselves uniformly across all orbit planes and orbit
inclinations in order to maximize Earth coverage as well as accessibility to customer
spacecraft.
A promising application of the FSS is to establish opportunistic ISL for data asset sharing
between satellites in LEO. Similar forms of ISL have already been implemented in satellite
constellations such as Iridium and designed from the outset as predefined communications
architecture between involved spacecraft (Golkar, 2013). Since the new satellites forming the FSS
will be the first of its kind, operating at LEO reduces the launch cost per satellite and allows more
satellites to be launched on a single LV. This implies that constellations can also be formed more
quickly, thereby expediting the development of the FSS.
It is assumed that they are all launched from the same location and will end up at the same orbit
inclination angle and altitude at LEO. In reality, the choice of launch locations, the final orbit
inclination angle, and the final orbit altitude can have considerable impacts on the launch costs,
minimum delta-V required and the amount of onboard propellant required. However, this
assumption is made to manage the design complexity for the early-phase design process in this
case study and eliminates the need to factor in such considerations. Also, by further assuming that
they all have the same orbit parameters and Walker constellation configuration immediately after
launch, the need to consider subtle impacts to cost, schedule and performance are again avoided
in this study. However, these parameters and the constellation configurations can be changed, as
it has been assumed that these new satellites have been designed with propulsion capabilities and
carry onboard propellant to perform orbit altitude or inclination changes when necessary.
To manage the complexity in this case study, it is assumed that all satellites in the FSS are in near
circular orbits with low degrees of eccentricity. In reality, satellites in different constellations can
operate in other orbits or at higher degrees of eccentricity, but that introduces the need to consider
how ISL can possibly be established at varying distances. By assuming that they are all close to
Earth and distributed uniformly across the celestial sphere around it, it can be assumed that the
range between each pair of satellites is approximately equal. If there are enough FSS satellites in
LEO, it can also be further assumed that customer spacecraft at MEO, GEO or other orbital
altitudes can tap on FSS capabilities virtually anywhere in LEO.
Since the satellites are assumed to have the capability to distribute uniformly in LEO, they must
have a propulsion capability and must carry some amount of propellant onboard. Depending on
the needs of the constellation, propulsion capabilities and propellant mass can vary and they
should be key design variables in the satellite system and constellation in order for this
assumption to hold. Stronger propulsion capability and higher amount of onboard propellant will
enable the satellite to move freely within LEO at all orbital altitudes and inclination angles, and
even beyond. However, the tradeoff for such a capability will be higher costs and longer
development time.
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Assumption 8: Most satellites are designed to have data storage and processing
capacity, which can serve as data assets to be utilized in the FSS.
Given that the new satellites are built with the intention that they will eventually be participating
in the FSS, they are assumed to have adequate data storage and processing capacity that can serve
as the data assets required for opportunistic sharing among customer spacecraft. All satellites are
designed with an initial data capacity, and it is assumed that a certain proportion of that capacity
will be used to perform the satellite’s daily communication and data handling tasks as well as
unique science missions. The free capacity on each satellite will be the difference between the
initial capacity and used capacity. Depending on the amount of initial capacity or the rate of data
capacity usage by the payload, some satellites may have zero free capacity while others may have
a high percentage of capacity that remains unused. Satellites with some free capacity will hence
be more useful in the FSS. However, they may not providing adequate science value as a result of
underutilization and may be considered ineffective.

Assumption 9: All satellites carry a payload to perform unique science missions and
the payloads are always in operation. The payloads are the only consumers of data
storage and process capacity on the satellite.
It is assumed that all satellites will carry a payload designed to perform a science mission on top
of fulfilling objectives for the FSS. The payloads can vary greatly in mass from satellite to
satellite and the data usage rates will also vary. Such an assumption is a valid representation of
reality. It is also assumed that the payloads are always in operation and will hence be consuming
data all the time. This may not be true in reality, as payloads can be switched to idle mode if they
are unable to perform their science missions owing to various circumstances. However, if
downtimes for the satellites are considered, then the data capacity per satellite can vary very
greatly and there is also a need to consider scheduling of data exchange, duration of downtime,
and many other factors. By assuming that they are always working, the data usage is constant and
the free data capacity on a satellite will likewise be approximately constant. Assuming a constant
data usage also means that an upper bound for data usage is always applied. This in turn means
that a more conservative estimate will be used to measure a satellite’s free data capacity, which
can have a greater value in reality as compared to the estimated value in the study. It is also
assumed that the payloads are the only consumers of data storage and capacity onboard every
satellite. The effects of other subsystems like attitude, determination and control or telemetry and
tracking on data capacity are hence negligible.

Assumption 10: A safe and reliable FSS network protocol has been established.
It is assumed that a safe and reliable FSS network protocol has been established, where the
physical and application layers of the opportunistic asset sharing platform is built into the
communications subsystem and software of every satellite. Therefore, a FSS middleware is
installed in all missions, allowing intercommunications between heterogeneous standards acting
as a meta-layer similar to what is done in Internet communications (Golkar, 2013). This
assumption is made to manage the complexity of the case study, as this eliminates the need to
consider different types of routing, packet scheduling and communications protocols that have
different degrees of efficiency and compliance standards. The aim of this case study is to
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demonstrate the conduct of early-phase design using tradespace-based methods, and that only
high-level architectural decisions are of importance.

Assumption 11: The new satellites have capabilities and scientific agendas beyond
fulfilling FSS objectives.
The new satellites are not designed like the ones in the Iridium constellation and can provide
more capabilities beyond communications. The satellites may be designed for a variety of
purposes such as observation, navigation, remote sensing, reconnaissance or military applications.
To manage the complexity of the study, these purposes will not be considered explicitly, as the
degree to which any of these purposes can be fulfilled can vary greatly and result in a large range
of design possibilities for a satellite. Different purposes are factored in this study through varying
the payload capacity and data usage rate of the satellite. A greater payload capacity and/or a
greater data usage rate will imply a greater degree to which a designed purpose is being satisfied.

Assumption 12: There is a global FSS Directorate to manage the FSS Initiative.
Decision makers are key to the architectural decisions made for the envisioned FSS capability and
it is assumed on the outset that a global FSS Directorate (FSSD) has been established to lead the
initiative in its research, development, implementation, operation and possibly retirement. The
FSSD will comprise key decision makers in the design for affordability process. The FSSD may
comprise senior officials from both the commercial and military space sectors from various
countries to form the management board. Possible participants in the FSS initiative may include
NASA, ESA, JAXA, CSA, CNSA, UKSA and the US Air Force (USAF). In this case study, a
participating agency will be referred to as a DM and affixed with a number index.
The FSSD is responsible for funding, scheduling and assessing the development of the FSS.
Since the FSSD comprises representatives from participating agencies, the interests of the FSSD
are hence aligned to that of all DMs. The main difference is that the FSSD will function as the
governing body for the FSS initiative and will be responsible for conducting early-phase design
and analysis, as well as providing solutions and development strategies to each DM in order to
coordinate development of the FSS.
Each DM is assumed to be interested in launching more of its own monolithic satellites or
satellite constellations in the coming years to boost their space capabilities. As participants in the
FSSD, the DMs are also interested to see that their satellites can also help contribute to the FSS
effort on top of their own science mission agendas. The DMs have also agreed to stagger their
satellite development programs over the span of the development timeline to avoid a massive cost
commitment in the first few years of the FSS initiative. Also, the DMs also have their own
projects and budgets they will like to adhere to, and they are thus not likely to develop satellites
all at the same time. The FSSD has also proposed a list of missions that participating satellites
and constellations in the FSS should be able to perform, which all DMs have agreed to conform
to for their respective satellite projects. The FSSD will be responsible for determining the
common design variables that will be used for all satellite projects, as well as the epoch variables
that will determine the changes in operating contexts. The FSSD has also elicited preferences of
each DM for the satellites, so the preferences for each attribute for the FSS and any of its
constituents will be representative of all DMs and the FSSD.
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Assumption 13: The FSS is an attractive initiative to all DMs.
In this case study, it is assumed that the FSS is an attractive initiative that is well received by
many nations that have satellite capabilities. It has immense potential to become technically
feasible and profitable. While no detailed analysis has been performed to assess its technical
feasibility and profitability, it has been assumed that the FSS initiative is well received in order to
justify the formation of the FSSD and the responsibilities of participating DMs in developing
their respective satellite constellations. Following this assumption, private and public
corporations as well as academic institutions have recognized the importance of minimizing
underutilization of space-based assets and consensually agreed that the opportunistic sharing of
these data assets can potentially create a whole new market and revolutionize space systems
development. Conducting a high-level design of the FSS can thus help the FSSD determine in
future if there exists a potential market where customer spacecraft may choose to leverage FSS
capabilities instead of using conventional data handling methods via downlinks to Earth.
By first assuming that the FSS is an attractive, and potentially viable and profitable initiative, the
FSSD and its members can focus on performing early-phase design of single satellites,
constellations and multiple constellations without having to perform a cost-benefit analysis and
comparison of the FSS with conventional data handling methods. Also, it can be further assumed
that funding and time will always be available for all satellite constellations that are developed in
support of the cause. However, the amount of funding and time available will vary from
constellation to constellation since constellations are assumed to be heterogeneous.

Assumption 14: From System to Program to Portfolio using the Bottom-Up Approach
The previous chapter discusses how the design for affordability process can be conducted for a
system, program, and portfolio using either the bottom-up or top-down approach. As a logical
development timeline for the FSS is the construction of single satellites, then the construction of
satellite constellations, and finally the integration of multiple constellations, it is thus most
meaningful to take the bottom-up approach in this case study. From herein, a single satellite is
defined as a system, a satellite constellation is defined as a program, and multiple constellations
or the entire FSS is defined as a portfolio.

4.3

System Definition

Affordability analysis for FSS begins at the system level, which is the design of a monolithic
satellite with FSS-enabling capabilities. Based on the earlier assumptions, the FSSD and DMs
have been able to narrow the focus of their early-phase design to a number of system performance
and resource expense attributes. They are also fully aware of the design for affordability process
and are familiar with the need to consider various cost and schedule elements on top of
performance.
It has been established that the key decision makers at all levels of the design process, be it
system, program or portfolio, are the FSSD and all the DMs.
The mission concept at the system level is then to develop a single satellite that has FSSenabling capabilities, namely stakeholder-desired levels for ISL capability, annual free data
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capacity, annual science value, and delta-V, as well as stakeholder-desired levels of
expenditure for development cost, launch cost, and development time.
The performance, cost and schedule attributes are thus derived from the system-level mission
statement. These attributes are listed and described in Table 4-2, where system-level
performance attributes are labeled SYS-PA and system-level resource expense attributes are
labeled SYS-EA. Attributes across performance, cost and time are considered for the system-level
analysis in this case study. It is also assumed that all attributes are independent of each other
such that the stakeholder preferences for one attribute have no impact on the preference for
another.
Table 4-2: System Level Performance and Expense Attributes

System Level Attributes

Description

SYS-PA-1

The ISL capability is a proxy measure of the spectral bandwidth
and spectral efficiency of the communications channel that can
be established by the satellite system. Since the operation of the
FSS is highly dependent on the ability of its participating
satellites to establish ISL, ISL capability is one of its most
important performance attributes. In this case study, the level of
ISL capability is a direct function of the platform used for
establishing the ISL. If transmission is conducted using RF
technology, a small RF antenna will give a low ISL capability
while a big RF antenna will give a medium ISL capability.

ISL CAPABILITY

If transmission is conducted using laser communications at
present day TRL, then the satellite will have a high ISL
capability, since Laser communications can promise higher
transmission rates at better levels of efficiency. If laser
communications mature in the future and rated with the highest
TRL, then using laser will give an extremely high ISL
capability. Therefore, both RF and laser communications will be
the main choices for communication technology in the FSS.
SYS-PA-2
ANNUAL FREE DATA
CAPACITY

The annual free data capacity is a proxy measure of the inspace data assets that the satellite can offer for opportunistic
sharing in the FSS. In this case study, it is simply calculated as
the difference between the total data capacity of the satellite and
the data capacity used per year by its payload. The data capacity
used by its payload is in turn calculated by the product of the
payload mass and the annual data usage per kilogram of payload.
This is ultimately derived from the assumption that every
satellite is constructed for a certain science mission and not just
in fulfillment of FSS objectives. Hence, the payload will be the
main consumer of data capacity throughout the time of FSS
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development and operation.
The annual free data capacity will be measured using “the
number of free data packets available”. Data packets are used
as the basic units of measurement for this attribute to eliminate
the need to differentiate between kilo-, mega-, or giga- byte
data storage volumes or rate of data transmission. Data packets
are thus proxy measures of data capacity. Also, it is also
assumed that all FSS satellites obey the same network protocol,
hence the size of a data packet can be assumed to be common for
all FSS satellites. In this manner, a satellite built with high total
data capacity will have a large data packet capacity, and a
satellite built with a payload with high data usage per kilogram
will have a high overall data packet usage. The annual free data
capacity will thus be the difference between the number of data
packets available initially and the total number of data packets
used by the payload in a year. The annual free data capacity may
be increased if the FSSD and DMs decide to buy a terrestrial
capacity real option, such that they will be able to exercise this
option in order to leverage available data capacity on the ground
to meet sudden increases in data asset demands.
SYS-PA-3
ANNUAL SCIENCE
VALUE

SYS-PA-4
DELTA-V

The annual science value is a proxy measure of the satellite’s
annual contribution to space science. It has been assumed that the
only consumer of data storage and processing capacity is the
payload. It is also assumed that the payloads are always in
operation. Hence, the annual science value can be calculated by
multiplying the payload mass and the annual data packet usage
per kilogram of payload. The unit of measurement for annual
science value of a satellite is the number of data packets.
The delta-V value is a direct measure of a satellite’s potential
ability to change from one trajectory to another by making an
orbital maneuver. It can be calculated using the Tsiolkovsky
rocket equation ∆𝑉 = 𝐼!" 𝑔 ln

!!
!!

. 𝐼!" is the specific impulse

expressed for a time period and 𝑔 is the standard gravitational
constant. 𝑚! is the total mass of the satellite, including its base
dry mass, payload mass, and propellant mass. 𝑚! is simply the
mass of the satellite without the propellant, assuming that all the
propellant has been used in one sitting for a single orbit
maneuver.
The delta-V value calculated is thus a measure of its maximum
potential to perform such a maneuver, and a satellite with high
delta-V can easily perform other smaller, less propellant-
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demanding maneuvers. Delta-V is an important consideration, as
the satellites are not designed simply for communication
purposes, but also for various science missions that may require
orbital plane or inclination angle change.
SYS-EA-1
DEVELOPMENT
COST

SYS-EA-2
LAUNCH COST

SYS-EA-3
DEVELOPMENT
TIME

The development cost of a satellite is the monetary cost required
to design, construct, assemble, integrate and test a satellite before
it is determined to be ready for operations. This includes the base
cost required to develop a typical satellite’s subsystems such as
thermal, electrical power systems (EPS), structures, tracking
telemetry and command (TT&C), attitude determination and
control (ADCS) and basic communications. The mass of the
communications subsystem may increase if all subsystems are
designed for a longer lifetime. The mass of the TT&C unit may
increase if the satellite is designed with higher total data
capacity. The base mass can also decrease if laser
communications is used, as its module is much smaller and
lighter than that of antenna dishes used for RF communications.
The development cost is typically measured in millions of dollars
($ millions)
The launch cost of a satellite is the monetary cost required to
launch the satellite into its assumed LEO as a monolithic
structure. It is a function of the total mass of the satellite,
including its onboard propellant, and it is dependent on the
choice of launch vehicle. The Ariane V and Delta IV LVs are
more expensive options, while the Falcon 9 and Falcon 9 Heavy
are relatively cheaper options. However, any of the LVs are used,
it must be assumed that the payload capacity of the LV is used
entirely, whether if most of the payload comprises the FSSenabled systems or other unrelated space hardware. Maximizing
the utilization of payload capacity on a LV is logical, as the
FSSD and DMs will want to reduce the launch cost per kilogram
of payload as much as possible. It is also measured in millions of
dollars
The development time is the time in years required by the FSSD
and DMs to design, construct, assemble, integrate and test a
satellite before it is determined to be ready for operations. The
development time may be dependent on the propulsion
technology, the communications technology used for the FSS
interface, and the lifetime that the satellite has been designed to
operate reliably for.
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4.4

System Level Design Variables and Epoch Variables

After establishing the mission concept and attributes, the design variables and epoch variables
were then determined from the standpoint of the hypothetical FSSD and DMs. All the
assumptions described earlier are also factored into the choices of variables. Eight design
variables have been chosen for system level design to drive the performance and expense
attributes defined in the previous section, and they are listed and described in Table 4-3.
Some of these variables were based on those described by (Underwood 2006) in the design of a
distributed satellite communications system. The factor levels for each design variable are also
listed. Assuming all combinations of design variables will yield feasible architectures for the
satellite system, there are a total of 34,560 possible designs for the satellite system. Two
context variables are considered for system level design and they are based on the assumptions
made for laser communications and RLV technology. By assuming their present day low TRLs
and their potential to mature in the future with high TRLs, four possible operating contexts can
exist as a result of combining the low or high TRLs for laser communications and RLV
technology. The context variables are the same for system, program and portfolio analysis and
they are described in Table 4-4. The design and epoch variables will then be used to establish the
system tradespace model, which will eventually calculate the attributes described earlier.
Table 4-3: System Level Design Variables

Design Variables

Description

Factor Levels
(units)

SYS-DV-1

The design lifetime of the spacecraft is an
important design variable. The longer a satellite is
designed to operate for, the longer it can support
customer spacecraft. A longer expected design
lifetime may also potentially allow FSS users to
save cost, as the cost of system spreads out over
time. A longer design lifetime also implies that
the FSS-enabled satellite has the opportunity to
attract more customers in the long run. However,
designing spacecraft hardware with a longer
lifetime can increase development cost and
development time. Operating the satellite for a
longer period also means that operations cost will
increase greatly over the system lifecycle. These
interactions will be accounted for in the system
tradespace model. It is also worth noting that
designing for a longer lifetime can also impact
other factors such as the amount of onboard
propellant, hardware reliability, the adoption of
new technologies. However, these additional
interactions will not be considered in the system

10 years
15 years

Design Lifetime
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level tradespace model at this point to manage its
computational complexity. The tradespace model
will consider the effect of two design lifetimes: 10
and 15 years.
SYS-DV-2
Initial Data
Packet Capacity

SYS-DV-3
Annual Data
Package Usage
Rate
(per kilogram of
Payload)
SYS-DV-4
FSS Interface
Communications
Technology

SYS-DV-5
Terrestrial
Capacity Real
Option

The initial data packet capacity of a satellite is
an important variable, as it is a measure of the
maximum number of data packets that the satellite
is built to hold. It is in fact a proxy measure of the
total amount of onboard memory and processing
capability of the satellite electronics, and it also
directly affects the free data capacity of a satellite
and enables it to participate in FSS operations. It
is also equivalent to the annual free data capacity
if the satellite payload is not in operation. 5
different data packet capacities are considered in
the tradespace model.

10000 packets
15000 packets
20000 packets
25000 packets
30000 packets

The annual data packet usage per kilogram of
payload of the satellite is a proxy measure of the
total amount of onboard memory and processing
capability used per kilogram of payload in a year
assuming that the satellite payload is always in
operation. 3 data packet usage rates are considered
in the system tradespace model.

5 packets
15 packets
25 packets

The FSS interface communications technology
is the choice of communications technology for
establishing efficient ISL between satellites in
support of FSS operations. A small RF antenna, a
large antenna, and a laser communications module
are listed as possible choices for this design
variable. A small RF antenna will provide a low
ISL capability while laser communications can
give a high ISL capability.

Small RF (1)
Large RF (2)
Laser (3)

The Terrestrial Capacity Real Option is the
design decision of utilizing data packet capacity in
the terrestrial system. A satellite system that does
not exercise the option to use this capacity must
necessarily route all of the packets in their system
via satellite. Using terrestrial capacity may help
alleviate congestion problems that could occur if
the market demand is underestimated. This can

Do not use (0)
Use (1)
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also increase the number of transmission paths
available, which should benefit load balancing
and reliability.
There are more advantages to exercising this
option. Having terrestrial capacity can provide a
staged deployment platform such that market
demand can be built up in certain areas, as the
system is being deployed and brought online.
Furthermore, as the demand for the service grows,
there exists the possibility that a satellite-only
system will become overloaded if insufficient
excess capacity is designed for. If terrestrial
capacity can be utilized upon exercising the
option, it can reduce the impact of overloading on
the customers and/or to reduce the congestion
experienced in high-demand areas.
The terrestrial real option is a design decision
captured in a binary design variable. If the option
to utilize terrestrial capacity is taken, the value of
the design variable is 1. Otherwise, it is 0.
This variable is based on work by (Underwood,
2009)
SYS-DV-6
Propulsion Type

SYS-DV-7
Payload Capacity

The propulsion type is an important design
variable, as these new satellites may have to
perform orbital maneuvers for various science
missions. This is done in a similar way as the
Space Tug example in the earlier chapter. 4
propulsion types are considered in this case study.

Storable
Bipropellant (1)
Cryogenic (2)
Electric (3)
Nuclear (4)

The payload capacity is a measure of the
maximum payload mass that a satellite can carry
to perform science missions on top supporting
functional requirements for the FSS. It has been
assumed that the ability to carry more payloads
will mean the ability to carry more instruments,
and hence perform more science missions. Hence,
the higher the payload capacity, the greater the
value to science. Although payload can vary
greatly, only 4 discrete payload capacities were
chosen. Capacities above 1000kg were not
chosen.

30 kg
100 kg
500 kg
1000 kg
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SYS-DV-8
Propellant Mass

SYS-DV-9
Launch Vehicle

The propellant mass determines the wet mass or
total mass of the satellite and its delta-V
capability. Similarly, only 3 discrete levels for
propellant mass were chosen. Masses above
2000kg were not considered.

500 kg
1000 kg
2000 kg

The choice of LV determines the launch cost per
kilogram of the satellite, assuming that the entire
payload capacity of the LV has been used. Only 4
more recently used LVs are considered.

Falcon 9 (1)
Falcon 9-Heavy (2)
Ariane V (3)
Delta IV (4)

Table 4-4: System, Program and Portfolio Level Context Variables

Context Variables

Description

Laser Communications
Technology

It is assumed that laser communications technology exists at
present day. However, its performance and reliability is still
questionable given its lack of maturity. As such, it has low TRL at
present day. At low TRL, satellites can still have a high ISL
capability, but at the expense of higher development cost and
longer development time. However, this technology has a
potential to make a breakthrough in the future given all the recent
development to make free space optical communications work
between satellites. Assuming that there is such a breakthrough,
laser communications will have a high TRL and satellites can now
have an extremely high and reliable ISL capability. Development
cost and development time will also be reduced to an extent more
favorable than that of RF technology, assuming that laser
communications research and manufacturing have already
progressed beyond the learning curve. Therefore, this epoch
variable has 2 levels: Low Laser TRL, High Laser TRL.

Reusable Launch
Vehicle Technology

It is assumed that RLV technology is still in development and not
available for use at present day, hence the launch cost of satellites
will remain at the levels expected of currently available LVs like
Falcon 9, Falcon 9 Heavy, Ariane V and Atlas. Assuming that that
RLV technology makes a breakthrough and eventually matures in
the future, launch costs can potentially be halved. Therefore, this
epoch variable has 2 levels structured in the same way as that for
laser communications: Low RLV TRL, High RLV TRL.
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The context variables can hence be combined to give 4 different possible contexts that can exist,
with Low Laser TRL/Low RLV TRL being representative of present day technology standards,
and High Laser TRL/High RLV TRL being representative of advanced future technology. The
design variables and epoch variables described in these tables are then used to develop the system
level tradespace model.

4.5

Hypothetical FSS Development Missions

After making a number of architectural assumptions about the FSS and determining its
design/context variables, hypothetical development missions were then proposed for the system,
program and portfolio that are to be designed in this case study. The term “development
missions” is used because the satellite constellations that are designed, launched and operated in
time are not only meant to fulfill their own unique sets of scientific missions, but also to
sequentially fulfill the development objectives for the greater entity which is the FSS.
All satellite constellations are designed from the outset that they will eventually be part of the
FSS, but some of them will be designed more specifically to meet predicted increases in market
demand for FSS assets while some will be designed simply to populate LEO and establish the
foundation for the FSS. The types of development missions can vary largely, but 6 plausible ones
were chosen for this case study and they are described in Table 4-5. The descriptions for these
missions will also help to shape stakeholder preferences for every attribute at the system,
program, and portfolio levels.
Table 4-5: Possible development missions for the FSS
Development Mission

Description

0

A generic mission where the aim is to simply develop, launch and operate the
entity reliably for a science mission. Performance, cost and schedule
attributes are equally important to the FSSD and DMs, who are already aware
that these satellites will be part of the FSS. Having a baseline mission also
enables easy comparison between different missions, and allows the FSSD
and DMs design other new missions and state preferences for attributes that
are clearly different from that of the baseline case.

Baseline

1
Space Science

A realistic present day mission where the aim is to conduct more space
science at various orbits. The FSSD and DMs are hence interested in
increasing value to science and delta-V of their spacecraft in order to fulfill
these science missions, and they are also equally aware that their satellites
will eventually be part of the FSS. Reducing launch cost is also critical, as
RLV technology has yet to be achieved at present day.
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Development Mission

Description

2

The FSSD and DMs have agreed to develop satellites strictly in support of
developing the FSS capability in this pilot mission. Satellites designed for this
mission will have less emphasis on science value and delta-V, but will now
have increased emphasis on free data capacity and ISL capability. Since a
considerable number of satellites will be built for the FSS effort, the FSSD
and DMs are also interested in reducing development cost more than anything
else.

FSS Pilot Mission

3
Initialization and
Development

4
Age of Discovery

5
Orbit
Reconfiguration

FSS development is already underway, and the FSSD and the DMs already
have knowledge about the expected performance of these satellites and their
theoretical first unit costs. There is now even more emphasis on free data
capacity and ISL capability of every satellite. Since development cost per
satellite has already been controlled for, the emphasis has now shifted to
reducing launch cost and development time, since more satellites are required
from now on in order to meet the market demand for in-space assets.
Many FSS-enabled satellites are already in LEO and functioning as expected.
In the age of discovery, space science has grown exponentially, and this could
be attributed to sudden changes in mission requirements such as the discovery
of water on moons of nearby planets, or even the discovery of new planetary
systems in the Milky way. Existing spacecraft in orbit are conducting
numerous science missions, and are constantly demanding for in-space data
assets in order to store and process new scientific data. The satellites
operating in or designed for this mission must have the scientific capabilities
to tap on these new discoveries. As such, ISL capability, free data capacity,
and value to science are of the highest priority to the FSSD and DMs. Since
more FSS-enabled satellites are still populating LEO in this mission, there is
still a need to reduce launch cost and development time in order to launch
more satellites quickly to meet market demand.
In this mission, most of the FSS-enabled satellites have already been launched
to LEO and are in operation. As it is assumed that these satellites will be
distributed uniformly across the celestial, there is a need to conduct a mission
where they actually do so. Adding a new constellation each time with a
different number of constituent satellites will change the configuration of this
uniform distribution. It was earlier assumed that all new satellites would first
end up at the same orbit inclination angle and altitude immediately after
launch. However, the FSSD and DMs now know where all the customer
spacecraft are and determine that the best way to satisfy market demand for
in-space data assets is to distribute all the satellites they have launched in a
uniform manner around the Earth. As such, the emphasis on satellites
operating in or designed for this mission has high enough delta-V to perform
angle and plane changes. They are also interested in lowering development
cost and launch cost for every satellite in this mission.
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4.6 Epoch Construction and Sequencing for System, Program and
Portfolio Level Analysis
Given that there are 4 contexts and 6 sets of mission needs, there are 24 possible epochs that a
satellite system, program or portfolio can be developed or operate in. However, in this case study,
not all 24 epochs will be considered. In the potential tradespace model, the attributes of all
possible designs will change, especially when the laser communications and/or RLV technology
transition to higher TRLs. Since it has been assumed that the satellites are static and are not going
to change over time, there will not be many useful designs that exist across all 24 epochs.
Therefore, a handful of epochs can be fitted to a possible development timeline for the FSS,
where the start and epoch of each epoch corresponds to the start and end of a specific
development phase.
A possible development storyline can be as follows:
The FSSD and DMs have finally agreed to the terms and conditions to make the FSS a reality and
a space network beneficial to all. However, each of the DMs, which can be a national or
multinational space agency, has their own roadmaps for space exploration and they all wish to
launch a satellite constellation of their own to perform their own science missions. In the FSS
paradigm, each satellite is considered as a system, each satellite constellation is considered as a
program, and finally the FSS is considered as a portfolio.
In respect of the terms and conditions on the FSS agreement, the agencies have agreed to equip
their satellites with FSS-enabling capabilities. The FSSD, which is responsible for monitoring the
performance, cost and schedule for this initiative, is applying the design for affordability process
and is considering additional cost and schedule attributes at portfolio inception. However, the
FSSD is unaware of the overall time and monetary budget for the FSS portfolio.
Different governments provide different levels of funding for each constellation, and independent
funding for FSSD activities like integration and monitoring is also uncertain. However, the FSSD
knows the cost of developing a single satellite from its basic materials. Therefore, the FSSD has
decided to use the bottom-up approach to designing for affordability. By ensuring that the design
of every satellite is affordable, the design of a satellite constellation is also likely to be affordable,
and eventually the entire portfolio is also likely to be affordable.
As the FSSD has also recognized the need to keep FSS development and operation affordable at
all times, it decides against allowing all DMs to develop their own constellations at the same
time. As such, the DMs have agreed to stagger their launches at regular time intervals, say every
5 years as a first-pass analysis. After the first DM has launched the first constellation, each of the
remaining DMs will then wait its turn and aim to launch its own constellation at the start of every
5-year interval. Each DM is assumed to begin its development 5 years (or exactly 1 epoch) before
its projected year of launch. However, the actual time taken to develop the constellation before
eventually launching may be longer than that. As a result, the FSSD may impose cost penalties as
a result of the delay in scheduled launch. Each 5-year interval represents a different phase in the
FSS development roadmap that has been agreed upon and it has a set of needs that must be
fulfilled.
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The FSSD has already interviewed every DM about their preferences towards various attributes
for different missions in different contexts prior to portfolio inception. Since it has been assumed
earlier that the FSSD preferences are also representative of every DM’s preferences, there is
always a common, unique set of preferences for the satellite system and constellation at every
interval. In other words, there is always a new satellite constellation launched by the FSSD and
one DM optimistically at the start of every epoch, which will have a unique set of fixed needs and
contexts. In this case study, the first epoch has been assumed to last for 10 years, while
subsequent epochs are to last for 5 years each. Given that more time is required initially to plan
the overall development of the FSS, the first epoch last longer than the others and will transit to
the second epoch only after the first FSS-enabled satellite constellation has been launched.
All DMs have also agreed to conduct their constellation development using the common design
variables and evaluate them based on the same attributes provided. Assuming that there are 7
DMs agreeing to participate in the FSS initiative, namely ESA (DM1), JAXA (DM2), CSA (DM3),
CNSA (DM4), UKSA (DM5), NASA (DM6) and USAF (DM7), each DM will be taking ownership
of one satellite constellation and will launch it in the aforementioned order at the beginning of
every epoch. Therefore, there will be 7 epochs and with the assumed durations of each epoch, the
FSSD has optimistically aimed to complete the development of the FSS over a projected period
40 years.
The 7 development phases of the FSS can hence be described by 7 selected epochs imposed
over the years 2016-2055 at 5-year intervals, apart from the first epoch that last 10 years. Only
One constellation will be launched in each phase/epoch. The FSS will thus comprise of 7
different satellite constellations by 2055.
These 7 epochs are chosen because they can be sequenced to form a very plausible development
roadmap for the FSS. These epochs correspond to the following 7 phases:
Phase 1, which is conducting Mission 0 (Baseline) at low laser and RLV TRLs from 20202030, describes the fairly neutral standpoint of DM1, who is the first to launch an FSS-enabled
satellite and will not be sure of the attributes they are particularly concerned about.
Five years on, the timeline transits to Phase 2, which is conducting Mission 1 (Space Science) at
low laser and RLV TRLs from 2030-2035 describes the more space science-biased standpoint
of DM2. DM2 is now more aware of what attributes they are looking out for after observing the
development of the baseline constellation for 10 years, and it decides that having larger and more
powerful payloads and higher delta-V capability will ensure that its constellation can perform
more science missions than ever before. In this time period, concerns about launch cost are valid,
as RLV technology is unlikely to mature so quickly and the satellites designed in this epoch will
probably have high wet mass.
Five years on, the timeline transits to Phase 3, which is conducting Mission 2 (FSS Pilot
Mission) at low laser and RLV TRLs from 2035-2040, describes the more FSS-focused
standpoint of DM3. After recognizing that there are already 2 constellations in LEO, DM3 has
been assigned the responsibility of conducting the pilot test for operating the FSS, and it wants to
ensure that its own constellation will be capable of fulfilling FSS objectives above anything else.
Hence, DM3 is interested in increasing ISL capability and free data capacity. As more satellites
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are likely to be built for this pilot mission, DM3 is likely to be interested in lowering its
development cost per satellite more than anything else.
Five years on, the timeline transits to Phase 4, which is conducting Mission 3 (Initialization and
Development) at low laser TRL but high RLV TRL from 2040-2045, describes the even more
pronounced FSS-centric viewpoint of DM4, who can also enjoy the benefits of mature RLV
technology. Since DM4 will be even more driven to support the FSS capability, it is more than
interested in increasing ISL capability and free data capacity. Since development cost would have
already been controlled for in the previous phase, DM4 will be concerned about reducing
development time and launch cost due to the number of satellites required.
The timeline then transits to Phase 5, which is conducting Mission 4 (Age of Discovery) at high
laser TRL but low RLV TRL from 2045-50, describes the standpoint of DM5 who is equally
interested in achieving high scientific value and fulfilling FSS objectives. Laser communications
technology has matured, enabling an unprecedented level of ISL capability. However, this could
be done at the expense of RLV technology, whose TRL could become low again, as the FSSD or
DMs may not be entirely confident of both new technologies working together at the same time
and prefer to remain conservative by testing one at a time. Science value, free data capacity and
ISL capability would all be equally important to DM5. Like the previous phase, reducing launch
cost and development would remain important to the DM.
The timeline then transits to Phase 6, which is conducting Mission 5 (Orbit Reconfiguration) at
both high laser and RLV TRLs from 2045-2050, describes the standpoint of DM6 who is now
most interested in reconfiguring all FSS-enabled satellite constellations to reconfigure themselves
in order to maximize Earth coverage and accessibility to customer spacecraft in other orbits. As
such, DM6 is most interested in the delta-V capability of its satellites and would want to make
sure that its assigned satellite constellation would be able to perform various orbital maneuvers to
meet the objectives of this FSS development phase. Due to the shifted focus on delta-V, DM6
would hence be interested in reducing development cost and launch cost, as the design variables
of propulsion technology and propellant mass would become critical.
Finally, the timeline transits to Phase 7, which is conducting Mission 0 (Baseline) at both high
laser and RLV TRLs from 2050-2055, describes the standpoint of DM7 who is taking a neutral
approach to developing its constellation since most of the FSS satellites have already been
launched. DM7 would just needs to complete the network and have equal preferences for all
attributes. All the FSS development missions would be complete after this final launch.
For convenience in notation, a “Low TRL” state for an epoch variable will be assigned to a value
of 0 and a “High TRL” will be 1. Hence, a context with both high laser and RLV TRL will be
denoted as “Context 1-1”. There are a total of 24 possible epochs, where every 6 epochs
correspond to Mission 0 through 5 for contexts 0-0, 0-1, 1-0 and 1-1 respectively. Hence, based
on the hypothetical development phase sequence described above, the corresponding epochs and
their development missions are summarized in Table 4-6.
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Table 4-6: Summary of Hypothetical FSS Development Mission Sequence

Development Phase
Sequence

Corresponding Epoch number
(out of 24)

Description
(Mission, Context)

1

1

Mission 0 in Context 0-0

2

2

Mission 1 in Context 0-0

3

3

Mission 2 in Context 0-0

4

10

Mission 3 in Context 0-1

5

17

Mission 4 in Context 1-0

6

24

Mission 5 in Context 1-1

7

19

Mission 0 in Context 1-1

4.7

System Level Design-to-Value Mapping

After establishing a plausible development timeline for the FSS, it now remains to perform the
design to value mapping (DVM) of the design variables to the performance and resource
attributes. In the DVM process, the design and epoch variables populate one axis of a matrix
while the attributes populate the other. The intersection between a variable and an attribute
represents the possibility of an interaction. A value of “0” is assigned to this intersection if there
is perceived to be no interaction between the variable and attribute of interest. A value of “1” will
signify a perceived weak level of interaction, a value of “3” will then signify a perceived medium
level of interaction, and finally a value of “9” will signify a perceived high level of interaction. A
Design Structure Matrix (DSM) could also have been used to do this mapping and may even be
able to represent the same interactions at a higher degree of fidelity through considering feedforward and feedback loops simultaneously. However, in view of the high-level approach taken
in this first-pass analysis for the bottom-up design of a system to program to portfolio,
performing the DVM in this manner will expedite the process of developing the tradespace
model. Furthermore, satellite subsystems are neither considered as block modules nor key design
variables in this case study. Therefore, the combination of the eight system level design variables
and two epoch variables, and their interactions with the five performance attributes and three
expense attributes, will provide more than sufficient information to derive a meaningful system
level tradespace model that can yield 34,560 possible designs. The DVM table for the satellite
system is shown in Table 4-7, where zero values for a matrix element is left as a blank.
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Table 4-7: DVM for Satellite System

9

Row Total

Development
Time

Launch Cost

Development
Cost

Delta-V

Annual Science
Value

Annual Free Data
Capacity

ISL Capability

Spacecraft Lifetime

9

Initial Data Packet
Capacity

9

3

3

3

18

Annual Data Packet Usage
Rate

9

9

3

3

24

9

30

FSS Communications
Interface Tech.

9

Terrestrial Capacity Real
Option

9
9

9

Propulsion Type
Payload Capacity

9

9

Propellant Mass

9

9

9

9

36

9

3

9

3

42

9

Launch Vehicle
Laser Comms TRL

9

9

18

9

9

9

RLV Tech.
Column Total

3

9
9

18

36

21

27

45

48

27
9

36

After completing the DVM, more attention was paid to rows and columns with high cumulative
values to determine the variables and attributes that have the highest degrees of interaction.
Interactions with perceived matrix values of 9 will definitely be accounted for in the system
tradespace model, since they are the most critical. Not all interactions with perceived values of 1
or 3 are accounted for. The interactions embedded into the model are described as below, starting
from the row with highest total value.
Equations were then formulated for each interaction to establish the computerized model. These
system tradespace model equations are not shown in this section and they can be found in the
computer code attached in Appendix 1. The scientific principles used were based mainly on the
methods for spacecraft subsystem design prescribed by (Wertz and Larson, 2011). Some
equations were heuristically derived, as there were no precedent cases for reference. All the
equations and their basis for usage are described qualitatively below.
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Payload capacity has a major impact on the annual free data capacity, annual science value,
delta-V and the launch cost. It has been perceived to have much lower degrees of impact on
development cost and development time. This is because the higher the payload capacity, the
more payloads the satellite is able to carry. Given that usage of this capacity is also maximize and
applying the assumption that the payloads are always in operation, more payloads will consume a
higher amount of data capacity, and possibly leaving little annual free data capacity that can be
leveraged by FSS operations. If there are more payloads onboard, the amount of science
performed onboard will definitely be greater. However, the tradeoff is that total mass will
increase as a result, which will in turn increase launch cost. Development cost and development
time will also increase, but not to as great an extent. Increasing the capacity on the satellite will
require more materials, and development time also increases, as more time is needed to integrate
more payloads onboard. However, since the development of payloads from scratch is not
considered in this model, its impact on development cost and time is not as significant.
Propulsion type has significant impacts on delta-V, development cost, launch cost and
development time. The choice of storable bipropellant, cryogenic, electric or nuclear propulsion
technologies give different specific impulses, which directly affect a satellite’s dry mass and
delta-V potential. Development cost and development time is also greatly affected, as more
advanced propulsion technologies, especially electric and nuclear, require more time, more
materials and monetary resources to operate effectively.
FSS communications interface technology will have a significant impact on ISL capability,
launch cost, and development time, but less impact on the launch cost. Having laser
communications greatly enhances a satellite’s ISL capability and reduces launch cost since the
laser communications module is much smaller than RF modules. However, laser communications
is expensive and not as reliable at present day standards, hence it entails higher development cost
and development time. Although the laser communications module is much lighter than RF
modules, its impact on mass reduction of the satellite is being offset by the payload capacity.
Hence, it has a lower impact on launch cost.
Annual data packet usage rate per kilogram of payload has significant impacts on annual free
data capacity and annual science, but lower degrees of impact on development cost and
development time. A high usage rate, coupled with a high payload mass, can result in a
significant decrease in free data capacity that may undermine FSS objectives. However, this
coupling has benefits as it increases annual science value. A higher usage rate has also been
assumed to be representative of a more enhanced payload that has to use a lot of data capacity to
function, which may imply higher development cost and higher development time. However,
these interactions are not as significant as the ones discussed earlier.
Propellant mass has significant impacts on delta-V and launch cost. These interactions are
obvious, as a satellite with more onboard propellant will have a greater delta-V capability.
However, more propellant implies a higher wet mass and this greatly increases launch cost.
Initial data packet capacity has most impact on annual free data capacity, and lower impacts on
science value, development cost and development time. The first interaction is straightforward, as
the greater data capacity a satellite is designed with, the more likely the satellite has free data
capacity regardless of the level of data usage by its payloads. Science value may be impact, as the
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amount of science that can be performed is capped by its total capacity. Development cost and
development time are slightly affected, as higher data capacities will require more electronics that
require more time for integration. However, changes in data storage and processing capabilities
have less impact on costs and time given Moore’s law.
Spacecraft lifetime is perceived to only have impact on development cost, as more reliable and
resistant equipment will require higher cost. Since it can be assumed that none of the subsystems
or smaller equipment is designed from scratch, it does not take any longer time to assemble
enhanced equipment as compared to regular equipment.
Terrestrial capacity real option is perceived to only have impact on annual free data capacity.
All satellites are built with that option since ground stations control and monitor them. If this
option is exercised, annual free data capacity increases significantly.
Launch Vehicle is perceived to only have impact on launch cost, since the launch cost per
kilogram varies from rocket to rocket.
The epoch variable of Laser Communications TRL has significant impacts on ISL capability,
development cost and development time. When the TRL increases in the future, ISL capability
reaches to an unprecedented new level. Development cost and development time also decreases
significantly due to maturity in technology.
The epoch variable of RLV TRL is perceived to only have impacts on the launch cost. If the
TRL increases in the future, more launches can be conducted every year and this can significantly
reduce the launch cost per kilogram of any spacecraft.

4.8

Generation of System Tradespaces and Design Identification

With knowledge of design variables, epoch variables, performance attributes, expense attributes
and their interactions, the system tradespace model was developed. Design vectors, performance
vectors and expense vectors for the 34,560 designs were obtained for all 24 epochs. Stakeholder
preferences, representative of the FSSD and DMs, were hypothetically established based on the
different missions conducted in different contexts. MAUT was then applied and a unique SAU
curve was obtained for each attribute in each epoch. The SAU curves are not described or shown
for brevity. The
MAE and MAU values were then calculated for all the design points and illustrated on a scatter
plot for every epoch, yielding 24 tradespaces. The seven tradespaces corresponding to the seven
development phases were then selected and their Pareto frontiers identified in red as shown in the
subsequent figures. Tradespaces for contexts 0-0, 0-1, 1-0, and 1-1 are colored in blue, green,
pink and black respectively. All tradespaces had a 100% yield due to the choice of design and
epoch variables. All tradespaces were observed to be different due to changing stakeholder
preference levels and operating contexts, as well as changing attribute levels due to the presence
of epoch variables. It can also be observed that the tradespaces show more degrees of
discretization from Phases 4 to 7, due to the introduction of epoch variables, where an increase in
laser or RLV can significantly increase performance attributes and decrease expense attributes.
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Phase 1 – Epoch 1: Mission 0 in Context 0-0 (100% Yield)

Figure 4-2: System Tradespace for Phase 1 – Epoch 1 – Mission 0 in Context 0-0

Phase 2 – Epoch 2: Mission 1 in Context 0-0 (100% Yield)

Figure 4-3: System Tradespace for Phase 2 – Epoch 2 – Mission 1 in Context 0-0
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Phase 3 – Epoch 3: Mission 2 in Context 0-0 (100% Yield)

Figure 4-4: System Tradespace for Phase 3 – Epoch 3 – Mission 2 in Context 0-0

Phase 4 – Epoch 10: Mission 3 in Context 0-1 (100% Yield)

Figure 4-5: System Tradespace for Phase 4 – Epoch 10 – Mission 3 in Context 0-1
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Phase 5 – Epoch 17: Mission 4 in Context 1-0 (100% Yield)

Figure 4-6: System Tradespace for Phase 5 – Epoch 17 – Mission 4 in Context 1-0

Phase 6 – Epoch 24: Mission 5 in Context 1-1 (100% Yield)

Figure 4-7: System Tradespace for Phase 6 – Epoch 24 – Mission 5 in Context 1-1
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Phase 7 – Epoch 19: Mission 0 in Context 1-1 (100% Yield)

Figure 4-8: System Tradespace for Phase 7 – Epoch 19 – Mission 0 in Context 1-1

4.9

Lognormal Distributions and Confidence Intervals

Dominated designs, which are points not on the Pareto frontier, are filtered out. This leaves only
the Pareto frontier set solutions on the tradespace for consideration. In Chapter 2, Kroshl and
Pandolfini (2000) prescribed the use of cost interval estimation in order to account for risk and
uncertainties in cost and time elements. These can be collectively referred to as expense budget
risks, which are the probabilities that the actual cost and/or time elements of a system, program
or portfolio end up exceeding a given or expected monetary and/or time budget. These expense
budget risks can also be accounted for during tradespace exploration, and one of the ways to do
so can be the application of probabilistic distributions to different expense attributes.
Distributions are applied only to expense attributes because cost and time elements in the system
design process experience much greater volatility in the real world. Many probability distribution
functions are available for use such as the normal distribution, lognormal distribution, triangular
distribution, Weibul distribution etc. that may account for the inherent uncertainties. Performance
attributes, on the other hand, are better controlled for as the defense and aerospace industry has
many years of experience in maintaining high performance levels. Technically, uncertainty or
variance in every variable or attribute of the system may be accounted for using different
probabilistic distributions. However, in this case study, only expense risks will be considered.
Assuming that a 99% confidence interval is desired for each expense element, there is then a
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need to decide on the choice of probability distribution function that best resembles its actual
uncertainty.
With the consideration of the nature of expense budget risks, risk-adjusted probability
distributions should hence be used, as it gives higher mean values and higher variances than
baseline estimates (GAO, 2009). Such distributions will be more skewed to the right. In this case
study, the raw values for the development cost, launch cost and development time for the
FSS satellite system can be the mean values of the risk-adjusted estimates for the expense
attributes. Costs to the right of the mean are likely possibilities given that actual costs exceed
expected costs in most real-world cases. However, they can also go to the left, giving unexpected
cost savings. As such, each cost and time element can have the risk-adjusted probability
distribution shown in Figure 4-9. The mean value is denoted by µ.

Figure 4-9: Risk-adjusted probability distribution for cost and time elements (NATO OTAN, 2007)

Given the shape of risk-adjusted probability distribution curve, a lognormal distribution can be
applied to expense attributes since it has the best fit. A set of lognormal distribution curves with
different variances is shown in Figure 4-10. A lognormal distribution is more skewed to the right
and has a higher variance towards the right, which is reflective of the higher probability that cost
and time elements exceed their projected budgets. A higher variance will flatten the curve and
increase the skew more towards the right. Expense attributes can have different variances.
For example, development time of a system may have greater volatility than cost since there are
more human, technical and time elements involved. Therefore, a lognormal distribution curve
with a higher variance can be applied to time- related expenses of a system. The percentage of the
area of the distribution to the right of the budget is hence defined as the budget risk. It is usually
expressed as a number such a 40%, or 50%, or 60%. To establish a 99% interval for expense
attributes, it becomes necessary in this case study to find the 𝑥 value in Figure 4-10 that yields
risk values of 0.5% and 99.5%. Since a mean value of 0 is assumed for the µ parameter in all
lognormal distributions, the upper and lower bounds of expense attributes can then be found by
multiplying the 𝑥 value and the mean values of the risk-adjusted estimates for the expense
attributes.
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Figure 4-10: Lognormal distributions with different variances (Wikipedia).

Applying MAUT using the same preference sets, the upper and lower bounds for the MAE
can be found. Therefore, a 99% confidence interval can be established for the MAE of every
design on the Pareto frontier of the tradespaces for the 7 phase-sequenced epochs. A 99%
interval is a conservative approach, and selecting a point design that has a 99% MAE confidence
interval fully within the affordable solution region on one tradespace allows decision makers to
conclude that the design selected can fulfill performance requirements and is affordable for that
epoch at a probability of 0.99. With knowledge of the Pareto frontier solutions and the confidence
intervals for their MAE values, decision makers can then determine what degree of risk to accept
when selecting a particular design.
Different variances are associated with different expense attributes, as described in the earlier
example where schedule can vary more than cost in certain cases. In this case study, different σ
values are assumed for the development cost, launch cost and development time. These values are
summarized in Table 4-8. In Contexts 0-0 and 0-1, development cost and development are
assumed to have a variance of 0.1 and 0.15 respectively. Development time has a higher variance,
as it has been assumed to have many more uncertainties that impact it during these case studies.
The launch cost will have a variance of 0.05 in context 0-0, but that increases to 0.15 in context 01. This is because RLV TRL has increased, but there is a greater degree of uncertainty since it is a
new technology.
In Contexts 1-0 and 1-1, development cost and development are assumed to have a variance of
0.25 and 0.20 respectively. Development cost has a higher variance, as it has been assumed to
have many more uncertainties given the increase in laser communications TRLs. Since it is a new
technology, development cost for a satellite with laser communications capability will incur a
higher risk in its development cost. The variance in development time also increases slightly as a
result. The increases in the variances of the launch cost are similar to those in the previous
contexts. Epochs 1, 2, 3 are in Context 0-0; Epoch 10 is in Context 0-1; Epoch 17 is in Context 10; and Epoch 24 and 19 are in Context 1-1.
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Table 4-8: Assumed σ values for different contexts

σ value for lognormal distribution
Context

Development Cost

Launch Cost

Development Time

0-0

0.10

0.05

0.15

0-1

0.10

0.15

0.15

1-0

0.25

0.05

0.20

1-1

0.25

0.15

0.20

A handful of preferred design points were then selected from the Pareto frontier set of each
phase-sequenced epoch. They were selected simply by comparing the design vector, performance
vector and expense vector. Three points were then picked from each tradespace. A Pareto optimal
design point with most of its right-tail confidence interval exceeding the maximum MAE
constraint level is hence a high-risk design, since there is a high probability of an overrun. A
Pareto optimal design point with some of its right-tail confidence interval exceeding the
maximum MAE constraint level is a medium-risk design.
A Pareto optimal design point with little or none of its right-tail confidence interval exceeding the
maximum MAE constraint level is a low-risk design. A high, a medium and a low risk were then
picked for most epochs and they are colored in black, blue and magenta respectively. For epochs
with only two preferred designs, they are labeled as a high and a medium risk design. The Pareto
front designs along with their 99% MAE confidence intervals, as well as the preferred designs,
are shown in the subsequent figures. The design vector, performance vector, and expense vector
corresponding to the preferred designs are also shown in the table below each figure.
Across the Pareto fronts obtained from all seven tradespaces, it can be seen that the right tail of
the confidence interval for the MAE of each design point is always longer, implying that there is
a greater range to which expense attributes can exceed than fall below their expected values.
Another observation is the confidence intervals become wider with each phase, which is
reflective of the increasing σ value for the expense attributes. While it is preferable to find a
design point whose right tail of its confidence interval lies before the maximum expense
constraint level, it also becomes increasingly difficult in later epochs due to the burgeoning
budget risks. This increase in confidence intervals is hence representative of the increasing
uncertainty and budget risks as time increases.
Typically, such risks accumulate over time as it becomes more difficult to predict levels of
expenditure later in the future. It is hence also more difficult to find designs that are always or
fully affordable at a later time during the development lifecycle. It was also observed that some
epochs are also more restrictive than others in terms of constraint levels, resulting in difference
sizes for the affordable solution region. In some epochs, almost all design points are in a wide
affordable solution region, hence allowing more choices for consideration, while in other epochs,
the affordable solution region is narrower and only a small number of design points are available
for down-selection.
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Phase 1 – Epoch 1: Mission 0 in Context 0-0

Figure 4-11: Epoch 1 Pareto front design points with 99% MAE confidence intervals

The design vector lists the factor levels for SYS-DV-1 to SYS-DV-9 and it is in the form:
[spacecraft_lifetime, initial_data_packet_capacity, annual_data_packet_usage_rate,
FSS_interface_communications_technology, terrestrial_capacity_real_option,
propulsion_type, payload_capacity, propellant_mass, launch_vehicle]

Performance vector for SYS-PA-1 to SYS-PA-4:
[ISL_capability, Annual_Free_Data_Capacity, Annual_Science_Value, Delta_V]

Expense vector for SYS-EA-1 to SYS-EA-3:
[Development Cost ($ million), LaunchCost ($ million), Development_Time (years)]

Table 4-9: Preferred designs for Epoch 1 – Mission 0 in Context 0-0
Epoch 1
Design
Number
(out of
17202
34560)
(2144( kg)

Risk

High
(1)

Type
Design
Performance
Expense

17190

Med

(2074 kg)

(2)

Design
Performance
Expense

17102

Low

(1454 kg)

(3)

Design
Performance

Expense

System Vector

[10,30000,25,3,1,3,100,1000,2]
[3,41250,2500,18465]
[3.20,5.46,2.5]
[10,30000,25,3,1,3,30,1000,2]
[3,43875,750,19345]
[3.20,5.28,2]
[10,30000,25,3,1,1,100,500,2]
[3,41250,2500,1239]
[3.20,3.70,1.25]
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Phase 2 – Epoch 2: Mission 1 in Context 0-0

Figure 4-12: Epoch 2 Pareto front design points with 99% MAE confidence intervals

Design vector for SYS-DV-1 to SYS-DV-9:
[spacecraft_lifetime, initial_data_packet_capacity, annual_data_packet_usage_rate,
FSS_interface_communications_technology, terrestrial_capacity_real_option,
propulsion_type, payload_capacity, propellant_mass, launch_vehicle]

Performance vector for SYS-PA-1 to SYS-PA-4:
[ISL_capability, Annual_Free_Data_Capacity, Annual_Science_Value, Delta_V]

Expense vector for SYS-EA-1 to SYS-EA-3:
[Development Cost ($ million), LaunchCost ($ million), Development_Time (years)]

Table 4-10: Preferred designs for Epoch 2 – Mission 1 in Context 0-0
Epoch 2
Design
Number
(out of
16830
34560)

Risk

Type

High

Design

(2636( kg)

(1)

17202

Med

(2144 kg)

(2)

Performance
Expense
Design
Performance
Expense

17190

Low

(2074 kg)

(3)

Design
Performance

Expense

System Vector

[10,30000,25,2,1,3,500,1000,2]
[2,26250,12500,14024]
[4.10,6.71,1.50]
[10,30000,25,3,1,3,100,1000,2]
[3,41250,2500,18467]
[3.20,5.46,2.50]
[10,30000,25,3,1,3,30,1000,2]
[3,43875,750,19348]
[3.20,5.28,2]
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Phase 3 – Epoch 3: Mission 2 in Context 0-0

Figure 4-13: Epoch 3 Pareto front design points with 99% MAE confidence intervals

Design vector for SYS-DV-1 to SYS-DV-9:
[spacecraft_lifetime, initial_data_packet_capacity, annual_data_packet_usage_rate,
FSS_interface_communications_technology, terrestrial_capacity_real_option,
propulsion_type, payload_capacity, propellant_mass, launch_vehicle]

Performance vector for SYS-PA-1 to SYS-PA-4:
[ISL_capability, Annual_Free_Data_Capacity, Annual_Science_Value, Delta_V]

Expense vector for SYS-EA-1 to SYS-EA-3:
[Development Cost ($ million), LaunchCost ($ million), Development_Time (years)]

Table 4-11: Preferred designs for Epoch 3 – Mission 2 in Context 0-0
Epoch 3
Design
Number
(out of
17202
34560)

Risk

Type

High

Design

(2144( kg)

(1)

17186

Med

Design

(1449 kg)

(2)

Performance

Performance
Expense

Expense

17102

Low

(1454 kg)

(3)

Design
Performance

Expense

System Vector

[10,30000,25,3,1,3,100,1000,2]
[3,41250,2500,18467]
[3.20,5.46,2.50]
[10,30000,25,3,1,3,30,500,2]
[3,43875,750,12443]
[3.20,3.69,2]
[10,30000,25,3,1,1,100,500,2]
[3,41250,2500,1239]
[3.20,3.70,1.25]
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Phase 4 – Epoch 10: Mission 3 in Context 0-1

Figure 4-14: Epoch 10 Pareto front design points with 99% MAE confidence intervals

Design vector for SYS-DV-1 to SYS-DV-9:
[spacecraft_lifetime, initial_data_packet_capacity, annual_data_packet_usage_rate,
FSS_interface_communications_technology, terrestrial_capacity_real_option,
propulsion_type, payload_capacity, propellant_mass, launch_vehicle]

Performance vector for SYS-PA-1 to SYS-PA-4:
[ISL_capability, Annual_Free_Data_Capacity, Annual_Science_Value, Delta_V]

Expense vector for SYS-EA-1 to SYS-EA-3:
[Development Cost ($ million), LaunchCost ($ million), Development_Time (years)]

Table 4-12: Preferred designs for Epoch 10 – Mission 3 in Context 0-1
Epoch 10
Design
Number
(out of
17198
34560)
(1519( kg)

Risk

Type

High

Design

17110

Med

(3134 kg)

(2)

(1)

Performance
Expense
Design
Performance
Expense

17102

Low

(1454 kg)

(3)

Design
Performance

Expense

System Vector

[10,30000,25,3,1,3,100,500,2]
[3,41250,2500,11737]
[3.20,1.93,2.50]
[10,30000,25,3,1,1,100,2000,2]
[3,41250,2500,2989]
[3.20,3.99,1.25]
[10,30000,25,3,1,1,100,500,2]
[3,41250,2500,1239]
[3.20,1.85,1.25]
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Phase 5 – Epoch 17: Mission 4 in Context 1-0

Figure 4-15: Epoch 17 Pareto front design points with 99% MAE confidence intervals

Design vector for SYS-DV-1 to SYS-DV-9:
[spacecraft_lifetime, initial_data_packet_capacity, annual_data_packet_usage_rate,
FSS_interface_communications_technology, terrestrial_capacity_real_option,
propulsion_type, payload_capacity, propellant_mass, launch_vehicle]

Performance vector for SYS-PA-1 to SYS-PA-4:
[ISL_capability, Annual_Free_Data_Capacity, Annual_Science_Value, Delta_V]

Expense vector for SYS-EA-1 to SYS-EA-3:
[Development Cost ($ million), LaunchCost ($ million), Development_Time (years)]

Table 4-13: Preferred designs for Epoch 17 – Mission 4 in Context 1-0
Epoch 17
Design
Number
(out of
17114
34560)

Risk

Type

High

Design

(1843( kg)

(1)

17102

Med

(1443 kg)

(2)

Performance
Expense
Design
Performance
Expense

17090

Low

(1373 kg)

(3)

Design
Performance

Expense

System Vector

[10,30000,25,3,1,1,500,500,2]
[4,26250,12500,931]
[2.16,4.69,0.75]
[10,30000,25,3,1,1,100,500,2]
[4,41250,2500,1251]
[2.16,3.67,0.625]
[10,30000,25,3,1,1,30,500,2]
[4,43875,750,1332]
[2.16,3.50,0.50]
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Phase 6 – Epoch 24: Mission 5 in Context 1-1

Figure 4-16: Epoch 24 Pareto front design points with 99% MAE confidence intervals

Design vector for SYS-DV-1 to SYS-DV-9:
[spacecraft_lifetime, initial_data_packet_capacity, annual_data_packet_usage_rate,
FSS_interface_communications_technology, terrestrial_capacity_real_option,
propulsion_type, payload_capacity, propellant_mass, launch_vehicle]

Performance vector for SYS-PA-1 to SYS-PA-4:
[ISL_capability, Annual_Free_Data_Capacity, Annual_Science_Value, Delta_V]

Expense vector for SYS-EA-1 to SYS-EA-3:
[Development Cost ($ million), LaunchCost ($ million), Development_Time (years)]

Table 4-14: Preferred designs for Epoch 24 – Mission 5 in Context 1-1
Epoch 24
Design
Number
(out of
17206
34560)

Risk

Type

High

Design

(3383( kg)

(1)

17194

Med

(3313 kg)

(2)

Performance
Expense
Design
Performance
Expense

17190

Low

(2063 kg)

(3)

Design
Performance

Expense

System Vector

[10,30000,25,3,1,3,100,2000,2]
[4,41250,2500,26305]
[2.16,4.31,1.25]
[10,30000,25,3,1,3,30,2000,2]
[4,43875,750,27218]
[2.16,4.22,1]
[10,30000,25,3,1,3,30,1000,2]
[4,43875,750,19501]
[2.16,2.63,1]
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Phase 7 – Epoch 19: Mission 0 in Context 1-1

Figure 4-17: Epoch 19 Pareto front design points with 99% MAE confidence intervals

Design vector for SYS-DV-1 to SYS-DV-9:
[spacecraft_lifetime, initial_data_packet_capacity, annual_data_packet_usage_rate,
FSS_interface_communications_technology, terrestrial_capacity_real_option,
propulsion_type, payload_capacity, propellant_mass, launch_vehicle]

Performance vector for SYS-PA-1 to SYS-PA-4:
[ISL_capability, Annual_Free_Data_Capacity, Annual_Science_Value, Delta_V]

Expense vector for SYS-EA-1 to SYS-EA-3:
[Development Cost ($ million), LaunchCost ($ million), Development_Time (years)]

Table 4-15: Preferred designs for Epoch 19 – Mission 0 in Context 1-1
Epoch 24
Design
Number

Risk

Type

17202
(
(2133 kg)

High

Design

(1)

Performance
Expense

17190

Med

(2063 kg)

(2)

Design
Performance
Expense

17106

Low

(2003 kg)

(3)

Design
Performance

Expense

System Vector

[10,30000,25,3,1,3,100,1000,2]
[4,41250,2500,18606]
[2.16,2.72,1.25]
[10,30000,25,3,1,3,30,1000,2]
[4,43875,750,19501]
[2.16,2.63,1]
[10,30000,25,3,1,1,100,1000,2]
[4,41250,2500,2034]
[2.16,2.55,0.625]
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4.10 Discussion of System Level Results
Now, comparing the design vectors of the preferred designs across all seven epochs, a number of
commonalities can be noted. Nearly all the designs are in the 17000 series, implying that a certain
combination of design variables enable the preferred designs to be Pareto optimal in these epochs.
Common design variables include a spacecraft lifetime of 10 years, initial data packet capacity
of 30000, data packet usage rate per kilogram of payload of 25, exercising the terrestrial capacity
real option, and using the Falcon 9 Heavy LV.
Slight variations are noted for the remaining design variables, namely the FSS communications
interface technology, propulsion technology, payload capacity and propellant mass. Higher risk
designs tended to use laser communications modules, more advanced propulsion systems like
electric propulsion, higher payload capacities, and carry more onboard propellant. This is
expected, as the usage of new technologies and the addition of more capabilities will incur higher
degrees of cost and time budget risks. However, the benefit of higher risk is having greater
performance attributes.
Higher risk designs generally have at least one attribute that is significantly greater than a
conservative lower risk design, such as greater ISL capability, higher annual free data packet
capacity, higher science value or higher delta-V. It is also interesting to note that there is an
inverse relationship between the annual free data packet capacity and science value. This trend is
also expected, as a greater science value implies a greater data usage rate, thereby decreasing the
annual free data packet capacity of the satellite.
Comparing the expense vectors, it is worth noting that the development costs of preferred designs
are almost always the same in each epoch. This is expected, as nearly all of the preferred designs
are in the 17000 series, implying that they have nearly similar design vectors. Development costs
for high, medium and low risk designs can remain almost similar due to the tradeoff among
propulsion type, payload capacity and propellant mass. Therefore, a high-risk design may have a
more advanced propulsion type, but lower payload capacity and propellant mass as compared to
the medium and low risk designs.
The launch cost, however, increases with the risk level. This trend can be explained by high-risk
designs having more payload capacity and onboard propellant, thereby increasing total mass and
launch cost of the satellite. A similar trend is also noted for the development time, where higherrisk designs have longer development times. This trend is also attributed to the same reason.
The total mass of each design was also tracked. The general trend is that higher-risk designs are
heavier, as they may be using more advanced propulsion technologies, or have higher payload
capacity, or carry more onboard propellant. However, there are instances where a higher risk
design is lighter than a lower risk design. This can be attributed to the tradeoff among the
aforementioned design variables. The masses of the satellites are between 1373 kg to 3383 kg,
thereby confirming the assumption that they are large satellites from the outset.
Therefore, these designs are possibly candidates for constellation development and they will be
used as design variables in the program-level tradespace model. Each of these satellites can
operate in LEO to support FSS operations, as they have satisfactory performance attributes such
as high ISL capability (Levels 3 and 4) and high initial data packet capacity (30000 packets).
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Annual science value and delta-V may vary more from satellite to satellite in different epochs, but
the satellites are designed accorded to the specified mission needs and contexts. If the epoch
demands greater science value, then the satellites designed will have greater science value
capacity. If the epoch demands an orbit reconfiguration, then the satellites designed will have
greater delta-V.
Therefore, the preferred designs selected for each epoch are determined to be Paretooptimal, as well as affordable and technically satisfactory within their corresponding
epochs.

4.11 Differences in using MAE and Cost

Figure 4-18: Comparing tradespaces for Epoch when MAU is plotted against MAE (left) and when MAU is
plotted against total cost (right).

A tradespace parameterized by MAU and cost was also plotted and compared against the
tradespace parameterized by MAU and MAE (same as Figure 4-2). The baseline color of the
tradespace is red in order to show the high, medium, and low risk designs clearly on both
tradespaces. There is clearly a difference in the tradespaces, and having MAE on the x-axis yields
a tradespace where the Pareto front is an obvious curve. The three preferred system designs
selected in Epoch 1 are shown in both tradespaces. Clearly, parameterizing a tradespace by MAU
and cost will guide decision makers towards choosing different preferred designs.
In this epoch, the medium risk design will not have been chosen at all in the MAU-Cost
tradespace as it is dominated by designs along its Pareto front. There is thus a strong likelihood
that Pareto frontier set designs in the MAU-Cost tradespace will become dominated designs in the
MAU-MAE space. While this comparison of tradespaces is not conducted for the remaining
epochs, there is sufficient indication to show that considering MAE and considering only cost can
yield substantially different results in tradespace analysis, especially when identifying Pareto
frontiers and selecting preferred designs.
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Therefore, the consideration of additional cost and time elements, as well as stakeholder
preferences towards these resource expenses, can provide new information about design concepts
that would not have been identified if only total cost was considered. Therefore, parameterizing a
tradespace by MAE instead of cost enables the conduct of a more holistic form of tradespace
exploration and provides decision makers with new information that can help them design for
affordability.

4.12 Summary of System Level Analysis
A tradespace model was formulated for system level analysis of an FSS-enabled satellite.
Uncertainty of the different expense elements was also accounted for through the use of
lognormal distribution with different variances. The Pareto fronts in selected tradespaces were
identified and three preferred system designs were eventually down-selected. Their design
variables and attributes were also further investigated to identify commonalities that may reveal
key design principles for affordability. The preferred system designs will then be used as design
variables for program level analysis.
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5 FEDERATED SATELLITE SYSTEMS
PROGRAM ANALYSIS
5.1

Program Definition

After selecting 3 preferred satellite system designs in each epoch, the design for affordability
process proceeds to program-level analysis. Program-level analysis seeks to determine the most
preferred program designs in each epoch, so that the most preferred satellite constellations could
be developed and launched. In each epoch, each program or constellation design contains
multiple units of one of the 3 preferred satellite system designs that may be developed in different
ways or work together to produce an emergent capability. The design variables, performance
attributes, and expense attributes will hence be different at the program level. The tradespace
formulation and exploration process conducted at the system level will be conducted for the
program level in the same manner, but with different design variables, with both new and
aggregated performance attributes, and with both new and aggregated expense attributes. Epoch
variables, development phases and contexts remain the same in accordance to the hypothetical
FSS development roadmap. A new performance attribute is constellation maneuverability, and
new expense attributes are labor cost, operations cost, retirement cost and waiting time to
launch. More attributes are expected since program-level analysis is logically more complex.
The key decision makers at all levels of the design process, be it system, program or
portfolio, are the FSSD and all the DMs.
The mission concept at the program level is then to develop a single satellite constellation
that has FSS-enabling capabilities, with stakeholder-desired levels for annual free data
capacity, annual science value, and maneuverability, as well as stakeholder-desired levels of
expenditure for constellation development cost, constellation launch cost, constellation labor
cost, constellation operations cost, constellation retirement cost, and waiting time prior to
constellation launch.
The performance, cost and schedule attributes are thus derived from the program-level mission
statement. These attributes are listed and described in Table 5-1, where system-level
performance attributes are labeled PRG-PA and system-level resource expense attributes are
labeled PRG-EA. Attributes across performance, cost and time are considered for the programlevel analysis in this case study. It is also assumed that all attributes are independent of each
other such that the stakeholder preferences for one attribute have no impact on the
preference for another.
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Table 5-1: Program Level Performance and Expense Attributes

Program Level
Attributes

Description

PRG-PA-1

The constellation annual free data capacity is a proxy measure of the
in-space data assets that a constellation can offer for opportunistic
sharing in the FSS. In this case study, it is simply calculated as the
product of the annual free data capacity per satellite and the number of
satellites in the constellation. However, this capacity may decrease
over time due to data storage. The annual constellation free data
capacity will be measured using “the number of free data packets
available”.

Constellation
Annual Free Data
Capacity

PRG-PA-2
Constellation
Annual Science
Value

PRG-PA-3
Constellation
Maneuverability

PRG-EA-1
Constellation
Development Cost

The constellation annual science value is a proxy measure of the
constellation annual contribution to space science. It can be calculated
by the payload mass and the annual data packet usage per kilogram of
payload. It assumes that the constellation is always in constant
operation. The unit of measurement for annual science value of a
constellation is the number of data packets.
The constellation maneuverability is a proxy measure of a
constellation’s ability to reconfigure all its satellites’ positions and
orbits in order to achieve maximum effect for FSS operations. Since all
satellites in a constellation have the same delta-V, they can alter the
constellation’s configuration in the same manner. The orbit altitude
and inclination angles can be changed to an extent determined by the
satellite’s delta-V. While the satellites are meant to serve FSS
operations mainly in LEO, they can also move out to other orbits to
fulfill different science missions if their delta-V capabilities permit.
The constellation development cost is the total monetary cost
required to design, construct, assemble, integrate and test all satellites
before they are ready for operations. It is calculated as the sum of the
development cost of all satellites. As satellites are now produced in
bulk, there may be economies of scale involved. With more satellites
produced, the greater the discount factor on the development cost
per satellite. It is measured in millions of dollars. The constellation
development cost is logically paid in fixed annual installments over the
duration of the program contract.
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Program Level
Attributes

Description

PRG-EA-2

The constellation launch cost is the total monetary cost required to
launch the constellation to LEO. It is calculated as the sum of the
launch cost of all satellites. It is a function of the total mass of the
satellite, including its onboard propellant, and it is dependent on the
choice of launch vehicle. However, given that all the satellites will not
be able to occupy the entire payload capacity of the Falcon 9 Heavy,
they may be a cost penalty applied. Occupying the capacity entirely
will make the launch most cost effective. If there is still capacity for
more payloads, the penalty is applied to account for the inefficiency in
payload capacity usage. The lower the percentage payload capacity of
the LV or RLV that the constellation occupies, the greater the cost
penalty. It is measured in millions of dollars. The constellation launch
is logically paid in fixed annual installments over the duration of the
program contract.

Constellation
Launch Cost

PRG-EA-3
Constellation
Labor Cost

PRG-EA-4
Constellation
Operations Cost

The constellation labor cost is the total monetary cost required to pay
the work force that is responsible for developing the satellite
constellation up till the time of launch. Assuming that there are a fixed
number of workers responsible for the development of one satellite at a
time and each worker is paid for a fixed salary per year, the
constellation labor cost can be found by multiplying the number of
workers by the annual fixed salary by the number of satellites being
developed at a time. A worker’s salary may also increase over time
when he stays longer in the development project. Hence, an interest
rate may be applied to it. The labor cost is measured in millions of
dollars. The annual constellation labor cost may hence increase over
the years up till the time of launch.
The constellation operations cost is the total monetary cost required
to operate all the satellites in the constellation. It is reflective of the
labor cost and maintenance cost required to keep the constellation
operating in its desired manner. This can be calculated by first
assuming a fixed cost for annual operations cost of a satellite, and then
multiplying it by the number of satellites in the constellation. The
annual constellation operations cost may also increase over time due to
inflation or economic fluctuations. Hence, it may increase over the
years up till the time of constellation retirement. An interest rate may
thus be applied to this cost. If the constellation is operated beyond its
projected lifetime, annual operations cost will continue to be incurred
at the same interest. It is measured in millions of dollars.
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Program Level
Attributes

Description

PRG-EA-5

The constellation retirement cost is the total monetary cost required
to retire and de-orbit all the satellites in a single instance. It can be
calculated by first assuming a fixed cost to retire a satellite, and then
multiplying it by the number of satellites in the constellation. If the
constellation is operated only up till its projected lifetime, then the
retirement cost is incurred at the end of the lifetime and it is nonrecurring. If the constellation is operated beyond its projected lifetime
and into legacy, then the retirement cost will not be incurred at all. It is
measured in millions of dollars.

Constellation
Retirement Cost

PRG-EA-6
Waiting Time To
Launch

5.2

The waiting time to launch is the number of years rounded up taken
for the entire constellation to be developed and launched. It is a
function of the total development time, which is dependent on how
long it takes to develop one satellite, how many satellites are being
developed at the same time, and the total number of satellites in the
constellation. The more satellites being developed concurrently, the
lower the total development time, but at the price of higher labor costs.
However, given that all the satellites will not be able to occupy the
entire payload capacity of the Falcon 9 Heavy, they may be a time
penalty applied. Occupying the capacity entirely will make the launch
most time- effective. If there is capacity for more payloads, the penalty
is applied to account for the inefficiency in payload capacity usage.
This time penalty simulates the extra time needed to wait on the
development of non-FSS space systems that will be loaded onto the
same LV. The lower the percentage payload capacity of the LV that the
constellation occupies, the greater the time penalty.

Program Level Design Variables

Six design variables have been chosen for program level design to drive the attributes described
above, and they are listed and described in Table 4-17. Assuming all combinations of design
variables will yield feasible architectures for a satellite constellation, there are a total of 1080
designs. The epoch variables considered for program level design are the same as that for system
level design and they are based on the assumptions made for laser communications and RLV
technology.
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Table 5-2: Program Level Design Variables

Design Variables

Description

Factor Levels
(units)

PRG-DV-1

3 preferred designs were chosen from the Pareto
frontier of the tradespace in each of the 7 epochs.
These designs are of high, medium and low risk
and they are possible candidates for constellation
development. A constellation of high-risk designs
may yield high performance, but there is a strong
likelihood that it will be unaffordable due to
compounding risks. On the other hand, a
constellation of low-risk designs may always be
affordable, but it is not comparable to higher-risk
designs in terms of performance.

High Risk (1)

Satellite System
Design Choice

Medium Risk (2)
Low Risk (3)

The 3 designs are labeled factor levels 1, 2 and 3.
The delta-V capability of the choice of satellite
will also directly impact the maneuverability of
the entire constellation. All other attributes and
design variables at the program level depends on
the system level attributes and design variables of
the single satellite system.
PRG-DV-2
Number of
Satellites

The number of satellites is an obvious design
variable for a satellite constellation. Having more
satellites in a constellation increases its coverage
and accessibility to customer spacecraft that wish to
leverage FSS capabilities. More satellites also mean
greater value to science since more missions can be
conducted.
However, it also entails more wet mass, thereby
increasing development cost, launch cost, labor
cost, operations cost and development time. There
is hence a tradeoff between FSS capabilities and
science value with costs, time and risk when
varying the number of satellites in the constellation.
The number of satellites is critical to program level
attributes that are based on the aggregation of
system level attributes.
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4 satellites
6 satellites
8 satellites
10 satellites
12 satellites

Design Variables

Description

Factor Levels
(units)

PRG-DV-3

The number of satellites in concurrent
development is the number of satellites being
developed at the same time. Increasing the number
of satellites in parallel development can ensure that
the constellation is launched in a much shorter time.
This way the satellite constellation will not miss the
opportunity to serve more customer spacecraft if
satellites are built one at a time over many years.
However, having more in parallel development
incurs higher labor cost since more people are
required to develop, assemble, integrate and test
multiple satellites at the same time. More facilities
are required and this is factored into the labor cost.

1 satellite

Number of
Satellites in
Concurrent
Development

PRG-DV-4
Constellation
Type

PRG-DV-5
Legacy Operation

PRG-DV-6

Program
Contract Length

2 satellites
3 satellites
4 satellites

Satellites in a constellation can be aggregated,
disaggregated or mixed. Satellites in an
aggregated constellation have payloads that are
designed to come together to produce an emergent
capability that can greatly increase value to science.
Satellites can also exist in a mixed orbit, where only
some but not all satellites have payloads that come
together to produce a smaller emergent capability.
Finally, disaggregated satellites have payloads that
do not work together for emergent capability.

Aggregated (1)
Disaggregated (2)
Mixed (3)

Some satellite constellations can be chosen to
operate for legacy, meaning that they remain in
operation well beyond their projected lifetimes till
they malfunction. If not operated for legacy, they
can be chosen to retire exactly or sometime after
their projected lifetimes.

Not for legacy (0)
For legacy (1)

Program contract length is an important design
variable, as it determines how costs are spread out
over the coming years. A longer contract length
means that the fixed installments are smaller and
decision makers can use this opportunity to develop
concurrent programs under the same budget. A
shorter contract length will produce the reverse.
Shorter program contract lengths of 4, 7 and 10
years are considered.

4 years
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7 years
10 years

5.3

Program Level Design-to-Value Mapping

DVM of the program design variables to the performance and resource attributes was then
performed and the results are shown in Table 5-3. More attention was paid to rows and columns
with high cumulative values to determine the variables and attributes that have the highest
degrees of interaction. Interactions with perceived matrix values of 9 will definitely be accounted
for in the system tradespace model, since they are the most critical. Not all interactions with
perceived values of 1 or 3 are accounted for.
Table 5-3: DVM for Satellite Constellation Program

Equations were then formulated for each interaction to establish the computerized model. These
program tradespace model equations are not shown in this section and they can be found in the
computer code attached in Appendix 2. The scientific principles used were based mainly on the
methods for spacecraft subsystem design prescribed by (Wertz and Larson, 2011). Some
equations were heuristically derived, as there were no precedent cases for reference. All the
equations and their basis for usage are described qualitatively below.
The number of satellites in the constellation is obviously a very important design variable, as it
affects many program level attributes that are calculated based on the aggregate sum of system
level attributes. Hence, it has significant impacts on constellation annual free data capacity,
constellation annual science value, total development cost, total launch cost, total labor cost, total
operations cost, total retirement cost, and waiting time to launch. It only does not have impact on
maneuverability because the delta-V capabilities are all the same.
The satellite design choice for the constellation is another obvious design variable, as it also
affects many program level attributes that are calculated based on the aggregate sum of system
level attributes. It has significant impacts on all performance attributes, total development cost,
total launch cost, and waiting time to launch. It has no impact on labor costs, operations costs and
retirement costs because they have been assumed to incur at the same rate in the program
tradespace model.
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The number of satellites in concurrent development affects only the total labor cost and
waiting time to launch. Having more satellites in parallel development will require a bigger
workforce, thereby incurring greater labor cost. However, the waiting time to launch is reduced
because the overall development time for all the satellites is reduced. Even if time penalties are
imposed, having a significant number of satellites in concurrent development can potentially
offset that penalty. It has no impact on performance attributes and other expense attributes.
The constellation type has significant impacts on annual free data capacity, annual science value
and operations cost. In an aggregated setup, the satellites can collaborate to produce emergent
capabilities that can greatly increase annual science value. However, in order to produce this new
capability, a significant amount of data packet capacity has to be consumed and this reduces the
annual free data packet capacity that may facilitate FSS operations. In a mixed setup, only some
but not all satellites will collaborate and produce the emergent capability. Hence, the increase in
annual science and decrease in data packet capacity is of a lesser degree. In a disaggregated setup,
all satellites are independently functioning and the annual science value is simply the sum of
science values of all the satellites. There is no decrease in free data packet capacity, as no
emergent capability is produced. The constellation type also affects operations cost, as having
some kind of emergent capability requires more work on the ground for monitoring and
assessment, thereby increasing operations cost. Therefore, an aggregated constellation will have
the highest operations cost.
The choice of legacy operation has a significant impact on operations cost but a smaller impact
on annual free data capacity. If operated for legacy, the satellites have to operate well beyond
their projected lifetimes and this increases total operations cost for the entire constellation when
accumulated over many years. It has a smaller impact on annual free data capacity, as a
constellation operated for legacy may experience equipment degradation over many years. This
can be represented by apply a discount rate to the annual free data capacity during its years of
operation.
The program contract length only has little impact on total development cost and launch cost,
but it actually has more impact on the annual development and launch cost. Since the
development and launch cost for the constellation is paid in installments over the agreed duration
for the contract, a shorter contract length will imply a higher fixed installment and a longer
contract length will imply a lower installment. Despite its low impact, it is still kept as a program
design variable, as it will greatly affect the cost commitment profile of a program over its
development lifecycle. Its relevance will be seen later in portfolio level analysis.
The epoch variable of Laser Communications TRL has significant impacts on annual free data
capacity and total development cost, but a smaller impact on waiting time to launch. When the
TRL increases in the future, ISL capability of the satellites reaches to an unprecedented new level
and more data packet capacity will be consumed in support of FSS operations. Development cost
and development time also decreases significantly due to maturity in technology. The epoch
variable of RLV TRL is perceived to only have impacts on the launch cost. If the TRL increases
in the future, more launches can be conducted every year and this can significantly reduce the
launch cost per kilogram of any spacecraft.
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5.4

Generation of Program Tradespaces and Design Identification

The program tradespace model was then developed. Design vectors, performance vectors and
expense vectors for the 1080 designs were obtained for the 7 selected epochs. New program
stakeholder preferences were hypothetically established. MAUT was then applied and a unique
SAU curve was obtained for each attribute in each epoch. The SAU curves are not described or
shown for purposes of brevity. MAE and MAU values were calculated for all designs and
illustrated on a scatter plot for each of the 7 epochs. Upper bound constraints on all expense
attributes meant to simulate program monetary and time budget were also hypothetically created
based on the epoch description to give maximum expense constraint levels. These lines are
colored in magenta. Similarly, lower bound constraints were hypothetically created based on
epoch descriptions to give minimum utility constraint levels. These lines are colored in red.
The intersection between the closest design point on the tradespace and the minimum utility
constraint level then gives the derived minimum expected expense level. These lines are
colored in green. The constraint levels were applied to every tradespace to determine the
affordable solution region. The constraint levels for each epoch are shown in vectors below.
Program Minimum Performance Constraint
Science Value, Maneuverability]
Epoch 1:

[250000, 25000, 1]

Epoch 2:

[250000, 100000, 1]

Epoch 3:

[250000, 25000, 1]

Epoch 10:

[250000, 20000, 2]

Epoch 17:

[250000, 50000, 2]

Epoch 24:

[300000, 15000, 3]

Epoch 19:

[300000, 25000, 2]

Levels

=

[Annual

Data

Capacity,

Annual

Program Maximum Expense Constraint Levels = [Development Cost ($m), Launch Cost
($m), Labor Cost ($m), Operations Cost ($m), Retirement Cost ($m), Waiting Time to
Launch (Years), Program Contract Length (Years)*]
Epoch 1:

[25.0, 60, 250, 35, 10, 10, 10]

Epoch 2:

[25.0, 55, 225, 30, 10, 10, 7]

Epoch 3:

[25.0, 55, 200, 30, 10, 10, 7]

Epoch 10:

[22.5, 50, 200, 27.5, 10, 10, 7]

Epoch 17:

[22.5, 45, 200, 25, 6, 8, 7]

Epoch 24:

[22.5, 45, 200, 25, 6, 8, 7]

Epoch 19:

[20.0, 40, 180, 25, 6, 8, 7]

2 or 3 preferred designs for a satellite constellation are then chosen from the affordable solution.
Like system level analysis, a high-risk (black), medium-risk (red), and low-risk (cyan)
program designs were selected. Neither the Pareto front nor the MAE confidence intervals were
identified for program level analysis in this case study. Hence, the ‘risk’ assumed in this analysis
is the measure of how close the MAE value of a program design point is to the maximum expense
constraint level. The closer it is to the maximum expense line, the more risky it is. However, they
can be done in future studies should decision makers be interested in the probabilities of selected
program designs remaining affordable. The results of program level tradespace analysis are
shown in the subsequent figures below.
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CONSTELLATION 1 – Developed in Epoch 1: Mission 0 in Context 0-0 (100% Yield)

Figure 5-1: System Tradespace for Phase 1 – Epoch 1 – Mission 0 in Context 0-0

The design vector lists the factor levels for PRG-DV-1 to PRG-DV-6:
[satellite_system_design, number_of_satellites,
number_of_satellites_in_concurrent_deelopment, constellation_type, legacy_operation,
program_contract_length]

The performance vector lists the factor levels for PRG-PA-1 to PRG-PA-3:
[Annual_Free_Data_Capacity, Annual_Science_Value, Maneuverability]

The expense vector lists the factor levels for PRG-EA-1 to PRG-EA-6:
[Total_Development_Cost ($ million), Total_Launch_Cost ($ million), Total_Labor_Cost ($
million), Total_Operations_Cost ($ million), Total_Retirement_Cost ($ million),
Waiting_time_to_launch (years), Program_Contract_Length (years)*]

Table 5-4: Preferred designs for Epoch 1 – Mission 0 in Context 0-0
Epoch 1
Design
Number
349
(

Risk

Type

High

Design

(1)

Performance
Expense

283

Med
(2)

Design
Performance
Expense

1051

Low
(3)

Design
Performance

Expense

Program Vector

[1,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,3]
[30.76,58.97,251.56,6.03,12,10,4]
[1,10,4,3,0,4]
[330000,28125,3]
[27.23,49.15,220.53,5.03,10,9,4]
[3,12,3,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,1]
[30.76,44.44,143.24,6.03,12,8,4]
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CONSTELLATION 2 – Developed in Epoch 2: Mission 1 in Context 0-0 (100% Yield)

Figure 5-2: System Tradespace for Phase 2 – Epoch 2 – Mission 1 in Context 0-0

The design vector lists the factor levels for PRG-DV-1 to PRG-DV-6:
[satellite_system_design, number_of_satellites,
number_of_satellites_in_concurrent_deelopment, constellation_type, legacy_operation,
program_contract_length]

The performance vector lists the factor levels for PRG-PA-1 to PRG-PA-3:
[Annual_Free_Data_Capacity, Annual_Science_Value, Maneuverability]

The expense vector lists the factor levels for PRG-EA-1 to PRG-EA-6:
[Total_Development_Cost ($ million), Total_Launch_Cost ($ million), Total_Labor_Cost ($
million), Total_Operations_Cost ($ million), Total_Retirement_Cost ($ million),
Waiting_time_to_launch (years), Program_Contract_Length (years)*]

Table 5-5: Preferred designs for Epoch 2 – Mission 1 in Context 0-0
Epoch 2
Design
Number
331
(

Risk

Type

High

Design

(1)

Performance
Expense

181

Med
(2)

Design
Performance
Expense

109

Low
(3)

Design
Performance

Expense

Program Vector

[1,12,3,2,0,4]
[315000,150000,3]
[39.40,64.45,122.13,6.03,12,7,4]
[1,8,3,1,0,4]
[126000,125000,3]
[29.55,48.34,102.03,4.02,8,6,4]
[1,6,3,1,0,4]
[94500,93750,3]
[23.39,40.28,102.03,3.02,6,6,4]
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CONSTELLATION 3 – Developed in Epoch 3: Mission 2 in Context 0-0 (100% Yield)

Figure 5-3: System Tradespace for Phase 3 – Epoch 3 – Mission 2 in Context 0-0

The design vector lists the factor levels for PRG-DV-1 to PRG-DV-6:
[satellite_system_design, number_of_satellites,
number_of_satellites_in_concurrent_deelopment, constellation_type, legacy_operation,
program_contract_length]

The performance vector lists the factor levels for PRG-PA-1 to PRG-PA-3:
[Annual_Free_Data_Capacity, Annual_Science_Value, Maneuverability]

The expense vector lists the factor levels for PRG-EA-1 to PRG-EA-6:
[Total_Development_Cost ($ million), Total_Launch_Cost ($ million), Total_Labor_Cost ($
million), Total_Operations_Cost ($ million), Total_Retirement_Cost ($ million),
Waiting_time_to_launch (years), Program_Contract_Length (years)*]

Table 5-6: Preferred designs for Epoch 3 – Mission 2 in Context 0-0
Epoch 3
Design
Number
349
(

Risk

Type

High

Design

(1)

Performance
Expense

1069

Med
(2)

Design
Performance
Expense

889

Low
(3)

Design
Performance

Expense

Program Vector

[1,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,3]
[30.76,58.98,251.56,6.03,12,10,4]
[3,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,1]
[30.76,44.44,162.84,6.03,12,7,4]
[3,8,2,2,0,4]
[330000,20000,1]
[23.07,44.44,110.27,4.02,8,9,4]
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CONSTELLATION 4 – Developed in Epoch 10: Mission 3 in Context 0-1 (100% Yield)

Figure 5-4: System Tradespace for Phase 4 – Epoch 10 – Mission 3 in Context 0-1

The design vector lists the factor levels for PRG-DV-1 to PRG-DV-6:
[satellite_system_design, number_of_satellites,
number_of_satellites_in_concurrent_deelopment, constellation_type, legacy_operation,
program_contract_length]

The performance vector lists the factor levels for PRG-PA-1 to PRG-PA-3:
[Annual_Free_Data_Capacity, Annual_Science_Value, Maneuverability]

The expense vector lists the factor levels for PRG-EA-1 to PRG-EA-6:
[Total_Development_Cost ($ million), Total_Launch_Cost ($ million), Total_Labor_Cost ($
million), Total_Operations_Cost ($ million), Total_Retirement_Cost ($ million),
Waiting_time_to_launch (years), Program_Contract_Length (years)*]

Table 5-7: Preferred designs for Epoch 10 – Mission 3 in Context 0-1
Epoch 10
Design
Number
349
(

Risk

Type

High

Design

(1)

Performance
Expense

1069

Med
(2)

Design
Performance
Expense

Program Vector

[1,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,3]
[30.76,46.43,284.14,6.03,12,11,4]
[3,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,1]
[30.76,44.44,162.84,6.03,12,7,4]
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CONSTELLATION 5 – Developed in Epoch 17: Mission 4 in Context 1-0 (100% Yield)

Figure 5-5: System Tradespace for Phase 5 – Epoch 17 – Mission 4 in Context 1-0

The design vector lists the factor levels for PRG-DV-1 to PRG-DV-6:
[satellite_system_design, number_of_satellites,
number_of_satellites_in_concurrent_deelopment, constellation_type, legacy_operation,
program_contract_length]

The performance vector lists the factor levels for PRG-PA-1 to PRG-PA-3:
[Annual_Free_Data_Capacity, Annual_Science_Value, Maneuverability]

The expense vector lists the factor levels for PRG-EA-1 to PRG-EA-6:
[Total_Development_Cost ($ million), Total_Launch_Cost ($ million), Total_Labor_Cost ($
million), Total_Operations_Cost ($ million), Total_Retirement_Cost ($ million),
Waiting_time_to_launch (years), Program_Contract_Length (years)*]

Table 5-8: Preferred designs for Epoch 17 – Mission 4 in Context 1-0
Epoch 17
Design
Number
331
(

Risk

Type

High

Design

(1)

Performance
Expense

1051

Med
(2)

Design
Performance
Expense

Program Vector

[1,12,3,2,0,4]
[315000,150000,1]
[20.77,50.68,82.88,6.03,12,5,4]
[3,12,3,2,0,4]
[526500,9000,1]
[20.77,41.95,82.88,6.03,12,5,4]
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CONSTELLATION 6 – Developed in Epoch 24: Mission 5 in Context 1-1 (100% Yield)

Figure 5-6: System Tradespace for Phase 6 – Epoch 24 – Mission 5 in Context 1-1

The design vector lists the factor levels for PRG-DV-1 to PRG-DV-6:
[satellite_system_design, number_of_satellites,
number_of_satellites_in_concurrent_deelopment, constellation_type, legacy_operation,
program_contract_length]

The performance vector lists the factor levels for PRG-PA-1 to PRG-PA-3:
[Annual_Free_Data_Capacity, Annual_Science_Value, Maneuverability]

The expense vector lists the factor levels for PRG-EA-1 to PRG-EA-6:
[Total_Development_Cost ($ million), Total_Launch_Cost ($ million), Total_Labor_Cost ($
million), Total_Operations_Cost ($ million), Total_Retirement_Cost ($ million),
Waiting_time_to_launch (years), Program_Contract_Length (years)*]

Table 5-9: Preferred designs for Epoch 24 – Mission 5 in Context 1-1
Epoch 24
Design
Number
349
(

Risk

Type

High

Design

(1)

Performance
Expense

691

Med
(2)

Design
Performance
Expense

Program Vector

[1,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,4]
[20.78,82.71,110.51,6.03,12,5,4]
[2,12,3,2,0,4]
[526500,9000,4]
[20.77,80.99,82.88,6.03,12,5,4]
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CONSTELLATION 7 – Developed in Epoch 19: Mission 0 in Context 1-1 (100% Yield)

Figure 5-7: System Tradespace for Phase 7 – Epoch 19 – Mission 0 in Context 1-1

The design vector lists the factor levels for PRG-DV-1 to PRG-DV-6:
[satellite_system_design, number_of_satellites,
number_of_satellites_in_concurrent_deelopment, constellation_type, legacy_operation,
program_contract_length]

The performance vector lists the factor levels for PRG-PA-1 to PRG-PA-3:
[Annual_Free_Data_Capacity, Annual_Science_Value, Maneuverability]

The expense vector lists the factor levels for PRG-EA-1 to PRG-EA-6:
[Total_Development_Cost ($ million), Total_Launch_Cost ($ million), Total_Labor_Cost ($
million), Total_Operations_Cost ($ million), Total_Retirement_Cost ($ million),
Waiting_time_to_launch (years), Program_Contract_Length (years)*]

Table 5-10: Preferred designs for Epoch 19 – Mission 0 in Context 1-1
Epoch 19
Design
Number

Risk

Type

349
(

High

Design

(1)

Performance
Expense

277

Med
(2)

Design
Performance
Expense

1051

Low
(3)

Design
Performance

Expense

Program Vector

[1,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,3]
[20.77,58.66,136.04,6.03,12,6,4]
[1,10,4,2,0,4]
[412500,25000,3]
[18.39,48.88,136.04,5.03,10,6,4]
[3,12,3,3,1,7]
[396000,33750,1]
[20.77,55.08,82.88,38.05,0,5,7]
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An interesting observation was made in both Constellations 1, 4 and 6, where there are points
outside the affordable solution region that have expense levels lower than the derived expected
minimum expense constraint level and utility levels higher than the minimum utility constraint
level. This observation reflects the nature of the minimum utility constraint level, which has been
imposed upon externally without knowledge of the program tradespace model and its outputs.
Therefore, it is not surprising to find better program designs that can exist and they may be
outside the affordable solution region that is bounded by externally imposed constraint levels.
A possible solution to this discrepancy will be to have an a posteriori derived minimum utility
constraint level. This new minimum utility constraint level will pass through the newly identified
design point with better value. This in turn warrants the need to plot an a posteriori derived
expected minimum expense constraint level that will pass through the same design point. As such,
an a posteriori affordable solution region can be obtained to facilitate the search for new
solutions. This potential transformation is illustrated in Figure 5-8.
A"posteriori"derived" A"posteriori""aﬀordable"
solu/on"region"
expected"minimum"
expense"

Newly&
iden*ﬁed&
design&

Newly&
iden*ﬁed&
design&

A"posteriori"derived"
minimum"u/lity"

Figure 5-8: Demonstrating transformation to a posteriori constraint levels to determine a posteriori
affordable solution region

This transformation can help reflect new knowledge that has been obtained through tradespace
exploration. New information of better value designs with lower expense and higher utility could
also be relayed to the authorities responsible for imposing the minimum utility constraint levels.
This can help authorities update their mental models about designing satellite constellations in
future. Transformations were not performed for the above tradespaces, as it was observed that the
preferred designs would still remain in the transformed affordable solution region. Although this
new region may contain new low- and medium-risk program designs, a second round of program
design selection was not performed since it is beyond the scope of this thesis. Therefore, the
preferred program designs selected in the above tradespaces remain valid.
After selecting two or three preferred program designs along the Pareto front of the tradespace for
every epoch, there are now 34 × 23 = 648 possible portfolio designs using a full factorial
combination. A number of commonalities were observed among all the program designs chosen.
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Firstly, majority of the constellation designs were using either the high-risk (Satellite Choice 1) or
low-risk (Satellite Choice 3) satellite design. However, the number of designs chosen per epoch is
too small to make only conclusive statements as to why only these two satellite design choices
constitute all the satellite constellation designs. If more preferred designs were selected per
epoch, there is a greater likelihood that a constellation design with medium-risk satellites will be
available.
Secondly, it also appears that majority of the constellations, especially the high-risk program
designs, will contain 12 satellites. Having more satellites is advantageous, as there is likely to be
more free data packet capacity and science value on a whole. Also, there is more redundancy and
performance of the constellations will not be as critically impacted should malfunctions occur.
Thirdly, majority of the constellations are to develop by having 3 or 4 satellites in concurrent
development. Although high rates of concurrent development are costly, they can significantly
reduce the development schedule and ensure that a constellation can be launched in the period it
was intended. Therefore, the trade between cost and schedule can be inferred through this
observation of all program design vectors.
Fourthly, a majority of the constellations have disaggregated architectures, meaning that they are
not designed to perform a new task that is highly dependent on the aggregate and emergent
capabilities of constituent satellites. This result ties with recent shifts towards disaggregated space
architectures for lower cost and risk (Taverney – Space Review, 2011). This also reflects the
tradeoff among performance, cost and risk. Having an aggregated constellation could derive more
science value to stakeholders as science experiments of unprecedented scales could be conducted.
However, aggregated architectures have lower levels of redundancy and are require more
resources to develop. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between aggregation for greater science value
and disaggregation for lower cost and shorter development times.
Lastly, almost all the constellations are not to be operated for legacy. This is also aligned to the
notion of affordability, as programs operated for legacy incur operations cost that increase
annually due to the growing reliance on obsolete technology to serve new purposes. Therefore,
retiring a constellation at the end of its expected design lifetime will help save cost and time for
the entire program. Also, a shorter contract length of 4 years is also common to all program
designs. Although higher installments have to be paid across a shorter contract period, it prevents
more cost from being accumulated in later years, where it becomes increasingly difficult to
manage budgetary and mission uncertainties. Therefore, shorter contract lengths can prevent the
accumulation of cost commitments from across all constellations over the portfolio lifecycle.
Overall, a number of tradeoffs among aggregate performance, cost and schedule could be seen in
program level analysis. This allows affordable solutions within each epoch to be chosen in an
informed manner. However, the constellations chosen have to operate across multiple epochs, and
solutions that are affordable in one epoch may not be unaffordable in another. Therefore, there is
a need to determine how the utilities and expenses of each constellation fare across other epochs.
If there are solutions that become unaffordable over time, there is going to be fewer than 648
possible portfolio designs obtained.
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5.5

Expense and Utility Trajectories for Constellation Designs

Recalling that the 7 epochs are chosen and arranged in this sequence to simulate the seven
development phases required for achieving FSS capability, a new and different satellite
constellation is always developed at the start of every epoch. This means that there are a total of
seven satellite constellations that would have participated or are still participating in FSS
operations after the final launch is conducted. In this case study, a constellation launched in one
epoch is expected to operate in its current epoch and the epochs beyond to sustain FSS
operations. If chosen to operate for legacy, the constellation is expected to operate through its
current epoch, future epochs and beyond since no external or internal disturbances are considered
in this tradespace model.
If not operated for legacy, the constellation may be retired at a chosen time before the end of the
seventh epoch, depending on mission and budget needs of the FSSD and DMs. As described in
the hypothetical mission development timeline, a satellite constellation is developed five years
before the start of the epoch and its projected launch. After which, it is expected to operate
throughout that epoch and the epochs beyond. Over the course of operation, a satellite
constellation is expected to fulfill unique performance requirements and keep within expense
budgets when it transits from epoch to epoch. This is known as an affordable satellite
constellation that is able to operate across multiple epochs. When described using the terms in
MATE and EEA, this is an affordable solution that will remain within different affordable
solution regions and above the minimum utility constraint levels across multiple epochs.
A fully affordable solution is thus one that does so for all epochs considered, while a partially
affordable solution is one that only does so for some but not all of the epochs. A partially
affordable solution can possibly transit from being affordable in one epoch and to being
unaffordable in the next, and vice versa. Therefore, it will be of best interest if at least one fully
affordable satellite constellation can be identified for every epoch so that all participating
constellations will be affordable across all considered epochs. This eventually increases the
probability that the entire portfolio development, launch and operation are also affordable. As
demonstrated in the simple Space Tug case study described in Chapter 3, plotting the changes in
utility and expense for different designs across multiple epochs can facilitate the identification of
affordable designs. Therefore, the same approach is taken here, and the trajectories for high,
medium and low risk designs selected in each epoch are plotted across multiple epochs.
Histograms are also plotted for the high-, medium- and low- risk designs to illustrate the number
of epochs in an era during which they remain in the corresponding affordable solution regions.
However, there is a difference in the meanings of the trajectories applied to the FSS case study
and the Space Tug example. In the Space Tug example, the constraint levels in each epoch are
applied to the same set of Space Tug program designs. In the FSS case study, the constraint levels
for one epoch not only applies to the development, launch and operation of a set of constellation
designs that is projected for launch in the same epoch, but also to the operation of other sets of
constellation designs that were developed, launched and commenced operation in earlier epochs.
For example, a constellation projected for launch and operation in Epoch 1 is expected to fulfill
constraint level requirements that are meant for the constellation projected for launch and
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operation in Epoch 2. This difference is important when comparing utility and expense
trajectories for a particular set of constellation designs.
CONSTELLATION 1 – Developed in Epoch 1: Mission 0 in Context 0-0
U1lity'Trajectory'

Expense'Trajectory'

Figure 5-9: Expense trajectory plot, Utility trajectory plot, and Histogram of number of epochs in
affordable solution region for each design for Constellation 1 – Epoch 1: Mission 0 in Context 0-0

The expense trajectories for the preferred designs from Epoch 1 show that all three program
designs remain affordable across all seven epochs. From a resource-centric perspective, all three
designs are possible options for portfolio development. However, the utility trajectories show that
the medium and low risk designs will fall below the minimum utility constraint level for Epoch 2.
The histograms show that the medium- and low-risk designs confirm that they are above the
minimum utility level for only six out of seven epochs. All three designs experience a sharp drop
in utility because the constraint level for science value in Epoch 2, which emphasizes the conduct
of more space science, is a minimum of 100000 data packets of scientific data. All three designs
can only contribute less than 50000 data packets to science value, hence accounting for the drop
in utility. Only the high-risk design can generate sufficient science value to have a utility level
just barely above the constraint level in Epoch 2. While all three solutions are largely feasible and
affordable, the FSSD and DM1 are likely to pick the high-risk design (Number 349) as the only
fully affordable solution that will be applied to portfolio level analysis.
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CONSTELLATION 2 – Developed in Epoch 2: Mission 1 in Context 0-0
U1lity'Trajectory'

Expense'Trajectory'

Figure 5-10: Expense trajectory plot, Utility trajectory plot, and Histogram of number of epochs in
affordable solution region for each design for Constellation 2 – Epoch 2: Mission 1 in Context 0-0

The expense trajectories for the preferred designs from Epoch 2 show that all three program
designs selected from the tradespace in this epoch remain affordable across all six epochs. The
low-risk design, however, actually drops below the derived minimum expense level for Epoch 10,
thus implying potential cost savings when operating the low-risk constellation in that epoch. The
corresponding utility trajectories show that all three designs can perform above the minimum
performance constraint levels across all six epochs. The utilities of all three designs generally
decrease from Epoch 2 to Epoch 10 because of the increasing emphasis on annual free data
capacity, but the three preferred constellations for Epoch 2 are designed to perform more science
missions than simply to fulfill FSS objectives. Another point worth noting is that the low risk
design is marginally above the constraint levels most of the time, but demonstrate a much higher
level of utility relative to the utility constraint level in Epoch 10. This is because Epoch 10 only
requires 20000 data packets of annual science value, but the low-risk design can potentially
generate 93750 packets. However, its utility is at its lowest because it is unable to meet the
minimum annual free data capacity constraint level of 250000 data packets in Epoch 10.
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The low-risk design in Epoch 2 is a very special design because it actually becomes
unexpectedly affordable as compared to a constellation projected for Epoch 10 that has to incur
a minimum expense in order to meet a minimum utility constraint. It incurs an expense lower
than the derived minimum expected expense level for that epoch, and yet still achieve a utility
level above the minimum required utility. Therefore, this low-risk design can exhibit cost-savings
and ‘value-for-money’ attributes in Epoch 10. As all three solutions are largely feasible and
affordable, the FSSD and DM2 are likely to pick all three designs as the fully affordable
solutions that will be applied to portfolio level analysis.
CONSTELLATION 3 – Developed in Epoch 3: Mission 2 in Context 0-0

U1lity'Trajectory'

Expense'Trajectory'

Figure 5-11: Expense trajectory plot, Utility trajectory plot, and Histogram of number of epochs in
affordable solution region for each design for Constellation 3 – Epoch 3: Mission 2 in Context 0-0

The expense trajectories for the preferred designs from Epoch 3 show that all three program
designs selected from the tradespace in this epoch remain affordable across all five epochs. The
low-risk design also appears to incur higher expense than the medium-risk design from Epoch 10
onwards. The utility trajectories for the three designs, however, show that the low-risk design is
the only one that is unable to meet the minimum utility constraint level from Epoch 17 onwards,
despite incurring a higher degree of monetary and time investment than the medium-risk design.
Despite having a high annual free data packet capacity of 330000, the low-risk design is unable to
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meet the minimum utility requirement as it only has an overall maneuverability level of 1 and a
low annual science value of 20000 packets. The medium and high-risk designs are technically
superior with a higher annual free data packet capacity of 495000 and an annual science value of
30000 packets. This means that this constellation does not have a high degree of mobility and
may not always have the capability to reconfigure quickly to meet dynamic market demands for
FSS data assets. Therefore, the FSSD and DM3 are likely to pick only the high-risk (Number
349) and medium-risk (1069) designs as the fully affordable solutions that will be applied to
portfolio level analysis.
CONSTELLATION 4 – Developed in Epoch 10: Mission 3 in Context 0-1
U1lity'Trajectory'

Expense'Trajectory'

Figure 5-12: Expense trajectory plot, Utility trajectory plot, and Histogram of number of epochs in
affordable solution region for each design for Constellation 4 – Epoch 10: Mission 3 in Context 0-1

The expense trajectories for the preferred designs from Epoch 10 show that the two program
designs selected from the tradespace in this epoch remain affordable across all four epochs. The
utility trajectories also show that both designs are always above the minimum utility level across
all four epochs. The sharp drop in utility in Epoch 17 is due to the minimum annual science value
being raised from 25000 to 50000 data packets from Epoch 10 to Epoch 17. Both designs are
capable of only generating an annual science value of 30000 packets. As both designs are largely
feasible and affordable, the FSSD and DM4 are likely to pick both designs as the fully
affordable solutions that will be applied to portfolio level analysis.
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CONSTELLATION 5 – Developed in Epoch 17: Mission 4 in Context 1-0
U1lity'Trajectory'

Expense'Trajectory'

Figure 5-13: Expense trajectory plot, Utility trajectory plot, and Histogram of number of epochs in
affordable solution region for each design for Constellation 5 – Epoch 17: Mission 4 in Context 1-0

The expense trajectories for the preferred designs from Epoch 17 show that both program designs
selected from the tradespace in this epoch remain affordable across all three epochs. Both designs
appear marginally close to the derived minimum expected expense constraint level and there
might be doubts about their performance levels. This suspicion is confirmed by the utility
trajectories, which are generally low as both designs have a maneuverability level of 1. The
medium-risk design does not exhibit a sufficient increase in utility over time to be able to meet
the minimum utility constraint levels for Epochs 24 and 19. The high-risk design is just above the
minimum utility levels for Epochs 17 and 19, because it has a high annual free data packet
capacity of 315000 and a high annual science value of 150000 packets.
However, it dips below the minimum utility level in Epoch 24, which is the reconfiguration
mission that requires a high degree of maneuverability and high delta-V for its constituent
satellites. As such, the high-risk design is partly but not fully affordable. However, the high-risk
design is the closest one to utopia within the affordable solution region and there are no bettervalue designs in the tradespace (See Figure 4-23). Therefore, the FSSD and DM5 are likely to
pick only the high-risk design (Number 331) as the only partly affordable solutions that will
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be applied to portfolio level analysis. The tradespace and trajectories for this epoch are clear
indications that there will be cases where there are no fully affordable solutions across the epochs
considered. The solution(s) with the most number of epochs during which it is affordable will be
preferred.
CONSTELLATION 6 – Developed in Epoch 24: Mission 5 in Context 1-1
U1lity'Trajectory'

Expense'Trajectory'

Figure 5-14: Expense trajectory plot, Utility trajectory plot, and Histogram of number of epochs in
affordable solution region for each design for Constellation 6 – Epoch 24: Mission 5 in Context 1-1

The expense and utility trajectories for the preferred designs from Epoch 24 show that the two
preferred designs selected from the tradespace in this epoch remain affordable across the last two
epochs. Both designs have very high annual free data packet capacity of nearly 500000 and have
the highest level of maneuverability given that their constituent satellites have high delta-V
capabilities. The results for this epoch is straightforward, so the FSSD and DM6 are likely to pick
both designs as the fully affordable solutions that will be applied to portfolio level analysis.
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CONSTELLATION 7 – Developed in Epoch 19: Mission 0 in Context 1-1
U1lity'Trajectory'

Expense'Trajectory'

Figure 5-15: Expense trajectory plot, Utility trajectory plot, and Histogram of number of epochs in
affordable solution region for each design for Constellation 7 – Epoch 19: Mission 0 in Context 1-1

No expense and utility trajectories are available for the preferred designs in Epoch 19, as they are
chosen in the last epoch. This is a Single-Epoch Analysis. The three program designs selected
from the tradespace in this epoch are affordable, as they are all above the minimum utility and
derived minimum expected expense constraint levels. The results for this epoch is
straightforward, so the FSSD and DM6 are likely to pick all 3 designs as fully affordable
solutions that will be applied to portfolio level analysis.

5.6

Discussion of Program Level Analysis Results

Through the analysis of these trajectories, different programs with varying performance and
expense attributes can be identified. As these program designs are selected on the basis that they
remain above the constraint levels for most or if not all of the epochs, they are considered to be
both cost-effective and time-effective within the definitions of affordability. They also have a
satisfactory level of performance, which is perceived by stakeholders and decision makers to be
sufficient for fulfilling different mission requirements across multiple epochs. Depending on the
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needs and contexts of each epoch, stakeholder preferences and swing weights on program
performance and expense attributes are changed accordingly to yield different program
tradespaces and different affordable solution regions.
Two or three program designs along the Pareto front constrained by the affordable solution region
were then selected. A series of multi-epoch and single-era analyses was then conducted for
multiple sets of designs corresponding to different epochs to determine their degrees of
affordability. If both the utility and expense trajectories of a design are always above their
respective constraint levels, the design is considered fully affordable across those sequenced
epochs. However, if either the utility and/or expense trajectory of a design breaches a constraint
level and still perceived to be acceptable by stakeholders, then the design is considered partially
affordable. Should such designs are deemed unacceptable or if more designs are required for a
particular epoch, other points along the Pareto front could also be selected and they could be used
in another round of program level analysis.
Among the preferred designs, the point with the highest utility and expense levels is typically
regarded as the high-risk design, while a point with the lower utility and expense levels is
regarded as a medium or low-risk design. A program design is inherently high-risk if its
constituent satellite systems are also at high-risk of exceeding maximum expense constraint
levels. A high-risk design will naturally have at least one or more performance attributes that are
superior to lower-risk designs, but they are often more expensive in regard to at least one or more
expense elements. In this program level analysis, the performance and cost attributes of most
designs are of mid-range value, as these designs are found along the Pareto front within the
affordable solution region, which has already removed the need to consider high-expense designs.
This effectively means that the mid-range factor levels of design variables define most affordable
designs. This is seen in the system and program level tradespaces, as well as the design,
performance and expense vectors for preferred designs in their corresponding epochs. As such,
basic design principles for designing affordable systems and programs can be established. With
respect to the case study, the FSSD and DMs can now know the choice of propulsion system,
choice launch vehicle, the satellite payload capacity, communications interface, level of
aggregation among satellites etc. to ensure that the individual satellites and the satellite
constellations they are designing at the early-phase are more likely to be affordable in reality.
By considering all cost and time related expenditures upfront instead of simply lifecycle cost,
tradespace exploration can be conducted more holistically through the inclusion more
sociotechnical aspects and enable preferred solutions to be more inherently cost-effective and
time-effective. However, designing the FSS requires more than just performing high-level
designs of satellites or constellations. It requires an analysis of which combination of satellite
constellations is most preferred to ensure that the entire FSS initiative remains affordable across
all epochs. A summary of all the affordable programs is shown in Table 5-11.
This necessitates the conduct of portfolio-level affordability analysis. Combining all identified
affordable solutions in each epoch will then yield possible design options for the portfolio level
analysis of the FSS. Considering all preferred program solutions in each of the 7 epochs and
combining them all, there are a total of 1×3×2×2×1×2×3 = 72 designs for the FSS portfolio.
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Table 5-11: Summary table of the characteristics of program designs that have been identified as affordable
Phase
(Epoch)

1
(1)

Program
Design
Number

349

Risk
(Program
Option)

Type

High

Design

(1)

Perf
Expense

331

High
(1)

Design
Perf
Expense

2
(2)

181

Medium
(2)

Design
Perf
Expense

109

Low
(3)

Design
Perf
Expense

349

High

3

(1)

(3)

Med

Design
Perf
Expense

1069

(2)

Design
Perf
Expense

349

High

4

(1)

(10)

Med

Design
Perf
Expense

1069

(2)

Design
Perf
Expense

5
(17)

331

High
(1)

Design
Perf
Expense

349

6

High
(1)

Design
Perf
Expense

(24)
691

Med

Design
Perf

(2)

Expense

Program Vector

[1,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,3]
[30.76,58.97,251.56,6.03,12,10,4]
[1,12,3,2,0,4]
[315000,150000,3]
[39.40,64.45,122.13,6.03,12,7,4]
[1,8,3,1,0,4]
[126000,125000,3]
[29.55,48.34,102.03,4.02,8,6,4]
[1,6,3,1,0,4]
[94500,93750,3]
[23.39,40.28,102.03,3.02,6,6,4]
[1,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,3]
[30.76,58.98,251.56,6.03,12,10,4]
[3,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,1]
[30.76,44.44,162.84,6.03,12,7,4]
[1,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,3]
[30.76,46.43,284.14,6.03,12,11,4]
[3,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,1]
[30.76,44.44,162.84,6.03,12,7,4]
[1,12,3,2,0,4]
[315000,150000,1]
[20.77,50.68,82.88,6.03,12,5,4]
[1,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,4]
[20.78,82.71,110.51,6.03,12,5,4]
[2,12,3,2,0,4]
[526500,9000,4]
[20.77,80.99,82.88,6.03,12,5,4]
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Phase
(Epoch)

Program
Design
Number

349

Risk
(Program
Option)

Type

High

Design

(1)

Perf
Expense

7
(19)

277

Medium
(2)

Design
Perf
Expense

1051

Low
(3)

Design
Perf
Expense

Program Vector

[1,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,3]
[20.77,58.66,136.04,6.03,12,6,4]
[1,10,4,2,0,4]
[412500,25000,3]
[18.39,48.88,136.04,5.03,10,6,4]
[3,12,3,3,1,7]
[396000,33750,1]
[20.77,55.08,82.88,38.05,0,5,7]

The design vector lists the factor levels for PRG-DV-1 to PRG-DV-6:
[satellite_system_design, number_of_satellites,
number_of_satellites_in_concurrent_deelopment, constellation_type, legacy_operation,
program_contract_length]

The performance vector lists the factor levels for PRG-PA-1 to PRG-PA-3:
[Annual_Free_Data_Capacity, Annual_Science_Value, Maneuverability]

The expense vector lists the factor levels for PRG-EA-1 to PRG-EA-6:
[Total_Development_Cost ($ million), Total_Launch_Cost ($ million), Total_Labor_Cost ($
million), Total_Operations_Cost ($ million), Total_Retirement_Cost ($ million),
Waiting_time_to_launch (years), Program_Contract_Length (years)*]
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6 FEDERATED SATELLITE SYSTEMS
PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS
6.1

Portfolio Definition

The FSS is essentially a SoS where multiple satellite constellations collaborate to establish a
dynamic “cloud” network where in-space data assets can be shared opportunistically with user
spacecraft. The system level and program level analysis have already been conducted for
individual satellites and satellite constellations. Therefore, it now remains to conduct portfolio
level analysis for the FSS, which seeks to determine the most preferred portfolio designs in the
FSS development lifecycle (era) spanned by seven epochs. This facilitates the identification of the
most preferred portfolio of satellite constellations to be developed and launched in order to fulfill
FSS objectives in a cost-effective and time-effective manner.
Previously in program level analysis, a program or constellation design contains multiple units of
one of the three preferred satellite system designs on the system tradespace Pareto fronts that may
be developed in different ways or work together to produce an emergent capability. In portfolio
level analysis, a portfolio design is a set of heterogeneous satellite constellations developed and
launched sequentially to fulfill various science missions, and ultimately fulfill FSS objectives. As
the operation of the FSS is dependent on the aggregate characteristics of its constituent
constellations, the design variables, performance attributes and expense attributes for the
portfolios are straightforward.
The portfolio design variables are simply the choices for satellite constellation for each of the
seven epochs, and the performance and expense attributes are simply the aggregate sum of the
program level attributes of the constituent constellations. Recall that only one constellation can be
developed at the start of every epoch. No new variables or attributes are introduced at this level of
analysis for the case study. Tradespace exploration is conducted in a similar manner to determine
preferred solutions among all possible portfolio designs. More detailed levels of cost analysis are
also performed at this stage to determine the cost profile of individual constellations, and
ultimately the entire portfolio of all constellations. In addition, changes in the number of FSS
satellites in LEO are also tracked across a period of time in order to explain the changes in annual
free data capacity and annual science value.
The key decision makers at all levels of the design process, be it system, program or
portfolio are the FSSD and all the DMs.
The mission concept at the portfolio level is to develop the FSS portfolio, which is essentially
multiple satellite constellations with FSS-enabling capabilities working together, with
stakeholder-desired levels for overall annual free data capacity, overall annual science value,
and overall maneuverability, as well as stakeholder-desired levels of expenditure for overall
portfolio development cost, overall portfolio launch cost, overall portfolio labor cost, overall
portfolio operations cost, overall portfolio retirement cost, and overall waiting time prior to
final constellation launch.
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The performance, cost and schedule attributes are thus derived from the portfolio-level
mission statement. These attributes are listed and described in Table 6-1, where portfolio-level
performance attributes are labeled POR-PA and portfolio-level resource expense attributes are
labeled POR-EA. Attributes across performance, cost and time are considered for the portfoliolevel analysis in this case study. It is also assumed that all attributes are independent of each
other such that the stakeholder preferences for one attribute have no impact on the
preference for another.
Table 6-1: Portfolio Level Performance and Expense Attributes

Portfolio Level
Attributes

Description

POR-PA-1

The overall annual free data capacity is a proxy measure of the
in-space data assets that a portfolio of satellite constellations can
offer for opportunistic sharing in the FSS. In this case study, it is
simply calculated as the sum of the annual free data capacities of
all constellations in the portfolio. This sum is calculated on the
assumption that all constellations are operating at the same time.
This is because the FSSD and DMs currently do not know how it
changes during the development lifecycle when constellations
emerge or retire. This capacity may also decrease over time due
to data storage over the years. The annual constellation free data
capacity of the FSS will be measured using “the number of free
data packets available”.

OVERALL ANNUAL
FREE DATA
CAPACITY

POR-PA-2
OVERALL ANNUAL
SCIENCE VALUE

POR-PA-3
OVERALL
MANEUVERABILITY

The overall annual science value is a proxy measure of the
portfolio annual contribution to space science. It is calculated as
the sum of the annual science value of all constellations in the
portfolio. The science value contributed by each constellation is
assumed to remain constant so long as it is in operation. This
sum is calculated on the assumption that all constellations are
operating at the same time for the same reason stated for PORPA-1. The unit of measurement for the overall annual science
value of the FSS is the number of data packets.
The overall maneuverability is a proxy measure of the FSS’
ability to reconfigure all its satellites’ positions and orbits in
order to achieve maximum effect for FSS operations. It is
calculated as the sum of maneuverability levels of all
constellations in the portfolio. A high overall maneuverability
will imply that most constellations and their constituent satellites
have the delta-V capability to reconfigure their positions in space
to best meet the data asset demands of customer spacecraft.
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Portfolio Level
Attributes

Description

POR-EA-1

The overall portfolio development cost is the total monetary
cost required at portfolio inception to design, construct,
assemble, integrate and test all constellations and their
constituent satellites before they are determined to be ready for
operations. It is calculated as the sum of the development cost of
all constellations in the portfolio. It is measured in millions of
dollars and the development cost for each constellation is paid in
fixed annual installments over the duration of the program
contract.

OVERALL
PORTFOLIO
DEVELOPMENT
COST

POR-EA-2
OVERALL
PORTFOLIO
LAUNCH COST

POR-EA-3
OVERALL
PORTFOLIO LABOR
COST

POR-EA-4
OVERALL
PORTFOLIO
OPERATIONS COST

POR-EA-5
OVERALL
PORTFOLIO
RETIREMENT COST

The overall portfolio launch cost is the total monetary cost
required to launch all the constellations in the portfolio to LEO.
It is calculated as the sum of the launch costs of all
constellations. It is measured in millions of dollars and the
launch cost for each constellation is paid in fixed annual
installments over the duration of the program contract.
The overall portfolio labor cost is the total monetary cost
required to pay all different batches of work forces that are
responsible for developing their assigned satellite constellation
up till the time of launch. It is calculated as the sum of the labor
cost of all constellations in the portfolio. The overall labor cost is
measured in millions of dollars and the annual constellation labor
cost will increase over the years up till the time of launch due to
the presence of interest rates.
The overall portfolio operations cost is the total monetary cost
required to operate all the constellations in the portfolio. It is
calculated as the sum of operations cost of all constellations in
the portfolio. The operations cost of a constellation can increase
over time due to interest rates up till the time of constellation
retirement. If a constellation is operated for legacy, annual
operations cost for the constellation will continue to be incurred
at the same interest rate, thereby increasing the overall portfolio
operations cost. It is measured in millions of dollars.
The overall portfolio retirement cost is the total monetary cost
required to retire and de-orbit all the constellations at the end of
their projected lifetimes. It is calculated as the sum of retirement
costs of all constellations in the portfolio. If a constellation is
operated only up till its projected lifetime, then the retirement
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Portfolio Level
Attributes

Description
cost is incurred at the end of the lifetime and it is non-recurring.
If a constellation is operated beyond its projected lifetime and
into legacy, then its retirement cost will not be incurred at all,
thereby decreasing overall portfolio retirement cost. It is
measured in millions of dollars.

POR-EA-6
OVERALL WAITING
TIME TO FINAL
CONSTELLATION
LAUNCH

6.2

The waiting time to launch is the number of years rounded up
taken for all the constellations to be developed and launched. It is
calculated as the sum of waiting times to launch for all
constellations in the portfolio. It assumes that the development of
a subsequent constellation commences only after the launch of
the previous constellation. However, in a more realistic portfolio
development timeline, development schedules for the
constellations that are to be launched consecutively can overlap.

Determining Weights and Preferences for Portfolio Analysis

Since the portfolio design variables are the choices of satellite constellations in each epoch and
the portfolio attributes are simply aggregate sums of program attributes, a design to value
mapping for portfolio level analysis is redundant as the results would be the same as that of
program level analysis. As such, this analysis proceeds straight to tradespace exploration of the
FSS portfolio design space.
Equations were then formulated for each interaction to establish the computerized model. These
portfolio tradespace model equations are not shown in this section and they can be found in the
computer code attached in Appendix 3. The scientific principles used were based mainly on the
methods for spacecraft subsystem design prescribed by Wertz and Larson (2011). Some equations
were heuristically derived, as there were no precedent cases for reference. All the equations and
their basis for usage are described qualitatively below.
However, like other levels of analysis, the weights and stakeholder preference levels for portfolio
level analysis have to be determined first and they will be described in detail here. It is important
to note that the author of this thesis created all weights and stakeholder preference levels to
facilitate research purposes. This case study can be further improved through conducting
interviews with actual FSS stakeholders.
Earlier in this case study, seven epochs were chosen and sequenced to simulate a potential
development timeline for the FSS. As each epoch describes a fixed set of mission needs and
operating contexts, weights and stakeholder preference levels for both system and program level
attributes were established for each epoch to facilitate the value-centric design of single satellite
systems as well as satellite constellations that would be most suitable and affordable in each
epoch. However, the weights and preferences for all seven epochs were not described in more
detail for the purposes of brevity, except that utility and expense generally increase for higher
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levels of performance attributes and expense attributes respectively. However, the attribute levels
that corresponding to minimum and maximum utility or expense varies from epoch to epoch. For
example, in an epoch with emphasis on high science value, the highest utility of 1 can only be
achieved when a constellation amasses over 1000000 data packets that are considered
scientifically valuable, while in another epoch with emphasis on another attribute, a utility of 1 is
easily reached at a lower data packet count.
MATE was then conducted for both system and program level analysis, where preferred satellite
system designs and satellite constellation designs were then chosen based on their relative
positions in the epoch’s corresponding affordable solution region and their perceived levels of
expense risk. Applying EEA concepts, their expense and utility trajectories were then plotted and
compared to determine their extent of affordability. Fully affordable solutions are greatly
preferred over partially affordable solutions. The latter were not chosen unless there were really
no fully affordable solutions for a particular epoch. Upon the completion of program level
analysis, the FSSD and the DMs now know the affordable constellation designs they should use
for each epoch in order to develop the FSS sequentially over a period of time.
In portfolio level analysis, the aim is to determine the most affordable portfolio of satellite
constellations to develop in order to ensure that the FSS is able to perform when required and
remains both cost-effective and time-effective across its projected development lifecycle. As an
affordable constellation is to be developed in each epoch, a portfolio will contain seven different
satellite constellations developed in seven epochs and the design vector describing a portfolio will
comprise the choice of satellite constellation for each epoch. Since the epochs are already
sequenced to form an era, all seven epochs need not be considered separately again. The era
hence simulates the development lifecycle in years collectively spanned by all seven epochs.
Therefore, only one set of weights and one set of preference levels, instead of seven, are required
for single era analysis in this case study. The weights for single era analysis describe the general
degree of emphasis that the FSSD and DMs will place on performance and expense attributes
across the portfolio development lifecycle, regardless of the epoch. Similarly, the preference
levels for single era analysis describe the general level of satisfaction the FSSD and DMs will
have when they achieve a particular performance level or incur a particular amount of
expenditure across the portfolio development cycle, regardless of the epoch. These weights and
preference levels are described in more detail for portfolio level analysis.
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Figure 6-1: Weight assignments to portfolio performance and expense attributes

Figure 6-1 shows the weight assignments to the three portfolio performance attributes and six
portfolio expense attributes. In this case study, it was assumed the weights would add up to 1.
However, they do not always have to add up to 1 and it is dependent on stakeholder preferences.
In this Single Era Analysis, it has been assumed that the FSSD and DMs have placed more
emphasis on annual free data packet capacity and maneuverability than on science value since
they are more important to FSS operations. As such, higher weights of 0.4 were assigned to
annual free data capacity and maneuverability levels. Without sufficient data capacity throughout
the whole era, the FSS will be unable to meet market demand for in-space data assets at certain
times during the lifecycle spanned by the sequenced seven epochs. Similarly, without high levels
of maneuverability, FSS satellites will not be able to respond quickly to changes in market
demand and minimize the slant range required to establish efficient ISL.
If the FSS has been assumed to be small satellites at the outset, less emphasis may have been
placed on science value delivered. However, since it has been assumed in this case study that
large satellites would be the main participants in the FSS, they would have substantial payload
capacity. This implies that they have the potential to carry multiple science instruments onboard.
Assuming that these satellites are always in operations, larger satellites will inherently have
higher science value. While science value is critical to certain constellations, it is not as important
to FSS operations. Therefore, a lower weight of 0.2 is still placed on the science value delivered
by the FSS to reflect the presence of different scientific interests that the FSSD and DMs may
have in addition to fulfilling FSS objectives.
For the weights assigned to the portfolio expense attributes, greater emphasis is placed on the cost
elements of development cost, launch cost and labor cost because they are observed to contribute
a significant proportion of the total lifecycle cost. The waiting time to launch is the only time
element considered in this study and it has been assigned the same weight. A longer wait time for
each constellation may mean that the constellation is not operating long enough across the
duration during which it was expected to be useful.
Hence, a shorter wait time will allow the development and launch of every constellation to be
fairly synchronized, allowing most constellations to provide their highest levels of utility for
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longer periods of time. Lesser emphasis is placed on operations cost and retirement cost since
they are lower in value. However, operations cost is still important as it can increase over time
and becomes significant if the FSSD decides to operate a particular constellation for legacy.
Similarly, retirement cost is lower in value but it becomes significant when a constellation is
meant to retire at the end of its lifecycle.
The SAU curves for the performance and expense attributes are fairly straightforward as shown in
Figure 6-3. For the performance attributes, utility increases almost linearly with individual
attribute levels. Utility values of 0 and 1 have been assigned to the lowest and highest existing
attribute levels among the 72 portfolio designs. From Figure 6-3, it can be seen that a FSS
portfolio design has the potential to provide between 2800000 to 3150000 free data packets per
year for opportunistic sharing, 360000 to 450000 data packets worth of science value, and
maneuverability levels of 13 to 20.

SAU$

SAU$

All 72 FSS designs have already been determined to be technically satisfactory, as they comprise
satellite constellation designs that were found in the affordable solution region of each epoch.
However, it still remains to determine which of the 72 portfolio designs have the most desired
tradeoffs between performance and expense attributes.

SCIENCE$VALUE$(THOUSANDS$OF$DATA$PACKETS)$

SAU$

DATA$CAPACITY$(THOUSANDS$OF$DATA$PACKETS)$

MANEUVERABILITY$LEVEL$

Figure 6-2: SAU curves for portfolio performance attributes in Single Era Analysis
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Figure 6-3: SAE curves for portfolio expense attributes in Single Era Analysis

The SAE curves for the expense attributes are shown in Figure 6-3 The lowest level of expense is
always at zero monetary cost and zero waiting time because rational stakeholders only derive
maximum satisfaction when they can get some return on performance for free and immediately.
Hence, expense only increases to a low value of 0.1 or 0.2 at the lowest existing expense attribute
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levels among the 72 portfolio designs, before it increases almost linearly to the maximum
dissatisfaction level of 1 when the highest existing expense attribute levels are reached. The linear
relationships among utility, expense and attribute levels again reflect fairly neutral and
predictable views of the FSSD and DMs towards the era. If other eras (other sequences of epochs)
are to be considered, then these curves may be skewed to the left or right depending on
stakeholder preferences and mission needs across the era.

6.3

Portfolio Cost, Performance, and Satellite Profiles

The MAE and MAU values of the 72 portfolio designs were then plotted against each other to
generate the portfolio tradespace. The Pareto frontier was identified and Pareto frontier set
solutions are colored in red. 3 portfolio designs were then picked for further analysis: Portfolio
43 (Mid-Utility/Mid-Expense, Colored in Green), Portfolio 19 (High-Utility/High-Expense,
Colored in Cyan, and Portfolio 1 (Highest-Utility/Highest Expense). The design vector for a
portfolio can be defined as the combination of program choices based on risk level:
[Constellation

1 Choice, Constellation 2 Choice, Constellation 3 Choice, Constellation 4
5 Choice, Constellation 6 Choice, Constellation 7 Choice]

Choice, Constellation

The design vectors for the aforementioned 3 designs are:
[1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1]; [1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1] ; [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]

Figure 6-4: Portfolio tradespace with selected designs for further analysis
(Design 43 [1,2,2,2,1,1,1] – Green, Design 19 [1,1,2,2,1,1,1] – Cyan, Design 1 – Black [1,1,1,1,1,1,1])

The cost and performance profile of Portfolio 43 was first analyzed. Figure 6-5 and 6-6 shows
the cost and performance profiles of individual satellite constellations. Colored bar charts were
used to describe the type and amount of cost commitments each year for every satellite
constellation. The total cost per year was also traced. Performance attributes were also tracked
and the variation of free data packet capacity and science value delivered by the constellation can
be observed. These cost and performance profile plots can facilitate affordability analysis as it
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illustrates the order of commitment for different cost elements across the constellation
development lifecycle, thereby allowing decision makers to determine which cost commitments
they should prioritize or attempt to reduce. They also tell the FSSD and DMs when exactly cost
commitments should be made in order to remain affordable and when the constellation should be
launched and operated.
Referring to the profile for Constellation 1, which is the high-risk constellation to be designed for
Epoch 1 (Phase 1), it can be seen that the development cost and launch cost are paid in fixed
installments over the first 4 years. An observation that could possibly worry the FSSD and DMs
is that labor cost is high and it is being incurred at an interest rate until the time of launch.
Constellation 1 is not launched until Year 11, as it can be seen that only at Year 11 do science
value and free data packet capacity become available and labor cost has ceased to recur. It can
also be seen that the data packet capacity decreases over time as more data is stored onboard the
satellites over time, leaving lesser capacity for FSS purposes. It can also be observed that the
annual science value is comparatively low. The FSSD and DMs may then expect the first
constellation to deliver only adequate but not groundbreaking science value. It can be inferred
that the waiting time to launch is 10 years, which may seem too long and expensive to keep such
a program running. As such, the FSSD may wish to re-evaluate their choice of constellation
design for Epoch 1, and choose a design that has a greater number of satellites in concurrent
development or greater payload capacity in order to reduce its cost penalties. However, they
should expect to pay significantly more for development cost and launch cost. Finally, it can be
seen at Year 21 that the constellation has been retired due to the incurrence of retirement costs
and the absence of data packet capacity and science value. Therefore, the development, cost
commitment and performance profiles for each constellation can be summarized and inferred
from these plots.

Figure 6-5: Cost and performance profiles of satellite constellations 1-2 of Portfolio 43
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Figure 6-6: Cost and performance profiles of satellite constellations 3-7 of Portfolio 43

Similar interpretations can be made from the plots for the remaining constellations. The plots for
Constellations 2,3,4 describe the medium-risk constellation designs for Epochs 2,3,10 (Phases
2,3,4) since the design vector for Portfolio 43 is [1,2,2,2,1,1,1]. It can be seen that Constellation 2
has significantly lower free data packet capacity during its years of operation, but it has a much
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higher science value. This observation is expected as Constellation 2 was designed to operate in
an epoch that emphasizes the delivery of science value. As more data packets are used to deliver
more science value, there are fewer data packets available to fulfill FSS objectives. This
constellation is also the cheapest among the 7, as it has the lowest values across all cost elements.
Constellations 3 and 4 are rather similar since they can both initially provide 495000 free data
packets and are designed specifically to provide FSS capabilities.
Constellation 5, which is a high-risk program design for Epoch 17 (Phase 5), has relatively lower
free data packet capacity but much higher science value than ever before. This is because
Constellation 5 is designed to operate and conduct Mission 4, which is the “Age of Discovery”,
and should be capable of delivering science value at unprecedented levels. Constellation 6, which
is a high-risk program design for Epoch 24 (Phase 6), is observed to have the highest launch cost
among all the constellations. This is due to Constellation 6 being designed to be able to
reconfigure itself quickly to meet dynamic market demands for data assets. As such, its
constituent satellites have high delta-V potential, thereby implying that they have more massive
propulsion equipment and carry more onboard propellant. Finally, Constellation 7 is observed to
have a cost and performance profile much like Constellation 1, albeit with lower development
cost and launch cost due to high TRLs for laser communications technology and RLV.
A satellite population profile can also be plotted for the various constellations. These plots are
shown in Figure 6-7 and 6-8, which show the variation in free data packet capacity and science
value with the number of satellites in operation during a constellation’s projected lifecycle. It can
also be observed that all constellations have 12 satellites, except for Constellation 2, which only
has 8. Therefore, the capabilities of the satellites in terms of their contribution to free data packet
capacity and science value can be inferred. Constellations 1,3,4,7 have the most free annual data
packet capacity and would contribute most greatly towards FSS operations. Constellations 5 and
6 have slightly lower capacity, but Constellation 5 provides more science value than any other
constellation in the FSS development lifecycle.
Finally, an overall cost and performance profile can be established for the FSS by aggregating
the plots of all constellations. From this point herein, all costs reported are reported in then-year
dollars. In Figure 6-9, the annual expenditure for FSS development increases to approximately
$82 million in Year 21 before it decreases sharply to approximately $45 million in Year 41. It is
observed that labor cost ceased to recur in Year 41, meaning that the last constellation has been
launched. This implies that the development and launch of all FSS constellations will take 41
years to complete, giving different levels of performance over the years while taking into
consideration different cost and time constraints. The rising edges of the total cost line, coupled
with the presence of development and launch costs commitments, represent the development and
launch of the 7 constellations. The launches occur in the years when the development and launch
costs installments cease to recur. The years in which a constellation is retired is represented by
the maroon colored bars that represent the commitment of retirement costs. Assuming that an
overall portfolio budget is provided for the FSS initiative over 40 years, it can be seen that the
annual cost commitments for Portfolio 43 is always below the budget line. Therefore, it can be
determined that Portfolio 43 always remains affordable across the entire era.
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Figure 6-7: Satellite and performance profiles of satellite constellations 1-4 of Portfolio 43
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Figure 6-8: Satellite and performance profiles of satellite constellations 5-7 of Portfolio 43
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Figure 6-9: Cost and performance profile of FSS Portfolio 43

Figure 6-10: Satellite and performance profile of FSS Portfolio 43
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In terms of performance, it can be observed that FSS operations can only commence in Year 11
with the launch of the first constellation. Science value for Portfolio 43 is also consistently high,
fluctuating between 150000 and 250000 in Years 18 to 40. However, there is a deep trough seen
for Years 27-30 owing to the retirement of Constellation 2 that contributed a significant amount
of science value. The FSSD and DMS may hence be concerned that there is an opportunity cost
incurred as a result of not being able to deliver a required amount of science value in those years.
The free data packet capacity can potentially peak at over 1200000 in Years 31 and 37, and
averages over 500000 from Years 24 to 46, which are the peak years for FSS operations in this
portfolio. It is also worth noting that operations cost are highest during those years as well due to
the number of satellites present in LEO. Sustaining such a large number of spacecraft over time
can hence incur high expenses.
However, a more major cause for concern in Portfolio 43 is the deep troughs in data capacity in
Years 21-22 and Years 33-35. Data capacity drops drastically to slightly above 150000 and
750000 respectively in these two periods. The first trough is due to the retirement of the first
constellation, which was providing about 495000 data packets per year. This sharp decrease also
shows that Constellation 2 may not be able to provide sufficient data packet capacity to possibly
sustain FSS operations. It can be seen in Years 17-20 that there is only a slight increase in data
packet capacity when Constellation 2 joins Constellation 1 in operation.
With the retirement of Constellation 1 in Year 21, only Constellation 2 is available to sustain FSS
operations. However, Constellation 2 is designed specifically to provide higher science value
rather than to support FSS operations. Should there be sudden spikes in demand for data capacity
in Years 21-22, Constellation 2 may not be able to sustain FSS operations efficiently. However,
Years 21-22 is in Epoch 3, during which the FSS is still being initialized and there is a lower
probability that the FSS may not be able to perform as expected.
However, the second trough requires more attention, as Years 33-35 are in the time period during
which FSS operations are expected to be at its peak. While Years 33-35 are in Epoch 6 and there
is a lot of ongoing reconfiguration of satellites, the FSSD and DMs should be concerned about the
sharp loss in performance as a result of satellite reconfiguration during a time when sustained
operations are also expected.
Should there be sudden spikes in demand for data capacity in Years 33-35, the FSS may not be
able to operate as desired. There is a much higher probability of such an occurrence. Therefore,
there is now a need to possibly address this major concern, either by modifying one of the
constellations or choosing an entirely different portfolio design.
The first alternative is first explored. Instead of retiring Constellation 3, the FSSD and DMs
decide to operate it for legacy and extend its period of operation up to 60 years and beyond. The
differences in cost and profiles for Constellation 3 when not operated and operated for legacy is
shown in Figure 6-11. In terms of cost, operations cost becomes recurring and increases over the
years due to interest rates. The interest rates capture the increasing difficulty and economic
viability of sustaining operations for a time far in the future using present technology.
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Free data packet capacity in Constellation 3 also decreases over the years due to increased storage
and equipment degradation over the years. However, the aim of operating a constellation for
legacy is in the hope that it will be able to alleviate the second trough observed in the annual free
data packet capacity of the FSS. Another advantage is that it provides a baseline data packet
capacity and baseline science value even after the FSS initiative has surpassed Year 40. There is
now a need to assess the relative increase in cost and benefits when Constellation 3 in Portfolio
43 has been chosen to operate for legacy.

Figure 6-11: Difference in profiles for Constellation 3 when not operated and operated for legacy

Figure 6-12 shows the overall cost and performance profile of Design 43 when Constellation 3 is
operated for legacy. The total cost and operations cost from Year 33 and beyond has increased as
a result of legacy operation. Operations cost still remain very significant from Years 41 and
beyond, which is just after the launch of the last constellation. However, it is observed that the
second trough in data packet capacity has been remedied as a result of operating Constellation 3
for legacy. From Years 28-46, the modified version of Portfolio 43 is able to provide over
1000000 data packets to sustain FSS operations and it can even achieve a new peak of over
1500000 data packets in Year 36.
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The deep trough in science value in Years 28-30 is also remedied and it now exhibits an increase
in science value over those years. Portfolio 43 can even provide its highest level of over 200000
data packets worth of science vale from Years 35-36. From Figure 6-13, it can be observed that
there are at least 36 satellites in orbit from Years 31-45 as a result of operating Constellation 3 for
legacy. The satellite population even reaches a new peak of 48 in Years 35-36. With extremely
high levels of free data packet and science value as well as a large number of satellites for
celestial sphere coverage over Years 35-36, Portfolio 43 (modified) can be considered to be
operating at its best. Therefore, operating Constellation 3 for legacy in Portfolio 43 appears to a
technically superior and viable solution.
However, a caveat of operating for legacy is that there is a breach in the annual portfolio budget
in Year 38, as a result of retiring one constellation and sustaining the operations of another. This
may render the modified version of Portfolio 43 unaffordable. As a result, the FSSD and DMs
may wish to retire that constellation at a later time, but at a risk of incurring even more operations
cost in those years with decreasing budgets.

Figure 6-12: Cost and performance profile of Portfolio 43 when Constellation 3 is operated for legacy
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Figure 6-13: Satellite and performance profile of Portfolio 43 when Constellation 3 is operated for legacy

Modifying the projected retirement times of constellations may introduce more work and
uncertainty in the analysis, which the FSSD and DMs may not be in favor of. As a result, the
second alternative is to pick other portfolio designs. Portfolio 1, the highest utility and highest
expense design is then chosen for further analysis, as the FSSD and DMs are interested to get the
most technically superior yet marginally affordable design. Portfolio 1 comprises the affordable
constellations with the highest risk, highest performance attributes, and highest expense
attributes. The cost and performance profile, as well as the satellite and performance profile for
Portfolio 1 are shown in Figure 6-14 and 6-15 respectively.
Since Portfolio 1 is the most expensive of the 72 possible designs, it is obvious that the total cost
per year from Year 11 onwards is much higher than that of Portfolio 43. Years 1-10 are the same
across all portfolios, as there is only one affordable constellation design for Epoch 1. The
development cost, launch cost, labor cost and operations cost are also much higher than that of
Portfolio 43. In terms of performance, Portfolio 1 averages high annual free data packet capacity
throughout its lifecycle. Even at its trough in Years 21-25, it can still provide over 250000 data
packets and sustain FSS operations better than Portfolio 43, which has a trough of only 150000
data packets in Years 21-22.
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Although the trough experienced by Portfolio 1 is sustained for 3 more years, the tradeoff is that
it is able to provide consistently higher data packet capacity later in Years 31-40, which is the
expected peak period of FSS operations. It is able to provide over 1250000 data packets for
nearly 10 years, a performance level that no other portfolio should be able to match. Unlike
Portfolio 43, there are no troughs in data capacity during this critical period and the FSS can
sustain operations efficiently even when there are sudden changes in market demand for data
assets.
In terms of science value, Portfolio 1 is on average more capable than that of Portfolio 43. From
Figure 6-14, Portfolio 1 can consistently provide high science value from Years 18-27 and from
Years 31-40, during which it is able to deliver over 175000 and over 200000 scientifically
valuable data packets. Its performance in these periods even betters that of Portfolio 43 with
Constellation 3 operated for legacy. Across Years 31-46, it can be seen that Portfolio 1 has
consistently high free data packet capacity and annual science value. These years are hence the
“best years” of Portfolio 1, and no other portfolio would be able to sustain such a high level of
performance for that period of time. As such, Portfolio 1 would appear to be the most desired
solution in terms of performance and if the portfolio budget across its 40 years of development
follows its profile.
At the program level, individual constellations that make up Portfolio 1 are affordable with
respect to program utility and expense constraint levels, as well as stakeholder preferences for
each corresponding constellation. However, at the portfolio level, the aggregation of affordable
constellations may produce only a partially affordable portfolio. Assuming that the budget profile
for Portfolio 43 is provided for Portfolio 1, there will be 2 cost breaches in Year 28 and Year 31.
The second cost breach is of the greater concern, as it exceeds the budget line by over $10
million. 2 cost breaches in a span of 4 years may prove to be a cause of concern for the FSSD and
DMs.
This is probably due to the shorter waiting times to launch for all constellations, where the
tradeoff is increased cost for concurrent development and more cost elements overlapping every
year. Therefore, despite being presented as a possibly affordable and technically superior
solution, Portfolio 1 is inherently high-risk and has the most potential to incur cost breaches
should there be even if the slightest fluctuations in portfolio budget profile. Unless the given
portfolio budget is more abundant, Portfolio 1 may not be a better solution than Portfolio 43 when
affordability considerations are of priority.
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Figure 6-14: Cost and performance profile of Portfolio 1

Figure 6-15: Satellite and performance profile of Portfolio 1
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Another portfolio from the tradespace is analyzed and this would be Portfolio 19. Portfolio 19
has design vector [1,1,2,2,1,1,1], which is almost similar to Portfolio 43 except that Constellation
2 is now a higher-risk and higher-utility program design. Since it was earlier determined that
Constellation 2 was a weak link responsible for the performance troughs exhibited by Portfolio
43, replacing it with a better constellation might prove to be a better solution. Therefore, Portfolio
19 is an enhancement of Portfolio 43. The cost and performance profile, as well as the satellite
and performance profile for Portfolio 19 are shown in Figure 6-16 and 6-17 respectively.
From Figure 6-16, the total cost per year in Years 11-15 incurred by Portfolio 19 are much higher
than that of Portfolio 43, as a result of developing a better and more expensive program design for
Constellation 2. The sharp rising edge in years 17-18 show that an enhanced Constellation 2 is
now able to provide more free annual data packet capacity. More importantly, the trough
experienced by Portfolio 43 is remedied. Although Figure 6-16 also shows a deep trough in Years
21-22, the data packet capacity is still above 250000 data packets despite being at the lowest.
Portfolio 43 could only manage to provide 150000 data packets and is at greater risk of not being
able to sustain FSS operations.
Also, Constellation 2 now has 12 constituent satellites instead of 8. As a result, there are almost
always 24 satellites in operation during Years 17-40, giving consistently high data packet
capacity and science value per year. Furthermore, as a result of an enhanced Constellation 2,
Years 23-27 now has a significantly higher data packet capacity of approximately 750000.
Previously in Portfolio 43, only a slight increase was observed after the launch and operation of
the cheaper option for Constellation 2. Years 23-27 is also an unusually long period for a deep
trough in data packet capacity for Portfolio 1. In Portfolio 1, despite the launch of Constellation 3,
it was only able to recover the data packet capacity it had in Years 18-20 for only a short period
of time. While Portfolio 1 also experiences yet another trough at approximately 450000 data
packets in Years 28-30, Portfolio 19 actually provides a stepped increase to 1000000 data packets
in the same period.
As compared to Portfolios 43 and 1, it can be seen that Portfolio 19 offers a more progressive
increase in performance levels over the portfolio development lifecycle. The FSSD and DMs may
be more comfortable with such a portfolio if they are more conservative in their engineering
design and prefer development phases for the FSS to be conducted in progressive steps. Portfolio
1 may provide attractively high performance from Years 31-40, but the sudden jump in
performance prior to the peak period may be too risky. This jump in performance would have to
be provided by Constellation 5, and this may place too much pressure and risk on DM5. Should
Constellation 5 experience delays in development or launch, the second trough at 450000 data
packets may be extended for a longer period of time. However, in Portfolio 19, there is less
pressure and risk on DM5. Even if Constellation 5 experiences delays, the FSS would still be able
to provide approximately 750000 data packets for a few more years until Constellation 5
recovers.
Compared to Portfolio 1, Portfolio 19 is less risky and offers more progressive performance
levels and compared to Portfolio 43, Portfolio 19 offers better performance during the earlier
years with rising budgets and will still be able to sustain FSS operations even at its lowest levels.
Therefore, the FSSD and DMs would pick Portfolio 19 as the most preferred solution for
the FSS portfolio design in this case study.
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Figure 6-16: Cost and performance profile of Portfolio 19

Figure 6-17: Satellite and performance profile of Portfolio 19
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6.4

Portfolio Analysis Results

After determining that Portfolio 19 is most preferred and affordable solution for FSS
development, it now remains to work backwards from portfolio to program to system level in
order to find out what it actually is. Recalling that Portfolio 19 is defined by the vector
[1,1,2,2,1,1,1], the FSS can be developed by picking the high-risk designs for
Constellations 1,2,5,6,7 and the medium-risk designs for Constellations 3 and 4. The choices of
constellations for Portfolio 19 are summarized in Table 6-3.
Table 6-2: Program Constellation Profile of FSS Portfolio 19
Phase
(Epoch)

1
(1)
2
(2)
3
(3)
4
(10)
5
(17)
6
(24)
7
(19)

Program
Design
Number

349

Risk
(Program
Option)

Type

High

Design

(1)

Perf
Expense

331

High
(1)

Design
Perf
Expense

1069

Medium
(2)

Design
Perf
Expense

1069

Medium
(2)

Design
Perf
Expense

331

High
(1)

Design
Perf
Expense

349

High
(1)

Design
Perf
Expense

349

High
(1)

Design
Perf
Expense

Program Vector

[1,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,3]
[30.76,58.97,251.56,6.03,12,10,4]
[1,12,3,2,0,4]
[315000,150000,3]
[39.40,64.45,122.13,6.03,12,7,4]
[3,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,1]
[30.76,44.44,162.84,6.03,12,7,4]
[3,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,1]
[30.76,44.44,162.84,6.03,12,7,4]
[1,12,3,2,0,4]
[315000,150000,1]
[20.77,50.68,82.88,6.03,12,5,4]
[1,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,4]
[20.78,82.71,110.51,6.03,12,5,4]
[1,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,3]
[20.77,58.66,136.04,6.03,12,6,4]

The design vector lists the factor levels for PRG-DV-1 to PRG-DV-6:
[satellite_system_design, number_of_satellites,
number_of_satellites_in_concurrent_deelopment, constellation_type, legacy_operation,
program_contract_length]

The performance vector lists the factor levels for PRG-PA-1 to PRG-PA-3:
[Annual_Free_Data_Capacity, Annual_Science_Value, Maneuverability]
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The expense vector lists the factor levels for PRG-EA-1 to PRG-EA-6:
[Total_Development_Cost ($ million), Total_Launch_Cost ($ million), Total_Labor_Cost ($
million), Total_Operations_Cost ($ million), Total_Retirement_Cost ($ million),
Waiting_time_to_launch (years), Program_Contract_Length (years)*]

In Table 6-3, the first element of every program design vector represents the choice of satellite
system design, where “1” denotes the high-risk system and “3” denotes the low-risk system.
Similarly, the choices of satellites that make up the constellations are summarized in Table 6-4
with their design, performance attribute and expense attribute vectors. Based on the information
provided in these two tables, each DM will have direct information about their most preferred
designs at the system, program and portfolio levels. The results obtained from cost, performance
and satellite profiles for the portfolio, as well as the design choices for the satellite system and
constellation for each epoch can be formulated as an overall development strategy and a
hypothetical storyline for the FSS.
Table 6-3: Satellite System Profile of FSS Portfolio 19
Phase
(Epoch)

1
(1)
2
(2)
3
(3)
4
(10)
5
(17)
6
(24)
7
(19)

System
Design
Number

17202

Risk
(System
Option)

Type

High

Design

(1)

Perf
Expense

16830

High
(1)

Design
Perf
Expense

17102

Low
(3)

Design
Perf
Expense

17102

Low
(3)

Design
Perf
Expense

17114

High
(1)

Design
Perf
Expense

17206

High
(1)

Design
Perf
Expense

17202

High
(1)

Design
Perf
Expense

System Vector

[10,30000,25,3,1,3,100,1000,2]
[3,41250,2500,18465]
[3.20,5.46,2.5]
[10,30000,25,2,1,3,500,1000,2]
[2,26250,12500,14024]
[4.10,6.71,1.50]
[10,30000,25,3,1,1,100,500,2]
[3,41250,2500,1239]
[3.20,3.70,1.25]
[10,30000,25,3,1,1,100,500,2]
[3,41250,2500,1239]
[3.20,1.85,1.25]
[10,30000,25,3,1,1,500,500,2]
[4,26250,12500,931]
[2.16,4.69,0.75]
[10,30000,25,3,1,3,100,2000,2]
[4,41250,2500,26305]
[2.16,4.31,1.25]
[10,30000,25,3,1,3,100,1000,2]
[4,41250,2500,18606]
[2.16,2.72,1.25]
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Design vector for SYS-DV-1 to SYS-DV-9:
[spacecraft_lifetime, initial_data_packet_capacity, annual_data_packet_usage_rate,
FSS_interface_communications_technology, terrestrial_capacity_real_option,
propulsion_type, payload_capacity, propellant_mass, launch_vehicle]

Performance vector for SYS-PA-1 to SYS-PA-4:
[ISL_capability, Annual_Free_Data_Capacity, Annual_Science_Value, Delta_V]

Expense vector for SYS-EA-1 to SYS-EA-3:
[Development Cost ($ million), LaunchCost ($ million), Development_Time (years)]

6.5

FSS Development Strategy

A possible development strategy and the FSS development storyline based on these results are
described below. It also serves as a summary of this case study.
Before the commencement of the FSS initiative, a mix of national or multinational space agencies
had expressed their desire to launch a new satellite constellation of their own in order to further
their various interests in space exploration. Their efforts were initially uncoordinated and many
agencies were preparing to launch their own constellations at approximately the same times.
However, with the commencement of the FSS initiative, several agencies saw the potential
benefits of the FSS to the development of future space systems. As such, several agencies have
decided to commit towards its development. These agencies would then be key decision makers
(DMs) in the FSS project and the DMs could comprise ESA (DM1), JAXA (DM2), CSA (DM3),
CNSA (DM4), UKSA (DM5), NASA (DM6) and USAF (DM7). An overall governing body called
the FSS Directorate (FSSD) was formed using key representatives from each of the DMs to
oversee the development, design, launch, operation and possibly retirement of the FSS satellites.
The interests of the FSSD are hence aligned to and representative of all the DMs. As the DMs
have agreed to participate in the FSS initiative, they would equip their own satellite
constellations with FSS-enabling capabilities and launch them at strategic times proposed by the
FSSD.
In the FSS paradigm, each satellite is considered as a system, each satellite constellation is
considered as a program, and finally the FSS is considered as a portfolio. The FSSD is hence
responsible for monitoring the performance, cost and schedule in the design of the system,
program and portfolio. However, the FSSD is unaware of the overall time and monetary budget
for the FSS portfolio until they obtain information about the system or program. As such, the
FSSD applied the design for affordability process using tradespace-based methods and is
considering additional cost and schedule attributes at system, program and portfolio inception.
Different cost elements and development schedule would be considered in the design process
since designing for affordability warrants the holistic consideration of performance, cost and
schedule attributes. Since the FSSD and DMs are aware of the cost of developing a single
satellite from its basic materials, a bottom-up approach was taken for this design process. By
ensuring that the design of every satellite is affordable, the design of a satellite constellation is
also likely to be affordable, and eventually the entire portfolio is also likely to be affordable
across its projected lifecycle. The system, the program and the portfolio would hence be
performance-effective, cost-effective and time-effective.
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At the beginning of this design process, the FSSD established mission statements for the system,
program and portfolio. They interviewed every DM about their satellite constellations, gathering
information about their design, mission and performance requirements. Through these
interviews, the FSSD was able to establish design variables, epoch variables, mission types,
performance attributes, and resource expense attributes for the system, program and portfolio.
All DMs then agreed to conduct their constellation development using the common design
variables and evaluate them based on the same attributes.
The combination of epoch variables aided in establishing different operating contexts in which all
mission could possibly be conducted. They then applied Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT)
and mapped each DM’s preferences to a utility value in order to establish Single Attribute Utility
and Single Attribute Expense curves for every attribute. Stakeholder preferences towards
various attributes vary for the conduct of different missions in different contexts. The duration
during which a specific mission is to be conducted in a specific context is known as an epoch.
Given 6 possible missions and 4 possible contexts, there are a total of 24 possible epochs.
Therefore, there is a unique set of preference curves for the satellite system and constellation that
could be designed in every epoch.
The FSSD commenced with system level analysis and conducted Multi-Attribute Tradespace
Exploration (MATE) for the satellite system. They performed a design to value mapping of the
design variables to the performance and resource expense attributes of the system and identified
the key interactions that would be fundamental to establishing the system tradespace model.
Using the tradespace model, every possible satellite design was generated. Their performance
and expense attributes were also calculated. Applying MAUT by explicitly considering
stakeholder preferences through attribute weights and utility/expense curves, values for MultiAttribute Utility (MAU) and Multi-Attribute Expense (MAE) were calculated for each system
design. The design points were then plotted on a tradespace parameterized by MAE and MAU,
whether the Pareto frontier set solutions were identified. The FSSD was able to generate 24
different tradespaces for 24 epochs.
However, not all epochs and not all sequences are useful to planning FSS development. Since the
FSSD had the highest authority, they established 7 development phases for the FSS and mapped
7 of the 24 possible epochs to them. 7 phases were chosen because there would be 7 agencies in
the FSS initiative and each agency would like to launch its own constellation. A logical approach
would hence be to synchronize the development and launch of a new constellation with the start
or end of each epoch. As a result, DM1 to DM7 agreed to stagger their constellation
developments and commence only at the start of their corresponding development phase (epoch).
The 7 phases then followed a logical progression that FSS development could possibly take in
reality. The FSSD assumed the first epoch to last for 10 years, while the second up to the final
epochs were to last for 5 years each. Given that more time is required initially to plan the overall
development of the FSS, the first epoch would last longer than the others and would transit to the
second epoch only after the first FSS-enabled satellite constellation has been launched.
Therefore, there would be 7 epochs and with the assumed durations of each epoch, the FSSD has
optimistically aimed to complete the development of the FSS over a projected period 40 years.
The corresponding 7 tradespaces were then selected. Lognormal distributions were applied to
the expense attributes to establish confidence intervals for Pareto frontier set solutions. 3
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preferred system designs were chosen from each tradespace. Depending on the extent to which
the confidence interval remains in the affordable solution region, the 3 designs were classified as
high, medium and low risk. These 3 designs were then used by the FSSD in program level
analysis. The same steps taken for system level analysis were taken, yielding 2 to 3 preferred
program designs for each of the 7 epochs. Epoch-Era Analysis (EEA) was then conducted to
produce utility and expense trajectories for the preferred designs. Designs whose trajectories
would always remain above the constraint levels were considered fully affordable and would be
down-selected. Partially affordable designs would not be selected unless there were no better
solutions in the epoch. The combination of the down-selected satellite constellation designs would
serve as design variables for the FSS portfolio.
Finally, portfolio-level analysis was conducted by the FSSD, who determined that Portfolio 19
would be the most preferred design after analyzing the cost, performance and satellite
population profiles of several portfolio designs. To initiate the development of Portfolio 19, the
FSSD could make the following recommendations to each of the DMs using the design,
performance attribute and resource attribute expense vectors obtained for each of its constituent
constellation.
For example, ESA (DM1) would be responsible for the development of Constellation 1 over a
program contract length of 4 years. The constellation would be disaggregated and contain 12
satellites, which would be retired after 10 years in operation. 4 satellites are to be developed
concurrently, and after considering cost and time penalties for launch, the total waiting time to
launch would be 10 years. The constellation would be able to provide free annual data packet
capacity of up to 4950000, annual science value of 30000 data packets, and a maneuverability
level of 3. Each satellite in the constellation would be designed with a system lifetime of 10
years, an initial data capacity of 30000 packets, payloads with data usage rate of 25 packets per
kilogram, laser communications technology, with a terrestrial capacity real option exercised,
electric propulsion, payload capacity of 100kg, propellant mass of 1000kg and to be launched
on the Falcon 9 Heavy.
Therefore, the FSSD would provide the recommendations for constellation development in the
same format to the other DMs. With knowledge of the systems and programs to be developed, the
FSSD could now engage with various governments and agencies to determine the overall
portfolio budget to be allocated for the development of the FSS over a 40-year period. Assuming
that all constellations were developed, launched and operated successfully, the FSS based on
Portfolio 19 would be developed in a progressive manner, where its performance in terms of
annual free data capacity and science value would increase in step and remain consistently high
during critical periods of operation. This would greatly support the development and operation of
the FSS.
The cost commitments across the development lifecycle of Portfolio 19 are always below the
portfolio budget line with adequate total cost buffer, thereby reducing the probability of cost
breaches in any of the years. As a result of affordability considerations at the system, program
and portfolio levels, the FSS based on Portfolio 19 would not only be technically superior to most
of all possible portfolio designs, it would also be more cost-effective and time-effective.
Therefore, the early-phase design for the FSS is complete and the FSS initiative can be
implemented based on the development strategy provided by Portfolio 19.
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With the consideration of different cost and time elements as well as uncertainties in resource
expenses at the outset, the design for affordability process can facilitate the design of a complex
SoS from system to program to portfolio levels. The FSS case study demonstrated the
applicability of this design method, where the results culminated in producing an overall design
and development strategy for all satellite constellations making up the FSS portfolio. The FSS to
be designed based on the results of affordability analysis using the bottom-up approach is hence
considered to be fully affordable across its development lifecycle. Certainly, there are no bounds
on the number of preferred designs that could be picked at the end of system and program level
analysis. The design for affordability process could be conducted iteratively with different sets
and different numbers of system and program designs until the most desirable portfolios can be
obtained. Therefore, the same design process can be applied to any complex SoS whose
development roadmap resembles the bottom-up nature of the FSS.
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7 INTEGRATING TRADESPACE-BASED
METHODS WITH INDUSTRY PRACTICES &
POLICIES FOR AFFORDABILITY
7.1

Motivation

The earlier chapters have highlighted affordability as an imperative concept in the system design
process, as the current notion in the defense and aerospace industry is to adopt the holistic
approach of considering cost and schedule parameters on top of traditional measures of
performance. While many methods and frameworks have been introduced in recent years to
enable the design for affordability, they have inherent drawbacks such as the lack of time
centricity and value centricity. These systems are often large and complex, comprising many
subsystems performing different tasks in various operating contexts, involving many people of
diverse backgrounds, producing emergent capabilities and even evolving over time. Such is the
dynamic nature of systems that it becomes impractical to design a system for single point futures
using static quantitative methods and frameworks, and without the consideration of stakeholder
preferences.
The design for affordability process is complex, as it requires the holistic consideration of various
cost, schedule and performance attributes at the system, program and portfolio levels. The amount
of information and uncertainty increases by several orders of magnitude as the design process
transits from one level to the next. As the solutions obtained at higher levels become increasingly
dependent on the solutions derived at lower levels, the risks of not being able to select and
identify preferred designs also increase with each level. Without a systematic framework to
manage the transition of the design process between different levels, the design for affordability
process can potentially become ill structured and cognitively challenging to system architects due
to the overwhelming load of information.
As such, tradespace-based methods are introduced as promising approaches for the design for
affordability process. Tradespace-based methods can offer numerous benefits to the early-phase
design of complex systems. As demonstrated in the FSS case study, methods such as MultiAttribute Tradespace Exploration (MATE) and Epoch-Era Analysis (EEA) explicitly consider the
notion of time in that systems can change during their lifecycle, the different cost and schedule
parameters as key design variables and attributes, the varying stakeholder preferences towards
these attributes, and most importantly, the concept of “value” to stakeholders across the system
lifetime.
Tradespace-based methods can offer a cross-disciplinary understanding of the goals and
expectations for system architects in solving complex design problems. As demonstrated in the
FSS case study, tradespace-based methods are pedagogical in nature, and they can guide system
architects to iteratively generate and refine design solutions through effective communication and
collaboration. With the application of tradespace-based methods in early-phase design, preferred
design solutions can potentially be obtained at the system, program, and portfolio levels. Overall
design strategies can also be obtained, which will serve as overarching guidelines throughout the
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design process. As such, tradespace-based methods can be the answer to the longstanding
problems of performance management and reducing cost and schedule overruns in the defense
and aerospace industry.
However, there exist three questions pertaining to the role and relevance of tradespace-based
methods to engineering design within the greater context of the defense and aerospace industry.
These questions were uncovered during the proposal of these methods as key tenets of the design
for affordability process, as well as during the application of these methods to the FSS case study.
It is necessary to address these questions so that future users of tradespace-based methods will be
aware of their pros and cons and apply them fittingly during affordability engineering design and
practice.
The first question is with regards to the implementation issues that exist in tradespace-based
methods. Like other methods currently in existence, tradespace-based methods are not perfect and
they have inherent drawbacks that must be recognized and managed by system architects in order
to ensure the integrity of the design for affordability process. They do have degrees of uncertainty
and subjectivity that may impede the down-selection and identification of preferred solutions at
different levels. However, their benefits can outweigh their drawbacks if they are applied
appropriately and consistently. Therefore, it is in the interest of system architects to be able to
recognize the pros and cons of tradespace-based methods and utilize them in ways that best meets
the needs of their design problem at hand.
This then leads to the second question of when and where tradespace-based methods should be
applied for them to be most effective. Throughout this thesis, they have been introduced and
discussed as standalone methods, where they are applied from the start to end of hypothetical case
studies to derive preferred design solutions. However, the design process in the real world is
fraught with much more complexity, as the early-phase design task is only part of a greater
acquisition framework. In the defense and aerospace industry, these acquisition frameworks are
key enablers of progress for they facilitate delivery of systems that enhance the capabilities,
reputation and influence of many enterprises. It is clear that reforms in acquisition processes are
necessary to eliminate the problems currently experienced.
Across these enterprises, there exist various acquisition frameworks that have long taken root in
the acquisition community. Despite histories of cost and schedule overruns, experienced
acquisition practitioners still use them repeatedly due to inertia in reshaping enterprise practice
and engineering policies. Performing a complete upheaval of such acquisition processes and
replacing them completely with tradespace-based methods may prove to be a step backwards due
to social, economic and political ramifications. Therefore, it may be more useful to determine
how tradespace-based methods can be used in ways evolutionary, rather than revolutionary, to
enhance existing acquisition frameworks. It is then of interest to determine how tradespace-based
methods can complement these acquisition frameworks to reduce incidences of cost and schedule
overruns in the defense and aerospace industry.
Finally, the third question is about the ways the issue of affordability can be resolved beyond the
scope of engineering design and analysis. Design for affordability is not simply an engineering
problem and apart from reforming systems engineering practices, many other strategies can be
taken to maintain affordable practices throughout industry and enterprise. Through prudent
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reformation of engineering and management practices, the principles of affordability may not
only be embodied in the physical products delivered by defense and aerospace enterprises, but
also may be propagated through wider industry practice and management philosophy. Therefore,
the aim of this chapter to address these three questions in order to enable the integration of
tradespace-based method with industry practices and policies in order to achieve affordability.

7.2 Benefits and Concerns of Using Tradespace-Based Methods for
Affordability Analysis
This section aims to address the first question by discussing implementation issues associated
with tradespace-based methods for affordability analysis as demonstrated in the FSS case study.
As such, this section will serve as a further discussion of the results derived in Chapters 4-6 and
to provide greater insights on the overall effectiveness of these methods. Further examples in
systems design will also be used to support the discussions. Over the course of developing the
FSS case study, many important lessons were learnt during formulation of the tradespace models
and affordability analysis of selected designs. Tradespace-based methods, namely MATE and
EEA, can be used concurrently to foster a very systematic and disciplined approach towards
system design. By the end of the portfolio analysis, a potential solution with the most preferred
tradeoffs among performance, cost and schedule attributes were derived and different program
designs were prescribed for each development phase that contributed towards the overall
establishment of the FSS. Design vectors were obtained for the entire portfolio, as well as
individual constellations and individual satellites, thereby prescribing a prospective design
solution to the FSS stakeholders at every design level.
Therefore, the research methods and results presented in the earlier chapters were able to
demonstrate the applicability of these methods for designing complex systems over multiple
levels. As such, tradespace-based methods can potentially be used in the early-phase design of
any complex system. The design procedures prescribed by these methods followed a logical
progression and a gradual learning curve can be easily established through formulating
tradespaces progressively through different design levels. Although these methods can offer new
perspectives towards systems design and engineering, one must be aware of its inherent
drawbacks and potential liabilities. Ross (2006) also discussed several implementation issues
related to tradespace exploration and analysis. Therefore, implementation issues concerning their
benefits, drawbacks and liabilities will be discussed collectively.

7.2.1

Benefit 1: Systematic, Disciplined and Convenient Approach to Design

Affordability analysis can be conducted in a systematic, disciplined and convenient manner with
holistic considerations of performance, cost and schedule when tradespace-based methods are
deployed properly. This approach is systematic as it helps stakeholders to conceptualize the
design problem in a sequential manner and break it down into separate system, program, and
portfolio design problems. Given the need to now consider additional cost and schedule
attributes, it is important to manage this growth in information to prevent cognitive overloading
of decision makers and system architects. Without this breakdown structure, decision makers will
find immense difficulty in drawing the system boundaries, resulting in the over-estimating or
under-estimating of the complexity of the design problem. Having the system-program-portfolio
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framework helps to structure the design process through a logical progression, and stakeholders
can either apply the bottom-up or top-down approach depending on the information made
available to them.
This framework, coupled with MATE and EEA, enables the design process to become
disciplined. At every design level, stakeholders will have to present the mission statement, which
will then drive the identification of key design variables, epoch variables, performance attributes
and expense attributes that characterizes the current entity. Stakeholders will then generate
epochs and can choose to sequence them to form an era in order to simulate an actual portfolio
development timeline. They will next perform design to value mapping to determine the key
interactions between variables and attributes. With all of this information, stakeholders will
formulate the tradespace model, and use the variables as inputs to determine the ranges of values
for the outputs.
All possible designs, or some subset, can be enumerated. Stakeholders will then state their
preference towards levels of the attributes, which will then be translated to the value metrics of
utility and expense. Using the aforementioned model, all sampled design points are evaluated,
and applying Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT), overall utility and expenses are calculated
for each of them. A tradespace parameterized by MAU and MAE is then generated and Pareto
fronts are identified. Lognormal distributions may then be applied to individual expense elements
of Pareto frontier set solutions to realistically account for uncertainty in cost and schedule
estimating. External performance and expense constraints are identified and aggregated to
produce utility and expense constraint levels that narrow tradespace exploration to the area
defined by the affordable solution region. A handful of preferred designs can be investigated and
compared, and the most preferred designs may serve as design inputs for the next level of
analysis. The same process is then repeated for subsequent levels of analysis until stakeholders
can find affordable solutions at every level.
As such, affordability analysis using tradespace-based methods can enforce discipline in the
design for affordability process. It proceeds in a logical manner and it is easily repeatable if there
is a need to iterate the design process at a particular level to search for more affordable designs.
Also, a learning curve is established after stakeholders complete the exploration and analysis at
the system level. As experienced in the FSS case study, the formulation of tradespace models for
the program and portfolio become increasingly straightforward. Depending on the fidelity of the
models and the number of preferred designs, the solution space can become smaller at each level,
thereby reducing the design complexity and information that is typically expected at the program
and portfolio levels.
Finally, this approach is also convenient given the gradual learning curve and widespread
availability of computational resources. As all procedures for MATE and EEA have already been
sequenced and described, stakeholders simply have to follow the steps prescribed to perform the
design process. All information required for further analysis and identifying preferred solutions
could be produced using the tradespace models. Unless really necessary, there is no need to
formulate different models on different software platforms to arrive at a single solution.
Therefore, solutions to early-phase design problems can be derived simply through using
tradespace-based methods.
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If the tradespace-based methods are applied in a systematic and disciplined manner, they can
become computationally less intensive. This is convenient for stakeholders who may have limited
computational resources for conducting early-phase design and can only do it progressively. As
demonstrated in the FSS case study, tradespace-based methods can potentially reduce the
computational complexity at each level of affordability analysis, as the solution space for a
program and portfolio becomes increasingly smaller and more manageable. Software tools and
platforms for tradespace exploration like MATLAB are also readily available, and stakeholders
do not have to procure new equipment or multiple software platforms for the same purposes.
Therefore, the most obvious benefit of using tradespace-based methods for affordability analysis
is the systematic procedure, discipline and convenience provided. With proper managerial
support and knowledge dissemination, the same benefit can be propagated through the enterprise
and promote a new system design philosophy.

7.2.2 Benefit 2: Layered and Scalable Methodology for Error and Complexity
Reduction
Tradespace-based methods offer a layered and scalable approach that can potentially reduce
complexity and errors typically encountered in the design of large systems. This benefit can be
illustrated through the hypothetical design of a new generation of fighter aircraft, where multiple
units of different aircraft such as fighter jets and helicopters are to be built under the same
defense portfolio, and delivered in batches to the military over a 10-year period to enhance
overall air superiority. Potential stakeholders may simply refer to the new fleet of nextgeneration aircraft as a single “system” or entity to be designed through affordability analysis and
tradespace exploration. If only one phase of tradespace exploration was considered, it would
result in an attempt to include as many design variables and attributes as possible to characterize
this complex system in one instance. As a result, design to value mapping of many design
variables to many attributes becomes challenging to stakeholders. The tradespace model also
becomes computationally complex due to numerous embedded interactions.
Complex tradespace models also present numerous problems and they are similar to other
software designed with several layers of abstraction. Should errors occur in the model, it becomes
troublesome to detect and make corrections. Also, complex tradespace models may have many
subsystem models interacting with one another through feedback and feed-forward loops that
model creation and execution can become computationally intensive. If a high-fidelity model was
chosen, the existence of so many subsystems for consideration also implies that a lot of labor is
involved, hence driving up the development schedule and labor cost. When models contain many
interactions, there exists a high probability that errors are present as well. This renders the
validation and verification process both essential and cumbersome, requiring more effort and time
spent in developing and correcting, rather than analyzing the model. Although complex models
can be of high fidelity and have high degrees of scientific accuracy, there is always a risk that
more important variables or attributes are being neglected from the model entirely. The omission
of such lurking variables and attributes may undermine the credibility and saliency of the
tradespace model, rendering preferred solutions likely to be flawed.
Performing only one phase of tradespace exploration for portfolio design with basic variables is
analogous to attempting to design a portfolio of different aircraft using input design variables
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meant for a single aircraft. When low-level system design variables are applied to a complex
tradespace model to directly derive high-level portfolio attributes, stakeholders may not have
visibility of the collective performance and cost attributes at intermediate levels. This
intermediate level is likely to be the program level. Without multiple phases of tradespace
exploration, stakeholders will face immense difficulty in performing tradeoffs to identify the most
preferred designs should they rekindle interest in designing a program, be it a new squadron of
fighter jets or helicopters. Therefore, stakeholders would not have the opportunity to identify any
potential cost and schedule overruns that may already be present at the intermediate or program
level. Even if affordable portfolio solutions were obtained using the single-phase approach, it
does not guarantee that affordable program solutions will be inherited. A great risk is incurred
with this single-phase approach and should an intermediate program become unaffordable
midway through portfolio development, the entire portfolio would become increasingly
unaffordable.
Using tradespace-based methods, however, can circumvent the problems of complexity and
frequent error occurrence. With the system-program-portfolio framework, stakeholders will be
coerced into breaking down the design problem into more manageable parts. In the same
hypothetical example, stakeholders will first identify a single fighter jet and a single helicopter as
separate systems, then multiple fighter jets and multiple helicopters of the same model as separate
programs, and finally multiple squadrons of jets and helicopters as a single portfolio. For every
design level, different design variables, performance attributes, and expense attributes can be
identified and design to value mapping can be conducted. As a result of the problem breakdown,
tradespace models for a system or program or portfolio are not as complex. By breaking down the
problem into three distinct blocs, the design process becomes decoupled and layered.
A layered structure in the design process provides more avenues for direct stakeholder control.
Each design bloc corresponds to system, program and portfolio level design. The inputs to each
bloc will have the design variables as inputs and preferred designs as outputs that will be
channeled to the next bloc. The tradespace model in each bloc will have a manageable number of
design variables and attributes and with this layered structure in design approach, important
variables and attributes are less likely to be neglected. Since the reduced amount of information is
cognitively less demanding, key interactions among between design variables are also less likely
to be omitted by accident. System architects will only need to focus on a smaller set of design
variables when identifying interactions. It is also less computationally intensive to validate and
verify separate models for a system, program and portfolio, even if each of them is programmed
with high levels of fidelity.
With the layered structure imposed by the framework, there are more checkpoints available
through the design process during which stakeholders can assess the saliency and credibility of
the models, as well as perform the necessary tradeoffs required for affordability. These
checkpoints are the analysis stage for each tradespace exploration phase and they provide
opportunities for stakeholders to determine whether the preferred designs for a system or program
are indeed satisfactory in terms of performance and expense requirements. Should errors be
present in the tradespace model at the system or program level, they can be easily corrected at the
end of each bloc and repeated until the model is deemed satisfactory. This can prevent the
cascading of modeling errors to the portfolio level.
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The breakdown of the design process is not restricted to the system-program-portfolio
framework. Depending on the preferences of the stakeholders, they can either be structured into
two distinct parts or even more than three parts if the design problem is more complex. If the task
is simply to design a new squadron of fighter jets, only the system and program level tradespaces
are required. However, should the design problem be “the enhancement of aerial defense of the
nation under the same budget portfolio”, more intermediate levels can be used during early-phase
design. Such levels may include “minor programs” and “major programs”. A “minor program”
can be the design of a squadron of fighter jets or helicopters, while a “major program” can be the
design of different groups of squadrons of fighter jets or helicopters. Hence, the portfolio
previously considered in the system-program-portfolio framework can now be regarded as a
major program. The portfolio in this case can possibly comprise multiple major programs, such as
the design of a new constellation of military satellites and an advanced ballistic missile defense
network. Therefore, the number of levels in the design process can be scaled in multiple ways that
allows stakeholders to best reduce the complexity and probability of error occurrence throughout
the design process.
With the layered structure and scalable properties of tradespace-based methods using the systemprogram-portfolio framework, stakeholders can perform tradespace exploration and affordability
analysis one level at a time and will be better able to identify preferred solutions at each level
with better control and more opportunities for error detection.

7.2.3 Benefit 3: Overcoming the Limitations of Existing Methods
An immense benefit of tradespace-based methods is that the common problems currently
experienced by existing methods for affordability analysis can be remedied. As tradespace-based
methods are an amalgam of many existing methods with each having their own merits, they can
address the limitations described earlier in Chapter 2 and potentially enhance the manner in which
affordability analysis is conducted in future.
The first common limitation that tradespace-based methods can overcome is the lack of timecentricity. Systems can evolve and change, and are subjected to disturbances and perturbations
over time. Existing methods focus on designing systems only for single point futures and do not
explicitly consider how performance, cost and schedule parameters change over time. This is
especially important for systems in the defense and aerospace industry, where the systems are
often huge and designed to operate for a number of years and beyond. However, MATE and EEA
for affordability analysis easily accounts for time-dependencies throughout the design process.
This is because time-related attributes are now considered in the tradespace model to
acknowledge that development schedule can be an important resource expense attribute given the
potential for schedule overruns in program management.
This addition embodies the principles espoused by the Time as an Independent Variable (TAIV)
concept. By having preferences and constraints for schedule or other time-related attributes,
systems and programs can be designed for better time-effectiveness, affordable solutions can be
developed and operated within a period of time most preferred by stakeholders. This was done in
the FSS case study, where development schedules for individual satellites and total waiting times
to launch for constellations were explicitly considered in the MATE process.
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As EEA was used in affordability analysis for the FSS, changes to performance, cost and
schedule attributes as a result of changing mission requirements and operating environments were
accounted for through the construction of epochs and eras. This demonstrates that the FSS was
designed with explicit considerations of time, as its development, launch and operate can be
subjected to changes over its lifecycle. A number of epochs were then selected and sequenced to
form an era to simulate the development lifecycle of the FSS portfolio. Expense and utility
trajectories of preferred designs were plotted across the constructed era, and designs that always
maintained their utility and expense levels above minimum constraint levels for corresponding
epochs are identified as fully affordable solutions. It was also demonstrated that partially
affordable solutions could also be selected if no better solution exists for an epoch.
Simulating a time-period using epochs and eras also embodies the principle of the multi-period
portfolio management approach described by Davendralingam and DeLaurentis (2013). The FSS
development timeline was segmented into different time periods, each characterized by a fixed set
of mission needs and operating contexts. As a new constellation was developed at the start of
every epoch, the FSS design was based on the sequential acquisition and removal of satellite
constellations that describe its evolution over time. It can be seen that design decisions made in
each epoch can affect the decision options of future time periods, thus affecting long-term
performance and risks of the FSS. Therefore, tradespace-based methods can facilitate the
identification and selection of system, program and portfolio designs that can remain affordable
throughout their lifecycles.
The second limitation that can be circumvented using tradespace-based methods is the failure to
recognize complexities of scale. Most methods attempt to design the system and account for its
affordability in a single instance or through a single iteration. As such, stakeholders may not
initially recognize the complexities of designing huge entities like programs and portfolios, and
attempt to do so using methods specifically crafted only for system level analysis. However, few
of these methods have broken down the design process into distinct blocs in order to reduce the
complexity experienced in analysis. As described earlier, tradespace-based methods offer a
systematic, disciplined and convenient approach to system design, and their layered structure and
scalable nature can help reduce complexity and probability of modeling errors. Through the
system-program-portfolio framework, stakeholders applying the tradespace-based methods can
recognize the complexities of scale involved in the design process and attempts to segment the
design process into more than one distinct task. The interactions at program and portfolio level
can become increasingly complex and they can easily be lost beyond the cognitive limits of
stakeholders and system architects if they were all to be designed using a single tradespace
model. By conducting tradespace formulation, exploration and analysis at distinct design levels
according to scale, affordability analysis can be conducted in a more coherent and controllable
manner.
The third limitation that tradespace-based methods offer to address is the lack of cost breakdown
structures. Many methods use cost, typically lifecycle cost, as the metric to measure the expected
expenditure to design a system. Many instances of traditional tradespace exploration have used a
single cost metric to make decisions. However, the term “cost” has been described as ambiguous,
as there exists “different colors of money” that make up the lifecycle cost. Cost elements such as
development costs, launch cost, operations cost, labor cost and other monetary expenses are
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incurred in different amounts and at different times. Summing them up into a single cost metric
ignores the possibility that having an overrun for a single cost element may result in the entire
system becoming unaffordable. Tradespace-based methods for affordability analysis, however,
avoid doing so by breaking down “cost” into its distinct elements and apply them to the
tradespace model as resource expense elements. This approach is similar to the affordability
method proposed by Tuttle and Bobinis (2012). Constraint levels are also placed on individual
cost elements, reflecting the real world scenario where different cost elements can often be placed
under the authority of different program managers. Having constraints on the maximum amount
each manager can spend helps impose control on all cost elements and ensures that preferred
designs are indeed cost-effective. This mirrors the Cost as An Independent Variable (CAIV)
concept.
The fourth limitation that can be remedied is the treatment of affordability as a constraint. Many
methods treat the notion of affordability as an external constraint on monetary cost and time, as
most forms of program control are in the form of budget plans that detail how much expenditure
can be incurred overall. Traditional tradespace exploration and other methods will typically
proceed in generating all possible designs evaluated using some measures of performance and
total cost, and then potentially bounding the tradespace by a total cost constraint. While it is true
that designing for affordability implies the elimination of designs that are too expensive through
the use of constraint levels, it is also about considering the effects of cost and time on the outset
of the design process. Therefore, the tradespace-based methods applied to the FSS case study not
only used cost and schedule constraints to represent the budgetary needs of different epochs, but
also considered different cost and time elements for individual satellites, satellite constellations
and the portfolio of constellations when formulating the tradespace models. Affordability is more
than just a constraint; it should be a critical part of the design.
The fifth and final limitation that tradespace-based methods can address is the lack of valuecentric perspectives. The current notion in the defense and aerospace industry is the conduct of
Value Engineering and Earned Value Management. However, many methods rely heavily on the
use of performance metrics, which facilitates the use of mathematical concepts such as
optimization to find the “best” designs. However, what is considered the “best” design by
mathematical algorithms may not be the most preferred by stakeholders. Also, arriving at a single
“best” solution ignores the investigation of the second or third “best” designs, which may turn out
to be more favorable to stakeholders. As such, there is no notion of measuring the level of benefit
provided to stakeholders when using a particular design.
By using MATE, the design process automatically becomes value-driven as stakeholder
preferences towards various performance, cost and schedule attributes are explicitly considered at
the outset and translated to different utility and expense levels. Swing weights are also assigned to
different attributes to reflect their relative importance to stakeholders, depending on the mission
requirements and operating context. This is typically conducted through formal interviews and
surveys, where stakeholder needs for different attributes are carefully elicited and translated to
value measures using monotonically increasing single attribute utility and expense curves. Swing
weights are then applied to aggregate different utility and expense levels to derive MAU and
MAE metrics that can be used to evaluate individual designs. Stakeholders can then search the
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tradespace for preferred designs using a variety of methods and not be restrained to selecting only
one out of many possible designs.
One way of identifying better value solutions is through the identification of Pareto frontier set
solutions that have the most preferred tradeoffs among performance, cost and schedule attributes.
The utility and expense metrics were used in MATE for a single satellite, a satellite constellation
and a constellation portfolio in the FSS case study. They were also used in the plotting of
trajectories during EEA to determine the fully affordable designs for a selected sequence of
epochs. As such, stakeholder preferences were always considered at all design levels and
solutions are ultimately derived in an exploratory manner. Stakeholders can investigate various
designs before collectively deciding on a single solution to develop on. This design process is a
learning activity to help stakeholders understand what they truly want to design in a particular
system, and it can be iterated as desired in order to search for even better value solutions.
Therefore, the application of MATE and EEA enables the design for affordability process to be
value-centric throughout, thereby delivering and sustaining value to stakeholders through the
design lifecycle.
As they are able to address the limitations observed in many existing methods for affordability
analysis, tradespace-based methods in the form of MATE and EEA can offer more advantages
and ensure that the systems designed are both cost-effective and time-effective. However, like all
methods and models tradespace-based methods have their inherent drawbacks and if used
inappropriately, they may present potential liabilities to the design process. Therefore, it is
important for practitioners of these methods to be aware of its disadvantages and mitigate their
risks as much as possible. Discussion of drawbacks and liabilities shown in the next few sections
will be based on insights derived from the FSS case study and the implementation issues
discussed in Ross (2006).

7.2.4 Drawback 1: Inherent Subjectivity of Stakeholder Preferences and MultiAttribute Utility
While the use of stakeholder preferences and multi-attribute utility in the design process can
expedite the search for preferred and affordable solutions, it also introduces many degrees of
subjectivity that may run counter to the objectivity provided by the scientific principles embedded
in tradespace performance and expense models. When formulating tradespace models, the
performance and expense attributes are to be calculated using equations and in accordance to
scientific principles. For example, in the FSS case study, equations commonly applied in orbital
mechanics were used to determine the minimum and maximum factor levels of propellant mass in
order to ensure that a satellite has the delta-V potential to perform maneuvers through a range of
orbit altitudes and inclination angles. Performance and cost models for individual satellites were
also based on the equations and principles prescribed in Wertz and Larsson (2011). The
tradespace model then enumerates all possible designs and calculates values for the performance,
cost and schedule attributes. Therefore, the tradespace model for a satellite is established upon
validated scientific principles and is perceived as an objective representation of a real world
system.
However, when MAUT is applied, the ranges of these quantitative measures are translated to
subjective measures of benefit in the form of utility and expense. Although this step explicitly
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takes into account stakeholder preferences and helps to reduce modeling uncertainties, it also
presents several limitations due to its subjective nature. This objective to subjective mapping
using utility theory is heavily grounded in concepts from psychology and behavioral economics,
and stakeholders often rely on reasonable heuristics to dictate their choice. As a result, they tend
to apply what they already know about precedent systems in order to determine their own
preferences for a new system to be designed. Such heuristics are not as impeccable as grounded
scientific principles and it is often difficult to rely on them for making consistent and informed
decisions in situations with high risks and high stakes. Preferences also change with people and
the environment and they may not always be established on a rational basis. The minimum and
maximum factor levels that correspond to the lowest and highest utility or expense for an
attribute, as well as the number of stepped increases in utility or expense and the step size, can all
be varied in any way desired by stakeholders. The inclusion of preferences from the start to end
of the design process may imbue preferred solutions with high degrees of subjectivity.
Preferences can be captured through the behavior of decision makers, based on statistical analysis
of their choices. This implies that the manner in which the system architects conduct the
interviews and surveys has a direct impact on measuring the true perceived level of utility or
expense of the stakeholders. Conducting an elicitation of needs is not easy, as there are so many
design variables and attributes that can be associated with a complex system. The interview
process or the survey questionnaire may take too long to be feasible for most real-world situations
if all variables and attributes were to be considered for the model. When there are too many
questions to think about, it becomes difficult for both system architects and stakeholders to
determine which variables and attributes are actually most important to early-phase design. A lot
of painstaking effort is also required to map changes in utility or expense to different attribute
levels for so many variables and attributes. Furthermore, it is time consuming to develop and
administer such lengthy interviews and surveys, as well as selecting individuals who can serve as
subject matter experts to answer relevant questions. Therefore, it is important to narrow the
design process to a manageable number of variables and attributes.
In the FSS case study at the system level, there are nine design variables, two epoch variables and
seven attributes that were considered in the tradespace model. Certain design variables such as
data packet capacity and communications interface technology were selected based on the
features that distinguished FSS-enabled satellites from existing satellites. Only high-level
architectural decisions are of importance. Other variables such as size of solar panels or thermal
capacity of materials are also critical to the satellite design and they could have been included in
the tradespace model. However, it was decided that they were not considered as key architectural
decisions. It is up to the stakeholders to determine which design variables form key architectural
decisions depending on their interests, and more importantly, directly impact utility and expense
attributes as well drive the desired ilities. Typically, design variables that directly impact the new
capability described by the mission statement should be included and those that have lower
impacts can serve as intermediate variables or be completely left out of the model. Therefore, it is
necessary for both system architects and stakeholders to fully understand the engineering design
of the satellite and collaborate at a professional level in order to formulate a cognitively
manageable design problem.
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Another nuance of using preferences is that stakeholders may not be entirely sure of what they
want in a new system until the system itself is actually constructed. They may appear to be sure
of the design variables, performance attributes, expense attributes and their preference levels
towards each attribute at present, but they may change their opinions upon completion of the
models and analysis of the results in the future. Therefore, the tradespace model may not output
the attributes that the stakeholders initially expected; or a single attribute level or a range of
attribute levels that is mapped to a utility or expense value at present may not actually be the
actual utility or expense level experienced by the stakeholders. This raises the dichotomy of
expected value and experienced value. While it may be trivial to update preference levels in the
tradespace model to fit experienced value, it takes more time and cost to do so when there are
multiple changes to be made to the tradespace model. This may include different ways of
calculating existing attributes, and the introduction or removal of design variables, epoch
variables and attributes. These changes may be an impediment to the aim of designing affordable
systems, where different cost and time elements are also of priority.
Also, not all preferences are revealed during the interviews and surveys. Ross (2006) discusses
the need to be aware of both articulated and unarticulated value if system architects seek to
deliver value through finding preferred solutions in early-phase design. Since articulated values
are measures of preferences that have already been captured through the interviews and surveys,
it is the unarticulated values that may impede the design process since it represents asymmetric
information between the system architects and the stakeholders. Typically, stakeholders have the
most knowledge of their preferences, but they may withhold that information since it could
negatively affect their utilities. Such scenarios can be especially prevalent within the defense and
aerospace industry, where revealing knowledge of future needs, potential new technologies, and
new uses for a system may seriously compromise national security or the competitive edge of
leading enterprises. The system architects thus experience a dilemma in trying to elicit the vital
information needed to deliver value and yet not infringe upon the general interests of the
stakeholders. The stakeholders themselves may also experience the same dilemma in trying to
convey their preferences as accurately as possible without revealing potentially damaging
information on their part. While such asymmetric information may benefit the interests of
stakeholders, it also hampers the design process.
If the elicitation and translation of preferences are not done in a transparent manner, the integrity
of the results obtained for affordability analysis may be compromised. However, given the nature
of the industry at present, both system architects and stakeholders remain likely to encounter this
dilemma. It is difficult to justify why highly classified information should be risked if the task is
to perform only the early-phase design of the system. Instead, they should collaborate closely
with one another in order to reach an agreement on how information can be best exchanged
between them to enable tradespace exploration to be meaningful. Only through collaborative
efforts and more transparent exchanges can the use of stakeholder preferences in evaluating the
tradespace model be prevented from being perceived as a potential liability in the system design
process.
Often the design of complex systems involves the participation of multiple stakeholders and it is
often difficult to elicit preferences that are agreeable to everyone within a reasonable period of
time. MAU models can be used in a group situation, but the presence of multiple sets of
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stakeholder preferences may hinder the conduct of MATE. In the FSS case study, it was
described that there are hypothetically seven different space agencies participating in the FSS
initiative, with each potentially having their own set of preferences towards system and program
level designs and their own scientific agendas. Such circumstances may point towards the need to
aggregate all preferences in some quantitative manner and even perform multi-stakeholder
negotiation. However, this problem is fortunately avoided by introducing the FSS Directorate,
which is the hypothetical governing body that coordinates the efforts of all agencies. The FSSD
has its preferences aligned to that of every agency due to commence development and launch in
each epoch. It also has a separate set of preferences on portfolio design. Therefore, only a single
set of preferences has to be considered for each epoch and this renders the design problem more
convenient to solve.
However, in reality, there may not always be a similar governing body that may expedite the
elicitation and translation of needs. More often there may be situations where multiple
preferences sets have to be elicited from stakeholders. This makes the tradespace exploration
process become more complex, as all designs have to be evaluated using multiple preference sets
and multiple tradespaces will have to be generated to reflect the differing preferences among
stakeholders. More cost and time are then incurred when searching for solutions that are common
to the preferred solution sets of all stakeholders. Achieving this group consensus for either
preferences or preferred solution may be very difficult and time consuming, or even impossible
with some groups. The level of detail and specification necessary in the discussion of attributes
and their weights can even result in considerable conflict and contention, rather than the move
towards consensus.
If preferences reduce the objectivity in tradespace exploration, then the use of MAU and MAE
may also pose obstacles for analysis. Both MAU and MAE are measured on a scale of 0 to 1. For
utility, a value near 1 represents high satisfaction and a value near 0 represents low satisfaction.
Expense is the inverse, where 0 represents high satisfaction and 1 represents low satisfaction.
While they can be used to evaluate designs and allow comparison between design points, it is
difficult to determine intuitively from the tradespace whether a design point by itself is indeed
good or not. More work has to be done to find the design vector, performance vector and expense
vector represented by the preferred design point in order to determine whether a design point has
the desired attributes. There are multiple attributes aggregated into utility and expense values that
make it more difficult to find out what attributes make one design superior to another.
This need to search and compare all the characteristics makes multi-attribute metrics not as
intuitive as a traditional performance measure. For example, if a tradespace is solely
parameterized by the delta-V and cost of the satellite, it is obvious to stakeholders that designs on
the Pareto front have the best tradeoff between the two attributes. Even without the tradespace, it
still remains trivial to sort through all the designs and pick a solution with absolute guarantee on
the performance level, even if it is not Pareto optimal. This is the intuitive nature offered by
traditional performance and cost parameters, as they offer stakeholders direct feedback on the
information required for decision-making. With multi-attribute functions, however, a solution is
characterized by a single MAU and MAE value, which is indirectly representative of the
numerous vectors that actually characterize it.
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Describing a point by having a utility of 0.7 and an expense of 0.5 means little unless it is
compared to another design point on a tradespace. If a tradespace was never generated, finding
preferred solutions becomes even more convoluted. This is especially so if only some but not all
attributes in one design are better than another, thereby making it difficult for stakeholders to
decide between the two. Having tradespaces and identifying Pareto frontier set solutions then
benefits from the use of MAU and MAE since comparisons among different designs and multiple
tradeoffs can be conducted on a single platform. Nonetheless, even if interpretation of the design,
performance and expense vectors were straightforward for Pareto frontier set solutions, there is
still a need to refer to the preference sets and utility curves to determine if the attributes obtained
do fulfill the performance, cost and schedule requirements of a particular epoch. MAU and MAE
do coerce stakeholders into thinking more holistically across more critical attributes during the
design process, but understanding them may also be cognitively challenging to stakeholders
unless they have already ascended the learning curve.
Comparing utility and expense values of design points between two epochs also may not come
across as intuitive. Two designs in two epochs may both have a utility of 0.7, but their vectors are
characterized completely differently. This is due to the changes in preferences and contexts
between two epochs, causing two different designs to provide the same measure of benefit. In
another situation, a single design can exist in two epochs with the same characteristics, but have
different values for utility and expense as a result of the changes in preferences or performance.
Therefore, evaluating designs using utility and expense coupled with the inclusion of stakeholder
preferences becomes not as intuitive.
As stated during system, program and portfolio level analysis of the FSS, the attributes are also
assumed to be perceived independent of one another, thereby facilitating the assignment of swing
weights to each attribute and their eventual aggregation through the multi-attribute utility and
expense functions. While performance attributes can be chosen and determined to a high degree
of certainty that they are completely independent, the same cannot be said of cost attributes. In
the Space Tug and FSS demonstrations, development costs, launch cost, operations cost, labor
cost, retirement cost and schedule have all been assumed independent of one another. However,
this may not be true in reality, as such costs are incurred sequentially and how much monetary
resource is incurred for one element in the past can impact the amount that can be incurred for
another in the future. Program contracts in the defense and aerospace industry are complex
documents that list numerous details describing the agreement on how time and money should be
spent to achieve design objectives. Breaching one cost element may risk jeopardizing the entire
contract and subsequently other cost elements and the overall development schedule.
Furthermore, some performance attributes used for assessment may not be independent of one
another. As such, it may not be entirely realistic to make performance, cost and schedule elements
fully independent of one another in the design process. However, the benefits of doing so can
exceed its drawbacks.
Firstly, the perceived independence assumption helps streamline the elicitation process for
determining the SAU and SAE functions of every stakeholder for all attributes. It allows
interviews and surveys to be conducted for one of them at a time. Secondly, using multiple cost
and time elements allow stakeholders to avoid making decisions based on the ambiguous measure
of cost. As explained previously, the term “cost” is typically lifecycle cost, which comprises
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many other cost elements that are spent differently and have various degrees of importance to
stakeholders. Breaking down cost into its constituent elements help stakeholders gain greater
insights into the expenses that are significant in determining the affordability of preferred designs.
Therefore, it is still worth assuming the independence of different cost and time elements before
aggregating them to calculate expense levels during MATE.
While including stakeholder preferences and using multi-attribute utility and expense functions
have their flaws, it still remains a feasible analysis method that can be taken given limited
resources and knowledge. Eliciting and including stakeholder preferences from the beginning can
help stakeholders design a system to an extent that best meets their needs. Allowing direct human
input thus enables the design process to become a learning experience, where better solutions can
be identified through further iteration and corrections to the tradespace models.

7.2.5

Drawback 2: Variations in Model Fidelity and Tractability

The fidelity of the tradespace model can vary and it is highly dependent on the preferences of the
stakeholder or analyst. Ross (2006) states that choosing the appropriate level of fidelity for model
development can mean the difference between discovering key insights, and glossing over critical
decision opportunities. The tradeoff determining the fidelity selection for the model is that of
accuracy versus effort. If the system architects and stakeholders are very confident about the
design principles for the new system, they can aim to create higher fidelity models that can
produce more accurate and reliable results. However, it requires more expertise during its
formulation as well as more computation power and time to execute. However, the higher the
fidelity, the more assumptions are being made. Should one assumption not be realistic, it may
undermine the results obtained from the model. Low fidelity models on the other hand have lower
degrees of accuracy, but they require less time and effort to formulate. As only a few assumptions
are made, it is easier for stakeholders to manage these assumptions and ensure that they can be
easily validated. Low fidelity models are used for most early-phase design analysis, while high
fidelity models are more often used for analyzing key attribute relationships.
In the FSS case study, data capacity was measured in “data packets” and satellites can establish
ISL between one another to transmit data at fixed data rates. This is low fidelity modeling of
satellite communications and this may come across as ambiguous to experts, as there is more
involved in establishing space communications systems and networks than simply data packets. If
stakeholders sought to create a high fidelity model from the start, they would use data capacity
values that have been validated against existing spacecraft. This means that initial data capacity
can possibly take a large span of values ranging from several megabytes to several gigabytes.
Communication between two satellites is possible only if they are within line of sight and the link
budget can be closed within a minimum slant range. Other attributes such as mean access time
and handover time will also affect the quality of communications and the amount of data actually
transferred. Communications capabilities are also dependent on the onboard power of the
satellite, as well as the size and type of antenna. Different types of encoding and transmission
protocols can also impact bit error rates and data throughput rates. Therefore, there exist many
scientific principles in space communications alone that can be incorporated into high fidelity
models that derive more meaningful attributes to describe FSS capabilities.
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However, pursuing high fidelity models with high accuracy will require the calculation of various
parameter values that do not contribute toward answering the question at hand. Closing link
budgets and assessing the quality of communications only helps determine the feasibility of
sharing in-space data assets among satellites, but does not help determine whether the FSS is a
generally feasible and affordable design concept at the system, program and portfolio levels.
Trying to create high fidelity models requires high resource expenditures, and results in a false
sense of security on the conclusions. Therefore, it is important to perform fidelity matching from
the beginning and stakeholders should first focus accuracy and effort in areas with most impact
on the important results. Should high fidelity models be eventually required to assess key
attributes in more detail, layered software architectures should be employed for MATE studies,
with low fidelity models used in the first iteration. As system architects gain insight into the
important relations and are able to select preferred solutions first, higher fidelity models can be
substituted for their low fidelity predecessors. This helps to achieve a learning process without
excessive modeling effort and time spent.
Nonetheless, Ross (2006) describes better models as those that reflect the underlying causal
relationship, or “physics” of the design-to-attribute mapping. However, complex systems would
often require either the incorporation of too many causal relationships when high fidelity models
are needed, or have no relationships at all when there are no precedent cases available for direct
validation. This is experienced during implementation of the FSS case study, where it required
simulation of shared resources through the transmission of data packets. However, no spacebased precedents are available for this new mode of space operations, with the closest being
terrestrial applications like cloud computing networks and smart grids. As a result, not all
complexities may be describable by causal relationships and only expert opinion or a small
sample size dataset may be available. Instead, a data based or even semi-quantitative approach
could be used, where factor levels describing low, medium and high attribute values are used.
However, this is done at a cost of increased uncertainty (or reduced confidence). In any case, the
dynamic MATE framework at least informs the analyst of the necessary information for
determining attributes from designs. Regardless of the model type, a dynamic MATE study can
still be conducted, though it is important to at least capture the highest-level cost-benefit tradeoffs
within the causal structure of the problem even for qualitative analysis. Therefore, stakeholders
should decide on the levels of model fidelity and tractability in order to make affordability
analysis useful.

7.2.6

Drawback 3: Merits and Drawbacks of Qualitative and Quantitative Measures

Closely related to model fidelity and tractability is the use of qualitative and quantitative
measures for attributes and factor levels of design variables. Models with high fidelity and
heavily grounded in scientific principles use a lot of quantitative measures and “hard” numbers. If
system architects are more inclined towards technical details, having hard numbers in their
tradespace studies help convey a sense of concreteness and believability that words or images
seem to lack (Ross 2006). However, this reliance can lead to misleading and dangerous results.
For example, quantifying ISL capability with parameters such as channel capacity, channel
efficiency and bit error rate can make assessing FSS communications capabilities more grounded
in principles of space communications engineering. However, given limited knowledge on laser
communications technology, attempting to quantify ISL capability provided by laser
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communications technology is difficult and even impossible to validate. The next best option will
be to use a lower fidelity model, where categorical qualitative measures of “Low”, “Medium” and
“High” can be used to describe the ISL capability of a satellite. This can then be quantified on a
scale from 1-3 and incorporated into the tradespace model. Therefore, if using hard numbers can
detract stakeholders’ perceptions and undermine the quality of the analysis, qualitative or fuzzy
metrics can be used instead.
As described in Ross (2006), the key results from a MATE study are not the numbers per se, but
rather the insight into the structure of the design for value problem. The numbers help to make
better decisions, but in themselves mean little. A rigorous qualitative MATE study is superior to a
shabby quantitative MATE study. MATE has been used to derive affordable solutions at the
system, program and portfolio levels of the FSS design case study. If high fidelity models with
hard numbers throughout, it becomes harder to search for affordable solutions within a short
period of time due to the need to understand and validate all the calculations embedded within the
tradespace model. However, it does not mean quantitative methods should not be used at all. The
system architects have to weigh the pros and cons of using qualitative versus quantitative
approaches based on stakeholder preferences and the availability of accurate data and models.

7.2.7

Drawback 4: Problems with Model Validation

Tradeoffs between model fidelity and tractability as well as the use of various qualitative and
quantitative measures have also posed problems for model validation. Validation is one of the key
activities in the validation and verification (V&V) process necessary in computer simulation and
model development. V&V are the principal means of assessing accuracy and reliability in
models. For tradespace-based methods in particular, it is pertaining to the system, program and
portfolio tradespace models. Model verification is “the substantiation that a computerized model
represents a conceptual model within specified limits of accuracy” and model validation is “the
substantiation that a computerized model within its domain of applicability possesses a
satisfactory range of accuracy consistent with the intended application of the model” (SCS).
A conceptual model and a computerized model are formulated in the design process (Oberkampf
and Trucano, 2002). The conceptual model contains all the information and mathematical
equations that describe the system of interest. The computerized model is an operationalization of
the conceptual model on a computer program. As a result, model verification is about assessing
the relationship between the conceptual model and the computerized model and model validation
is about assessing the relationship between the computerized model and reality. Therefore, V&V
are necessary for assessing the accuracy and credibility of the conceptual and computerized
models before tradespace exploration.
There are many methods available to perform V&V. Verification can be performed more easily
through comparison of the conceptual and computerized models. However, model validation is a
lot harder and it is only as accurate or as credible as the level of perceived reality of the system. It
is often difficult to do so for systems in the defense and aerospace industry, where many systems
are revolutionary in nature with unprecedented levels of performance requirements, cost
commitments and schedule commitments. These new systems rarely have precedents that are
designed or operated in the same manner, thereby making model validation or using any existing
systems as a basis for comparison difficult due to potentially large numbers of differences.
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Therefore, it is difficult for stakeholders and decision makers to even know what the expected
performance, cost and schedule of the new system is going to be, much less the system architects.
To say that a model is validated or verified is to say that its truth has been demonstrated, meaning
that the model is true but it is impossible to “validate and verify the model” and demonstrate the
truth of any proposition in complex open or closed systems (Oreskes et al, 1994).
This is illustrated in the FSS case study, where the opportunistic sharing of in-space data assets is
an unprecedented function. Modeling the development strategy of the FSS required numerous
assumptions and many mathematical relationships were based on heuristics that may not entirely
be reflective of reality. This is especially so for cost estimating relationships, which reflect lower
launch costs, lower schedule and lower development costs when laser technology and RLV TRLs
become high. As compared to the model, costs and schedule may not adjust in such a discrete
fashion in reality. These embedded assumptions thus render the system open and there is also
potentially a high degree of aleatory and epistemic uncertainty in the model. Performing V&V
with any existing satellite constellations like Iridium and MILSTAR is hence difficult, and at best
accurate only for some but not all the subsystems.
Therefore, it is important for practitioners of affordability analysis using tradespace-based
methods to understand that models can only corroborate a hypothesis by offering evidence to
strengthen what may be already partly established through other means (Oreskes et al, 1994).
Ultimately, models are mere representations of reality, and they are useful for highlighting
aspects of the system for further study but not susceptible to proof. Models are most useful when
they are used to challenge existing formulations, rather than to validate them. However, a model
may also confirm biases and support incorrect intuitions.

7.2.8

Drawback 5: Availability of Expertise

Ross (2006) states that effective MATE implementation falls into two categories: process and
content, and relevant expertise is required for both of them. Process expertise relates to
understanding affordability analysis using tradespace-based methods. The system architects must
understand the underlying assumptions and applicability of MATE and EEA in order to conduct
the design process appropriately. It has been demonstrated in the FSS case study that affordability
analysis for system, program and portfolio can be conducted in a systematic and disciplined
manner if the design problem is well formulated. Therefore, it is easy for system architects to
ascend the learning curve and understand the procedures of eliciting stakeholder preferences and
conducting tradespace exploration. Expertise can thus be developed over time. However, it was
noted earlier that the use of preferences and utility may not be intuitive to everyone, and the
system architects themselves may have different opinions towards the modeling techniques
applied. Therefore, it is important to educate system architects in ways that allow them to
understand the process in the same manner so that they can collaborate more effectively in future.
Content expertise relates to the information for the study such as constraints, contexts, domainspecific knowledge, decision maker preferences, design knowledge and modeling knowledge.
Availability of content expertise is always helpful but not necessary to ensure that models are
constructed using the relevant scientific principles and at the required degree of fidelity. It is not
required to have subject matter experts for every subsystem to be involved in the design process.
However, the more experts there are, the more reliable and validated are the model and results.
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For example, the FSS model requires the consideration of different subsystems such as onboard
electronics, data storage, communication technology and propulsion. It would be helpful to have
expert opinions on all these subsystems, but there is a trade between the marginal benefits of
doing so against spending more time and labor cost. If system architects are confronted with the
problem of insufficient expertise, they can rely upon past projects, analogy, and clever
assumptions.

7.2.9

Drawback 6: Availability of Decision Makers

The presence of decision makers in the MATE process also help determine if affordability
analysis was conducted in the manner desired and whether the preferred designs are useful.
Without their input at the beginning and throughout the design process, results from affordability
analysis may be invalidated upon their eventual inspection. However, it is difficult and timeconsuming to continuously interact with these decision makers, especially in the defense and
aerospace industry, where it takes substantial time to engage with senior military and government
officials. If it is problematic to get hold of senior decision makers, proxy decision makers may be
used, and they may be subordinates or subject matter experts with the true decision maker
preferences and thinking frame of reference. However, it is more often that system architects have
to assume decision maker preferences as a first-pass analysis in early-phase design, especially
when there is no access to decision makers during brainstorming of design variables and
attributes. This was demonstrated in the FSS case study, as there is limited time and limited
access to relevant experts. Although this greatly expedites the process, it is more useful for
different people to play the separate roles of system architect and decision maker in order to
better characterize the potentially very different thinking styles. The caveat of taking the former
approach is the need to validate the attributes with the decision maker or proxy at a later point in
time. The designers and analysts run the risk of having to repeat effort if the attributes are
incorrect.

7.2.10 Drawback 7: Computational and Schedule Constraints
Since affordability analysis is based on MATE, and not on other statistical or optimization
techniques, it may require more computational effort than a more traditional multi-dimensional
optimization exercise. With the inclusion of more design variables, the size of a tradespace
increases by many folds. Multiple attributes have to be calculated using the tradespace model and
eventually aggregated using multi-attribute utility and expense functions. Tradespace exploration
thus requires a lot of computation resources to ensure that it can be conducted within a reasonable
period of time. If there are insufficient computation resources, tradespace exploration will then
take too much time. Therefore, there are computational and schedule constraints to the conduct of
tradespace exploration and analysis.
To avoid overly large tradespaces, system architects may choose to restrict the number of design
variables and factor levels applied to the model in order to generate a tradespace with a
manageable number of design points. However, there is a risk that potentially better value designs
are not enumerated and evaluated. There are many factors that affect cost and schedule attributes
and it is important to consider most of their effects during affordability analysis. If tradespaces
are large, then it will be necessary to use tradespace sampling techniques such as Latin hypercube
sampling in order to scope the tradespace size for consideration to available resources.
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Affordability analysis using tradespace-based methods reduces the time needed to search for
preferred solutions due to the application of affordable solution regions. These regions help
constrain the tradespace to a smaller area, making it easier for system architects and stakeholders
to investigate preferred designs further. This allows preferred solutions to be identified and
investigated in much quicker time.
Should computation resources pose obstacles to conducting affordability analysis meaningfully,
early-phase design should first be done using low fidelity models with a handful of variables and
attributes. Although results obtained may not be accurate or reflective of the intended system,
they will still enable stakeholders to make some high-level architectural decisions. If more
computation resources and time are made available later during the design process, higher fidelity
models can then be formulated to provide results that supplement the decisions made earlier. This
may help reinforce the choice of preferred designs, or highlight problems that would otherwise
not be detected. Using this spiral approach allows system architects to still be able to generate
insights under tight schedules.

7.2.11 Summary of Implementation Issues
This section has discussed a number of implementation issues central to the conduct of
affordability analysis using tradespace-based methods. These methods offer a systematic,
disciplined and convenient approach to the system design and management and its systemprogram-portfolio framework allows the design process to be layered and scalable. More
importantly, they can overcome many limitations found in many existing methods. However, they
also have potential drawbacks and liabilities. The usage of stakeholder preferences introduces
subjectivity, and the use of multi-attribute utility and expense functions are not as intuitive as
traditional measures of performance and cost. It also prevents the usage of established
mathematical methods. Furthermore, its results are highly contingent on the levels of model
fidelity and tractability, as well as the availability of expertise and decision makers. Tradespacebased methods are also at best close representations of reality and they are to be used to confirm
heuristics rather than as proofs. Therefore, it is imperative to apply tradespace-based methods
properly in order to obtain best results from affordability analysis.
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7.3 Applying Tradespace-based Methods in Defense and Aerospace
Acquisition
It was earlier explained how tradespace-based methods could be used to overcome the limitations
experienced by existing methods in the design for affordability process. As a result, tradespacebased methods present significant benefits to system design and management in the defense and
aerospace industry and they could be applied more often to ensure the delivery of better-valued
and more affordable systems in future. However, due to the persistence of cost and schedule
overruns for decades, the industry has already constructed various acquisition frameworks to curb
them. These frameworks have been applied to numerous design problems by many organizations
over the years such that acquisition practitioners have become so well acquainted with them.
As such, it will be an arduous task to demolish them in favor of tradespace-based methods unless
there is a major policy upheaval. Therefore, it will be more cost-effective and time-effective to
complement the usage of tradespace-based methods with existing acquisition frameworks. This
leads to the second question as to where and when should tradespace-based methods be applied
for maximal benefit. In answering this question, the primary acquisition frameworks from the US
DoD and NASA will first be analyzed to determine areas where tradespace-based methods can be
applied, followed by the proposal of an upgraded acquisition framework that can incorporate
holistic considerations of performance, cost and schedule throughout design.

7.3.1

US Department of Defense Acquisition Framework

The US DoD was among the first to put into effect policy changes that ensured systems are to be
designed with affordability considerations. Following the BBP initiative and the budgetary
realities, Dr. Ashton Carter, then Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and
Logistics, issued the memorandum “Better Buying Power: Guidance for Obtaining Greater
Efficiency and Productivity in Defense Spending” in 2010 to target affordability and control cost
growth. Later in 2012, current Under Secretary of Defense Frank Kendall launched the "Better
Buying Power 2.0" initiative, an update to the original BBP effort. These memorandums
prescribed the following high-level guideline for considering affordability (Carter, 2010a, 2010b):
Mandate affordability as a requirement
-

At Milestone A set affordability target as a Key Performance Parameter
At Milestone B establish engineering trades showing how each key design feature affects
the target cost

To understand the purpose of considering affordability at the milestones specified in this
guideline, it is first imperative to understand the five phases within a typical defense program
acquisition timeline shown in Figure 7-1. More importantly, it is of interest to determine at which
points during the five phases tradespace-based methods can be most effective. These 5 phases are
Material Solution Analysis, Technology Development, Engineering and Manufacturing
Development, Production and Deployment, and finally Operations and Support (DAG, 2013).
Understanding these five phases well can facilitate the incorporation of affordability
considerations at the appropriate points between and during phases. Such an extensive
accountability of cost and schedule parameters at every stage of the design lifecycle can help the
defense industry mitigate the risk of program overruns and cancellations.
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Figure 7-1: Milestones A, B, C and the 5 phases of a typical program acquisition timeline (DAG, 2013).

In the US DoD Defense Acquisition Framework, the Materiel Solution Analysis Phase begins
with the identification of a military need and the assessment of potential materiel solutions to
provide the required capability. In the defense industry, this need is first described in an approved
Initial Capabilities Document (ICD), and an Analysis of Alternatives (AoA) will be conducted to
explore all possible methods of meeting the identified requirement. The AoA will compare
solutions based on their effectiveness, cost, schedule, concept of operations, overall risks,
application of critical technologies, and their sensitivities to variation in assumptions or input
variables.
The AoA in the Materiel Solution Analysis Phase can potentially be replaced with the designing
for affordability process using tradespace-based methods, as its procedures are largely similar to
the activities conducted in AoA. The military need described in the approved ICD is essentially
the “mission statement” that will drive the design process. Practitioners of tradespace-based
methods can conduct AoA in a systematic, disciplined and convenient manner by first
brainstorming and then deciding upon the key design variables and attributes for formulating the
tradespace model. Effectiveness, cost and schedule can all be considered holistically through the
MAU and MAE functions that aggregate performance, cost and schedule attributes, while overall
risks with regards to exceeding cost and time budgets can be accounted for through lognormal
distributions with different variances applied to individual resource expense elements.
The application of critical technologies can then be considered through the use of epoch
variables that combine to form different sets of fixed needs in different time periods. Since
assumptions were also made in the formulation of the conceptual and computerized tradespace
models, sensitivity analysis can also be performed to determine the utility and expense variations
of preferred designs when assumptions or input variables are perturbed. The concept of
operations can also be formulated in the design model and its consideration in the tradespace
models largely depend on the nature of the system as well as the level of the design process. For
example, the concept of operations at the FSS system level will be indirectly reflected by the
payload size, data capacity and data usage rate, while the concept of operations at the program
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level can be aggregated, disaggregated or mixed. Therefore, tradespace-based methods can be
applied during AoA as a first-pass analysis and deliver high-level design solutions that are
potentially feasible and affordable.
Milestone A is the review and approval stage at the end of this phase, where the materiel
solution, cost estimates for the solutions identified in the AoA must be accepted by authorities
before a program can be allowed to enter the acquisition system. As realistic cost estimates are
required, it is necessary to propose affordable solutions early in the defense acquisition process.
This prevents any programs with spiraling costs from entering the development phase and
weighing down the entire defense portfolio in the long run.
Milestone A can be the review of results derived from tradespace exploration and analysis during
AoA. Preferred solutions for system, program and portfolio levels have been identified and it is
necessary for system architects, stakeholders and decision makers to review the design,
performance and attribute vectors of preferred designs. This allows them to make critical
decisions on the designs and determine whether they are feasible and affordable before being
allowed to enter the acquisition system. Should any errors or discrepancies be found, Milestone A
also serves as an opportunity to perform corrections and allow decision makers to even return to
the AoA phase to reformulate tradespace models.
After passing Milestone A, the program enters the Technology Development Phase, during
which technologies are developed, matured, and tested under simulated operational environments.
Strategies for further capability development will be formulated and industrial contractors will
compete to develop prototypes of a required system based on the approved affordable materiel
solution.
Affordability considerations have little impact at this point as the preferred designs have already
entered the acquisition system. However, tradespace exploration and analysis using different
tradespace models can be conducted to determine the most effective and affordable methods of
furthering capability development. Similarly, tradespace-based methods may be applied to help
decision makers decide which contract to accept. The contract can be assumed to be analogous to
a system with attributes such as program contract length, inclusion of options, length of buffer
times between development phases etc.
Milestone B is placed at the end of the second phase, and a program is assessed based on its
acquisition strategy, acquisition program baseline costs, contracting process and usage of mature
technologies. This is done to mitigate any major weaknesses in program management and to
include affordability considerations when performing engineering trades to meet target costs. This
ensures that the overall architecture and design features of the system remain affordable relative
to budget considerations before whole-scale integration and production.
Milestone B is another review and approval stage, where activities such as program or portfolio
level analysis can be conducted to determine the acquisition strategy, acquisition program
baseline costs, contracting process and usage of mature technologies. The FSS case study
demonstrated the conduct of all these activities, where the development and retirement of seven
satellite constellations was planned over the portfolio lifecycle. Program development cost,
launch cost, operations cost, labor cost and retirement cost for each constellation were also
calculated and tracked over their specific lifetimes. Program contract length was also considered
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in the tradespace model and they determine the length of time over which installments for
development and launch costs are to be paid. The usage of mature technologies is also accounted
for through the switch in epochs over the portfolio lifecycle, where the TRLs of laser technology
and RLV increase over time. Therefore, Milestone B presents a major opportunity for tradespacebased methods to be applied in order to find the most affordable development strategy for the
system, program and portfolio of interest.
After passing Milestone B, the program enters the Engineering and Manufacturing
Development Phase. This phase consists of two sub-stages: System Integration and System
Demonstration. During system integration, full system integration is performed and the various
subsystems that provide different capabilities are integrated into a single system. A development
model or prototype is also produced. After being subjected to a Post-Preliminary Design Review
(PDR) and Post-Critical Design Review (CDR) assessments, the program enters the system
demonstration phase. Testing and evaluation will be performed on the model or prototype, which
will be refined iteratively to ensure specified performance requirements are met.
After all testing and design corrections have been performed, the program passes Milestone C
and enters the Production and Deployment Phase. The program will proceed to having a lowrate initial production, during which further quality control will be exercised. After completing
operations testing and evaluation, the program can finally go into full rate production and enter
the Operations and Support Phase.
Affordability analysis has little impacts during and between these last two phases as identified
affordable systems, programs, and portfolios are already in the development pipeline. However,
analysis can still be performed after the final phase to compare actual and expected levels of
performance, cost and schedule. If there are few differences between actual and expected values,
it can be concluded that affordability analysis has been successful to a large extent. This will
increase confidence in the use of tradespace-based methods and other departments within the
defense industry can do the same for their programs to sustain affordable acquisition practices.
However, if there are major differences, they have to be well documented and the causes for these
differences have to be identified. These differences reflect errors in the assumptions and
mathematical equations in tradespace models, and corrections to these errors should be proposed.
Verification and validation should also be performed again and more experts should also be
involved to lend credibility to the further analysis. This allows the establishment of precedent
cases upon which affordability analysis can be better performed in future.
After a review of these phases in the defense acquisition process, it can be seen that the Materiel
Solution Analysis Phase, AoA, Milestone A and Milestone B are areas in the defense acquisition
process where tradespace-based methods can be effective. However, it is also worth noting that
once the physical construction of the defense system commences from the Technology
Development phase onwards, it becomes increasingly difficult to reduce overhead costs or revert
back to solutions that are relatively cheaper. This serves to highlight the need to include most or if
not all the affordability considerations during early-phase design, particularly in the Material
Solution Analysis Phase and Milestone A review. Conducting affordability analysis at Milestone
B and beyond can only provide confirmation that the solutions being developed are within budget
and on schedule, but are a lot less effective in remedying a development process that has become
unaffordable. However, they can highlight what states the system should exist in to become
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affordable and the system architects will have to find the most preferred change strategies to
perform that transition.
Through explicit considerations of affordability early in and throughout key phases of the defense
acquisition process, tradespace-based methods can facilitate the search for affordable materiel
solutions that can provide the full operational capability with minimal cost and schedule overruns.

7.3.2

NASA Project Life Cycle and Trade Study Framework

The NASA project life cycle and trade study frameworks are just some of the many frameworks
available in the aerospace industry that facilitate effective system design and management. Due to
close working relationships with the defense industry, the NASA project life cycle is formulated
in a manner similar to the defense acquisition framework as shown in Figure 7-2. In NASA, the
project life cycle is decomposed into more manageable phases just like the defense acquisition
framework (NASA, 2012). Similar to Milestones A and B, there are key decision points (KDP)
between phases that provide managers with incremental visibility into the development progress.
The phases of the project life cycle are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-Phase A: Concept Studies (Identify feasible alternatives)
Phase A: Concept and Technology Development (Define the project and identify and initiate
necessary technology)
Phase B: Preliminary Design and Technology Completion (Establish a preliminary design
and develop necessary technology)
Phase C: Final Design and Fabrication (Complete the system design and build/code the
components)
Phase D: System Assembly, Integration and Test, Launch (Integrate components, and verify
the system, prepare for operations, and launch)
Phase E: Operations and Sustainment (Operate and maintain the system)
Phase F: Closeout (Disposal of systems and analysis of data)

It is clear that NASA Pre-Phase A is similar to the Materiel Solutions Analysis Phase for defense
acquisition, where design alternatives are explored and investigated as in the AoA, while KPD A
and KPD B are similar to Milestones A and B. Therefore, tradespace-based methods can also be
deployed during these critical phases and decision points in order to ensure that preferred
solutions entering the acquisition system are indeed feasible and affordable relative to stakeholder
preferences and external constraints.
NASA has also produced many systems engineering guidelines over the years and many methods
have been proposed to conduct various design activities such as sensitivity and risk analysis.
However, the main process where potential enhancements can be made is the NASA trade study
process shown in Figure 7-3 (NASA, 2012). The NASA trade study process begins with defining
the system’s goals, objectives, and the constraints it must meet. In the early phases of the project
life cycle, the goals, objectives, and constraints are usually stated in general operational terms.
Functional analysis is then performed, and it involves identifying, describing, and relating the
functions a system must perform to fulfill its goals and objectives (NASA, 2012). As many of
these steps are similar to conducting MATE for affordability analysis, the MATE procedure can
potentially be used to replace the analytical portion of trade studies in the NASA process.
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Figure 7-2: NASA Project Life Cycle (NASA, 2012)

The definition of goals and objectives is equivalent to the definition of the mission statement in
MATE, while the definition of plausible alternatives is analogous to the selection of key
architectural decisions for the system of interest. Functional analysis and the analytical portion of
trade studies is where the remaining MATE activities can be conducted in. EEA should also be
conducted to identify the possible futures in which the system can exist. Defining measures and
measurement methods for system effectiveness, system performance and system cost is
equivalent to the determination of key performance and cost attributes. As part of affordability
analysis, schedule attributes should also be included in this step. The collection of data to support
evaluation by selected measurement methods is then equivalent to the V&V process that is
necessary for the formulation of all trade studies.
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Figure 7-3: NASA Trade Study Process (NASA, 2012)

In computing estimates of system effectiveness, performance attributes, and cost attributes, MAU
and MAE functions can be applied to aggregate all considered attributes into utility and expense
metrics that parameterize the system tradespace. However, prior to this step, there has to be the
elicitation of stakeholder preferences and their translation to single attribute utility and expense
levels. The computation and estimation of uncertainty ranges may include the application of
various probability distributions to account for uncertainties in different attributes. While
lognormal distributions can be applied to cost and schedule elements to yield a confidence
interval for aggregate expense, other distributions such as normal or triangular distributions may
also be applied to the performance attributes to determine another confidence interval for
aggregate utility. The choice of probability distributions is left to the system architects and
stakeholders to agree upon. Finally, the making of a tentative selection is equivalent to the
identification of the Pareto front and selection of preferred designs. Therefore, MATE is closely
mirrored to the NASA trade study process, with the addition of stakeholder preference elicitation.
MATE can thus be used in place of the NASA trade study process so as to ensure that selected
designs for new space systems are not only technically feasible, but also within budget and likely
to be delivered on time.

7.3.3

Affordability Engineering Framework with Tradespace-based Methods

While enhancements can be made to existing frameworks, new frameworks can also be
introduced to guarantee that affordability considerations are omnipresent through the design
process. One possible option is the Affordability Engineering Framework (AEF) proposed by
the MITRE Corporation, which has been designed specifically to help the DoD respond to
imminent fiscal realities and advance the practice of affordability engineering to improve
acquisition program success (MITRE, 2013). Integration of the AEF into the DoD acquisition
framework is already in the pipeline and the AEF will be piloted and migrated across selected
DoD programs over the next few months for implementation with iterative evaluation and
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development. The AEF is not restricted to defense systems, and it can also be applied to
aerospace acquisitions across their project lifecycles. An even better approach can be the
integration of tradespace-based methods for affordability analysis with the AEF. Tradespacebased methods can facilitate the conduct of a first-pass analysis to deliver high-level solutions for
implementation; AEF can be used thereafter to assess the affordability status of preferred
program and portfolio designs, as well as allow room taking corrective actions. Therefore, both
can be used alongside each other to provide greater insights into design principles with more
awareness of the risks posed to performance, cost and schedule attributes.

Figure 7-4: Affordability Engineering Framework (MITRE, 2013)

As described by MITRE (2013), the AEF is a structured, actionable approach with tools and
techniques to address affordability challenges throughout the life cycle. The AEF uses multidisciplinary teams to quantitatively evaluate program affordability while identifying integrated
cost, schedule, and performance tradespaces. As such, the nature of AEF is very similar to that of
affordability analysis using tradespace-based methods, which can potentially become one of the
key enablers of the AEF if integrated seamlessly.
The AEF includes four steps:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Conduct affordability risk assessment
Conduct affordability evaluation
Conduct tradeoff analyses
Assess courses of action and make recommendations

Step 1 is a qualitative assessment of the program affordability risk and it is accomplished through
questionnaire templates on proprietary software tools. Each template contains unique assessment
questions that address affordability risk indicators contained in a program’s technical baseline.
For each question, risk levels such as high, medium, low, unknown, or not applicable, and unique
risk-level definitions are provided for each trigger question. Upon selecting a risk level, questionspecific recommendations for possible corrective or mitigation actions are provided. An
assessment tally is provided upon completion of the assessment and the results can yield evidence
of program risks, thereby indicating the state of the program’s affordability status. After
performing the recommended changes, the technical baseline as well as cost and schedule
estimates will be validated (MITRE, 2013).
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It is also at this step where tradespace-based methods can first be deployed. The risk levels can
pertain to every attribute and this will help in the calculation of upper and lower bounds for utility
and expense levels of preferred designs. Additional questions can also be added to the same
questionnaire templates to elicit stakeholder preferences on every attribute and variable in
addition to their perceived risk levels. However, potential drawbacks of this integration will be
the lengthiness of this qualitative assessment since a large number of questions have to be
answered. Also, the credibility of these results is highly dependent on the availability of subject
matters experts and decision makers, who will be able to make more prudent assessments of
various risks levels.
Step 2 is the evaluation of a program’s affordability status in a quantitative manner. In the AEF,
it is accomplished through an intensive validation process using known parameters from
validation checklists and program budgets. Program elements such as risk, cost, schedule, and
requirements management and coordination with users and other active stakeholders will be
tightly integrated to ensure that tradeoffs among these elements are credible and can potentially
result in more affordable solutions. It is also in this step where affordability risk trends can be
revealed in more detail. These trends have underlying causes or interaction effects with identified
risk factors that might hinder the program in delivering affordable and effective capabilities.
Therefore, the identification of all such trends through the AEF can prompt the stakeholders to
seek the corrective actions needed as well as the frequency with which they should be applied.
The validation of the technical baselines and program estimates can also reveal key performance,
cost and schedule drivers of the program. As these elements have a strong influence on the
feasibility and affordability of the program, more trades among these design drivers can be
performed. The procedures to be taken in Step 2 are shown in Figure 7-5.

Figure 7-5: AEF Step 2 – Affordability Evaluation (MITRE, 2013)
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Tradespace-based methods can be applied in parallel with Step 2. At the beginning, MATE for
affordability analysis can be conducted and the tradespace models for the system, program and
portfolio should be formulated. Program estimates can be calculated using these models. These
models will then have to be validated and this validation procedure can be provided through the
AEF, which requires the comparison of program estimates against technical baseline validation
checklists, actual program budgets, and program schedules. The tight integration of all program
elements can then be achieved through the use of MAU and MAE metrics that allow holistic
comparisons to be made among design points on a tradespace.
The subsequent procedure of determining whether a program is affordable or not can be
conducted through further tradespace analysis after preferred designs have been identified. As
demonstrated in the FSS case study, comparing the cost profiles of individual constellations and
the entire portfolio of constellations over their respective operating lifecycles against actual
budgets can help determine whether a program is fully or partially affordable. Therefore, similar
cost profiles over time for the program of interest can be assessed to determine if its budget and
schedule remain sufficient. If determined to be insufficient, further analysis of the program
tradespace has to be conducted to identify trade drivers that may allow for corrective action. If
determined to sufficient, trade drivers should still be identified so that potential enhancements can
be made. The AEF can then proceed to Step 3.
Step 3 is designed to develop and conduct structured tradeoff analyses for either correction action
or enhancements to preferred solutions. It aims to evaluate and select among design variables,
performance attributes, and expense attributes to achieve the desired capabilities within cost and
schedule objectives. Through Step 2, key design drivers were identified and they are used to
perform these tradeoffs for better affordability. If the program is determined to be affordable in
Step 2, trade opportunities for achieving resource expense savings or performance enhancements
can be analyzed and implemented. If the program is determined to be unaffordable, then
reduction trades on performance, cost and schedule attributes will be performed to allow the
program budget to be sufficient. By the end of Step 3, all preferred trade bundles would have
been identified. The procedures to be taken in Step 3 are shown in Figure 7-6.
Step 4 is then the final step where tradeoff bundles that deliver the capabilities that the end user
needs within the established budget and time line are selected efficiently. The tradeoff bundles
will be assessed according to their benefits, risks, costs, and schedule impacts measured. Finally,
recommendations are made to select the tradeoff bundles that help meet affordability goals
efficiently for the preferred designs. These trades can be conducted multiple times using multiple
methods until stakeholders are satisfied with the final state of the preferred solution.
Similarly, tradespace-based methods can be used in concert with Steps 3 and 4. Such trades can
be performed on single points, groups of points, Pareto frontier set solutions, or even the entire
tradespace. This can be part of initiating the trade study process in the AEF. Tradeoffs can be
performed in multiple ways and multiple times, where a set of consistent evaluation criteria has to
be used to assess the marginal benefit or loss as a result of the trades. When stakeholders are
satisfied after conducting all possible trades, they will then decide upon the most preferred trades
to conduct so as to obtain a refined solution. Application of the AEF will continue through the
remaining procedure blocks in Steps 3 and 4 until formal implementation of the preferred design
together with the preferred trade bundles commences.
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Figure 7-6: AEF Step 3 – Tradeoff Analyses (MITRE, 2013)

MITRE (2013) recommends the AEF process to be conducted throughout the life cycle and
initiated via “trigger” point, which may include periods of major program changes, budget
preparation and submittal, and existing regulatory and statutory requirements for affordability
certification. A typical program profile with trigger points is depicted in Figure 7-7, which is
based on the DoD acquisition framework. Numbers along the program lifecycle timeline denote
the trigger points and their related activities.
Instead of being limited to a few milestones or FDPs, the AEF can provides a significant increase
in the number of affordability analyses using tradespace-based methods relative to current
requirements as there would be four or more before Milestone A and seven or more prior to
Milestone B (MITRE 2013). The increase in frequency as a result of the coupled usage of AEF
and tradespace-based methods can thus provide stronger coherency in results from assessment to
assessment and assists in institutionalizing the importance of affordability.
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Figure 7-7: AEF Program Trigger Points (MITRE, 2013)

In summary, tradespace-based methods can offer numerous benefits to affordability analysis and
they can be applied to current practices in the defense and aerospace industry in a number of
ways. A preference towards evolutionary rather revolutionary approaches is taken and tradespacebased methods are to be used in a manner complementary to existing acquisition frameworks.
Frameworks from the US DoD and NASA are analyzed to determine areas in which these
methods are most applicable and effective. It was determined these methods would be most
applicable to the first phase of both acquisition frameworks as well as the first two major decision
points. If new frameworks are to be proposed, the AEF by the MITRE Corporation, coupled with
tradespace-based methods, can provide a rigorous approach for achieving program affordability.
The AEF with tradespace-based methods is a multi-step process that first qualitatively and
quantitatively assesses program affordability risk and stakeholder preferences, then developing
and validating tradespace models that enable the generation and identification of preferred
solutions, then developing a set of targeted tradeoffs that are bundled for either correction or
enhancement purposes, and finally recommending for implementation. Application of the AEF
can increase the frequency of affordability analyses and enable the holistic consideration of
performance, cost and schedule throughout the design process. This can increase the probability
of system, program and portfolio success in the face of declining budgets and mission
uncertainties, and provide decision makers with data-driven rationale for program design and
trade bundle recommendations.
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7.4

Affordability through Effective Policies and Management

This thesis has so far discussed the design of affordable systems, programs and portfolios from an
engineering perspective, where tradespace-based methods can be used in the design for
affordability process to deliver greater value to stakeholders over time. In answering the third
question posed in this chapter, there are other approaches beyond the scope of engineering design
and analysis that can be taken to ensure affordability. It is first important to recall that the whole
paradigm of affordability emerged through the implementation of the BBP initiative as well as the
issuance of defense memorandums and government directives. A single policy guideline of
“Mandate Affordability as a Requirement” was sufficient to trigger an avalanche of changes in
design methodologies throughout industry and academia . Therefore, it can be seen that a single
policy change can potentially impact the uptake of new methods and frameworks for affordability
analysis by the entire defense and aerospace community. Therefore, affordability can also be
achieved through effective polices and management. Many ways of doing so have been found
across a variety of literature sources but the most relevant ones are described in this section.

7.4.1

Implementing New Systems Engineering and Acquisition Policies

It was earlier stated the use of tradespace-based methods and the AEF are meant to be
evolutionary rather revolutionary in nature, as the upheaval of current acquisition frameworks
would be difficult. This can be attributed to the “dead hand of policy”, which results in high
inertia for any changes to be made to the current establishment. However, the widespread
acceptance of these methods and frameworks are more likely to occur if a government policy or
directive is issued regarding the recommendation of their application. If the policy or directive
were to make the use of tradespace-based methods or the AEF compulsory in all system design
problems in the defense and aerospace industry, the uptake of these new methods would be rapid.
As such, only through implementing new systems engineering and acquisition policies can a
massive upheaval of acquisition frameworks be possible. Also, this can help establish the use of
tradespace-based methods for affordability analysis as the new standard for design. It is also
through government policies that all enterprises in the industry can conduct the design for
affordability using the same approach and the same definition of affordability. Therefore, new
government policies and directives would be the most effective approach to ensuring that
affordable systems can be designed in future.
However, implementing a new policy is not a trivial problem. Given that current acquisition
frameworks are deeply rooted within the industry, there will be many obstacles encountered in
convincing key decision makers within the government about the value of replacing an obsolete
or even non-existent policy with a new one. A cost-benefit analysis of the policy change will have
to be performed and given the foreseen scale of change throughout the industry, there will be high
opportunity costs involved when established enterprises have to spend more time and money
training their workforce to be adept in these new methods. Also, the effectiveness of these
methods on a large scale has yet to be assessed and this incurs a lot of risks on the stakeholders,
who are ultimately the beneficiaries of the new system being designed. If such a policy is to be
proposed, it would be highly recommended that changes are made progressively with multiple
checkpoints to assess the actual effectiveness and experienced problems in using the new
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methods and frameworks. Larger, more influential government agencies and aerospace
companies can potentially take the lead in adhering to this new policy shift.

7.4.2

Managing Multiple Stakeholders

Many design problems in the defense and aerospace industry requires the collaboration of
multiple stakeholders, such as the government, prime contractors, and suppliers. Some problems
such as the design of the FSS portfolio can even require multi-stakeholder collaboration to be
conducted across numerous international boundaries. Given the participation of many
stakeholders and an impeding clash of design cultures, there is high potential for conflicts of
interest to occur (Fitzgerald and Ross, 2014). This may potentially cripple the overall design
process, thereby rendering systems unaffordable and unavailable. Therefore, it is important to be
able to effectively manage the wide range of interests of multiple stakeholders and devise
solutions that are collectively perceived to be acceptable. Multi-stakeholder negotiation has also
become an open area of research within the systems engineering community. Having a central
management authority is one way of doing so, as an overall governing body can help better
organize stakeholder involvements through the design process. It helps to keep participating
stakeholders focused on the overall design objective, and not fixated on their personal interests.
Therefore, a central management authority like the FSS Directorate will be better positioned to
manage different interests and coordinate resulting initiatives.

7.4.3

Better Communication and Work Flow Organization

Owing to the complex and dynamic nature of many systems, there are myriad flows of
information and people involved throughout the design process. Even with the aid of new
methods and frameworks for implementing affordability, poor communication and work flow
organization among participants can seriously inhibit progress in development. Systems and
programs can become unaffordable simply due to delays resulting from ineffective
communication. To ensure better communication and work flow, program managers can be given
greater authority, so that they can take direct control or at least assert a strong influence over
tradeoffs among research and development activities, acquisition, operating, and support costs.
Program managers can control development within given cost and time budgets and they should
actively seek measures to reduce lifecycle costs of their systems. Program managers also have the
responsibility of communicating policy guidelines and best practices to everyone in the design
chain so that the entire workforce is working in a disciplined and coherent manner. In terms of
work flow organization, they should also be constantly performing updates and checks on system
development at specific milestones or decision points to assess the affordability status of the
system. Another way of establishing better communications is through the continuation of
partnerships among users, developers and other intermediate participants so as to derive better
value designs for the available resources. With familiarity and better working relationships,
information and people can flow with more ease and clarity.

7.4.4

Integrating Practices from Industry and Academia

Major players in the defense and aerospace industry have devised their own methods of reducing
cost and schedule overruns. While there are many efficient practitioners of current acquisition
methods, they are not well acquainted with emerging practices originating from academia. These
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new practices can potentially facilitate the design of more affordance systems and they should be
made known to experienced practitioners quickly to reduce the incidence of cost and schedule
overruns. Industry players can directly involve academia in the design process or organize
conferences that allow the free exchange of information. In this way, both industry and academia
can learn from each other.

7.4.5

Continuously Educate and Train the Acquisition Workforce

Following from the previous point, more investment is needed to continuously educate and train
the acquisition workforce, and ensure that acquisition practitioners remain up to date with both
current and emerging affordability practices. This ensures that the integration of practices from
industry and academia can be completed through the consistent transfer of new knowledge. In
this manner, every participant in the design process can embrace the strategic purpose and vision
of affordability practices through mastery of affordability analysis techniques and policy
guidelines. Revamping the workforce can thus institutionalize cultural changes that ultimately
guide the defense and aerospace industry towards having the same conceptions towards
affordability.

7.5

Summary

This chapter sought to answer three key questions pertaining to the role and relevance of
tradespace-based methods to engineering design within the context of the defense and aerospace
industry.
The first question is with regards to the implementation issues that exist with tradespace-based
methods. Like other methods currently in existence, tradespace-based methods are not perfect and
they have inherent drawbacks that must be recognized and managed by system architects in order
to ensure the integrity of the design for affordability process. Generally, tradespace-based
methods offer a systematic, disciplined and convenient approach to design. The system-programportfolio framework allows the design process to be layered and scalable. More importantly, they
can overcome many limitations found in many existing methods. However, they also have
potential drawbacks and liabilities such as the subjectivity introduced through the usage of
stakeholder preferences and multi-attribute utility. Utility and expense metrics are also not as
intuitive as traditional measures of performance and cost. Ultimately, tradespace-based methods
are at best close representations of reality and they are better used to confirm heuristics rather
than proofs. Therefore, it is imperative to apply tradespace-based methods properly in order to
obtain best results from affordability analysis.
This then leads to the second question of when and where tradespace-based methods should be
applied for them to be most effective. Tradespace-based methods can be used in a manner
complementary to existing acquisition frameworks such as those from the US DoD and NASA. If
new frameworks can be proposed, the AEF by the MITRE Corporation, coupled with tradespacebased methods, can provide a rigorous approach for achieving program affordability. Application
of the AEF can potentially increase the frequency of affordability analyses and enable the holistic
consideration of performance, cost and schedule throughout the design process.
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Finally, the third question is about the approaches beyond engineering design and analysis that
can be taken to resolve the affordability issue. Some approaches include making policy changes,
managing multiple stakeholders, better communication and work flow organization, better
integration between industry and academia, and the continued education and training of the
workforce. Application of these approaches in the future can produce positive impacts on the
future of design, as this ensures that affordability principles can propagate throughout wider
industry practice and management philosophy. In doing so, every system, program or portfolio
that is being designed can become and remain affordable over time.
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8 CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
8.1

General Conclusion

Program management failures have plagued the defense and aerospace industry for decades, as
unanticipated cost and schedule overruns have rendered the development of systems ineffective in
terms of both time and cost considerations. This raises the need to holistically include
performance, cost and schedule considerations during the early-phase design of systems in order
to perform useful tradeoffs to derive more feasible and affordable solutions. This paradigm is the
design for affordability and it is the principle that motivates this research. Specifically, this design
conundrum is targeted at defense and aerospace systems, which have complex mission
requirements and stakeholder involvement that are susceptible to changes and perturbations over
time. In this research, tradespace-based methods are introduced to incorporate these holistic
considerations into the design process and facilitate the progressive and disciplined search for
affordable solutions to the system, program and portfolio of interest. A potential method for
affordability analysis has been identified and its feasibility has been demonstrated through
application to the Space Tug and FSS design case studies. Its benefits and limitations were also
assessed. This method can also be integrated with current acquisition frameworks and other
affordability methods to reduce the occurrence of cost and schedule overruns in future. Strategies
for policy change and management were also outlined so that they can complement the
tradespace-based methods to better design for affordability.

8.2

Research Contributions

This section aims to summarize the research contributions by matching sets of research work that
have answered the four key research questions.
1. What is affordability in the context of defense and aerospace systems?

Affordability is defined as the property of becoming or remaining feasible relative to
resource needs and resource constraints over time. Affordability can be treated as an
ility that drives the design of more affordable yet technically sound architectures.
Affordability can be applied to any entity, be it a system or a program or portfolio, with the
bigger entities warranting a higher degree of complexity and more attributes and resources for
consideration. A resource may be defined as the aggregation of cost, schedule and other nonmonetary factors necessary for architecting, development and operation. Resource needs are the
set of resource requirements elicited from stakeholders, and resource constraints are the
statements of restrictions on these requirements that limit the range of feasible solutions.
In defining affordability, a comprehensive review of current affordability research and practices
in academia, industry and government was first conducted. A repertoire of journal articles,
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conference papers, industry reports, government documents, theses and books were then reviewed
to obtain a holistic understanding of the approaches taken to integrate the affordability into
existing system engineering frameworks and acquisition practices.
A lexicographic analysis of the term affordability was performed, and its increasing relevance and
usage in daily applications to the engineering of complex systems were also tracked. The scope of
affordability studies was narrowed down to the defense and aerospace industry, where the
construction of complex systems, programs and portfolios is immensely challenging and they
necessitate the added consideration of cost and time elements in the design process.
Current definitions for affordability within the industry were collated and overlapping themes
were identified. Apart from cost, schedule and performance, other major themes that were
identified include value, systems engineering, attributes, constraints, mission needs, risks,
lifecycle, budget and strategy. Existing frameworks for understanding affordability and
conducting affordability analysis were also described and reviewed. Their disadvantages were
identified and they include the lack of time centricity, failure to recognize complexities of scale,
lack of cost breakdown structures, treating affordability as a constraint rather than a requirement,
and a lack of a value-centric perspective. After aggregating the state of current practice and
analyzing the drawbacks of existing methods, it was inferred that systems are currently not
designed with explicit affordability considerations. It was also concluded that better methods for
affordability analysis must build upon the strengths of existing frameworks and without their
weaknesses. Therefore, new methods introduced should cover the major themes in affordability
analysis and address its limitations.

2. How can affordability be incorporated in early-phase engineering design?

Affordability considerations can be incorporated in early-phase design using
tradespace-based methods such as Multi-Attribute Tradespace Exploration and
Epoch-Era Analysis. The notion of total lifecycle cost can also be replaced with the
aggregate measure of Multi-Attribute Expense. These methods can be applied to the
progressive design of systems, programs and portfolios using the bottom-up or topdown approach. The feasibility of these methods was demonstrated in the Space Tug
and FSS design case studies.

To conduct affordability analysis and perform affordability tradeoffs in an informed manner,
systems engineering methods have to demonstrate changes in resource expenses as major
decision parameters and times to completion are varied. The minimization of resource expenses,
while maintaining or increasing performance specifications across changing contexts over time,
motivates the construction of tradespaces with considerations of temporality. Affordability
analysis can thus be conducted through tradespace exploration.
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Tradespace exploration allows a holistic consideration of capabilities and mission utility during
early-phase design, instead of being locked too early into requirements and key performance
parameters. As tradespace exploration entails the enumeration and evaluation of a large number
of potential designs, this method is most relevant to the design of complex systems with multiple
dimensions of benefits and expenses. The use of tradespaces instead of simple tradeoffs of several
point designs can lead to better lifecycle results.
As tradespace exploration enables the promulgation of affordability as an ility, tradespace-based
methods are introduced for designing for affordability. Multi-Attribute Tradespace Exploration
(MATE) can be used in the value-driven search for affordable designs by aggregating multiple
dimensions of benefits into a single utility metric. Tradespaces have been traditionally viewed as
two-dimensional plots bounded by the parameters of utility and costs. Since the design process
considers more than just cost, cost can be replaced with an aggregate measure for resource
expenses to enable affordability analysis. The measure is Multi-Attribute Expense (MAE) and it
aggregates cost, schedule and other non-monetary factors into a single expense metric. Design
points on a tradespace can then be compared using their unique MAE and MAU metrics, which
are representative of all performance and resource expense attributes, as well as their
corresponding stakeholder preferences. Therefore, MATE can be modified for the purposes of
affordability as shown in Figure 8-1.
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Figure 8-1: Data flow for the Tradespace Exploration process in Affordability Analysis (adapted from Ross
and Hastings, 2005).

Constraint levels for each attribute are also determined and aggregated to form MAE and MAU
constraint levels for the tradespace in each epoch. The area bounded by the maximum MAE,
minimum MAU, and derived expected minimum MAE is then the affordable solution region, in
which the most affordable solutions are most likely to be located. By searching in the narrowed
affordable solution regions in every tradespace for every epoch, affordable solutions for systems,
programs and portfolios can be found. This concept was demonstrated in Figure 8-2.
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Figure 8-2: Narrowing the affordable solution space using external constraint levels for a fixed context.

Lognormal distributions with different variances can then be applied to individual expense
elements to account for uncertainty that grows over time. In the FSS case study, a 99%
confidence interval was established on the expense values of Pareto frontier set solutions in every
system tradespace. This yields a longer upper-tail and a shorter lower-tail that collectively
account for expense variability. Depending on the extent to which the upper-tail is within the
affordable solution, three preferred Pareto optimal solutions can be labeled as “High”, “Medium”,
or “Low” risk. High-risk designs have better performance attributes, but are at the highest risk of
exceeding time and budgetary constraints. A sample of this application is shown in Figure 8-3,
where high-, medium, and low-risk designs are colored in black, blue and cyan respectively. As
such, this is one of the ways in which time and budgetary uncertainties can be accounted for
during system level analysis and Single-Epoch Analysis.
FSS Case Study: Phase 1 – Epoch 1: Mission 0 in Context 0-0

Figure 8-3: FSS Case Study: Epoch 1 Pareto front design points with 99% MAE confidence intervals
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Epoch-Era Analysis (EEA) can then be used to account for how the performance, cost and
schedule attributes of a system or program evolve over time across dynamic operating
environments. EEA is a design approach used to clarify the impacts of time and context on the
value of the system or a program, and can be modified and applied to enable affordability
analysis over multiple epochs (periods of fixed contexts) and multiple eras (ordered sequences of
epochs). Trajectories that track the changes in utility and expense of a system, program or
portfolio can be plotted to determine which solutions are fully affordable or partially affordable
across a period of time. It was evident during the case study that a program level analysis is more
complex than that of a system due to more design variables, performance attributes and expense
attributes. This complexity can only increase when the design for affordability process cascades
down to the portfolio level.
CONSTELLATION 1 – Developed in Epoch 1: Mission 0 in Context 0-0
U1lity'Trajectory'

Expense'Trajectory'

Figure 8-4: FSS case study: Expense trajectory plot, Utility trajectory plot, and Histogram of number of
epochs in affordable solution region for each design for Constellation 1 – Epoch 1: Mission 0 in Context 00
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In the FSS case study, the three preferred system solutions derived in system level analysis were
used as design variables for program level analysis, during which two or three preferred program
solutions from each tradespace were selected using the same methods as before. However, at
program level analysis, it has become critical to find program solutions that remain largely
affordable and feasible across multiple epochs or an era. This necessitates the conduct of MultiEpoch and Single-Era Analysis. This was performed through the plotting of utility and expense
trajectories of preferred program solutions across the epochs or era of interest, as well as plotting
histograms that indicate the number of epochs in which a particular program remains affordable
or feasible. A sample of this program level application is shown in Figure 8-4.
Once affordable program solutions have been found, they can be used as design variables for
portfolio level analysis to generate the portfolio tradespace. A number of portfolios can then be
picked to further investigate changes in their performance, cost and schedule profiles over their
designed lifetimes. In the FSS case study, the cost and performance profiles, as well as the
satellite population and performance profiles, were obtained for individual constellations and
entire portfolios. Cost profiles for entire portfolios can reveal any breaches in portfolio budgets at
any time during the portfolio lifecycle. Should variations in annual total cost commitments
remain below the portfolio budget and performance levels are at acceptable levels, an affordable
portfolio solution has been found. At the end of the FSS case study, Portfolio 19 was found to be
a desirable and affordable solution. A portfolio development strategy can then be potentially
formulated based on its constituent program and system level design vectors. The profiles for
Portfolio 19 are shown in Figures 8-4 and 8-5.

Figure 8-5: Cost and performance profile of Portfolio 19
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Figure 8-6: Satellite and performance profile of Portfolio 19

Generally, systems, programs and portfolios in the real world are much more complex, and there
are many considerations to be taken into account during the design process. As such, a more
convenient way to proceed forward from system to portfolio will be to down-select a handful of
preferred designs at the end of each level, which will become design inputs at the next level of
analysis. This has been demonstrated in the FSS case study. This narrows down the number of
possible designs for systems, programs and portfolios, enabling a more focused and easy path for
tradespace exploration. In the design of the FSS, a bottom-up approach was taken and separate
affordability analyses for the system, program and portfolio were conducted sequentially. Results
from this case study culminated in producing an overall design and development strategy for all
satellite constellations making up the FSS portfolio. The FSS to be designed based on the results
of affordability analysis using the bottom-up approach is hence considered to be fully affordable
and feasible across its development lifecycle.
In summary, the design for affordability process can be conducted in a layered, scalable approach
based on MATE as shown in Figure 8-1 and complemented with EEA for time-centric design
considerations.
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3. What are the issues associated with considering affordability in early-phase design?

Designing for affordability using tradespace-based methods offers several
advantages that can overcome limitations experienced by other methods currently
used for affordability analysis, but they also have their limitations and liabilities.
They must be used appropriately to achieve maximum satisfaction.

Tradespace-based methods for affordability analysis offer a systematic, disciplined and
convenient approach to system design and management and its system-program-portfolio
framework allows the design process to be layered and scalable. Most importantly, they can
overcome many limitations found in many existing methods. However, they also have potential
drawbacks and liabilities. The usage of stakeholder preferences introduces subjectivity, and the
use of multi-attribute utility and expense functions are not as intuitive as traditional measures of
performance and cost. Furthermore, its results are highly contingent on the levels of model
fidelity and tractability, as well as the availability of expertise and decision makers. Tradespacebased methods are at best close representations of reality and they are to be used to confirm
heuristics rather than as proofs. Therefore, it is imperative to apply tradespace-based methods
properly in order to obtain best results from affordability analysis.

4. How can affordability concepts be propagated throughout the defense and aerospace
industry?
Affordability can be propagated through the defense and aerospace industry if
methods are used in evolutionary ways that complement existing acquisition
frameworks. Affordability can also be approached through perspectives beyond
engineering design. New policies and refined management approaches can be used
alongside tradespace-based methods to ensure the delivery of affordable systems.

Tradespace-based methods can offer numerous benefits to affordability analysis and they can be
applied to current practices in the defense and aerospace industry in a number of ways.
Evolutionary approaches are preferred and tradespace-based methods can be used to complement
existing acquisition frameworks. Frameworks from the US DoD and NASA were analyzed to
determine areas in which these methods were most applicable and effective. It was determined
that these methods would be most applicable to the first phase of both acquisition frameworks as
well as the first two major decision points.
If new frameworks can be proposed, the Affordability Engineering Framework (AEF) by the
MITRE Corporation, coupled with tradespace-based methods, can provide a rigorous approach
for achieving program affordability. The AEF with tradespace-based methods becomes a multistep process that first qualitatively and quantitatively assesses program affordability risk and
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stakeholder preferences, then developing and validating tradespace models that enable the
generation and identification of preferred solutions, then developing a set of targeted tradeoffs
that are bundled for either correction or enhancement purposes, and finally recommending for
implementation. Application of the AEF can increase the frequency of affordability analyses and
enable the holistic consideration of performance, cost and schedule throughout design.
Affordability can also be achieved through approaches outside systems engineering. Some
approaches include making policy changes, managing multiple stakeholders, better
communication and work flow organization, better integration between industry and academia,
and the continued education and training of the workforce. Application of these approaches can
produce positive impacts on the future of design. This ensures that affordability principles can
propagate through industry practices and management philosophies. In doing so, every system,
program or portfolio being designed can become and remain affordable over time.

8.3

Future Work

The research conducted in this thesis has established the foundation for affordability studies using
MIT SEAri methods and constructs. With understanding of key affordability concepts and the
design methodology described through case study applications, acquisition practitioners can
apply the tradespace-based methods to derive affordable solutions for their unique system design
problems. However, the design for affordability process can always be refined and enhanced in
order to increase its credibility. Therefore, there remains considerable research to be conducted in
the future to advance the field of affordability studies. The future work discussed in this section
will be based on the work completed for this thesis as well as further research considerations
beyond the scope of the thesis.

8.3.1

Enhancement to the FSS case study

The enhancement that can most immediately be completed in the near future will be increasing
the fidelity of the tradespace models used for the FSS case study. The tradespace models used in
this thesis were of lower fidelity but they were more than sufficient and useful in deriving key
concepts that facilitate the basic design of the FSS. Since the FSS comprises multiple satellite
constellations, a considerable amount of effort was already channeled towards modeling it from
the system to program to portfolio levels. While models can never be complete and perfect, they
can always be made better.
Currently, the exchange of information among satellites in the FSS is rudimentarily modeled
using basic units of “data packets”. While the assumption of using data packets as the common
means of information flow in the space communications network is a key enabler of this earlyphase design process, it is also a major drawback in terms of scientific credibility. The
establishment of inter-satellite links cannot be realistically modeled by regular inflows and
outflows of data packets, as there are other complex processes such as channel modulation,
phase-shift keying and encoding going on in a communications system.
Also, ISL is only possible if the link budgets between two or more satellites are closed when they
are within line of sight of one another. However, none of these were taken into account for the
system or program tradespace models in the FSS case study due to time and manpower
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constraints on the research. Therefore, the first phase of future work should include enhancement
of the FSS tradespace models to ensure that the space communications aspects are scientifically
validated. Communications in a dynamic space network is the backbone of the FSS concept of
operations. Apart from communications, other areas for improvement include cost estimating
relationships and profiles of cost commitments. The lifetime of a spacecraft may not always be
readily fall into 10-year and 15-year categories and the commitment of different cost elements
may not always be distributed evenly over a number of years. More validation and verification
with cost, schedule and performance profiles of existing satellites can be performed.
Interviews and surveys can actually be conducted with FSS experts to elicit the preferences of
actual stakeholders. These stakeholders are available within the MIT community and the
Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology. Currently, the preferences sets used in the FSS
tradespace models are hypothetical and they were created by the author of this thesis based on a
personal assessment of the mission and operating context that characterizes an epoch of interest.
However, actual stakeholders may have different and more updated perspectives towards the
missions and operating contexts that FSS satellites are expected to operate in. Furthermore, the
development of the FSS is likely to be a multi-stakeholder effort and its early-phase design can
become more credible if a number of actual stakeholders were interviewed and later involved in
the design process.
Given that FSS research is still in its nascent stages, any enhancement on the conceptual and
computerized models would lend more credibility to the results gathered from affordability
analysis and contribute to the advancement of the FSS concept for future space operations.

8.3.3

Applying the top-down approach

Earlier in the thesis, it was discussed that the top-down approach to designing for affordability
can be taken in order to avoid the risk of selecting sub-optimal portfolios. This risk is present in
the bottom-up approach if system or program designs were chosen too conservatively. As a lot of
uncertainty exists at the portfolio level, more research has to be done in future to be able to
characterize uncertainty and ensure that the selection of affordable portfolios can subsequently
facilitate the selection affordable systems or programs that are less likely to be sub-optimal.

8.3.4

Enhance the formulation and aggregation of expenses

It was discussed earlier that one of the drawbacks of affordability analysis using tradespace-based
methods is the use of the Multi-Attribute Expense (MAE) function to aggregate all cost and time
elements. Validity of the function is based on the assumption that these elements are all perceived
independent. However, these elements are not independent in reality. Cost and time elements are
usually tied closely to one another during system development as a result of bundled requirements
in program contracts. Hence, there are likely to be spillover effects if one of them exceeds initial
estimates. For the purposes of affordability analysis, the assumption of perceived independence
still holds. Its usage in the analyses performed in this thesis is justified, as there can be
unexpected synergies that result as cross-terms in the multiplicative MAU and MAE functions.
Currently, there are no obvious candidate functions that allow the better aggregation of
interdependent expense elements together with stakeholder preferences. Therefore, future
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research work can be conducted to find out how to enhance the formulation and aggregation of
multiple resource expenses and overcome their interdependent nature.

8.3.5

Trading Affordability with other Ilities

Affordability has been defined as ility in this thesis and analyses conducted using tradespacebased methods were driven towards the constituent properties of cost-effectiveness and timeeffectiveness. In order to achieve affordability, performance was traded for better cost and
schedule margins. As a result, this may compromise other ilities that were driving the design of a
system. Such ilities may include robustness, survivability, evolvability and changeability and they
generally drive preferred design solutions to have properties that enable them to resist or respond
positively to changes. These solutions may have higher performance margins or built with design
options that allow them to do so. With the consideration of affordability, a significant number of
design points in the tradespace can be immediately regarded as unaffordable and will not be
explored further. As a result, affordable design solutions are not likely to the same as solutions
that were derived using any of the other ilities. Therefore, it is of interest to find out how
affordability can be best traded with other ilities, so that preferred designs can be affordable and
changeable, or affordable and survivable. Considerable research has already been conducted for
the change-related ilities like changeability, evolvability and survivability. Hence, a possible area
for future work can be the trading of affordability with other ilities during the design process.

8.3.6

Multi-Era Analysis

In this thesis, single-epoch, multi-epoch and single-era analysis was conducted in the Space Tug
and FSS case studies. However, multi-era analysis was not conducted as there was insufficient
knowledge regarding its concepts and procedures at the point of inception for this thesis. Now,
the basics of multi-era analysis have been established and it can possibly be applied to any of the
case studies to see what designs can become or remain affordable across many possible futures
(Schaffner, 2014).

8.3.7

The Concept of Product-Service Systems

Sometimes, referring to an entity being designed as a ‘system’ is not sufficient and more than
often, it is hard to delineate the variables that characterize a system, a program, and a portfolio. A
possible improvement can be the introduction of the Product-Service System (PSS) concept (Ray
et al 2006). A PSS is defined as ‘a system of products, services, network partners and supporting
infrastructure that is economically feasible, competitive and satisfies customer needs. It offers
dematerialized solutions that minimize the environmental impact of consumption’. Therefore, a
PSS consists of products and services, which have tangible, and intangible elements combined
together to deliver value to the customer throughout its life cycle while ensuring economic
profitability for the manufacturer (Bankole, 2011). As such, the notion of PSS can potentially
resonate with the defense and aerospace industry. Its holistic consideration of so many factors
affecting product development and delivery can facilitate the promulgation of more affordable
contractual agreements.
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8.3.7

Affordability, Profitability and Sustainability

Figure 8-8: Links between supplier sustainability, manufacturer profitability and customer affordability
(Bankole, 2011)

There exists a longer and more complex value chain in the delivery of defense and aerospace
systems. Although affordability was the main driver of design in this thesis and assessed from the
perspectives of the customer, there are also other important players and properties that exist. As
shown in Figure 8-8, manufacturer profitability and supplier sustainability can impose significant
downstream effects on customer affordability (Bankole, 2011). Therefore, it may be of interest in
the future to define manufacturer profitability and supplier sustainability using MIT SEAri
constructs and concepts, and assess how these three interacting “ilities” can be best achieved
across a value chain.

8.3.8

Extending the Scope of Affordability

Performance, cost and schedule were used as the three main elements for characterizing
affordability. However, there are more factors that influence affordability in the defense and
aerospace industry as shown in Figure 8-9. Additional factors such as legislation, world economic
climate, global competition, supply chain issues, environmental factors and political situations
were not explicitly considered. It is obvious that a change in acquisition laws and policies, or a
shift in government priorities can greatly impact the design process and eventually determine
whether a system is affordable or not. Therefore, further research from both systems engineering
and policy perspectives can be conducted in future to determine the impacts of legal, political and
environmental disturbances on affordability.
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Figure 8-9: Factors influencing Affordability (Bankole, 2011)

In summary, a number of research thrusts can possibly be taken in future to advance the field of
affordability systems. Through the generation and exchange of more knowledge, best concepts
and practices can be propagated through the defense and aerospace industry, thereby motivating
the continued design and delivery of more affordable systems, programs and portfolios in the
future.
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8.4

Epilogue

Designing for affordability is a major challenge that has to be taken seriously by the defense and
aerospace industry if future cost and schedule overruns are to be avoided. Balancing affordability
and risk in a cost-constrained acquisition environment may be difficult, but industry leaders are
beginning to take initiatives that can shape the future of affordable system design and acquisition.
At the 6th annual US Space Mission Assurance Summit held on 5-6 February 2014 at the National
Reconnaissance Office (NRO) in Chantilly, VA, the theme was “Creating a More Affordable
Enterprise: Best Practices for Life Cycle Mission Success”. Top leaders in the government and
industry space community shared the best practices and lessons learned on maintaining
affordability while achieving mission success (Aerospace 2014). Dr. Wanda Austin, President
and CEO of The Aerospace Corporation, said the following words to the attendees:
“Our space systems continue to provide extraordinary value. Our efforts to be more cost effective
are providing great results while our systems continue to provide essential and reliable products
to support national security,”
“As we become more innovative in the development and acquisition of our space systems, we
continue to apply lessons learned and leverage our best practices to deliver 100 percent mission
success.”
These comments show that major industry players like The Aerospace Corporation have been
taking affordability into consideration and taking more cost-effective measures into their design.
Betty Sapp, Director of the NRO, also discussed past launch vehicle and space vehicle failures
and successes in her keynote address to the summit participants. During her talk, she described a
cycle where sustained good performance leads to a pressure to divert resources to other areas,
especially during times of budget constraint, which can then result in mission failure or
degradation (Aerospace 2014). The failure is then followed by a “back to basics” approach and
added resources, which returns successful performance. Ms. Sapp said:
“The challenge for us is to figure out how we deal with a resource-constrained environment and
maintain success and how we measure the risk associated with dialing up or down mission
assurance.”
Many others have also contributed their opinions towards the creation of affordability through
their enterprises. It is clear that the concept of affordability is not being overlooked. Costeffectiveness and time-effectiveness are increasingly recognized as key attributes in the design
process. As it is impossible for affordability measures to be perfect and to accurately predict the
future, cost overruns, schedule delays and program management failures are still likely to occur.
However, it is the responsibility of those involved to do their best and commit their knowledge
towards reducing their likelihood. As Dr. Wanda Austin said at the 2014 Conference on Systems
Engineering Research (CSER),
“Affordability is ultimately in the eyes of the beholder”
To define what is affordable, design what is affordable and sustain what is affordable,
It is our responsibility to make it happen.
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APPENDIX 1:
SYSTEM TRADESPACE MODEL
The MATLAB code for the entire FSS tradespace model will not be included in this appendix. Only
important sections are shown. Contact MIT SEAri or the author of this thesis for access to the full code.

This section contains the MATLAB code written to generate all possible system designs for an
FSS-enabled satellite.
function [satellite_performance_attributes,satellite_expense_attributes,satellite_intermediate,
system_DV] = Generate_Satellite_Design_For_Epoch(Laser,ReusableLV)
%% This code is written by Marcus Shihong Wu.
%% Copyright (c) 2014, SEARI MIT.
%% Performance Attributes
% 1 - ISL Data Rate
% 2 - Data Available per Satellite
% 3 - Science Value
% 4 - Delta V
%% Expense Attributes
% 1 - Development Cost
% 2 - Launch Cost
% 3 - Development Time
%% Intermediate Variables
% 1 - Comms Weight
% 2 - TCC Weight
% 3 - Data Packet Available (can be positive or negative)
% 4 - Base Mass
% 5 - Dry Mass
% 6 - Wet Mass
%% Satellite Variables
spacecraft_lifetime = [10 15];
datapacket_capacity = [10000 15000 20000 25000 30000]; % total number of packets
datapacket_usage = [5 15 25]; % packets per kg of payload
transmitter_type = [1 2 3]; %1 - RF Small Antenna, RF Big Antenna, 2- Laser
terrestrial_capacity_real_option = [0 1]; % 0: dont buy, 1: Buy
propulsion_type = [1 2 3 4]; % storable bi, cryogenic, electric, nuclear
payload_cap = [30 100 500 1000]; % kg
propellant_mass = [500 1000 2000]; % kg % DeltaV =4km/s for 30deg change in inclination at LEO, 11km/s
for 90deg
% Changing orbital altitude within LEO 400-1000km = 0.3km/s
% Refer to https://www.amacad.org/publications/Section_6.pdf
% LEO orbit velocity 6.9-7.8km/s - Use 7.8km/s. Use 6.9, 7.2, 7.5, 7.8
% Orbital Inclination Change: Delta_V = 2vsin(Delta_Angle/2)
% Max Delta_V of 2849.6 allows for a Delta_angle of 21.1-23.8deg
% Min Delta_V of 292 allows for a Delta_angle of 2.14-2.42 deg
% Launch Variables
launcher = [1 2 3 4];
% 1 - Falcon 9 ($56.M 13500kg $4185/kg
% 2 - Falcon 9 Heavy ($135M 53000kg $2547/kg)
% 3 - Ariane V ($167.7M 16000kg $5072/kg)
% 4 - Atlas V ($395.6M 30000kg 6182/kg)
% See: http://space.stackexchange.com/questions/1989/what-is-the-current-cost-per-pound-to-sendsomething-into-leo
%% Calculate Small Spacecraft Weight
% From (Wertz and Larson, 2011) SMAD Pg 297 Table 11-7
weight_structure = 205; %kg for structures
weight_thermal = 40; % kg for thermal control
weight_ADCS = 65; % kg for attitude determination and control systems
weight_EPS = 251; % kg for electrical power system
weight_propulsion = 75; % kg for propulsion system
weight_TTC = 45; % kg for telemetry tracking and control
weight_CDH = 46; % kg for command and data handling

%% Generate Satellite Designs
system_DV = zeros(34560,9);
satellite_performance_attributes = zeros(34560,4);
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satellite_expense_attributes = zeros(34560,3);
satellite_intermediate = zeros(34560,6);
count=1;
for a=1:numel(spacecraft_lifetime)
for b=1:numel(datapacket_capacity)
for c=1:numel(datapacket_usage)
for d=1:numel(transmitter_type)
for e=1:numel(terrestrial_capacity_real_option)
for f=1:numel(propulsion_type)
for g=1:numel(payload_cap)
for h=1:numel(propellant_mass)
for i=1:numel(launcher)
%% Storing design variables
system_DV(count,1) = spacecraft_lifetime(a);
system_DV(count,2) = datapacket_capacity(b);
system_DV(count,3) = datapacket_usage(c);
system_DV(count,4) = transmitter_type(d);
system_DV(count,5) = terrestrial_capacity_real_option(e);
system_DV(count,6) = propulsion_type(f);
system_DV(count,7) = payload_cap(g);
system_DV(count,8) = propellant_mass(h);
system_DV(count,9) = launcher(i);
%% Propulsion Type
if propulsion_type(f)==1 % storable bi
propulsion_weight = weight_propulsion; % Remains at
Isp = 300;
mass_frac = 0.12; % of propellant mass
development_time = 0.5; % years (3 months)
elseif propulsion_type(f)==2 % cryogenic
propulsion_weight = weight_propulsion; % Remains at
Isp = 550;
mass_frac = 0.13; % of propellant mass
development_time = 0.75; % years (4 months)
elseif propulsion_type(f)==3 % electric
propulsion_weight = weight_propulsion; % Remains at
Isp = 3000;
mass_frac = 0.25; % of propellant mass
development_time = 1.0; % years (6 months)
elseif propulsion_type(f)==4 % nuclear
propulsion_weight = 500; % assume 500kg for nuclear
Isp = 1500;
mass_frac = 0.2; % of propellant mass
development_time = 1.5; % years (12 months)
end

75kg

75kg

75kg

propulsion

%% Transmitter Type - ATTRIBUTE 1: ISL Data Rate
if Laser == 0
if transmitter_type(d)==1 % RF - Small Antenna
comms_weight = 1.5*weight_CDH; % with small antenna, total
weight CD&H increases
ISL_data_rate = 1; % LOW
elseif transmitter_type(d)==2 % RF - Large Antenna
comms_weight = 2.5*weight_CDH; % with large antenna, total
weight CD&H increases more
ISL_data_rate = 2; % MEDIUM
elseif transmitter_type(d)==3 % Laser - Affects weight and
development time
comms_weight = 0.5*weight_CDH; % with laser, total weight
CD&H decreases by a lot
ISL_data_rate = 3; % HIGH
development_time = 2.0*development_time; % Assume to take
2.0 times longer to perfect Laser Comms
end
development_cost_factor_to_BaseMass = 1;
elseif Laser ==1
if transmitter_type(d)==1 % RF - Small Antenna
comms_weight = 1.5*weight_CDH; % with small antenna, total
weight CD&H increases
ISL_data_rate = 1; % LOW
elseif transmitter_type(d)==2 % RF - Large Antenna
comms_weight = 2.5*weight_CDH; % with large antenna, total
weight CD&H increases more
ISL_data_rate = 2; % MEDIUM
elseif transmitter_type(d)==3 % Laser - Affects weight and
development time
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comms_weight = 0.25*weight_CDH; % with laser maturity,
total weight CD&H decreases by even more
ISL_data_rate = 4; % VERY HIGH
%development_time = development_time; % Laser technology
has matured. Take same amount of time to develop
end
development_cost_factor_to_BaseMass = 0.7;
end
% STORE INTERMEDIATE - 1 COMMS WEIGHT
satellite_intermediate(count,1) = comms_weight;
% STORE ATTRIBUTE 1
satellite_performance_attributes(count,1) = ISL_data_rate;
%% ATTRIBUTE 2: Datapacket Capacity and Datapacket Usage
% Adjust weight of TTC equipment for
% different data packet size
if datapacket_capacity(b)==10000
TTC_weight = 1.0*weight_TTC;
elseif datapacket_capacity(b)==15000
TTC_weight = 1.5*weight_TTC;
elseif datapacket_capacity(b)==20000
TTC_weight = 2.0*weight_TTC;
elseif datapacket_capacity(b)==25000
TTC_weight = 2.5*weight_TTC;
elseif datapacket_capacity(b)==30000
TTC_weight = 3.0*weight_TTC;
end
% STORE INTERMEDIATE - 2 TTC WEIGHT
satellite_intermediate(count,2) = TTC_weight;
datapacket_available = datapacket_capacity(b) datapacket_usage(c)*payload_cap(g); % Calculate amount of data packet space available
% Terrrestrial Capacity
% Data Availability increases by 1.5x when you
% buy terrestrial option, but cost increases
if (terrestrial_capacity_real_option(e)==1)
new_datapacket_available = 1.5*datapacket_available;
else
new_datapacket_available = datapacket_available;
end
% STORE INTERMEDIATE - 3 Datapacket available
satellite_intermediate(count,3) = new_datapacket_available;
if new_datapacket_available <=0
data_available_per_satellite = 0;
else
data_available_per_satellite = new_datapacket_available;
end
% STORE ATTRIBUTE 2
satellite_performance_attributes(count,2) =
data_available_per_satellite;
%% ATTRIBUTE 3: Value to Science
%
%
%
%
%

Value to Science measures from 1-12
Depends on payload_cap and
datapacket_usage
Development time factors of 1, 1.25,
1.5 and 1.75 depend on payload_cap

if payload_cap(g)==30 && datapacket_usage(c)==5 % 30 x 5 = 150
science_value = payload_cap(g)*datapacket_usage(c);
development_time = 1*development_time; % does not take much
time to develop small payload
elseif payload_cap(g)==100 && datapacket_usage(c)==5 % 100 x 5 =
500
science_value = payload_cap(g)*datapacket_usage(c);
development_time = 1.25*development_time; % takes slightly
longer
elseif payload_cap(g)==500 && datapacket_usage(c)==5 % 500 x 5 =
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2500
science_value = payload_cap(g)*datapacket_usage(c);
development_time = 1.5*development_time; % takes even longer
elseif payload_cap(g)==1000 && datapacket_usage(c)==5 % 1000 x 5 =
5000
science_value = payload_cap(g)*datapacket_usage(c);
development_time = 1.75*development_time; % takes longest
elseif payload_cap(g)==30 && datapacket_usage(c)==15 % 30 x 15 =
450
science_value = payload_cap(g)*datapacket_usage(c);
development_time = 1*development_time; % does not take much
time to develop small payload
elseif payload_cap(g)==100 && datapacket_usage(c)==15 % 100 x 15 =
1500
science_value = payload_cap(g)*datapacket_usage(c);
development_time = 1.25*development_time; % takes slightly
longer
elseif payload_cap(g)==500 && datapacket_usage(c)==15 % 500 x 15 =
7500
science_value = payload_cap(g)*datapacket_usage(c);
development_time = 1.5*development_time; % takes even longer
elseif payload_cap(g)==1000 && datapacket_usage(c)==15 % 1000 x 15
= 15000
science_value = payload_cap(g)*datapacket_usage(c);
development_time = 1.75*development_time; % takes longest
elseif payload_cap(g)==30 && datapacket_usage(c)==25 % 30 x 25 =
750
science_value = payload_cap(g)*datapacket_usage(c);
development_time = 1*development_time; % does not take much
time to develop small payload
elseif payload_cap(g)==100 && datapacket_usage(c)==25 % 100 x 25 =
2500
science_value = payload_cap(g)*datapacket_usage(c);
development_time = 1.25*development_time; % takes slightly
longer
elseif payload_cap(g)==500 && datapacket_usage(c)==25 % 500 x 25 =
12500
science_value = payload_cap(g)*datapacket_usage(c);
development_time = 1.5*development_time; % takes even longer
elseif payload_cap(g)==1000 && datapacket_usage(c)==25 % 1000 x 25
= 25000
science_value = payload_cap(g)*datapacket_usage(c);
development_time = 1.75*development_time; % takes longest
end
% STORE ATTRIBUTE 3
satellite_performance_attributes(count,3) = science_value;
%% INTERMEDIATE: Calculate MASS
% Sum of weights of all basic components
BaseMass = weight_structure + weight_thermal + weight_ADCS +
weight_EPS +...
propulsion_weight + TTC_weight + comms_weight; % only
propulsion, TTC and comms weight can be changed for base mass
% STORE INTERMEDIATE - 4 BaseMass
satellite_intermediate(count,4) = BaseMass;
% Sum of total dry mass
DryMass = payload_cap(g) + BaseMass +
mass_frac*propellant_mass(h); % affects launch cost
% multiplied by drymass_factor to
% account for different propulsion
% types
% STORE INTERMEDIATE - 5 DryMass
satellite_intermediate(count,5) = DryMass;
% Sum of Total Mass including propellant
WetMass = DryMass + propellant_mass(h);
% STORE INTERMEDIATE - 6 WetMass
satellite_intermediate(count,6) = WetMass;
%% ATTRIBUTE 4: Delta V
gravity = 9.8;
delta_V = gravity*Isp*log(WetMass/DryMass);
% Satellites in LEO travel at 6900 % 7800m/s
% Need to find the lower bound of angle
% change possible, so use highest
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% orbital velocity possible at LEO
% STORE ATTRIBUTE 4
satellite_performance_attributes(count,4) = delta_V;
%% EXPENSE 1: Calculate DEVELOPMENT COST
% Refer to SMAD Pg 297 Table 11-7
development_cost_BaseMass =
development_cost_factor_to_BaseMass*(22.8*weight_structure + 22.8*weight_thermal + 165.9*weight_ADCS +
25.5*weight_EPS +...
44.1*propulsion_weight + 82.5*weight_TTC + 97.8*comms_weight);
if spacecraft_lifetime(a)==10
development_cost_per_satellite =
1.0*development_cost_BaseMass;
development_time = 1.0*development_time;
elseif spacecraft_lifetime(a)==15
development_cost_per_satellite =
1.25*development_cost_BaseMass;
development_time = 1.2*development_time;
end
% STORE EXPENSE 1
satellite_expense_attributes(count,1) =
development_cost_per_satellite;
%% EXPENSE 2: Calculate LAUNCH COST
%
%
%
%

Falcon 9 v 1.1- $4,109
Falcon 9 Heavy - $2, 547
Delta IV- $13,072
Atlas V- $13,182

if launcher(i)==1 % Falcon 9
launch_cost_per_satellite = 4109*WetMass/1000000;
elseif launcher(i)==2 % Falcon 9 Heavy
launch_cost_per_satellite = 2547*WetMass/1000000;
elseif launcher(i)==3
launch_cost_per_satellite = 5072*WetMass/1000000;
elseif launcher(i)==4
launch_cost_per_satellite = 6182*WetMass/1000000;
end
if ReusableLV==0
% STORE EXPENSE 2
satellite_expense_attributes(count,2) =
launch_cost_per_satellite;
elseif ReusableLV==1
satellite_expense_attributes(count,2) =
0.5*launch_cost_per_satellite; %half cost
end
%% EXPENSE 3: Calculate SCHEDULE
% STORE EXPENSE 3
satellite_expense_attributes(count,3) = development_time;
% Store Extra Expense - Total Cost
satellite_expense_attributes(count,4) =
development_cost_per_satellite + launch_cost_per_satellite;
%% COUNTER
count = count + 1;
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
save
save
save
save
end

satellite_performance_attributes
satellite_expense_attributes
satellite_intermediate
system_DV
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This section contains the MATLAB code written to generate the weights and preferences sets
for an FSS-enabled satellite in 24 different epochs. Brief descriptions of the epochs are also
provided.
%% This code is written by Marcus Shihong Wu.
%% Copyright (c) 2014, SEARI MIT.
%% Generate Weights and Preferences for all 24 Epochs for Single Satelliteexp
% Create weights for 6 missions for satellite system
%
%
%
%

Performance
Performance
Performance
Performance

Attribute
Attribute
Attribute
Attribute

1
2
3
4

-

ISL Data Rate
Data Packet Available per Satellite
Science Value
Delta-V

% Expense Attribute 1 - Development Cost
% Expense Attribute 2 - Launch Cost
% Expense Attribute 3 - Development Time
% Mission 0 - Baseline, All equally important
% Mission 1 - Current: Emphasis on Science Value and Delta V, Emphasis on Launch Cost
% Mission 2 - FSS Datellite Development: Emphasis on Data Packet Available per
% Satellite and ISL data rate, Emphasis on LOWER DEVELOPMENT COST since you
% need to drive down cost to develop new technology in order to realize the
% aforementioned attribures
% Mission 3 - FSS Initialization: Even more emphasis most on ISL Data Rate and Data packet available,
Emphasis on
% lowering launch cost and development time since we need to launch as many
% satellites as possible to meet market demand for FSS services
% Mission 4 - FSS Discovery: Equal Emphasis on ISL Data Rate, Data Packet Available and
% Science Value only, Equal emphasis on launch cost and development time
% Mission 5 - FSS Reconfiguration: Emphasis most on Delta_V, Emphasis on
% lowering Development cost and Launch cost
%
%
%
%
%

2 context variables - Availability of Laser, Availability of Reusable
00 - No Laser, No RLV
01 - No Laser, Got RLV
10 - Got Laser, No RLV
11 - Got Laser, Got RLV

% Launch Vehicle
% Gives rise to 4 different contexts
% 6 missions x 4 operating scenarios =

24 Epochs

%% Set up Weights for System Performance Attributes
% E1 to E12 = RLV does not affect any performance attributes, only cost
%
%
%
%
%
%

E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6

-

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 - All even in 00
0.1 0.1 0.4 0.4 - Emphasis on Science Value and Delta in 00
0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 - Emphasis on ISL and Data Available in 00
0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1 - More Emphasis on ISL and Data Available in 00
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 - Equal Emphasis on ISL,Data,Science Value in 00
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.7 - Most emphasis on Delta V

%
%
%
%
%
%

E7 - 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 - All even in 01
E8 - 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.4 - Emphasis on Science Value and Delta in 01
E9 - 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 - Emphasis on ISL and Data Available in 01
E10 - 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1 - More Emphasis on ISL and Data Available in 01
E11 - 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 - Equal Emphasis on ISL,Data,Science Value in 01
E12 - 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.7 - Most emphasis on Delta V

% E13 to E24 - Laser changes some performance attributes
%
%
%
%
%
%

E13
E14
E15
E16
E17
E18

-

0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 - Got Laser in 10 - Focus on ISL
0.2 0.1 0.35 0.35 - Emphasis on Science Value and Delta V in 10
0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1 - Emphasis on ISL and Data Available in 10
0.45 0.45 0.05 0.05 - More Emphasis on ISL and Data Available in 10
0.4 0.25 0.25 0.1 - Equal Emphasis on ISL,Data,Science Value in 10
0.3 0.1 0.1 0.5 - Most emphasis on Delta V

%
%
%
%
%
%

E19
E20
E21
E22
E23
E24

-

0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 - All even in 00
0.2 0.1 0.35 0.35 - Emphasis on Science Value and Delta in 11
0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1 - Emphasis on ISL and Data Available in 11
0.45 0.45 0.05 0.05 - More Emphasis on ISL and Data Available in 11
0.4 0.25 0.25 0.1 - Equal Emphasis on ISL,Data,Science Value in 11
0.3 0.1 0.1 0.5 - Most emphasis on Delta V
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system00_performance_weights = [0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25;
0.1 0.1 0.4 0.4;
0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2;
0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1;
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1;
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.7];
system01_performance_weights =
0.1 0.1 0.4 0.4;
0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2;
0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1;
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1;
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.7];

[0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25;

system10_performance_weights =
0.2 0.1 0.35 0.35;
0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1;
0.45 0.45 0.05 0.05;
0.4 0.25 0.25 0.1;
0.3 0.1 0.1 0.5];

[0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2;

system11_performance_weights =
0.2 0.1 0.35 0.35;
0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1;
0.45 0.45 0.05 0.05;
0.4 0.25 0.25 0.1;
0.3 0.1 0.1 0.5];

[0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2;

save
save
save
save

system00_performance_weights;
system01_performance_weights;
system10_performance_weights;
system11_performance_weights;

%% Set up Weights for System Expense Attributes
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

E1 - 0.34 0. 0.33 0.33 - All even in 00
E2 - 0.25 0.5 0.25 - Emphasis on launch Cost in 00
E3 - 0.5 0.25 0.25 - Emphasis on development cost in 00
E4 - 0.1 0.45 0.45 - Emphasis on launch cost and development time in 00
E5 - 0.2 0.4 0.4 - Emphasis on launch cost and development time in 00
E6 - 0.4 0.4 0.2 - Emphasis on development cost and launch cost in 00
E7 - 0.4 0.2 0.4 - Got RLV in 01 - If got RLV, launch cost is lower!
E8 - 0.3 0.4 0.3 - Emphasis on launch Cost in 01 - Less emphasis now
E9 - 0.6 0.2 0.2 - Emphasis on development cost in 01
E10 - 0.2 0.35 0.45 - Emphasis on launch cost and development time in 01
E11 - 0.3 0.3 0.4 - Emphasis on launch cost and development time in 01
E12 - 0.5 0.3 0.2 - Emphasis on development cost and launch cost in 01
E13 - 0.2 0.4 0.4 - Got Laser in 10
E14 - 0.15 0.6 0.25 - Emphasis on launch Cost in 10
E15 - 0.4 0.3 0.3 - Emphasis on development cost in 10
E16 - 0.05 0.5 0.45 - Emphasis on launch cost and development time in 10
E17 - 0.1 0.45 0.45 - Emphasis on launch cost and development time in 10
E18 - 0.3 0.5 0.2 - Emphasis on development cost and launch cost in 10
E19 - 0.34 0.33 0.33 - Got Laser and RLV in 11
E20 - 0.3 0.3 0.4 - Emphasis on launch Cost in 11
E21 - 0.4 0.3 0.3 - Emphasis on development cost in 11
E22 - 0.1 0.4 0.5 - Emphasis on launch cost and development time in 11
E23 - 0.1 0.3 0.6 - Emphasis on launch cost and development time in 11
E24 - 0.35 0.35 0.3 - Emphasis on development cost and launch cost in 11

system00_expense_weights = [0.34 0.33 0.33;
0.25 0.5 0.25;
0.5 0.25 0.25;
0.1 0.45 0.45;
0.2 0.4 0.4;
0.4 0.4 0.2];
system01_expense_weights =
0.3 0.4 0.3;
0.6 0.2 0.2;
0.2 0.35 0.45;
0.3 0.3 0.4;
0.5 0.3 0.2];

[0.4 0.2 0.4;

system10_expense_weights =
0.15 0.6 0.25;
0.4 0.3 0.3;
0.05 0.5 0.45;
0.1 0.45 0.45;
0.3 0.5 0.2];

[0.2 0.4 0.4;
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system11_expense_weights =
0.3 0.3 0.4;
0.4 0.3 0.3;
0.1 0.4 0.5;
0.1 0.3 0.6;
0.35 0.35 0.3];
save
save
save
save

[0.34 0.33 0.33;

system00_expense_weights;
system01_expense_weights;
system10_expense_weights;
system11_expense_weights;

%% Set up System Performance Preferences
system00_performance_preferences = {};
system01_performance_preferences = {};
system10_performance_preferences = {};
system11_performance_preferences = {};
% SAU for ISL Data Rate
system00_performance_preferences{1,1}=[1,0;2,0.5;3,1]; %00
system00_performance_preferences{2,1}=[1,0;2,0.5;3,1];
system00_performance_preferences{3,1}=[1,0;2,0.4;3,1];
system00_performance_preferences{4,1}=[1,0;2,0.2;3,1];
system00_performance_preferences{5,1}=[1,0;2,0.4;3,1];
system00_performance_preferences{6,1}=[1,0;2,0.5;3,1];
system01_performance_preferences{1,1}=[1,0;2,0.5;3,1];%01 Got RLV
system01_performance_preferences{2,1}=[1,0;2,0.5;3,1];
system01_performance_preferences{3,1}=[1,0;2,0.4;3,1];
system01_performance_preferences{4,1}=[1,0;2,0.2;3,1];
system01_performance_preferences{5,1}=[1,0;2,0.4;3,1];
system01_performance_preferences{6,1}=[1,0;2,0.5;3,1];
system10_performance_preferences{1,1}=[1,0;2,0.3;3,0.6;4,1];%10 Got Laser
system10_performance_preferences{2,1}=[1,0;2,0.4;3,0.7;4,1];
system10_performance_preferences{3,1}=[1,0;2,0.25;3,0.5;4,1];
system10_performance_preferences{4,1}=[1,0;2,0.15;3,0.35;4,1];
system10_performance_preferences{5,1}=[1,0;2,0.3;3,0.5;4,1];
system10_performance_preferences{6,1}=[1,0;2,0.3;3,0.6;4,1];
system11_performance_preferences{1,1}=[1,0;2,0.3;3,0.6;4,1];%11
system11_performance_preferences{2,1}=[1,0;2,0.4;3,0.7;4,1];
system11_performance_preferences{3,1}=[1,0;2,0.25;3,0.5;4,1];
system11_performance_preferences{4,1}=[1,0;2,0.15;3,0.35;4,1];
system11_performance_preferences{5,1}=[1,0;2,0.3;3,0.5;4,1];
system11_performance_preferences{6,1}=[1,0;2,0.3;3,0.6;4,1];
% SAU for Data Packet Available per Satellite
system00_performance_preferences{1,2}=[0,0;10000,0.25;20000,0.5;30000,0.75;40000,1];%00
system00_performance_preferences{2,2}=[0,0;10000,0.25;20000,0.5;30000,0.75;40000,1];
system00_performance_preferences{3,2}=[5000,0;15000,0.25;25000,0.5;40000,1];
system00_performance_preferences{4,2}=[10000,0;20000,0.25;30000,0.5;45000,1];
system00_performance_preferences{5,2}=[5000,0;10000,0.25;20000,0.5;30000,0.75;45000,1];
system00_performance_preferences{6,2}=[5000,0;15000,0.4;30000,0.7;45000,1];
system01_performance_preferences{1,2}=[0,0;10000,0.25;20000,0.5;30000,0.75;40000,1];%01
system01_performance_preferences{2,2}=[0,0;10000,0.25;20000,0.5;30000,0.75;40000,1];
system01_performance_preferences{3,2}=[5000,0;15000,0.25;25000,0.5;40000,1];
system01_performance_preferences{4,2}=[10000,0;20000,0.25;30000,0.5;45000,1];
system01_performance_preferences{5,2}=[5000,0;10000,0.25;20000,0.5;30000,0.75;45000,1];
system01_performance_preferences{6,2}=[5000,0;15000,0.4;30000,0.7;45000,1];
system10_performance_preferences{1,2}=[0,0;10000,0.25;20000,0.5;30000,0.75;40000,1];%10
system10_performance_preferences{2,2}=[0,0;10000,0.25;20000,0.5;30000,0.75;40000,1];
system10_performance_preferences{3,2}=[5000,0;15000,0.25;25000,0.5;40000,1];
system10_performance_preferences{4,2}=[10000,0;20000,0.25;30000,0.5;45000,1];
system10_performance_preferences{5,2}=[5000,0;10000,0.25;20000,0.5;30000,0.75;45000,1];
system10_performance_preferences{6,2}=[5000,0;15000,0.4;30000,0.7;45000,1];
system11_performance_preferences{1,2}=[0,0;10000,0.25;20000,0.5;30000,0.75;40000,1];%11
system11_performance_preferences{2,2}=[0,0;10000,0.25;20000,0.5;30000,0.75;40000,1];
system11_performance_preferences{3,2}=[5000,0;15000,0.25;25000,0.5;40000,1];
system11_performance_preferences{4,2}=[10000,0;20000,0.25;30000,0.5;45000,1];
system11_performance_preferences{5,2}=[5000,0;10000,0.25;20000,0.5;30000,0.75;45000,1];
system11_performance_preferences{6,2}=[5000,0;15000,0.4;30000,0.7;45000,1];
% SAU for Science Value
system00_performance_preferences{1,3}=[0,0;2500,0.4;10000,0.7;20000,1];%00
system00_performance_preferences{2,3}=[0,0;2500,0.25;10000,0.5;20000,1];
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system00_performance_preferences{3,3}=[0,0;2500,0.3;10000,0.6;20000,1];
system00_performance_preferences{4,3}=[2000,0;10000,0.4;20000,1];
system00_performance_preferences{5,3}=[0,0;2500,0.3;10000,0.6;20000,1];
system00_performance_preferences{6,3}=[0,0;2500,0.4;10000,0.7;20000,1];
system01_performance_preferences{1,3}=[0,0;2500,0.4;10000,0.7;20000,1];%01
system01_performance_preferences{2,3}=[0,0;2500,0.25;10000,0.5;20000,1];
system01_performance_preferences{3,3}=[0,0;2500,0.3;10000,0.6;20000,1];
system01_performance_preferences{4,3}=[2000,0;10000,0.4;20000,1];
system01_performance_preferences{5,3}=[0,0;2500,0.3;10000,0.6;20000,1];
system01_performance_preferences{6,3}=[0,0;2500,0.4;10000,0.7;20000,1];
system10_performance_preferences{1,3}=[0,0;2500,0.4;10000,0.7;20000,1];%10
system10_performance_preferences{2,3}=[0,0;2500,0.25;10000,0.5;20000,1];
system10_performance_preferences{3,3}=[0,0;2500,0.3;10000,0.6;20000,1];
system10_performance_preferences{4,3}=[2000,0;10000,0.4;20000,1];
system10_performance_preferences{5,3}=[0,0;2500,0.3;10000,0.6;20000,1];
system10_performance_preferences{6,3}=[0,0;2500,0.4;10000,0.7;20000,1];
system11_performance_preferences{1,3}=[0,0;2500,0.4;10000,0.7;20000,1];%11
system11_performance_preferences{2,3}=[0,0;2500,0.25;10000,0.5;20000,1];
system11_performance_preferences{3,3}=[0,0;2500,0.3;10000,0.6;20000,1];
system11_performance_preferences{4,3}=[2000,0;10000,0.4;20000,1];
system11_performance_preferences{5,3}=[0,0;2500,0.3;10000,0.6;20000,1];
system11_performance_preferences{6,3}=[0,0;2500,0.4;10000,0.7;20000,1];
% SAU for Delta V
system00_performance_preferences{1,4}=[0,0;1000,0.2;3500,0.5;10000,0.7;20000,1];%00
system00_performance_preferences{2,4}=[1000,0;3000,0.2;10000,0.5;20000,0.8;25000,1];
system00_performance_preferences{3,4}=[0,0;1000,0.3;3500,0.6;10000,0.8;20000,1];
system00_performance_preferences{4,4}=[0,0;1000,0.35;3500,0.7;10000,0.9;20000,1];
system00_performance_preferences{5,4}=[0,0;1000,0.2;3500,0.5;10000,0.7;20000,1];
system00_performance_preferences{6,4}=[3000,0;5000,0.25;15000,0.5;25000,1];
system01_performance_preferences{1,4}=[0,0;1000,0.2;3500,0.5;10000,0.7;20000,1];%01
system01_performance_preferences{2,4}=[1000,0;3000,0.2;10000,0.5;20000,0.8;25000,1];
system01_performance_preferences{3,4}=[0,0;1000,0.3;3500,0.6;10000,0.8;20000,1];
system01_performance_preferences{4,4}=[0,0;1000,0.35;3500,0.7;10000,0.9;20000,1];
system01_performance_preferences{5,4}=[0,0;1000,0.2;3500,0.5;10000,0.7;20000,1];
system01_performance_preferences{6,4}=[3000,0;5000,0.25;15000,0.5;25000,1];
system10_performance_preferences{1,4}=[0,0;1000,0.2;3500,0.5;10000,0.7;20000,1];%10
system10_performance_preferences{2,4}=[1000,0;3000,0.2;10000,0.5;20000,0.8;25000,1];
system10_performance_preferences{3,4}=[0,0;1000,0.3;3500,0.6;10000,0.8;20000,1];
system10_performance_preferences{4,4}=[0,0;1000,0.35;3500,0.7;10000,0.9;20000,1];
system10_performance_preferences{5,4}=[0,0;1000,0.2;3500,0.5;10000,0.7;20000,1];
system10_performance_preferences{6,4}=[3000,0;5000,0.25;15000,0.5;25000,1];
system11_performance_preferences{1,4}=[0,0;1000,0.2;3500,0.5;10000,0.7;20000,1];%11
system11_performance_preferences{2,4}=[1000,0;3000,0.2;10000,0.5;20000,0.8;25000,1];
system11_performance_preferences{3,4}=[0,0;1000,0.3;3500,0.6;10000,0.8;20000,1];
system11_performance_preferences{4,4}=[0,0;1000,0.35;3500,0.7;10000,0.9;20000,1];
system11_performance_preferences{5,4}=[0,0;1000,0.2;3500,0.5;10000,0.7;20000,1];
system11_performance_preferences{6,4}=[3000,0;5000,0.25;15000,0.5;25000,1];
save
save
save
save

system00_performance_preferences;
system01_performance_preferences;
system10_performance_preferences;
system11_performance_preferences;

%% Set up System Expense Preferences
system00_expense_preferences ={};
system01_expense_preferences ={};
system10_expense_preferences ={};
system11_expense_preferences ={};
% Create SAU for Development Cost
system00_expense_preferences{1,1}=[0,0;30000,0.4;50000,0.6;60000,0.8;70000,1];%00
system00_expense_preferences{2,1}=[0,0;30000,0.3;50000,0.6;60000,0.9;70000,1];
system00_expense_preferences{3,1}=[0,0;30000,0.5;50000,0.8;60000,1];
system00_expense_preferences{4,1}=[0,0;30000,0.4;50000,0.6;60000,0.8;70000,1];
system00_expense_preferences{5,1}=[0,0;30000,0.3;50000,0.6;60000,0.9;70000,1];
system00_expense_preferences{6,1}=[0,0;30000,0.4;50000,0.8;65000,1];
system01_expense_preferences{1,1}=[0,0;30000,0.4;50000,0.6;60000,0.8;70000,1];%01- No laser
system01_expense_preferences{2,1}=[0,0;30000,0.3;50000,0.6;60000,0.9;70000,1];
system01_expense_preferences{3,1}=[0,0;30000,0.5;50000,0.8;60000,1];
system01_expense_preferences{4,1}=[0,0;30000,0.4;50000,0.6;60000,0.8;70000,1];
system01_expense_preferences{5,1}=[0,0;30000,0.3;50000,0.6;60000,0.9;70000,1];
system01_expense_preferences{6,1}=[0,0;30000,0.4;50000,0.8;65000,1];
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system10_expense_preferences{1,1}=[0,0;25000,0.4;35000,0.6;45000,0.8;50000,1];%10 - Got laser
system10_expense_preferences{2,1}=[0,0;25000,0.3;35000,0.6;45000,0.9;50000,1];
system10_expense_preferences{3,1}=[0,0;27500,0.5;37500,0.8;45000,1];
system10_expense_preferences{4,1}=[0,0;25000,0.4;35000,0.6;45000,0.8;50000,1];
system10_expense_preferences{5,1}=[0,0;25000,0.3;35000,0.6;45000,0.9;50000,1];
system10_expense_preferences{6,1}=[0,0;27500,0.4;37500,0.8;45000,1];
system11_expense_preferences{1,1}=[0,0;25000,0.4;35000,0.6;45000,0.8;50000,1];%11 - Got laser
system11_expense_preferences{2,1}=[0,0;25000,0.3;35000,0.6;45000,0.9;50000,1];
system11_expense_preferences{3,1}=[0,0;27500,0.5;37500,0.8;45000,1];
system11_expense_preferences{4,1}=[0,0;25000,0.4;35000,0.6;45000,0.8;50000,1];
system11_expense_preferences{5,1}=[0,0;25000,0.3;35000,0.6;45000,0.9;50000,1];
system11_expense_preferences{6,1}=[0,0;27500,0.4;37500,0.8;45000,1];
% Create SAU for Launch Cost
system00_expense_preferences{1,2}=[0,0;5,0.2;10,0.4;15,0.6;18,0.8;22,1];%00
system00_expense_preferences{2,2}=[0,0;9.5,0.5;13,0.75;15,1];
system00_expense_preferences{3,2}=[0,0;5,0.25;10,0.45;15,0.65;18,0.8;25,1];
system00_expense_preferences{4,2}=[0,0;9.5,0.5;13,0.75;15,1];
system00_expense_preferences{5,2}=[0,0;12,0.5;15,0.75;20,1];
system00_expense_preferences{6,2}=[0,0;12,0.5;15,0.75;20,1];
system01_expense_preferences{1,2}=[0,0;3.5,0.3;6.5,0.6;10,0.9;13,1];%01 - Got RLV - Launch cost pref
should change!
system01_expense_preferences{2,2}=[0,0;3.5,0.25;6.5,0.5;10,0.7;13.5,1]; % Relax prefs because of lower
launch cost
system01_expense_preferences{3,2}=[0,0;3.5,0.3;6.5,0.6;10,0.9;13,1];
system01_expense_preferences{4,2}=[0,0;3.5,0.25;6.5,0.5;10,0.7;13.5,1];
system01_expense_preferences{5,2}=[0,0;3.5,0.25;6.5,0.5;10,0.7;13.5,1];
system01_expense_preferences{6,2}=[0,0;3.5,0.25;6.5,0.5;10,0.7;13.5,1];
system10_expense_preferences{1,2}=[0,0;5,0.2;10,0.4;15,0.6;18,0.8;22,1];%10 - No RLV, same as initial
system10_expense_preferences{2,2}=[0,0;9.5,0.5;13,0.75;15,1];
system10_expense_preferences{3,2}=[0,0;5,0.25;10,0.45;15,0.65;18,0.8;25,1];
system10_expense_preferences{4,2}=[0,0;9.5,0.5;13,0.75;15,1];
system10_expense_preferences{5,2}=[0,0;12,0.5;15,0.75;20,1];
system10_expense_preferences{6,2}=[0,0;12,0.5;15,0.75;20,1];
system11_expense_preferences{1,2}=[0,0;3.5,0.3;6.5,0.6;10,0.9;13,1];%11 Got RLV - Launch cost pref
should change!
system11_expense_preferences{2,2}=[0,0;3.5,0.25;6.5,0.5;10,0.7;13.5,1];
system11_expense_preferences{3,2}=[0,0;3.5,0.3;6.5,0.6;10,0.9;13,1];
system11_expense_preferences{4,2}=[0,0;3.5,0.25;6.5,0.5;10,0.7;13.5,1];
system11_expense_preferences{5,2}=[0,0;3.5,0.25;6.5,0.5;10,0.7;13.5,1];
system11_expense_preferences{6,2}=[0,0;3.5,0.25;6.5,0.5;10,0.7;13.5,1];
% Create SAU for Development Time
system00_expense_preferences{1,3}=[0,0;1.5,0.4;3,0.7;5,1];%00
system00_expense_preferences{2,3}=[0,0;1.5,0.4;3.5,0.8;5,1];
system00_expense_preferences{3,3}=[0,0;1.5,0.4;3.5,0.8;5,1];
system00_expense_preferences{4,3}=[0,0;1,0.4;2,0.6;3,0.8;4,1];
system00_expense_preferences{5,3}=[0,0;1,0.4;2,0.6;3,0.8;4,1];
system00_expense_preferences{6,3}=[0,0;1.5,0.4;3.5,0.8;5,1];
system01_expense_preferences{1,3}=[0,0;1.5,0.4;3,0.7;5,1];%01 - No laser yet, pref should not change
system01_expense_preferences{2,3}=[0,0;1.5,0.4;3.5,0.8;5,1];
system01_expense_preferences{3,3}=[0,0;1.5,0.4;3.5,0.8;5,1];
system01_expense_preferences{4,3}=[0,0;1,0.4;2,0.6;3,0.8;4,1];
system01_expense_preferences{5,3}=[0,0;1,0.4;2,0.6;3,0.8;4,1];
system01_expense_preferences{6,3}=[0,0;1.5,0.4;3.5,0.8;5,1];
system10_expense_preferences{1,3}=[0,0;1,0.4;1.55,0.7;2.1,0.8;2.5,1];%10 - Got laser, pref changes!
system10_expense_preferences{2,3}=[0,0;1,0.3;1.55,0.5;2.1,0.7;2.5,1];
system10_expense_preferences{3,3}=[0,0;1,0.3;1.55,0.5;2.1,0.7;2.5,1];
system10_expense_preferences{4,3}=[0,0;1,0.5;1.5,0.8;2,1];
system10_expense_preferences{5,3}=[0,0;1,0.5;1.5,0.8;2,1];
system10_expense_preferences{6,3}=[0,0;1,0.3;1.55,0.5;2.1,0.7;2.5,1];
system11_expense_preferences{1,3}=[0,0;1,0.4;1.55,0.7;2.1,0.8;2.5,1];%11
system11_expense_preferences{2,3}=[0,0;1,0.3;1.55,0.5;2.1,0.7;2.5,1];
system11_expense_preferences{3,3}=[0,0;1,0.3;1.55,0.5;2.1,0.7;2.5,1];
system11_expense_preferences{4,3}=[0,0;1,0.5;1.5,0.8;2,1];
system11_expense_preferences{5,3}=[0,0;1,0.5;1.5,0.8;2,1];
system11_expense_preferences{6,3}=[0,0;1,0.3;1.55,0.5;2.1,0.7;2.5,1];
save
save
save
save

system00_expense_preferences;
system01_expense_preferences;
system10_expense_preferences;
system11_expense_preferences;
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This section contains the MATLAB function written to generate the upper and lower bounds
for a 99% confidence interval using lognormal distributions. This was applied to only Pareto
frontier set solutions.
%% Get upper and lower interval values for expense attributes
%% This code is written by Marcus Shihong Wu.
%% Copyright (c) 2014, SEARI MIT.
function [Pareto_Expense_Attributes_LOWER, Pareto_Expense_Attributes_UPPER] =
Get_Pareto_ExpenseAttribute_Intervals(Pareto_Expense_Attributes,sigma_devcost,sigma_launchcost,sigma_s
chedule)
% sigma_devcost = 0.1;
% sigma_launchcost = 0.05;
% sigma_schedule = 0.15;
Pareto_Expense_Attributes_LOWER = cell([1,size(Pareto_Expense_Attributes,2)]);
Pareto_Expense_Attributes_UPPER = cell([1,size(Pareto_Expense_Attributes,2)]);
for i = 1:size(Pareto_Expense_Attributes,2)
count = 1;
for j = 1:size(Pareto_Expense_Attributes{i},1)
Pareto_Expense_Attributes_LOWER{i}(count,1) =
logninv(0.005,0,sigma_devcost)*Pareto_Expense_Attributes{i}(count,1);
Pareto_Expense_Attributes_LOWER{i}(count,2) =
logninv(0.005,0,sigma_launchcost)*Pareto_Expense_Attributes{i}(count,2);
Pareto_Expense_Attributes_LOWER{i}(count,3) =
logninv(0.005,0,sigma_schedule)*Pareto_Expense_Attributes{i}(count,3);
Pareto_Expense_Attributes_UPPER{i}(count,1) =
logninv(0.995,0,sigma_devcost)*Pareto_Expense_Attributes{i}(count,1);
Pareto_Expense_Attributes_UPPER{i}(count,2) =
logninv(0.995,0,sigma_launchcost)*Pareto_Expense_Attributes{i}(count,2);
Pareto_Expense_Attributes_UPPER{i}(count,3) =
logninv(0.995,0,sigma_schedule)*Pareto_Expense_Attributes{i}(count,3);
count = count + 1;
end
end
end
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This section contains the MATLAB mode written to plot the 99% confidence interval using
lognormal distributions for Pareto frontier set solutions of 7 epochs.
%% This code is written by Marcus Shihong Wu.
%% Copyright (c) 2014, SEARI MIT.
%% Get upper and lower intervals for expense attributes
[Sys_00_Expense_Lower, Sys_00_Expense_Upper] =
Get_Pareto_ExpenseAttribute_Intervals(Sys_00_Pareto_Expense_Attributes,0.1,0.05,0.15);
[Sys_01_Expense_Lower, Sys_01_Expense_Upper] =
Get_Pareto_ExpenseAttribute_Intervals(Sys_01_Pareto_Expense_Attributes,0.1,0.15,0.15);
[Sys_10_Expense_Lower, Sys_10_Expense_Upper] =
Get_Pareto_ExpenseAttribute_Intervals(Sys_10_Pareto_Expense_Attributes,0.25,0.05,0.2);
[Sys_11_Expense_Lower, Sys_11_Expense_Upper] =
Get_Pareto_ExpenseAttribute_Intervals(Sys_11_Pareto_Expense_Attributes,0.25,0.15,0.2);
%% Create cells to store lower MAE thresholds, upper MAE thresholds, and Pareto MAU
MAE_Lower_System_00 = cell(1,size(Sys_00_Expense_Lower,2));
MAE_Upper_System_00 = cell(1,size(Sys_00_Expense_Upper,2));
MAU_Pareto_Only_System_00 = cell(1,size(Sys_00_Expense_Upper,2));
MAE_Lower_System_01 = cell(1,size(Sys_01_Expense_Lower,2));
MAE_Upper_System_01 = cell(1,size(Sys_01_Expense_Upper,2));
MAU_Pareto_Only_System_00 = cell(1,size(Sys_00_Expense_Upper,2));
MAE_Lower_System_10 = cell(1,size(Sys_10_Expense_Lower,2));
MAE_Upper_System_10 = cell(1,size(Sys_10_Expense_Upper,2));
MAU_Pareto_Only_System_00 = cell(1,size(Sys_00_Expense_Upper,2));
MAE_Lower_System_11 = cell(1,size(Sys_11_Expense_Lower,2));
MAE_Upper_System_11 = cell(1,size(Sys_11_Expense_Upper,2));
MAU_Pareto_Only_System_00 = cell(1,size(Sys_00_Expense_Upper,2));
%% Calculate for 00
% requires upper and lower thresholds for MAE, prefs, weights
for i = 1:size(Sys_00_Expense_Lower,2)
[MAE_lower00] =
Calculate_MAE(Sys_00_Expense_Lower{i},system00_expense_preferences(i,:),system00_expense_weights(i,:))
;
[MAE_upper00] =
Calculate_MAE(Sys_00_Expense_Upper{i},system00_expense_preferences(i,:),system00_expense_weights(i,:))
;
[MAU_00] =
Calculate_MAU(Sys_00_Pareto_Performance_Attributes{i},system00_performance_preferences(i,:),system01_p
erformance_weights(i,:));
MAE_Lower_System_00{i} = MAE_lower00;
MAE_Upper_System_00{i} = MAE_upper00;
MAU_Pareto_Only_System_00{i} = MAU_00;
end
%Plot_Pareto_System_Only(clean_pareto_set_MAE_00(:,1), clean_pareto_set_MAU_00(:,1));
for j=1:size(Sys_00_Pareto_MAE,2)
figure()
scatter(Sys_00_Pareto_MAE{j},Sys_00_Pareto_MAU{j},'r','fill');
title(['Pareto Set Only with 99% Lognormal CI - Context 00 - Scatter Plot of MAU vs MAE for
Mission ',num2str(j)]);
axis([0 1 0 1]);
xlabel('MAE');
ylabel('MAU');
hold on
scatter(MAE_Lower_System_00{j},MAU_Pareto_Only_System_00{j});
hold on
scatter(MAE_Upper_System_00{j},MAU_Pareto_Only_System_00{j});
hold on
for i = 1:size(MAE_Lower_System_00{j},1)
plot([MAE_Lower_System_00{j}(i) MAE_Upper_System_00{j}(i)],[MAU_Pareto_Only_System_00{j}(i)
MAU_Pareto_Only_System_00{j}(i)]);
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hold on
end
end
%% Calculate for 01
% requires upper and lower thresholds for MAE, prefs, weights
for i = 1:size(Sys_01_Expense_Lower,2)
[MAE_lower01] =
Calculate_MAE(Sys_01_Expense_Lower{i},system01_expense_preferences(i,:),system01_expense_weights(i,:))
;
[MAE_upper01] =
Calculate_MAE(Sys_01_Expense_Upper{i},system01_expense_preferences(i,:),system01_expense_weights(i,:))
;
[MAU_01] =
Calculate_MAU(Sys_01_Pareto_Performance_Attributes{i},system01_performance_preferences(i,:),system01_p
erformance_weights(i,:));
MAE_Lower_System_01{i} = MAE_lower01;
MAE_Upper_System_01{i} = MAE_upper01;
MAU_Pareto_Only_System_01{i} = MAU_01;
end
%Plot_Pareto_System_Only(clean_pareto_set_MAE_00(:,1), clean_pareto_set_MAU_00(:,1));
for j=1:size(Sys_01_Pareto_MAE,2)
figure()
scatter(Sys_01_Pareto_MAE{j},Sys_01_Pareto_MAU{j},'r','fill');
title(['Pareto Set Only with 99% Lognormal CI - Context 01- Scatter Plot of MAU vs MAE for Mission
',num2str(j)]);
axis([0 1 0 1]);
xlabel('MAE');
ylabel('MAU');
hold on
scatter(MAE_Lower_System_01{j},MAU_Pareto_Only_System_01{j});
hold on
scatter(MAE_Upper_System_01{j},MAU_Pareto_Only_System_01{j});
hold on
for i = 1:size(MAE_Lower_System_01{j},1)
plot([MAE_Lower_System_01{j}(i) MAE_Upper_System_01{j}(i)],[MAU_Pareto_Only_System_01{j}(i)
MAU_Pareto_Only_System_01{j}(i)]);
hold on
end
end
%% Calculate for 10
% requires upper and lower thresholds for MAE, prefs, weights
for i = 1:size(Sys_10_Expense_Lower,2)
[MAE_lower10] =
Calculate_MAE(Sys_10_Expense_Lower{i},system10_expense_preferences(i,:),system10_expense_weights(i,:))
;
[MAE_upper10] =
Calculate_MAE(Sys_10_Expense_Upper{i},system10_expense_preferences(i,:),system10_expense_weights(i,:))
;
[MAU_10] =
Calculate_MAU(Sys_10_Pareto_Performance_Attributes{i},system10_performance_preferences(i,:),system10_p
erformance_weights(i,:));
MAE_Lower_System_10{i} = MAE_lower10;
MAE_Upper_System_10{i} = MAE_upper10;
MAU_Pareto_Only_System_10{i} = MAU_10;
end
%Plot_Pareto_System_Only(clean_pareto_set_MAE_00(:,1), clean_pareto_set_MAU_00(:,1));
for j=1:size(Sys_10_Pareto_MAE,2)
figure()
scatter(Sys_10_Pareto_MAE{j},Sys_10_Pareto_MAU{j},'r','fill');
title(['Pareto Set Only with 99% Lognormal CI - Context 10 - Scatter Plot of MAU vs MAE for
Mission ',num2str(j)]);
axis([0 1 0 1]);
xlabel('MAE');
ylabel('MAU');
hold on
scatter(MAE_Lower_System_10{j},MAU_Pareto_Only_System_10{j});
hold on
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scatter(MAE_Upper_System_10{j},MAU_Pareto_Only_System_10{j});
hold on
for i = 1:size(MAE_Lower_System_10{j},1)
plot([MAE_Lower_System_10{j}(i) MAE_Upper_System_10{j}(i)],[MAU_Pareto_Only_System_10{j}(i)
MAU_Pareto_Only_System_10{j}(i)]);
hold on
end
end
%% Calculate for 11
% requires upper and lower thresholds for MAE, prefs, weights
for i = 1:size(Sys_11_Expense_Lower,2)
[MAE_lower11] =
Calculate_MAE(Sys_11_Expense_Lower{i},system11_expense_preferences(i,:),system11_expense_weights(i,:))
;
[MAE_upper11] =
Calculate_MAE(Sys_11_Expense_Upper{i},system11_expense_preferences(i,:),system11_expense_weights(i,:))
;
[MAU_11] =
Calculate_MAU(Sys_11_Pareto_Performance_Attributes{i},system11_performance_preferences(i,:),system11_p
erformance_weights(i,:));
MAE_Lower_System_11{i} = MAE_lower11;
MAE_Upper_System_11{i} = MAE_upper11;
MAU_Pareto_Only_System_11{i} = MAU_11;
end
%Plot_Pareto_System_Only(clean_pareto_set_MAE_00(:,1), clean_pareto_set_MAU_00(:,1));
for j=1:size(Sys_11_Pareto_MAE,2)
figure()
scatter(Sys_11_Pareto_MAE{j},Sys_11_Pareto_MAU{j},'r','fill');
title(['Pareto Set Only with 99% Lognormal CI - Context 11 - Scatter Plot of MAU vs MAE for
Mission ',num2str(j)]);
axis([0 1 0 1]);
xlabel('MAE');
ylabel('MAU');
hold on
scatter(MAE_Lower_System_11{j},MAU_Pareto_Only_System_11{j});
hold on
scatter(MAE_Upper_System_11{j},MAU_Pareto_Only_System_11{j});
hold on
for i = 1:size(MAE_Lower_System_11{j},1)
plot([MAE_Lower_System_11{j}(i) MAE_Upper_System_11{j}(i)],[MAU_Pareto_Only_System_11{j}(i)
MAU_Pareto_Only_System_11{j}(i)]);
hold on
end
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This section contains the MATLAB mode written to construct the constraint levels on
performance and expense attributes.
%% Construct constraints on performance attributes
% [ISL-Data-Rate Data-Packet-Capacity Science-Value Delta-V]
Mission_0_Context_00_Performance_Attribute_Constraints = [2 35000
Mission_1_Context_00_Performance_Attribute_Constraints = [2 40000
Mission_2_Context_00_Performance_Attribute_Constraints = [2 40000
Mission_3_Context_01_Performance_Attribute_Constraints = [2 40000
Mission_4_Context_10_Performance_Attribute_Constraints = [3 35000
Mission_5_Context_11_Performance_Attribute_Constraints = [3 35000
Mission_0_Context_11_Performance_Attribute_Constraints = [3 40000

1000 5000];
10000 10000];
5000 5000];
2500 5000];
10000 15000];
10000 15000];
2000 10000];

All_Performance_Attribute_Constraints=[Mission_0_Context_00_Performance_Attribute_Constraints;
Mission_1_Context_00_Performance_Attribute_Constraints;
Mission_2_Context_00_Performance_Attribute_Constraints;
Mission_3_Context_01_Performance_Attribute_Constraints;
Mission_4_Context_10_Performance_Attribute_Constraints;
Mission_5_Context_11_Performance_Attribute_Constraints;
Mission_0_Context_11_Performance_Attribute_Constraints];
%% Construct constraints on expense attributes
Mission_0_Context_00_Expense_Attribute_Constraints
Mission_1_Context_00_Expense_Attribute_Constraints
Mission_2_Context_00_Expense_Attribute_Constraints
Mission_3_Context_01_Expense_Attribute_Constraints
Mission_4_Context_10_Expense_Attribute_Constraints
Mission_5_Context_11_Expense_Attribute_Constraints
Mission_0_Context_11_Expense_Attribute_Constraints

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

[35000
[37500
[32500
[35000
[25000
[25000
[25000

4 2];
3.5 2];
4 2];
2 1.5];
4 1];
2 1];
2 1];

All_Expense_Attribute_Constraints=[Mission_0_Context_00_Expense_Attribute_Constraints;
Mission_1_Context_00_Expense_Attribute_Constraints;
Mission_2_Context_00_Expense_Attribute_Constraints;
Mission_3_Context_01_Expense_Attribute_Constraints;
Mission_4_Context_10_Expense_Attribute_Constraints;
Mission_5_Context_11_Expense_Attribute_Constraints;
Mission_0_Context_11_Expense_Attribute_Constraints];
%% Construct constraint levels for PERFORMANCE - preferences for epochs 1,2,3,10,16,23,19
Performance_Preferences_Constraints = {};
% for ISL
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{1,1}=[1,0;2,0.5;3,1]; %1
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{2,1}=[1,0;2,0.5;3,1]; %2
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{3,1}=[1,0;2,0.4;3,1]; %3
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{4,1}=[1,0;2,0.2;3,1]; %10
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{5,1}=[1,0;2,0.3;3,0.5;4,1];%17
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{6,1}=[1,0;2,0.3;3,0.6;4,1];%24
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{7,1}=[1,0;2,0.3;3,0.6;4,1];%19
% for Data Packet Available
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{1,2}=[0,0;10000,0.25;20000,0.5;30000,0.75;40000,1]; %1
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{2,2}=[0,0;10000,0.25;20000,0.5;30000,0.75;40000,1]; %2
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{3,2}=[5000,0;15000,0.25;25000,0.5;40000,1]; %3
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{4,2}=[10000,0;20000,0.25;30000,0.5;45000,1]; %10
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{5,2}=[5000,0;10000,0.25;20000,0.5;30000,0.75;45000,1];%17
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{6,2}=[5000,0;15000,0.4;30000,0.7;45000,1];%24
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{7,2}=[0,0;10000,0.25;20000,0.5;30000,0.75;40000,1];%19
% for Science Value
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{1,3}=[0,0;2500,0.4;10000,0.7;20000,1]; %1
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{2,3}=[0,0;2500,0.25;10000,0.5;20000,1]; %2
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{3,3}=[0,0;2500,0.3;10000,0.6;20000,1]; %3
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{4,3}=[2000,0;10000,0.4;20000,1]; %10
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{5,3}=[0,0;2500,0.3;10000,0.6;20000,1];%17
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{6,3}=[0,0;2500,0.4;10000,0.7;20000,1];%24
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{7,3}=[0,0;10000,0.25;20000,0.5;30000,0.75;40000,1];%19
% for Delta V
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{1,4}=[0,0;10000,0.25;20000,0.5;30000,0.75;40000,1]; %1
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{2,4}=[0,0;10000,0.25;20000,0.5;30000,0.75;40000,1]; %2
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{3,4}=[5000,0;15000,0.25;25000,0.5;40000,1]; %3
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{4,4}=[10000,0;20000,0.25;30000,0.5;45000,1]; %10
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{5,4}=[0,0;1000,0.2;3500,0.5;10000,0.7;20000,1];%17
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{6,4}=[3000,0;5000,0.25;15000,0.5;25000,1];%24
Performance_Preferences_Constraints{7,4}=[0,0;2500,0.4;10000,0.7;20000,1];%19
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%% Construct constraint levels for EXPENSES - preferences for epochs 1,2,3,10,16,23,19
Expense_Preferences_Constraints = {};
% for Development Cost
Expense_Preferences_Constraints{1,1}
Expense_Preferences_Constraints{2,1}
Expense_Preferences_Constraints{3,1}
Expense_Preferences_Constraints{4,1}
Expense_Preferences_Constraints{5,1}
Expense_Preferences_Constraints{6,1}
Expense_Preferences_Constraints{7,1}

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

[0,0;30000,0.4;50000,0.6;60000,0.8;70000,1];
[0,0;30000,0.3;50000,0.6;60000,0.9;70000,1];
[0,0;30000,0.5;50000,0.8;60000,1];
[0,0;30000,0.4;50000,0.6;60000,0.8;70000,1];
[0,0;25000,0.3;35000,0.6;45000,0.9;50000,1];
[0,0;27500,0.4;37500,0.8;45000,1];
[0,0;25000,0.4;35000,0.6;45000,0.8;50000,1];

% for Launch Cost
Expense_Preferences_Constraints{1,2}
Expense_Preferences_Constraints{2,2}
Expense_Preferences_Constraints{3,2}
Expense_Preferences_Constraints{4,2}
Expense_Preferences_Constraints{5,2}
Expense_Preferences_Constraints{6,2}
Expense_Preferences_Constraints{7,2}

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

[0,0;5,0.2;10,0.4;15,0.6;18,0.8;22,1];
[0,0;9.5,0.5;13,0.75;15,1];
[0,0;5,0.25;10,0.45;15,0.65;18,0.8;25,1];
[0,0;3.5,0.25;6.5,0.5;10,0.7;13.5,1];
[0,0;12,0.5;15,0.75;20,1];
[0,0;3.5,0.25;6.5,0.5;10,0.7;13.5,1];
[0,0;3.5,0.3;6.5,0.6;10,0.9;13,1];

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

[0,0;1.5,0.4;3,0.7;5,1];
[0,0;1.5,0.4;3.5,0.8;5,1];
[0,0;1.5,0.4;3.5,0.8;5,1];
[0,0;1,0.4;2,0.6;3,0.8;4,1];
[0,0;1,0.5;1.5,0.8;2,1];
[0,0;1,0.3;1.55,0.5;2.1,0.7;2.5,1];
[0,0;1,0.4;1.55,0.7;2.1,0.8;2.5,1];

% for Schedule
Expense_Preferences_Constraints{1,3}
Expense_Preferences_Constraints{2,3}
Expense_Preferences_Constraints{3,3}
Expense_Preferences_Constraints{4,3}
Expense_Preferences_Constraints{5,3}
Expense_Preferences_Constraints{6,3}
Expense_Preferences_Constraints{7,3}
%

%% Construct constraint levels for PERFORMANCE - weights for epochs 1,2,3,10,17,24,19
Performance_Weights_Constraints = [0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25;
0.1 0.1 0.4 0.4;
0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2;
0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1;
0.4 0.25 0.25 0.1;
0.3 0.1 0.1 0.5;
0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2];
%% Construct constraint levels for EXPENSE - weights for epochs 1,2,3,10,17,24,19
Expense_Weights_Constraints = [0.34 0.33 0.33;
0.25 0.5 0.25;
0.5 0.25 0.25;
0.2 0.35 0.45;
0.1 0.45 0.45;
0.35 0.35 0.3;
0.34 0.33 0.33];
%% Calculate MAE and MAU constraint levels
MAE_Constraint_Levels = zeros(size(All_Expense_Attribute_Constraints,1),1);
MAU_Constraint_Levels = zeros(size(All_Performance_Attribute_Constraints,1),1);
for e = 1:size(Performance_Preferences_Constraints,1)
[MAU_Constraint] =
Calculate_MAU(All_Performance_Attribute_Constraints(e),Performance_Preferences_Constraints(e,:),Perfor
mance_Weights_Constraints(e,:));
[MAE_Constraint] =
Calculate_MAE(All_Expense_Attribute_Constraints(e),Expense_Preferences_Constraints(e,:),Expense_Weight
s_Constraints(e,:));
MAE_Constraint_Levels(e) = MAE_Constraint;
MAU_Constraint_Levels(e) = MAU_Constraint;
end
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APPENDIX 2:
PROGRAM TRADESPACE MODEL
The MATLAB code for the entire FSS tradespace model will not be included in this appendix. Only
important sections are shown. Contact MIT SEAri or the author of this thesis for access to the full code.

This section contains the MATLAB code written to generate all possible program designs for
an FSS-enabled satellite constellation.
%% This code is written by Marcus Shihong Wu.
%% Copyright (c) 2014, SEARI MIT.
function [program_performance_attributes,program_expense_attributes,program_intermediate,
program_DV]...
=
Generate_Constellation_Design_For_Epoch(Epoch_Expense_Attributes,Epoch_Performance_Attributes,Epoch_In
termediate, Epoch_System_DV)
program_satellite_design_choice = [1 2 3]; % 1 - Low Risk, 2 - Medium Risk, 3 - High Risk
program_number_of_satellites = [4 6 8 10 12]; % number of satellites per constellation
program_num_satellites_concurrent_development = [1 2 3 4]; % number of satellites developed
concurrently per satellite development time
program_constellation_type = [1 2 3]; % 1 - aggregated, 2 - disaggregated, 3 - mixed
program_legacy_operation = [0 1]; % 0 - retire at end of lifetime, 1 - operate as a legacy SoS
program_contract_length = [4 7 10]; % in years
% Total number of design points = 3 x 5 x 4 x 3 x 2 = 360
program_DV = zeros(1080,6);
program_performance_attributes = zeros(1080,3); % 3 Performance Attributes
program_expense_attributes = zeros(1080,7);% 7 Expense Attributes
program_intermediate = cell(1080,15);
%annual_constellation_labor_cost = cell(1080);
%annual_constellation_operations_cost = cell(1080);
count

= 1;

for a = 1:numel(program_satellite_design_choice)
for b = 1: numel(program_number_of_satellites)
for c = 1:numel(program_num_satellites_concurrent_development)
for d = 1:numel(program_constellation_type)
for e = 1:numel(program_legacy_operation)
for f = 1:numel(program_contract_length)
%% store all DV
program_DV(count,1)
program_DV(count,2)
program_DV(count,3)
program_DV(count,4)
program_DV(count,5)
program_DV(count,6)

=
=
=
=
=
=

program_satellite_design_choice(a);
program_number_of_satellites(b);
program_num_satellites_concurrent_development(c);
program_constellation_type(d);
program_legacy_operation(e);
program_contract_length(f);

%% get data for each satellite design choice
if program_satellite_design_choice(a)==1
system_expense = Epoch_Expense_Attributes(1,1:3);
system_performance = Epoch_Performance_Attributes(1,:);
system_intermediate = Epoch_Intermediate(1,:);
system_DV = Epoch_System_DV(1,:);
elseif program_satellite_design_choice(a)==2
system_expense = Epoch_Expense_Attributes(2,1:3);
system_performance = Epoch_Performance_Attributes(2,:);
system_intermediate = Epoch_Intermediate(2,:);
system_DV = Epoch_System_DV(2,:);
elseif program_satellite_design_choice(a)==3
system_expense = Epoch_Expense_Attributes(3,1:3);
system_performance = Epoch_Performance_Attributes(3,:);
system_intermediate = Epoch_Intermediate(3,:);
system_DV = Epoch_System_DV(2,:);
end
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%% PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTE 3: MANEUVERABILITY
% function of individual satellite Delta V
% Split into 3 different levels: Low, Medium,
% High,Extreme
if system_performance(4)<=5000
constellation_maneuverability = 1; % LOW
elseif (system_performance(4)>5000)&&(system_performance(4)<=10000)
constellation_maneuverability = 2; % MEDIUM
elseif (system_performance(4)>10000)&&(system_performance(4)<=20000)
constellation_maneuverability = 3; % HIGH
elseif (system_performance(4)>20000)
constellation_maneuverability = 4; % HIGH
end
%% EXPENSE ATTRIBUTE 1: Total Constellation Development Cost
% basic constellation development cost directly proportional to number of
% satellites in a constellation
% system_expense(1) = DEVELOPMENT COST OF 1 SATELLITE
constellation_development_cost =
program_number_of_satellites(b)*system_expense(1);
% include discount factor for bulk development
if program_number_of_satellites(b)==4
total_constellation_development_cost = 1.0*constellation_development_cost;
elseif program_number_of_satellites(b)==6
total_constellation_development_cost =
0.95*constellation_development_cost; % 5% discount per satellite
elseif program_number_of_satellites(b)==8
total_constellation_development_cost =
0.90*constellation_development_cost; % 10% discount per satellite
elseif program_number_of_satellites(b)==10
total_constellation_development_cost =
0.85*constellation_development_cost; % 15% discount per satellite
elseif program_number_of_satellites(b)==12
total_constellation_development_cost =
0.80*constellation_development_cost; % 20% discount per satellite
end
% STORE EXPENSE ATTRIBUTE 1 - Dev Cost
% basic constellation launch cost (single launch) directly proportional to
number of
% satellites in a constellation
% system_expense(1) = DEVELOPMENT COST OF 1 SATELLITE
% It cost $2547/kg to launch on Falcon 9 Heavy
% Payload capacity is 53000kg
launch_cost_per_kg = 2547; % for Falcon 9 Heavy
constellation_wetmass =
system_intermediate(6)*program_number_of_satellites(b);
% STORE INTERMEDIATE 1 - CONSTELLATION WET MASS
if constellation_wetmass < 10000
cost_penalty = 2.0; % x2 price for not making efficient use of capacity
time_penalty = 5; % Add 5 years because you need to wait for other non-FSS
systems to be developed and loaded onto launcher
elseif (constellation_wetmass >= 10000)&&(constellation_wetmass < 15000)
cost_penalty = 1.5; % 1.5 price for not making efficient use of capacity
time_penalty = 4; % Add 4 years
elseif (constellation_wetmass >= 15000)&&(constellation_wetmass < 20000)
cost_penalty = 1.0; % no penalty for using at least 25% of capacity
time_penalty = 3; % Add 3 years
elseif (constellation_wetmass >= 20000)&&(constellation_wetmass < 25000)
cost_penalty = 0.9; % 10% discount for using slightly below half the
capacity
time_penalty = 2; % Add 2 years
elseif (constellation_wetmass >= 30000)
cost_penalty = 0.8; % 20% bulk discount for using more than half the
capacity
time_penalty = 1; % Add 1
end
% get cost penalty as intermediate
% STORE INTERMEDIATE 2 - COST PENALTY
% STORE INTERMEDIATE 3 - TIME PENALTY
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%% EXPENSE ATTRIBUTE 2: Total Constellation Launch Cost
total_constellation_launch_cost =
constellation_wetmass*launch_cost_per_kg*cost_penalty;
% STORE EXPENSE ATTRIBUTE 2 - Launch Cost
%
%
%
%
%

Constellation development is equal to the number of
satellites multiplied by the development time for
each satellite, then divided by the number of
satellites being developed concurrently, rounded up
to the nearest integer value

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

***IMPORTANT!***
If total payload mass on launcher is much lesser
than total launcher payload capacity, apply cost
and schedule penalty as you are not making use of
capacity efficiently. Also, you are likely to
share the use of the launcher with other systems
outside the scope of the FSS. By not making full
use of all the space, there is a also penalty to
development schedule time or launch time. We need
to include this penalty because the system design
points chosen were based on the precedent that
Falcon 9 Heavy offered the lowest launch cost per
kg of mass. However, it is logical that penalties
will be put in place if the constellation does
not occupy an economically sufficient amount of
payload capacity in order to make the launch
worth it.

%% EXPENSE ATTRIBUTE 3: Total Constellation Development Time
constellation_development_time =
ceil(program_number_of_satellites(b)*system_expense(3)/program_num_satellites_concurrent_development(c
));
% STORE EXPENSE ATTRIBUTE 6
% Calculate labor cost
% Assume a satellite system requires a team of 50 workers
% Assume a worker is paid $100,000 a year
% Assume worker salary increases by 20% with each year
% If more than 1 satellite is developed concurrently,
% then multiply number of workers by the number of
% satellites
num_workers = 50;
worker_salary = 0.1; % %100,000 in millions
salary_interest = 1.05; % increase by 5% each year
%
%
%
%

Calculate labor
This is formula
principal labor
salary * num of

cost using
for sum of
cost = num
satellites

S_n = a*(1-r^n)/(1-r)
geometric series
workers * per worker
developed concurrently

%% EXPENSE ATTRIBUTE 5 - WAITING TIME TILL LAUNCH IN YEARS
total_constellation_launch_time = constellation_development_time +
time_penalty;
%% EXPENSE ATTRIBUTE 4 - TOTAL DEVELOPMENT AND WAITING LABOR COST
total_num_workers =
num_workers*program_num_satellites_concurrent_development(c);
total_constellation_labor_cost = worker_salary*total_num_workers...
*((1-salary_interest^total_constellation_launch_time)/(1salary_interest));
% STORE EXPENSE ATTRIBUTE 3
% intermediate - labor cost per year of the
% constellation development schedule
% STORE INTERMEDIATE 4 - ANNUAL LABOR COST
annual_constellation_labor_cost = zeros(total_constellation_launch_time,1);
for i=1:total_constellation_launch_time
annual_constellation_labor_cost(i,1) =
num_workers*worker_salary*program_num_satellites_concurrent_development(c)*salary_interest^(i);
end
% STORE EXPENSE ATTRIBUTE 7
% Calculate Program Data Capacity
if program_constellation_type(d)==1 % if satellites are working together to
achieve some bigger purpose
data_capacity_penalty = 0.6;
science_value_extra = 1.25; % 25% more annual science value because of
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emergent capability
ops_cost_extra = 1.2; % 20% more to operate and achieve emergent
capability
elseif program_constellation_type(d)==2 % disaggregated
data_capacity_penalty = 1.0;
ops_cost_extra = 1.0; % no extra operations cost
science_value_extra = 1.0; % no extra science value
elseif program_constellation_type(d)==3 % mixed
data_capacity_penalty = 0.8;
ops_cost_extra = 1.1;% 10% more to operate and achieve smaller emergent
capability
science_value_extra = 1.125; % 12.5% more annual science value because of
smaller emergent capability
end
% penalty*data capacity per satellite* num of
% satellites
%% EXPENSE ATTRIBUTE 7 - TOTAL RETIREMENT COST
if program_legacy_operation(e)==0
program_duration = system_DV(1); % system lifetime DV1 10/15 years
capacity_decrease_period = 2; %2 years
retirement_cost_per_satellite = 1; % Assume 1 million per satellite
total_constellation_retirement_cost =
retirement_cost_per_satellite*program_number_of_satellites(b);
elseif program_legacy_operation(e)==1 % legacy operation
program_duration = 60; % work for 60 years
total_constellation_retirement_cost = 0;
% Comment: legacy systems have zero retirement
% cost
end
% STORE EXPENSE ATTRIBUTE 5
%% PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTE 1 -

Immediate Annual Total Data Capacity Available

in Constellation
% immediately upon launch
constellation_data_capacity =
data_capacity_penalty*system_performance(2)*program_number_of_satellites(b);
% STORE PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTE 1 - Data Cap
biannual_capacity_decrease = 0.025; % decrease by 2.5% every 2 years
annual_constellation_data_capacity = zeros(program_duration,1);
% intermediate - annual data capacity for program
% duration
for i=1:program_duration
annual_constellation_data_capacity(i) = constellation_data_capacity*(1biannual_capacity_decrease)^(ceil(i/capacity_decrease_period)-1);
end
%% PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTE 2 - Immediate Annual Science Value from Constellation
constellation_science_value =
science_value_extra*system_performance(3)*program_number_of_satellites(b);
% STORE PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTE 2 - Science Value
annual_constellation_science_value = zeros(program_duration,1);
for i=1:program_duration
annual_constellation_science_value(i) = constellation_science_value;
end
% science value should not be discounted assuming
% that equipment does not degrade over time or
% experience malfunction
% Assume operations cost per satellite to be
% $50,000
annual_ops_cost_per_satellite = 0.05; % $50,000 in millions
opscost_increase_period = 5; % % every 5 years
opscost_interest = 0.01; % increase by 1% every 5 years
% intermediate - annual ops cost
annual_constellation_operations_cost = zeros(program_duration,1);
for i=1:program_duration
annual_constellation_operations_cost(i,1) =
annual_ops_cost_per_satellite*program_number_of_satellites(b)...
*(1+opscost_interest)^(ceil(i/opscost_increase_period)-1);
end
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% Comment: expect ops cost for legacy systems to
% cost a lot more!
%% EXPENSE ATTRIBUTE 6 - Total Constellation Operations Cost
total_constellation_operations_cost =
sum(annual_constellation_operations_cost);
% STORE EXPENSE ATTRIBUTE 4
%
%
%
%
%
%

Calculate contract cost - Only development cost
and launch cost are one-time cost committments ie
non-recurring. Labor is recurring for the
development period while operations is recurring
for the program duration. Retirement cost is
within 1 year.

%% Contract Cost

% store intermediate
annual_development_cost = zeros(program_contract_length(f),1);
annual_launch_cost = zeros(program_contract_length(f),1);
for i=1:program_contract_length(f)
annual_development_cost(i) =
total_constellation_development_cost/program_contract_length(f);
annual_launch_cost(i) =
total_constellation_launch_cost/program_contract_length(f);
end
if program_contract_length(f)==4
constellation_contract_length = 4;
elseif program_contract_length(f)==7
constellation_contract_length = 7;
elseif program_contract_length(f)==10
constellation_contract_length = 10;
end
%% STORING VALUES
program_performance_attributes(count,1) = constellation_data_capacity;
program_performance_attributes(count,2) = constellation_science_value;
program_performance_attributes(count,3) = constellation_maneuverability;
program_expense_attributes(count,1)
program_expense_attributes(count,2)
program_expense_attributes(count,3)
program_expense_attributes(count,4)
program_expense_attributes(count,5)
program_expense_attributes(count,6)
program_expense_attributes(count,7)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

total_constellation_development_cost;
total_constellation_launch_cost;
total_constellation_labor_cost;
total_constellation_operations_cost;
total_constellation_retirement_cost;
total_constellation_launch_time;
constellation_contract_length;

program_intermediate{count,1} = annual_development_cost;
program_intermediate{count,2} = annual_launch_cost;
program_intermediate{count,3} = annual_constellation_labor_cost;
program_intermediate{count,4} = annual_constellation_operations_cost;
program_intermediate{count,5} = total_constellation_retirement_cost;
program_intermediate{count,6} = constellation_development_time;
program_intermediate{count,7} = annual_constellation_data_capacity;
program_intermediate{count,8} = annual_constellation_science_value;
program_intermediate{count,9} = constellation_wetmass;
program_intermediate{count,10} = cost_penalty;
program_intermediate{count,11} = time_penalty;
program_intermediate{count,12} = data_capacity_penalty;
program_intermediate{count,13} = science_value_extra;
program_intermediate{count,14} = ops_cost_extra;
program_intermediate{count,15} = program_duration;
%% COUNTING
count = count + 1;
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
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This section contains the MATLAB code written to collectively perform the calculation of
attributes of designs for every epoch, sort attributes for convenience of mathematical
operations, generate weights and preferences, evaluate design points using embedded MAE
and MAU functions, extract characteristic vectors of preferred program designs, and plot
tradespaces for the program level design of the FSS-enabled satellite constellation.
%% This code is written by Marcus Shihong Wu.
%% Copyright (c) 2014, SEARI MIT.
%% Generate performance and expense attributes for selected 7 Epochs
[Epoch1_0in00_Program_Performance_Attributes,Epoch1_0in00_Program_Expense_Attributes,Epoch1_0in00_Prog
ram_Intermediate, Epoch1_0in00_Program_DV]...
=
Generate_Constellation_Design_For_Epoch(Epoch1_0in00_Expense_Attributes,Epoch1_0in00_Performance_Attri
butes,Epoch1_0in00_intermediate, Epoch1_0in00_DV);
[Epoch2_1in00_Program_Performance_Attributes,Epoch2_1in00_Program_Expense_Attributes,Epoch2_1in00_Prog
ram_Intermediate, Epoch2_1in00_Program_DV]...
=
Generate_Constellation_Design_For_Epoch(Epoch2_1in00_Expense_Attributes,Epoch2_1in00_Performance_Attri
butes,Epoch2_1in00_intermediate, Epoch2_1in00_DV);
[Epoch3_2in00_Program_Performance_Attributes,Epoch3_2in00_Program_Expense_Attributes,Epoch3_02in00_Pro
gram_Intermediate, Epoch3_2in00_Program_DV]...
=
Generate_Constellation_Design_For_Epoch(Epoch3_2in00_Expense_Attributes,Epoch3_2in00_Performance_Attri
butes,Epoch3_2in00_intermediate, Epoch3_2in00_DV);
[Epoch10_3in01_Program_Performance_Attributes,Epoch10_3in01_Program_Expense_Attributes,Epoch10_3in01_P
rogram_Intermediate, Epoch10_3in01_Program_DV]...
=
Generate_Constellation_Design_For_Epoch(Epoch10_3in01_Expense_Attributes,Epoch10_3in01_Performance_Att
ributes,Epoch10_3in01_intermediate, Epoch10_3in01_DV);
[Epoch17_4in10_Program_Performance_Attributes,Epoch17_4in10_Program_Expense_Attributes,Epoch17_4in10_P
rogram_Intermediate, Epoch17_4in10_Program_DV]...
=
Generate_Constellation_Design_For_Epoch(Epoch17_4in10_Expense_Attributes,Epoch17_4in10_Performance_Att
ributes,Epoch17_4in10_intermediate, Epoch17_4in10_DV);
[Epoch24_5in11_Program_Performance_Attributes,Epoch24_5in11_Program_Expense_Attributes,Epoch24_5in11_P
rogram_Intermediate, Epoch24_5in11_Program_DV]...
=
Generate_Constellation_Design_For_Epoch(Epoch24_5in11_Expense_Attributes,Epoch24_5in11_Performance_Att
ributes,Epoch24_5in11_intermediate, Epoch24_5in11_DV);
[Epoch19_0in11_Program_Performance_Attributes,Epoch19_0in11_Program_Expense_Attributes,Epoch19_0in11_P
rogram_Intermediate, Epoch19_0in11_Program_DV]...
=
Generate_Constellation_Design_For_Epoch(Epoch19_0in11_Expense_Attributes,Epoch19_0in11_Performance_Att
ributes,Epoch19_0in11_intermediate, Epoch19_0in11_DV);
%% Gather each attribute in a matrix across 7 Epochs
num_of_program_designs = 1080;
num_epochs = 7;
All7Epochs_Exp1_DevelopmentCost = zeros(num_of_program_designs,num_epochs);
All7Epochs_Exp2_LaunchCost = zeros(num_of_program_designs,num_epochs);
All7Epochs_Exp3_LaborCost = zeros(num_of_program_designs,num_epochs);
All7Epochs_Exp4_OperationsCost = zeros(num_of_program_designs,num_epochs);
All7Epochs_Exp5_RetirementCost = zeros(num_of_program_designs,num_epochs);
All7Epochs_Exp6_TimeToLaunch = zeros(num_of_program_designs,num_epochs);
All7Epochs_Exp7_ContractLength = zeros(num_of_program_designs,num_epochs);
% Gather all development cost
All7Epochs_Exp1_DevelopmentCost(:,1)
All7Epochs_Exp1_DevelopmentCost(:,2)
All7Epochs_Exp1_DevelopmentCost(:,3)
All7Epochs_Exp1_DevelopmentCost(:,4)
All7Epochs_Exp1_DevelopmentCost(:,5)
All7Epochs_Exp1_DevelopmentCost(:,6)
All7Epochs_Exp1_DevelopmentCost(:,7)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Epoch1_0in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,1)/10^4;
Epoch2_1in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,1)/10^4;
Epoch3_2in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,1)/10^4;
Epoch10_3in01_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,1)/10^4;
Epoch17_4in10_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,1)/10^4;
Epoch24_5in11_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,1)/10^4;
Epoch19_0in11_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,1)/10^4;

% Gather all launch cost
All7Epochs_Exp2_LaunchCost(:,1) = Epoch1_0in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,2)/10^6;
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All7Epochs_Exp2_LaunchCost(:,2)
All7Epochs_Exp2_LaunchCost(:,3)
All7Epochs_Exp2_LaunchCost(:,4)
All7Epochs_Exp2_LaunchCost(:,5)
All7Epochs_Exp2_LaunchCost(:,6)
All7Epochs_Exp2_LaunchCost(:,7)
% Gather all labor cost
All7Epochs_Exp3_LaborCost(:,1)
All7Epochs_Exp3_LaborCost(:,2)
All7Epochs_Exp3_LaborCost(:,3)
All7Epochs_Exp3_LaborCost(:,4)
All7Epochs_Exp3_LaborCost(:,5)
All7Epochs_Exp3_LaborCost(:,6)
All7Epochs_Exp3_LaborCost(:,7)

=
=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Epoch2_1in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,2)/10^6;
Epoch3_2in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,2)/10^6;
Epoch10_3in01_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,2)/10^6;
Epoch17_4in10_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,2)/10^6;
Epoch24_5in11_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,2)/10^6;
Epoch19_0in11_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,2)/10^6;

Epoch1_0in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,3);
Epoch2_1in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,3);
Epoch3_2in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,3);
Epoch10_3in01_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,3);
Epoch17_4in10_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,3);
Epoch24_5in11_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,3);
Epoch19_0in11_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,3);

% Gather all operations cost
All7Epochs_Exp4_OperationsCost(:,1)
All7Epochs_Exp4_OperationsCost(:,2)
All7Epochs_Exp4_OperationsCost(:,3)
All7Epochs_Exp4_OperationsCost(:,4)
All7Epochs_Exp4_OperationsCost(:,5)
All7Epochs_Exp4_OperationsCost(:,6)
All7Epochs_Exp4_OperationsCost(:,7)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Epoch1_0in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,4);
Epoch2_1in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,4);
Epoch3_2in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,4);
Epoch10_3in01_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,4);
Epoch17_4in10_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,4);
Epoch24_5in11_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,4);
Epoch19_0in11_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,4);

% Gather all retirement cost
All7Epochs_Exp5_RetirementCost(:,1)
All7Epochs_Exp5_RetirementCost(:,2)
All7Epochs_Exp5_RetirementCost(:,3)
All7Epochs_Exp5_RetirementCost(:,4)
All7Epochs_Exp5_RetirementCost(:,5)
All7Epochs_Exp5_RetirementCost(:,6)
All7Epochs_Exp5_RetirementCost(:,7)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Epoch1_0in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,5);
Epoch2_1in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,5);
Epoch3_2in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,5);
Epoch10_3in01_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,5);
Epoch17_4in10_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,5);
Epoch24_5in11_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,5);
Epoch19_0in11_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,5);

% Gather all times to launch
All7Epochs_Exp6_TimeToLaunch(:,1)
All7Epochs_Exp6_TimeToLaunch(:,2)
All7Epochs_Exp6_TimeToLaunch(:,3)
All7Epochs_Exp6_TimeToLaunch(:,4)
All7Epochs_Exp6_TimeToLaunch(:,5)
All7Epochs_Exp6_TimeToLaunch(:,6)
All7Epochs_Exp6_TimeToLaunch(:,7)

Epoch1_0in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,6);
Epoch2_1in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,6);
Epoch3_2in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,6);
Epoch10_3in01_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,6);
Epoch17_4in10_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,6);
Epoch24_5in11_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,6);
Epoch19_0in11_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,6);

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

% Gather all contract length
All7Epochs_Exp7_ContractLength(:,1)
All7Epochs_Exp7_ContractLength(:,2)
All7Epochs_Exp7_ContractLength(:,3)
All7Epochs_Exp7_ContractLength(:,4)
All7Epochs_Exp7_ContractLength(:,5)
All7Epochs_Exp7_ContractLength(:,6)
All7Epochs_Exp7_ContractLength(:,7)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Epoch1_0in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,6);
Epoch2_1in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,6);
Epoch3_2in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,6);
Epoch10_3in01_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,6);
Epoch17_4in10_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,6);
Epoch24_5in11_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,6);
Epoch19_0in11_Program_Expense_Attributes(:,6);

All7Epochs_Perf1_DataCapacity = zeros(num_of_program_designs,num_epochs);
All7Epochs_Perf2_ScienceValue = zeros(num_of_program_designs,num_epochs);
All7Epochs_Perf3_Maneuverability = zeros(num_of_program_designs,num_epochs);
% Gather all data capacity
All7Epochs_Perf1_DataCapacity(:,1)
All7Epochs_Perf1_DataCapacity(:,2)
All7Epochs_Perf1_DataCapacity(:,3)
All7Epochs_Perf1_DataCapacity(:,4)
All7Epochs_Perf1_DataCapacity(:,5)
All7Epochs_Perf1_DataCapacity(:,6)
All7Epochs_Perf1_DataCapacity(:,7)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Epoch1_0in00_Program_Performance_Attributes(:,1);
Epoch2_1in00_Program_Performance_Attributes(:,1);
Epoch3_2in00_Program_Performance_Attributes(:,1);
Epoch10_3in01_Program_Performance_Attributes(:,1);
Epoch17_4in10_Program_Performance_Attributes(:,1);
Epoch24_5in11_Program_Performance_Attributes(:,1);
Epoch19_0in11_Program_Performance_Attributes(:,1);

% Gather all science value
All7Epochs_Perf2_ScienceValue(:,1)
All7Epochs_Perf2_ScienceValue(:,2)
All7Epochs_Perf2_ScienceValue(:,3)
All7Epochs_Perf2_ScienceValue(:,4)
All7Epochs_Perf2_ScienceValue(:,5)
All7Epochs_Perf2_ScienceValue(:,6)
All7Epochs_Perf2_ScienceValue(:,7)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Epoch1_0in00_Program_Performance_Attributes(:,2);
Epoch2_1in00_Program_Performance_Attributes(:,2);
Epoch3_2in00_Program_Performance_Attributes(:,2);
Epoch10_3in01_Program_Performance_Attributes(:,2);
Epoch17_4in10_Program_Performance_Attributes(:,2);
Epoch24_5in11_Program_Performance_Attributes(:,2);
Epoch19_0in11_Program_Performance_Attributes(:,2);

% Gather all maneuverability levels
All7Epochs_Perf3_Maneuverability(:,1)
All7Epochs_Perf3_Maneuverability(:,2)
All7Epochs_Perf3_Maneuverability(:,3)
All7Epochs_Perf3_Maneuverability(:,4)
All7Epochs_Perf3_Maneuverability(:,5)
All7Epochs_Perf3_Maneuverability(:,6)

=
=
=
=
=
=

Epoch1_0in00_Program_Performance_Attributes(:,3);
Epoch2_1in00_Program_Performance_Attributes(:,3);
Epoch3_2in00_Program_Performance_Attributes(:,3);
Epoch10_3in01_Program_Performance_Attributes(:,3);
Epoch17_4in10_Program_Performance_Attributes(:,3);
Epoch24_5in11_Program_Performance_Attributes(:,3);
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All7Epochs_Perf3_Maneuverability(:,7) = Epoch19_0in11_Program_Performance_Attributes(:,3);
%% Construct Lifecycle Scenario using 7 Epochs
% We pick:
%
EPOCH 1
%
Mission 0 in Context 00 - Epoch 1 - We want to construct the FSS by
%
first designing a satellite constellation that will be able to achieve
%
all its objectives with equal preference to stakeholders. Laser and RLV
%
technology are still not mature yet.
%
Performance: Slightly more emphasis on science value than data
%
capacity. Relatively higher emphasis on maneuverability.
%
Expense: Equal emphasis on all expense attributes
%
Operations cost = 0.1
%
Retirement cost always constant = 0.05
%
EPOCH 2
%
Mission 1 in Context 00 - Epoch 2 - We want to send a second satellite
%
constellation to increase fulfillment of FSS objectives. However, this
%
epoch demands a higher demand on science value given the number of
%
space exploration missions to be conducted. Laser and RLV technology
%
are still not mature yet. Emphasis on Launch Cost.
%
Performance: Emphasis on Science Value more than data capacity. Relatively higher emphasis on
maneuverability.
%
Expense: Emphasis on lowering development and labor cost since we want greater science value
%
Operations cost = 0.1
%
Retirement cost always constant = 0.05
%
EPOCH 3
%
Mission 2 in Context 00 - Epoch 3
%
Mission 2 - FSS Datellite Development: Emphasis on Data Packet Available per
%
Satellite and ISL data rate, Emphasis on LOWER DEVELOPMENT COST since you
%
need to drive down cost to develop new technology in order to realize the
%
aforementioned attribures. Laser and RLV technology are still not
%
mature yet.
%
FSS Datellite Development: Emphasis on Data Packet Available per
%
Satellite and ISL data rate, Emphasis on LOWER DEVELOPMENT COST since you
%
need to drive down cost to develop new technology in order to realize the
%
aforementioned attribures
%
Performance: Emphasis on Data capacity more than science value. Relatively lower emphasis on
maneuverability.
%
Expense: Emphasis on lowering development cost, labor cost and development time
%
Operations cost = 0.1
%
Retirement cost always constant = 0.05
%
EPOCH 10
%
Mission 3 in Context 01 - Epoch 10
%
Mission 3 - FSS Initialization: Even more emphasis most on ISL Data Rate and Data packet
available, Emphasis on
%
lowering launch cost and development time since we need to launch as many
%
satellites as possible to meet market demand for FSS services. RLV
%
technology has matured
%
Performance: Even more emphasis on data capacity than science value
%
capacity. Relatively even lower emphasis on maneuverability.
%
Expense: Emphasis on lowering launch cost and time to launch
%
Operations cost = 0.1
%
Retirement cost always constant = 0.05
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

EPOCH 17
Mission 4 in Context 10 - Epoch 17
Mission 4 - FSS Discovery: Equal Emphasis on ISL Data Rate, Data Packet Available and
Science Value only, Equal emphasis on launch cost and development time
Performance: Equal emphasis on Data capacity and science value. Less
emphasis on maneuverability because satellites are rather stationary
relative to one another in other to maintain high data exchange rate,
and have min slant range and high access time
Expense: Emphasis on development cost, launch cost, labor cost and
launch time. Relatively high emphasis on maneuverability.
Operations cost = 0.1
Retirement Cost = 0.05

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

EPOCH 24
Mission 5 in Context 11 - Epoch 24
Mission 5 - FSS Reconfiguration: Emphasis most on Delta_V, Emphasis on
lowering Development cost and Launch cost
Performance: Slightly more emphasis on data capacity since it is the beginning of
full FSS operation. Highest emphasis on maneuverability.
Expense: Emphasis on lowering development cost, labor cost and launch
time
Operations cost = 0.1
Retirement Cost = 0.05
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%
%
%
%
%
%

EPOCH 19
Mission 0 in Context 11 - Epoch 19
Normal FSS Operations - All Attributes equal
Performance: Both equal
Expense: All equal, except for Operations cost = 0.1 and Retirement
cost = 0.05

%% Create Weights for selected 7 Epochs
% [ Data_Capacity Science_Value Maneuverability]
Program_Performance_Weights = [0.25 0.45 0.3;
0.2 0.6 0.2;
0.5 0.3 0.2;
0.6 0.2 0.2;
0.35 0.35 0.3;
0.3 0.2 0.5;
0.35 0.3 0.35];
% [ Development_Cost Launch_Cost Labor_Cost Operations_Cost Retirement_Cost
% Time_to_Launch Contract Length]
Program_Expense_Weights = [0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.2 0.05;
0.25 0.125 0.25 0.1 0.05 0.125 0.1;
0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.25 0.1;
0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.05 0.25 0.1;
0.2 0.15 0.15 0.1 0.05 0.2 0.15;
0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.2 0.15;
0.2 0.15 0.15 0.1 0.05 0.2 0.15];
%% Create Preferences for attributes in selected 7 Epochs
Program_Performance_Preferences = {};
Program_Expense_Preferences = {};
% For Program Data Capacity
Program_Performance_Preferences{1,1} = [50000,0;100000,0.1;200000,0.3;300000,0.6;400000,0.8;500000,1];
Program_Performance_Preferences{2,1} = [50000,0;100000,0.1;200000,0.4;300000,0.7;400000,0.9;500000,1];
Program_Performance_Preferences{3,1} =
[50000,0;100000,0.1;200000,0.25;300000,0.5;400000,0.75;500000,1];
Program_Performance_Preferences{4,1} = [50000,0;100000,0.1;200000,0.2;300000,0.4;400000,0.7;500000,1];
Program_Performance_Preferences{5,1} = [50000,0;100000,0.1;200000,0.3;300000,0.6;400000,0.8;500000,1];
Program_Performance_Preferences{6,1} =
[50000,0;100000,0.1;200000,0.25;300000,0.5;400000,0.75;500000,1];
Program_Performance_Preferences{7,1} = [50000,0;100000,0.1;200000,0.3;300000,0.6;400000,0.8;500000,1];
% For Program Science Value
Program_Performance_Preferences{1,2}
Program_Performance_Preferences{2,2}
Program_Performance_Preferences{3,2}
Program_Performance_Preferences{4,2}
Program_Performance_Preferences{5,2}
Program_Performance_Preferences{6,2}
Program_Performance_Preferences{7,2}

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

[2000,0;10000,0.3;20000,0.6;30000,0.9;40000,1];
[3000,0;10000,0.1;50000,0.4;100000,0.6;150000,0.9;190000,1];
[2000,0;10000,0.35;20000,0.7;30000,0.9;40000,1];
[2000,0;10000,0.4;20000,0.8;35000,1];
[3000,0;10000,0.1;50000,0.4;100000,0.6;150000,0.9;190000,1];
[2000,0;10000,0.4;20000,0.8;35000,1];
[2000,0;10000,0.3;20000,0.6;30000,0.9;40000,1];

% For Program Maneuverability
Program_Performance_Preferences{1,3}
Program_Performance_Preferences{2,3}
Program_Performance_Preferences{3,3}
Program_Performance_Preferences{4,3}
Program_Performance_Preferences{5,3}
Program_Performance_Preferences{6,3}
Program_Performance_Preferences{7,3}

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

[0,0;1,0.4;2,0.7;3,1];
[0,0;1,0.3;2,0.6;3,1];
[0,0;1,0.4;2,0.7;3,1];
[0,0;1,0.4;2,0.7;3,1];
[0,0;1,0.3;2,0.6;3,0.8;4,1];
[0,0;1,0.2;2,0.4;3,0.7;4,1];
[0,0;1,0.3;2,0.6;3,0.8;4,1];

% For Development Cost
Program_Expense_Preferences{1,1}
Program_Expense_Preferences{2,1}
Program_Expense_Preferences{3,1}
Program_Expense_Preferences{4,1}
Program_Expense_Preferences{5,1}
Program_Expense_Preferences{6,1}
Program_Expense_Preferences{7,1}

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

[0,0;1E05,0.1;1.5E05,0.3;2E05,0.6;2.5E05,0.8;3E05,1];
[0,0;1E05,0.2;1.5E05,0.5;2E05,0.8;3E05,0.9;4E05,1];
[0,0;1E05,0.1;1.5E05,0.4;2E05,0.7;2.5E05,0.9;3E05,1];
[0,0;1E05,0.1;1.5E05,0.35;2E05,0.65;2.5E05,0.85;3.5E05,1];
[0,0;0.5E05,0.1;1E05,0.4;1.5E05,0.7;2E05,0.9;2.5E05,1];
[0,0;0.5E05,0.1;1E05,0.5;1.5E05,0.8;2E05,0.9;2.5E05,1];
[0,0;0.5E05,0.1;1E05,0.3;1.5E05,0.6;2E05,0.8;2.5E05,1];

% For Launch Cost
Program_Expense_Preferences{1,2}
Program_Expense_Preferences{2,2}
Program_Expense_Preferences{3,2}
Program_Expense_Preferences{4,2}
Program_Expense_Preferences{5,2}

=
=
=
=
=

[0,0;40E06,0.3;45E06,0.6;50E06,0.8;55E06,0.9;60E06,1];
[0,0;40E06,0.25;45E06,0.5;50E06,0.75;55E06,0.85;60E06,1];
[0,0;40E06,0.3;45E06,0.6;50E06,0.8;55E06,0.9;60E06,1];
[0,0;40E06,0.4;45E06,0.7;50E06,0.8;55E06,0.9;60E06,1];
[0,0;40E06,0.35;45E06,0.65;50E06,0.75;55E06,0.85;60E06,1];
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Program_Expense_Preferences{6,2} = [0,0;40E06,0.3;45E06,0.6;50E06,0.8;55E06,0.9;60E06,1];
Program_Expense_Preferences{7,2} = [0,0;40E06,0.25;45E06,0.5;50E06,0.75;55E06,0.9;60E06,1];
% For Labor Cost
Program_Expense_Preferences{1,3}
Program_Expense_Preferences{2,3}
Program_Expense_Preferences{3,3}
Program_Expense_Preferences{4,3}
Program_Expense_Preferences{5,3}
Program_Expense_Preferences{6,3}
Program_Expense_Preferences{7,3}

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

[0,0;100,0.2;150,0.5;200,0.8;275,1];
[0,0;50,0.2;100,0.4;150,0.6;200,0.8;275,1];
[0,0;100,0.3;150,0.6;200,0.8;275,1];
[0,0;100,0.35;200,0.7;300,1];
[0,0;40,0.2;80,0.5;100,0.8;140,1];
[0,0;40,0.25;60,0.5;80,0.7;100,0.85;140,1];
[0,0;45,0.2;75,0.5;105,0.8;140,1];

% For Operations Cost
Program_Expense_Preferences{1,4}
Program_Expense_Preferences{2,4}
Program_Expense_Preferences{3,4}
Program_Expense_Preferences{4,4}
Program_Expense_Preferences{5,4}
Program_Expense_Preferences{6,4}
Program_Expense_Preferences{7,4}

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

[0,0;5,0.2;10,0.4;20,0.6;30,0.8;40,1];
[0,0;5,0.2;10,0.4;20,0.6;30,0.8;40,1];
[0,0;5,0.2;10,0.4;20,0.6;30,0.8;40,1];
[0,0;5,0.2;10,0.4;20,0.6;30,0.8;40,1];
[0,0;5,0.2;10,0.4;20,0.6;30,0.8;40,1];
[0,0;5,0.2;10,0.4;20,0.6;30,0.8;40,1];
[0,0;5,0.2;10,0.4;20,0.6;30,0.8;40,1];

% For Retirement Cost
Program_Expense_Preferences{1,5}
Program_Expense_Preferences{2,5}
Program_Expense_Preferences{3,5}
Program_Expense_Preferences{4,5}
Program_Expense_Preferences{5,5}
Program_Expense_Preferences{6,5}
Program_Expense_Preferences{7,5}

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

[0,0;4,0.2;6,0.4;8,0.6;10,0.8;12,0.1];
[0,0;4,0.2;6,0.4;8,0.6;10,0.8;12,0.1];
[0,0;4,0.2;6,0.4;8,0.6;10,0.8;12,0.1];
[0,0;4,0.2;6,0.4;8,0.6;10,0.8;12,0.1];
[0,0;4,0.2;6,0.4;8,0.6;10,0.8;12,0.1];
[0,0;4,0.2;6,0.4;8,0.6;10,0.8;12,0.1];
[0,0;4,0.2;6,0.4;8,0.6;10,0.8;12,0.1];

% For Time to Launch
Program_Expense_Preferences{1,6}
Program_Expense_Preferences{2,6}
Program_Expense_Preferences{3,6}
Program_Expense_Preferences{4,6}
Program_Expense_Preferences{5,6}
Program_Expense_Preferences{6,6}
Program_Expense_Preferences{7,6}

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

[4,0;10,0.4;20,0.8;36,1];
[4,0;10,0.4;20,0.8;36,1];
[4,0;10,0.5;20,0.8;36,1];
[4,0;10,0.5;20,0.8;36,1];
[4,0;6,0.4;8,0.8;12,1];
[4,0;6,0.5;10,0.8;16,1];
[4,0;6,0.5;10,0.8;16,1];

% For Contract Length
Program_Expense_Preferences{1,7}
Program_Expense_Preferences{2,7}
Program_Expense_Preferences{3,7}
Program_Expense_Preferences{4,7}
Program_Expense_Preferences{5,7}
Program_Expense_Preferences{6,7}
Program_Expense_Preferences{7,7}

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

[4,0;7,0.3;10,1];
[4,0;7,0.3;10,1];
[4,0;7,0.5;10,1];
[4,0;7,0.5;10,1];
[4,0;7,0.6;10,1];
[4,0;7,0.6;10,1];
[4,0;7,0.6;10,1];

%% Calculate MAE and MAU
Program_Performance_Attributes_For7Epochs = {Epoch1_0in00_Program_Performance_Attributes;
Epoch2_1in00_Program_Performance_Attributes;
Epoch3_2in00_Program_Performance_Attributes;
Epoch10_3in01_Program_Performance_Attributes;
Epoch17_4in10_Program_Performance_Attributes;
Epoch24_5in11_Program_Performance_Attributes;
Epoch19_0in11_Program_Performance_Attributes};
Program_Expense_Attributes_For7Epochs = {Epoch1_0in00_Program_Expense_Attributes;
Epoch2_1in00_Program_Expense_Attributes;
Epoch3_2in00_Program_Expense_Attributes;
Epoch10_3in01_Program_Expense_Attributes;
Epoch17_4in10_Program_Expense_Attributes;
Epoch24_5in11_Program_Expense_Attributes;
Epoch19_0in11_Program_Expense_Attributes};

%% EPOCH 1
Program_Epoch1_MAE = zeros(num_of_program_designs,num_epochs);
Program_Epoch1_MAU = zeros(num_of_program_designs,num_epochs);
for e = 1:size(Program_Performance_Preferences,1)
[MAU_ForEachEpoch] =
Calculate_MAU(Epoch1_0in00_Program_Performance_Attributes,Program_Performance_Preferences(e,:),Program
_Performance_Weights(e,:));
[MAE_ForEachEpoch] =
Calculate_MAE(Epoch1_0in00_Program_Expense_Attributes,Program_Expense_Preferences(e,:),Program_Expense
_Weights(e,:));
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Program_Epoch1_MAE(:,e) = MAE_ForEachEpoch;
Program_Epoch1_MAU(:,e) = MAU_ForEachEpoch;
end
%% EPOCH 2
Program_Epoch2_MAE = zeros(num_of_program_designs,num_epochs);
Program_Epoch2_MAU = zeros(num_of_program_designs,num_epochs);
for e = 1:size(Program_Performance_Preferences,1)
[MAU_ForEachEpoch] =
Calculate_MAU(Epoch2_1in00_Program_Performance_Attributes,Program_Performance_Preferences(e,:),Program
_Performance_Weights(e,:));
[MAE_ForEachEpoch] =
Calculate_MAE(Epoch2_1in00_Program_Expense_Attributes,Program_Expense_Preferences(e,:),Program_Expense
_Weights(e,:));
Program_Epoch2_MAE(:,e) = MAE_ForEachEpoch;
Program_Epoch2_MAU(:,e) = MAU_ForEachEpoch;
end
%% EPOCH 3
Program_Epoch3_MAE = zeros(num_of_program_designs,num_epochs);
Program_Epoch3_MAU = zeros(num_of_program_designs,num_epochs);
for e = 1:size(Program_Performance_Preferences,1)
[MAU_ForEachEpoch] =
Calculate_MAU(Epoch3_2in00_Program_Performance_Attributes,Program_Performance_Preferences(e,:),Program
_Performance_Weights(e,:));
[MAE_ForEachEpoch] =
Calculate_MAE(Epoch3_2in00_Program_Expense_Attributes,Program_Expense_Preferences(e,:),Program_Expense
_Weights(e,:));
Program_Epoch3_MAE(:,e) = MAE_ForEachEpoch;
Program_Epoch3_MAU(:,e) = MAU_ForEachEpoch;
end
%% EPOCH 10
Program_Epoch10_MAE = zeros(num_of_program_designs,num_epochs);
Program_Epoch10_MAU = zeros(num_of_program_designs,num_epochs);
for e = 1:size(Program_Performance_Preferences,1)
[MAU_ForEachEpoch] =
Calculate_MAU(Epoch10_3in01_Program_Performance_Attributes,Program_Performance_Preferences(e,:),Progra
m_Performance_Weights(e,:));
[MAE_ForEachEpoch] =
Calculate_MAE(Epoch10_3in01_Program_Expense_Attributes,Program_Expense_Preferences(e,:),Program_Expens
e_Weights(e,:));
Program_Epoch10_MAE(:,e) = MAE_ForEachEpoch;
Program_Epoch10_MAU(:,e) = MAU_ForEachEpoch;
end
%% EPOCH 17
Program_Epoch17_MAE = zeros(num_of_program_designs,num_epochs);
Program_Epoch17_MAU = zeros(num_of_program_designs,num_epochs);
for e = 1:size(Program_Performance_Preferences,1)
[MAU_ForEachEpoch] =
Calculate_MAU(Epoch17_4in10_Program_Performance_Attributes,Program_Performance_Preferences(e,:),Progra
m_Performance_Weights(e,:));
[MAE_ForEachEpoch] =
Calculate_MAE(Epoch17_4in10_Program_Expense_Attributes,Program_Expense_Preferences(e,:),Program_Expens
e_Weights(e,:));
Program_Epoch17_MAE(:,e) = MAE_ForEachEpoch;
Program_Epoch17_MAU(:,e) = MAU_ForEachEpoch;
end
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%% EPOCH 24
Program_Epoch24_MAE = zeros(num_of_program_designs,num_epochs);
Program_Epoch24_MAU = zeros(num_of_program_designs,num_epochs);
for e = 1:size(Program_Performance_Preferences,1)
[MAU_ForEachEpoch] =
Calculate_MAU(Epoch24_5in11_Program_Performance_Attributes,Program_Performance_Preferences(e,:),Progra
m_Performance_Weights(e,:));
[MAE_ForEachEpoch] =
Calculate_MAE(Epoch24_5in11_Program_Expense_Attributes,Program_Expense_Preferences(e,:),Program_Expens
e_Weights(e,:));
Program_Epoch24_MAE(:,e) = MAE_ForEachEpoch;
Program_Epoch24_MAU(:,e) = MAU_ForEachEpoch;
end
%% EPOCH 19
Program_Epoch19_MAE = zeros(num_of_program_designs,num_epochs);
Program_Epoch19_MAU = zeros(num_of_program_designs,num_epochs);
for e = 1:size(Program_Performance_Preferences,1)
[MAU_ForEachEpoch] =
Calculate_MAU(Epoch19_0in11_Program_Performance_Attributes,Program_Performance_Preferences(e,:),Progra
m_Performance_Weights(e,:));
[MAE_ForEachEpoch] =
Calculate_MAE(Epoch19_0in11_Program_Expense_Attributes,Program_Expense_Preferences(e,:),Program_Expens
e_Weights(e,:));
Program_Epoch19_MAE(:,e) = MAE_ForEachEpoch;
Program_Epoch19_MAU(:,e) = MAU_ForEachEpoch;
end
%%*************************************************************************
%% Apply Constraint Levels
Program_MAE_Constraint_Levels = zeros(num_epochs,1);
Program_MAU_Constraint_Levels = zeros(num_epochs,1);
% [ Data_Capacity Science_Value Maneuverability]
Program_Performance_Attribute_Constraints = [250000,25000,1;
250000,100000,1;
250000,25000,1;
250000,20000,2;
250000,50000,2;
300000,15000,3;
300000,25000,2];
% [ Development_Cost Launch_Cost Labor_Cost Operations_Cost Retirement_Cost
% Time_to_Launch Contract Length]
Program_Expense_Attribute_Constraints = [2.5E05,60E06,250,35,10,10,10;
2.5E05,55E06,225,30,10,10,7;
2.5E05,55E06,200,30,10,10,7;
2.25E05,50E06,200,27.5,10,10,7;
2.25E05,45E06,200,25,6,8,7;
2.25E05,45E06,200,25,6,8,7;
2E05,40E06,180,25,6,8,7];
for e = 1:size(Performance_Preferences_Constraints,1)
[MAU_Constraint] =
Calculate_MAU(Program_Performance_Attribute_Constraints(e),Program_Performance_Preferences(e,:),Progra
m_Performance_Weights(e,:));
[MAE_Constraint] =
Calculate_MAE(Program_Expense_Attribute_Constraints(e),Program_Expense_Preferences(e,:),Program_Expens
e_Weights(e,:));
Program_MAE_Constraint_Levels(e) = MAE_Constraint;
Program_MAU_Constraint_Levels(e) = MAU_Constraint;
end
%%*************************************************************************
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%% Scatter plots - EPOCH 1
%
% store all the derived minimum expense levels
%
Program_Derived_Min_Expense = zeros(num_epochs,1);
scatter(Program_Epoch1_MAE(:,1),Program_Epoch1_MAU(:,1),'b','fill');
title('Program Analysis - Scatter Plot of MAU vs MAE for Epoch 1');
axis([0 1 0 1]);
xlabel('MAE');
ylabel('MAU');
hold on
plot([0 1],[Program_MAU_Constraint_Levels(1) Program_MAU_Constraint_Levels(1)],'--ro','LineWidth',3);
plot([Program_MAE_Constraint_Levels(1) Program_MAE_Constraint_Levels(1)],[0 1],'--mo','LineWidth',3);
% MAE = 0.4168 MAU = 0.4646
Program_Derived_Min_Expense(1) = 0.4168;
plot([Program_Derived_Min_Expense(1) Program_Derived_Min_Expense(1)],[0 1],'--go','LineWidth',3); %
observed from diagram
%
%
%
%

High Risk Point = 0.6925 MAU= 0.9525% - Number 349
[1,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,3]
[307578.240000000,58976294.4000000,251.557850710977,6.03000000000000,12,10,4]

%
%
%
%

Medium Risk Point: MAE: 0.6288 MAU= 0.8447 - Number 283
[1,10,4,3,0,4]
[330000,28125,3]
[272334.900000000,49146912,220.531286391406,5.02500000000000,10,9,4]

% Low Risk Point: MAE= 0.4876 MAU= 0.7725 - Number 1051
% [3,12,3,2,0,4]
% [495000,30000,1]
% [307578.240000000,44440056,143.236633136719,6.03000000000000,12,8,4]
Epoch1_High_Index = 349;
Epoch1_Med_Index = 283;
Epoch1_Low_index = 1051;
Epoch1_High_MAE = 0.6925;
Epoch1_High_MAU = 0.9525;
Epoch1_Med_MAE = 0.6288;
Epoch1_Med_MAU = 0.8447;
Epoch1_Low_MAE = 0.4876;
Epoch1_Low_MAU = 0.7725;
hold on
scatter(Epoch1_High_MAE,Epoch1_High_MAU,'o','k','LineWidth',10,'MarkerFaceColor','flat')
hold on
scatter(Epoch1_Med_MAE,Epoch1_Med_MAU,'s','r','LineWidth',10,'MarkerFaceColor','flat')
hold on
scatter(Epoch1_Low_MAE,Epoch1_Low_MAU,'^','c','LineWidth',10,'MarkerFaceColor','flat')
%% Scatter Plots - EPOCH 2
figure()
scatter(Program_Epoch2_MAE(:,2),Program_Epoch2_MAU(:,2),'b','fill');
title('Program Analysis - Scatter Plot of MAU vs MAE for Epoch 2');
axis([0 1 0 1]);
xlabel('MAE');
ylabel('MAU');
hold on
plot([0 1],[Program_MAU_Constraint_Levels(2) Program_MAU_Constraint_Levels(2)],'--ro','LineWidth',3);
plot([Program_MAE_Constraint_Levels(2) Program_MAE_Constraint_Levels(2)],[0 1],'--mo','LineWidth',3);
Program_Derived_Min_Expense(2) = 0.3923;
plot([Program_Derived_Min_Expense(2) Program_Derived_Min_Expense(2)],[0 1],'--go','LineWidth',3); %
observed from diagram
%
%
%
%

High Risk Point = 0.5497 MAU= 0.886 - Number 331
[1,12,3,2,0,4]
[315000,150000,3]
[393955.200000000,64453363.2000000,122.130126796875,6.03000000000000,12,7,4]

%
%
%
%

Medium Risk Point: MAE: 0.472 MAU= 0.6856 - Number 181
[1,8,3,1,0,4]
[126000,125000,3]
[295466.400000000,48340022.4000000,102.028692187500,4.02000000000000,8,6,4]
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%
%
%
%

Low Risk Point: MAE= 0.3923 MAU= 0.5628 - Number - Number 109
[1,6,3,1,0,4]
[94500,93750,3]
[233910.900000000,40283352,102.028692187500,3.01500000000000,6,6,4]

Epoch2_High_Index = 331;
Epoch2_Med_Index = 181;
Epoch2_Low_index = 109;
Epoch2_High_MAE = 0.5497;
Epoch2_High_MAU = 0.886;
Epoch2_Med_MAE = 0.472;
Epoch2_Med_MAU = 0.6856;
Epoch2_Low_MAE = 0.3923;
Epoch2_Low_MAU = 0.5628;
hold on
scatter(Epoch2_High_MAE,Epoch2_High_MAU,'o','k','LineWidth',10,'MarkerFaceColor','flat')
hold on
scatter(Epoch2_Med_MAE,Epoch2_Med_MAU,'s','r','LineWidth',10,'MarkerFaceColor','flat')
hold on
scatter(Epoch2_Low_MAE,Epoch2_Low_MAU,'^','c','LineWidth',10,'MarkerFaceColor','flat')

%% Scatter Plots - EPOCH 3
figure()
scatter(Program_Epoch3_MAE(:,3),Program_Epoch3_MAU(:,3),'b','fill');
title('Program Analysis - Scatter Plot of MAU vs MAE for Epoch 3');
axis([0 1 0 1]);
xlabel('MAE');
ylabel('MAU');
hold on
plot([0 1],[Program_MAU_Constraint_Levels(3) Program_MAU_Constraint_Levels(3)],'--ro','LineWidth',3);
plot([Program_MAE_Constraint_Levels(3) Program_MAE_Constraint_Levels(3)],[0 1],'--mo','LineWidth',3);
Program_Derived_Min_Expense(3) = 0.3399;
plot([Program_Derived_Min_Expense(3) Program_Derived_Min_Expense(3)],[0 1],'--go','LineWidth',3); %
observed from diagram
%
%
%
%

High Risk Point = 0.6396 MAU= 0.9638 - Number 349
[1,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,3]
[307578.240000000,58976294.4000000,251.557850710977,6.03000000000000,12,10,4]

%
%
%
%

Medium Risk Point: MAE: 0.4785 MAU= 0.8438 - Number 1069
[3,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,1]
[307578.240000000,44440056,162.840169062500,6.03000000000000,12,7,4]

%
%
%
%

Low Risk Point: MAE= 0.4438 MAU= 0.5775 - Number 889
[3,8,2,2,0,4]
[330000,20000,1]
[230683.680000000,44440056,110.265643195703,4.02000000000000,8,9,4]

Epoch3_High_Index = 349;
Epoch3_Med_Index = 1069;
Epoch3_Low_index = 889;
Epoch3_High_MAE = 0.6396;
Epoch3_High_MAU = 0.9638;
Epoch3_Med_MAE = 0.4785;
Epoch3_Med_MAU = 0.8438;
Epoch3_Low_MAE = 0.4438;
Epoch3_Low_MAU = 0.5775;
hold on
scatter(Epoch3_High_MAE,Epoch3_High_MAU,'o','k','LineWidth',10,'MarkerFaceColor','flat')
hold on
scatter(Epoch3_Med_MAE,Epoch3_Med_MAU,'s','r','LineWidth',10,'MarkerFaceColor','flat')
hold on
scatter(Epoch3_Low_MAE,Epoch3_Low_MAU,'^','m','LineWidth',10,'MarkerFaceColor','flat')

%% Scatter Plots - EPOCH 10
figure()
scatter(Program_Epoch10_MAE(:,4),Program_Epoch10_MAU(:,4),'b','fill');
title('Program Analysis - Scatter Plot of MAU vs MAE for Epoch 10');
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axis([0 1 0 1]);
xlabel('MAE');
ylabel('MAU');
hold on
plot([0 1],[Program_MAU_Constraint_Levels(4) Program_MAU_Constraint_Levels(4)],'--ro','LineWidth',3);
plot([Program_MAE_Constraint_Levels(4) Program_MAE_Constraint_Levels(4)],[0 1],'--mo','LineWidth',3);
% MAE = 0.485 MAU = 0.485 - choose a line slightly below 0.488
Program_Derived_Min_Expense(4) = 0.3735;
plot([Program_Derived_Min_Expense(4) Program_Derived_Min_Expense(4)],[0 1],'--go','LineWidth',3); %
observed from diagram
%
%
%
%

High Risk Point = 0.5691 MAU= 0.9777 - Number 349
[1,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,3]
[307578.240000000,46426716,284.135743246525,6.03000000000000,12,11,4]

%
%
%
%

Medium Risk Point: MAE: 0.4422 MAU= 0.8577 - Number 1069
[3,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,1]
[307578.240000000,44440056,162.840169062500,6.03000000000000,12,7,4]

Epoch10_High_Index = 349;
Epoch10_Med_Index = 1069;
Epoch10_Low_index = 0;
Epoch10_High_MAE = 0.5691;
Epoch10_High_MAU = 0.9777;
Epoch10_Med_MAE = 0.4422;
Epoch10_Med_MAU = 0.8577;
Epoch10_Low_MAE = 0;
Epoch10_Low_MAU = 0;
hold on
scatter(Epoch10_High_MAE,Epoch10_High_MAU,'o','k','LineWidth',10,'MarkerFaceColor','flat')
hold on
scatter(Epoch10_Med_MAE,Epoch10_Med_MAU,'s','r','LineWidth',10,'MarkerFaceColor','flat')
% hold on
% scatter(0.488,0.85667,'^','c','LineWidth',10,'MarkerFaceColor','flat')
%% Scatter Plots - EPOCH 17
%
%
%
%

Points in this epoch have utility of 0.6 and below because
maneuverability level is always at 1 given the lower deltaVs of all the
satellites. The performance attributes in Epoch 17 is close to that of
Epoch 2, but there is a greater

figure()
scatter(Program_Epoch17_MAE(:,5),Program_Epoch17_MAU(:,5),'b','fill');
title('Program Analysis - Scatter Plot of MAU vs MAE for Epoch 17');
axis([0 1 0 1]);
xlabel('MAE');
ylabel('MAU');
hold on
plot([0 1],[Program_MAU_Constraint_Levels(5) Program_MAU_Constraint_Levels(5)],'--ro','LineWidth',3);
plot([Program_MAE_Constraint_Levels(5) Program_MAE_Constraint_Levels(5)],[0 1],'--mo','LineWidth',3);
% MAE = 0.485 MAU = 0.485 - choose a line slightly below 0.488
Program_Derived_Min_Expense(5) = 0.4038;
plot([Program_Derived_Min_Expense(5) Program_Derived_Min_Expense(5)],[0 1],'--go','LineWidth',3); %
observed from diagram
%
%
%
%
%

THERE ARE ONLY 2 LOGICAL POINT IN THIS EPOCH
High Risk Point = 0.4483 MAU= 0.6255 - Number 331
[1,12,3,2,0,4]
[315000,150000,1]
[207746.784000000,50682753,82.8844687500000,6.03000000000000,12,5,4]

%
%
%
%

Medium Risk Point: MAE: 0.4038 MAU= 0.47 - Number - Number 1051
[3,12,3,2,0,4]
[526500,9000,1]
[207746.784000000,41949090,82.8844687500000,6.03000000000000,12,5,4]

Epoch17_High_Index = 331;
Epoch17_Med_Index = 1051;
Epoch17_Low_index = 0;
Epoch17_High_MAE = 0.4483;
Epoch17_High_MAU = 0.6255;
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Epoch17_Med_MAE
Epoch17_Med_MAU
Epoch17_Low_MAE
Epoch17_Low_MAU

=
=
=
=

0.4238;
0.47;
0;
0;

hold on
scatter(Epoch17_High_MAE,Epoch17_High_MAU,'o','k','LineWidth',10,'MarkerFaceColor','flat')
hold on
scatter(Epoch17_Med_MAE,Epoch17_Med_MAU,'s','r','LineWidth',10,'MarkerFaceColor','flat')

%% Scatter Plots - EPOCH 24
figure()
scatter(Program_Epoch24_MAE(:,6),Program_Epoch24_MAU(:,6),'b','fill');
title('Program Analysis - Scatter Plot of MAU vs MAE for Epoch 24');
axis([0 1 0 1]);
xlabel('MAE');
ylabel('MAU');
hold on
plot([0 1],[Program_MAU_Constraint_Levels(6) Program_MAU_Constraint_Levels(6)],'--ro','LineWidth',3);
plot([Program_MAE_Constraint_Levels(6) Program_MAE_Constraint_Levels(6)],[0 1],'--mo','LineWidth',3);
Program_Derived_Min_Expense(6) = 0.4863;
plot([Program_Derived_Min_Expense(6) Program_Derived_Min_Expense(6)],[0 1],'--go','LineWidth',3); %
observed from diagram
%
%
%
%

High Risk Point = 0.5401 MAU= 0.9829 - Number 349
[1,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,4]
[207746.784000000,82706184,110.512625000000,6.03000000000000,12,5,4]

%
%
%
%

Medium Risk Point: MAE: 0.5065 MAU= 0.87 - Number 691
[2,12,3,2,0,4]
[526500,9000,4]
[207746.784000000,80994600,82.8844687500000,6.03000000000000,12,5,4]

Epoch24_High_Index = 349;
Epoch24_Med_Index = 691;
Epoch24_Low_index = 0;
Epoch24_High_MAE = 0.5401;
Epoch24_High_MAU = 0.9829;
Epoch24_Med_MAE = 0.5065;
Epoch24_Med_MAU = 0.87;
Epoch24_Low_MAE = 0;
Epoch24_Low_MAU = 0;
hold on
scatter(Epoch24_High_MAE,Epoch24_High_MAU,'o','k','LineWidth',10,'MarkerFaceColor','flat')
hold on
scatter(Epoch24_Med_MAE,Epoch24_Med_MAU,'s','r','LineWidth',10,'MarkerFaceColor','flat')

%% Scatter Plots - EPOCH 19
figure()
scatter(Program_Epoch19_MAE(:,7),Program_Epoch19_MAU(:,7),'b','fill');
title('Program Analysis - Scatter Plot of MAU vs MAE for Epoch 19');
axis([0 1 0 1]);
xlabel('MAE');
ylabel('MAU');
hold on
plot([0 1],[Program_MAU_Constraint_Levels(7) Program_MAU_Constraint_Levels(7)],'--ro','LineWidth',3);
plot([Program_MAE_Constraint_Levels(7) Program_MAE_Constraint_Levels(7)],[0 1],'--mo','LineWidth',3);
Program_Derived_Min_Expense(7) = 0.4224;
plot([Program_Derived_Min_Expense(7) Program_Derived_Min_Expense(7)],[0 1],'--go','LineWidth',3); %
observed from diagram
%
%
%
%

High Risk Point = 0.5879 MAU= 0.8965 - Number 349
[1,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,3]
[207746.784000000,58659957,136.038256250000,6.03000000000000,12,6,4]

% Medium Risk Point: MAE: 0.5844 MAU= 0.7938 - 277
% [1,10,4,2,0,4]
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% [412500,25000,3]
% [183942.465000000,48883297.5000000,136.038256250000,5.02500000000000,10,6,4]
%
%
%
%

Low Risk Point: MAE=0.4224 MAU=0.7215 - Number 1061
[3,12,3,3,1,7]
[396000,33750,1]
[207746.784000000,55083969,82.8844687500000,38.0475090395909,0,5,7]

Epoch19_High_Index = 349;
Epoch19_Med_Index = 277;
Epoch19_Low_index = 1051;
Epoch19_High_MAE = 0.5879;
Epoch19_High_MAU = 0.8965;
Epoch19_Med_MAE = 0.558;
Epoch19_Med_MAU = 0.7938;
Epoch19_Low_MAE = 0.4224;
Epoch19_Low_MAU = 0.7215;
hold on
scatter(Epoch19_High_MAE,Epoch19_High_MAU,'o','k','LineWidth',10,'MarkerFaceColor','flat')
hold on
scatter(Epoch19_Med_MAE,Epoch19_Med_MAU,'s','r','LineWidth',10,'MarkerFaceColor','flat')
hold on
scatter(Epoch19_Low_MAE,Epoch19_Low_MAU,'^','m','LineWidth',10,'MarkerFaceColor','flat')
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APPENDIX 3:
PORTFOLIO LEVEL ANALYSIS
The MATLAB code for the entire FSS tradespace model will not be included in this appendix. Only
important sections are shown. Contact MIT SEAri or the author of this thesis for access to the full code.

This section contains the MATLAB code written to generate all possible portfolio designs for
the FSS portfolio.
%% This code is written by Marcus Shihong Wu.
%% Copyright (c) 2014, SEARI MIT.
%% 1322123
%% 1. Get program designs from Epoch 1 - Only 1 design
% High Risk Point = 0.6925 MAU= 0.9525% - Number 349
% [1,12,4,2,0,4]
% [495000,30000,3]
% [307578.240000000,58976294.4000000,251.557850710977,6.03000000000000,12,10,4]
Epoch1_High_Index = 349;
Selected_Program_Epoch1_Performance_Attributes(1,:) =
Epoch1_0in00_Program_Performance_Attributes(Epoch1_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch1_Expense_Attributes(1,:) =
Epoch1_0in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(Epoch1_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch1_Intermediate(1,:) = Epoch1_0in00_Program_Intermediate(Epoch1_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch1_DV(1,:) = Epoch1_0in00_Program_DV(Epoch1_High_Index,:);
%% 2. Get program designs from Epoch 2 - All 3 designs
% High Risk Point = 0.5497 MAU= 0.886 - Number 331
% [1,12,3,2,0,4]
% [315000,150000,3]
% [393955.200000000,64453363.2000000,122.130126796875,6.03000000000000,12,7,4]
%
%
%
%

Medium Risk Point: MAE: 0.472 MAU= 0.6856 - Number 181
[1,8,3,1,0,4]
[126000,125000,3]
[295466.400000000,48340022.4000000,102.028692187500,4.02000000000000,8,6,4]

%
%
%
%

Low Risk Point: MAE= 0.3923 MAU= 0.5628 - Number - Number 109
[1,6,3,1,0,4]
[94500,93750,3]
[233910.900000000,40283352,102.028692187500,3.01500000000000,6,6,4]

Epoch2_High_Index = 331;
Epoch2_Med_Index = 181;
Epoch2_Low_Index = 109;
Selected_Program_Epoch2_Performance_Attributes(1,:) =
Epoch2_1in00_Program_Performance_Attributes(Epoch2_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch2_Performance_Attributes(2,:) =
Epoch2_1in00_Program_Performance_Attributes(Epoch2_Med_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch2_Performance_Attributes(3,:) =
Epoch2_1in00_Program_Performance_Attributes(Epoch2_Low_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch2_Expense_Attributes(1,:) =
Epoch2_1in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(Epoch2_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch2_Expense_Attributes(2,:) =
Epoch2_1in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(Epoch2_Med_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch2_Expense_Attributes(3,:) =
Epoch2_1in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(Epoch2_Low_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch2_Intermediate(1,:) = Epoch2_1in00_Program_Intermediate(Epoch2_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch2_Intermediate(2,:) = Epoch2_1in00_Program_Intermediate(Epoch2_Med_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch2_Intermediate(3,:) = Epoch2_1in00_Program_Intermediate(Epoch2_Low_Index,:);
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Selected_Program_Epoch2_DV(1,:) = Epoch2_1in00_Program_DV(Epoch2_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch2_DV(2,:) = Epoch2_1in00_Program_DV(Epoch2_Med_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch2_DV(3,:) = Epoch2_1in00_Program_DV(Epoch2_Low_Index,:);
%% 3. Get program designs from Epoch 3 - only 2 designs
% High Risk Point = 0.6396 MAU= 0.9638 - Number 349
% [1,12,4,2,0,4]
% [495000,30000,3]
% [307578.240000000,58976294.4000000,251.557850710977,6.03000000000000,12,10,4]
% LEGACY OPTION: 352
%
%
%
%
%

Medium Risk Point: MAE: 0.4785 MAU= 0.8438 - Number 1069
[3,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,1]
[307578.240000000,44440056,162.840169062500,6.03000000000000,12,7,4]
LEGACY OPTIO: 1072

Epoch3_High_Index = 349;
Epoch3_Med_Index = 1069;
Selected_Program_Epoch3_Performance_Attributes(1,:) =
Epoch3_2in00_Program_Performance_Attributes(Epoch3_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch3_Performance_Attributes(2,:) =
Epoch3_2in00_Program_Performance_Attributes(Epoch3_Med_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch3_Expense_Attributes(1,:) =
Epoch3_2in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(Epoch3_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch3_Expense_Attributes(2,:) =
Epoch3_2in00_Program_Expense_Attributes(Epoch3_Med_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch3_Intermediate(1,:) = Epoch3_02in00_Program_Intermediate(Epoch3_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch3_Intermediate(2,:) = Epoch3_02in00_Program_Intermediate(Epoch3_Med_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch3_DV(1,:) = Epoch3_2in00_Program_DV(Epoch3_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch3_DV(2,:) = Epoch3_2in00_Program_DV(Epoch3_Med_Index,:);
%% 4. Get program designs from Epoch 10 - Only 2
% High Risk Point = 0.5691 MAU= 0.9777 - Number 349
% [1,12,4,2,0,4]
% [495000,30000,3]
% [307578.240000000,46426716,284.135743246525,6.03000000000000,12,11,4]
%
%
%
%

Medium Risk Point: MAE: 0.4422 MAU= 0.8577 - Number 1069
[3,12,4,2,0,4]
[495000,30000,1]
[307578.240000000,44440056,162.840169062500,6.03000000000000,12,7,4]

Epoch10_High_Index = 349;
Epoch10_Med_Index = 1069;
Selected_Program_Epoch10_Performance_Attributes(1,:) =
Epoch10_3in01_Program_Performance_Attributes(Epoch10_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch10_Performance_Attributes(2,:) =
Epoch10_3in01_Program_Performance_Attributes(Epoch10_Med_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch10_Expense_Attributes(1,:) =
Epoch10_3in01_Program_Expense_Attributes(Epoch10_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch10_Expense_Attributes(2,:) =
Epoch10_3in01_Program_Expense_Attributes(Epoch10_Med_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch10_Intermediate(1,:) = Epoch10_3in01_Program_Intermediate(Epoch10_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch10_Intermediate(2,:) = Epoch10_3in01_Program_Intermediate(Epoch10_Med_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch10_DV(1,:) = Epoch10_3in01_Program_DV(Epoch10_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch10_DV(2,:) = Epoch10_3in01_Program_DV(Epoch10_Med_Index,:);
%% 5. Get program designs from Epoch 17 - Only 1
% High Risk Point = 0.4483 MAU= 0.6255 - Number 331
% [1,12,3,2,0,4]
% [315000,150000,1]
% [207746.784000000,50682753,82.8844687500000,6.03000000000000,12,5,4]
Epoch17_High_Index = 331;
Selected_Program_Epoch17_Performance_Attributes(1,:) =
Epoch17_4in10_Program_Performance_Attributes(Epoch17_High_Index,:);
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Selected_Program_Epoch17_Expense_Attributes(1,:) =
Epoch17_4in10_Program_Expense_Attributes(Epoch17_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch17_Intermediate(1,:) = Epoch17_4in10_Program_Intermediate(Epoch17_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch17_DV(1,:) = Epoch17_4in10_Program_DV(Epoch17_High_Index,:);
%% 6. Get program designs from Epoch 24 - All 2
% High Risk Point = 0.5401 MAU= 0.9829 - Number 349
% [1,12,4,2,0,4]
% [495000,30000,4]
% [207746.784000000,82706184,110.512625000000,6.03000000000000,12,5,4]
%
%
%
%

Medium Risk Point: MAE: 0.5065 MAU= 0.87 - Number 691
[2,12,3,2,0,4]
[526500,9000,4]
[207746.784000000,80994600,82.8844687500000,6.03000000000000,12,5,4]

Epoch24_High_Index = 349;
Epoch24_Med_Index = 691;
Selected_Program_Epoch24_Performance_Attributes(1,:) =
Epoch24_5in11_Program_Performance_Attributes(Epoch24_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch24_Performance_Attributes(2,:) =
Epoch24_5in11_Program_Performance_Attributes(Epoch24_Med_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch24_Expense_Attributes(1,:) =
Epoch24_5in11_Program_Expense_Attributes(Epoch24_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch24_Expense_Attributes(2,:) =
Epoch24_5in11_Program_Expense_Attributes(Epoch24_Med_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch24_Intermediate(1,:) = Epoch24_5in11_Program_Intermediate(Epoch24_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch24_Intermediate(2,:) = Epoch24_5in11_Program_Intermediate(Epoch24_Med_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch24_DV(1,:) = Epoch24_5in11_Program_DV(Epoch24_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch24_DV(2,:) = Epoch24_5in11_Program_DV(Epoch24_Med_Index,:);
%% 7. Get program designs from Epoch 19
% [1,12,4,2,0,4]
% [495000,30000,3]
% [207746.784000000,58659957,136.038256250000,6.03000000000000,12,6,4]
%
%
%
%

Medium Risk Point: MAE: 0.5844 MAU= 0.7938 - 277
[1,10,4,2,0,4]
[412500,25000,3]
[183942.465000000,48883297.5000000,136.038256250000,5.02500000000000,10,6,4]

%
%
%
%

Low Risk Point: MAE=0.4224 MAU=0.7215 - Number 1061
[3,12,3,3,1,7]
[396000,33750,1]
[207746.784000000,55083969,82.8844687500000,38.0475090395909,0,5,7]

Epoch19_High_Index = 349;
Epoch19_Med_Index = 277;
Epoch19_Low_Index = 1051;
Selected_Program_Epoch19_Performance_Attributes(1,:) =
Epoch19_0in11_Program_Performance_Attributes(Epoch19_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch19_Performance_Attributes(2,:) =
Epoch19_0in11_Program_Performance_Attributes(Epoch19_Med_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch19_Performance_Attributes(3,:) =
Epoch19_0in11_Program_Performance_Attributes(Epoch19_Low_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch19_Expense_Attributes(1,:) =
Epoch19_0in11_Program_Expense_Attributes(Epoch19_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch19_Expense_Attributes(2,:) =
Epoch19_0in11_Program_Expense_Attributes(Epoch19_Med_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch19_Expense_Attributes(3,:) =
Epoch19_0in11_Program_Expense_Attributes(Epoch19_Low_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch19_Intermediate(1,:) = Epoch19_0in11_Program_Intermediate(Epoch19_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch19_Intermediate(2,:) = Epoch19_0in11_Program_Intermediate(Epoch19_Med_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch19_Intermediate(3,:) = Epoch19_0in11_Program_Intermediate(Epoch19_Low_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch19_DV(1,:) = Epoch19_0in11_Program_DV(Epoch19_High_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch19_DV(2,:) = Epoch19_0in11_Program_DV(Epoch19_Med_Index,:);
Selected_Program_Epoch19_DV(3,:) = Epoch19_0in11_Program_DV(Epoch19_Low_Index,:);
%% TOTAL NUMBER OF PORTFOLIO DESIGNS = 72
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num_portfolio_designs = 72;
Portfolio_DV = zeros(num_portfolio_designs,7);
Portfolio_Performance_Attributes = zeros(num_portfolio_designs,3); % 3 Performance Attributes
Portfolio_Expense_Attributes = zeros(num_portfolio_designs,6);% 7 Expense Attributes
count

= 1;

for a = 1:size(Selected_Program_Epoch1_DV,1)
for b = 1: size(Selected_Program_Epoch2_DV,1)
for c = 1:size(Selected_Program_Epoch3_DV,1)
for d = 1:size(Selected_Program_Epoch10_DV,1)
for e = 1:size(Selected_Program_Epoch17_DV,1)
for f = 1:size(Selected_Program_Epoch24_DV,1)
for g = 1:size(Selected_Program_Epoch19_DV,1)
%% store all DV
Portfolio_DV(count,1)
Portfolio_DV(count,2)
Portfolio_DV(count,3)
Portfolio_DV(count,4)
Portfolio_DV(count,5)
Portfolio_DV(count,6)
Portfolio_DV(count,7)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

a;
b;
c;
d;
e;
f;
g;

%% PERFORMANCE
% Sum annual free data packet capacity
Portfolio_Performance_Attributes(count,1) =
Selected_Program_Epoch1_Performance_Attributes(a,1)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch2_Performance_Attributes(b,1)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch3_Performance_Attributes(c,1)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch10_Performance_Attributes(d,1)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch17_Performance_Attributes(e,1)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch24_Performance_Attributes(f,1)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch19_Performance_Attributes(g,1);
% Sum annual science value
Portfolio_Performance_Attributes(count,2) =
Selected_Program_Epoch1_Performance_Attributes(a,2)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch2_Performance_Attributes(b,2)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch3_Performance_Attributes(c,2)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch10_Performance_Attributes(d,2)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch17_Performance_Attributes(e,2)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch24_Performance_Attributes(f,2)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch19_Performance_Attributes(g,2);
% Sum maneuverability
Portfolio_Performance_Attributes(count,3) =
Selected_Program_Epoch1_Performance_Attributes(a,3)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch2_Performance_Attributes(b,3)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch3_Performance_Attributes(c,3)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch10_Performance_Attributes(d,3)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch17_Performance_Attributes(e,3)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch24_Performance_Attributes(f,3)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch19_Performance_Attributes(g,3);
%% EXPENSE
% Sum development cost - in millions
% times 100 then divide by 1000,000
Portfolio_Expense_Attributes(count,1) = 10E04*(Selected_Program_Epoch1_Expense_Attributes(a,1)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch2_Expense_Attributes(b,1)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch3_Expense_Attributes(c,1)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch10_Expense_Attributes(d,1)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch17_Expense_Attributes(e,1)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch24_Expense_Attributes(f,1)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch19_Expense_Attributes(g,1));
% Sum launch cost - in millions
Portfolio_Expense_Attributes(count,2) = 10E06*(Selected_Program_Epoch1_Expense_Attributes(a,2)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch2_Expense_Attributes(b,2)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch3_Expense_Attributes(c,2)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch10_Expense_Attributes(d,2)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch17_Expense_Attributes(e,2)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch24_Expense_Attributes(f,2)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch19_Expense_Attributes(g,2));
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% Sum labor cost - in millions
Portfolio_Expense_Attributes(count,3) =
Selected_Program_Epoch1_Expense_Attributes(a,3)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch2_Expense_Attributes(b,3)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch3_Expense_Attributes(c,3)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch10_Expense_Attributes(d,3)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch17_Expense_Attributes(e,3)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch24_Expense_Attributes(f,3)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch19_Expense_Attributes(g,3);
% Sum operations cost - in millions
Portfolio_Expense_Attributes(count,4) =
Selected_Program_Epoch1_Expense_Attributes(a,4)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch2_Expense_Attributes(b,4)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch3_Expense_Attributes(c,4)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch10_Expense_Attributes(d,4)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch17_Expense_Attributes(e,4)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch24_Expense_Attributes(f,4)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch19_Expense_Attributes(g,4);
% Sum retirement cost - in millions
Portfolio_Expense_Attributes(count,5) =
Selected_Program_Epoch1_Expense_Attributes(a,5)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch2_Expense_Attributes(b,5)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch3_Expense_Attributes(c,5)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch10_Expense_Attributes(d,5)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch17_Expense_Attributes(e,5)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch24_Expense_Attributes(f,5)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch19_Expense_Attributes(g,5);
% Sum total time required to launch all
% constellations - in years
Portfolio_Expense_Attributes(count,6) =
Selected_Program_Epoch1_Expense_Attributes(a,6)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch2_Expense_Attributes(b,6)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch3_Expense_Attributes(c,6)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch10_Expense_Attributes(d,6)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch17_Expense_Attributes(e,6)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch24_Expense_Attributes(f,6)+...
+ Selected_Program_Epoch19_Expense_Attributes(g,6);
%% INTERMEDIATE
% 1. Sum all annual development cost
count = count + 1;
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
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This section contains the MATLAB code written to generate weights and preference sets and
evaluate all portfolio designs.
%% This code is written by Marcus Shihong Wu.
%% Copyright (c) 2014, SEARI MIT.
%% EVALUATE PORTFOLIO DESIGNS
% [ Data_Capacity Science_Value Maneuverability]
Portfolio_Performance_Weights = [0.4 0.2 0.4];
% [ Development_Cost Launch_Cost Labor_Cost Operations_Cost Retirement_Cost
% Time_to_Launch Contract Length]
Portfolio_Expense_Weights = [0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 ];
%% Create Preferences for attributes in selected 7 Epochs
Portfolio_Performance_Preferences = {};
Portfolio_Expense_Preferences = {};
% For Portfolio Data Capacity: 2802000 - 3136500
Portfolio_Performance_Preferences{1,1} =
[2800000,0;2850000,0.2;2900000,0.4;3000000,0.6;3100000,0.8;3200000,1];
% For Portfolio Science Value: 367750 - 450000
Portfolio_Performance_Preferences{1,2} =
[365000,0;370000,0.1;390000,0.3;410000,0.5;430000,0.8;450000,1];
% For Portfolio Maneuverability: 14-20
Portfolio_Performance_Preferences{1,3} = [13,0;14,0.25;16,0.5;18,0.75;20,1];
% For Portfolio Development Cost: 1756.1 - 1939.9
Portfolio_Expense_Preferences{1,1} = [0,0;1700,0.1;1750,0.3;1800,0.5;1850,0.7;1900,0.9;1950,1];
% For Portfolio Launch Cost: 3687 - 4208.8
Portfolio_Expense_Preferences{1,2} = [0,0;3500,0.2;3700,0.4;3900,0.6;4100,0.8;4250,1];
% For Portfolio Labor Cost: 927.9 - 1238.8
Portfolio_Expense_Preferences{1,3} = [0,0;900,0.1;950,0.3;1000,0.5;1100,0.8;1250,1];
% For Portfolio Operations Cost: 38.19 - 42.21
Portfolio_Expense_Preferences{1,4} = [0,0;38,0.2;39,0.4;40,0.6;41,0.8;42,0.9;42.5,1];
% For Portfolio Retirement Cost: 76 - 84
Portfolio_Expense_Preferences{1,5} = [0,0;76,0.2;78,0.4;80,0.6;82,0.8;84,1];
% For Portfolio total Time to Launch: 45-54
Portfolio_Expense_Preferences{1,6} = [0,0;45,0.2;47,0.4;49,0.6;51,0.8;53,0.9;55,1];
Portfolio_MAU =
Calculate_MAU(Portfolio_Performance_Attributes,Portfolio_Performance_Preferences,Portfolio_Performance
_Weights);
Portfolio_MAE =
Calculate_MAE(Portfolio_Expense_Attributes,Portfolio_Expense_Preferences,Portfolio_Expense_Weights);
%scatter(Portfolio_MAE,Portfolio_MAU);
[Portfolio_pareto_set_MAE, Portfolio_pareto_set_MAU, Portfolio_pareto_count, Portfolio_p] =
PlotandFind_Pareto_For_System(Portfolio_MAE,Portfolio_MAU);
hold on
scatter(Portfolio_pareto_set_MAE(43),Portfolio_pareto_set_MAU(43),'*','g','LineWidth',12,'MarkerFaceCo
lor','flat')
scatter(Portfolio_pareto_set_MAE(19),Portfolio_pareto_set_MAU(19),'*','m','LineWidth',12,'MarkerFaceCo
lor','flat')
scatter(Portfolio_pareto_set_MAE(1),Portfolio_pareto_set_MAU(1),'*','k','LineWidth',12,'MarkerFaceColo
r','flat')
% There are 14 Pareto Optimal designs:
% 4,10,22,24,43,44,45,46,67,68,69,70,71,72
% 1. X=0.8419 Y=0.8923 - Design No: 10 [1,1,1,2,1,2,1]
% 2. X=0.6948 Y=0.7923 - Design No: 22 [1,1,2,2,1,2,1]
% 3. X=0.6254 Y=0.6923 - Design No: 24 [1,1,2,2,1,2,3]
% 4. X=0.5389 Y=0.5711 - Design No: 43 [1,2,2,2,1,1,1]
% 5. X=0.4709 Y=0.4711 - Design No: 45 [1,2,2,2,1,1,3]
% Design No: 4 X=0.9329 Y=0.9923 [1,1,1,1,1,2,1]
% Design No: 45 [1,2,2,2,1,1,3]
% Design No: 46 [1,2,2,2,1,2,1]
% Design No: 47 [1,2,2,2,1,2,2]
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